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This dissertation focuses on the medieval ecciesiastical chant which survives in 

three twelfth- and five fourteenth-centwy manuscripts fiom the Augustinian monastery of 

Klostemeuburg, near Vienna (CCI. 589,1010,101 1,1012,1013,1015,1017,1018). 

These manuscripts together give an account of the Divine Office as it was performed at 

Klostemeuburg over a period of about two centuries. Although some of the chants 

contained in these manuscripts are well-known, such as those for the Easter d m a  

identified as the Vïsiatro sepulchn, large portions of these manuscripts have remained 

relatively unstudied. 

For each of the eight antiphoners, 1 have provided detailed manuscript studies 

which include both physical descriptions of the volumes and analyses of their repertories 

of Gregorian chant. A full chapter is devoted to the unique musical notation of the 

Klostemeuburg scriptorium; 1 have identified three notational styles in the eight 

antiphoners under investigation. The complete contents of these antiphoners, listed by 

chant, are included on accompanying diskettes as appendices in CANTUS format. These 

data files are also available via the Internet at the CANTUS website. 

Among other matters which have k e n  addressed are the history of the monastery, 

the relationships among the surviving manuscripts with respect to issues of provenance, 

the occurrences of unusual tropes within the antiphoners such as the prosa Quem non 

prevdent, and the application of diffrentiae to antiphons. Important to the cunent 

investigation has been the confirmation of a "Germanic" or "east-Frankish" melodic 

chant tradition within both these Klostemeuburg manuscripts and other antiphoners of 

German provenance. Through a cornparison of the melodic contents of the 

Klostemeuburg sources with twenty other Office antiphoners of both Germanic 

provenance and other ongins, 1 have placed the eight earliest Klostemeuburg antiphoners 

within the Office tradition of regions of ûerman influence (Le., the anas in and near 

present-day Gennany, Austria, and Switzerland). 
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Among the many hundreds of laiin liturgical chant manuscripts swiving from 

medieval western Europe are eight antiphonen dating fiom the twelfth to the fourteenth 

century from the Augustinian monastery of Klostemeuburg, near Vienna. These 

manuscripts, idenufied with the shelf numbers Codex CIaus~roaeobiqgensis (hence CCI.) 

589, 1010, 101 1, 1012, 1013, 1015, 1017, and 1018, are the earliest extant sources of the 

Sung Ofice at Klostemeuburg. Following a detailed physical description of each of these 

sources including the notation used to record the chants, an analysis of the contents of 

each volume, as well as the identification of both interesting and rare features within the 

manuscripts, 1 have determined that the Klostemeuburg Office belongs to a "German" 

branch of the broad Gregorian chant tradition,' as it shares many characteristics with 

other Office manuscripts from Germanic regions. 

The earliest Klostemeuburg antiphoners lie within a region of Geman influence. 

that is, an area where German is the primary spoken language.' Along with many other 

manuscripts originating fiom this area, the Klostemeuburg manuscnpts exhibit traits that 

' ~ h e  commonly-used tenn "Gregorian" has been adopted here both to iduititj. the body of chant 
which was imposed fiom Rome northward ont0 regions of western Europe during the eighth and ninth 
centuries, and to distinguish this repertory from other types of chant, including, arnong others, Byzantine, 
Mombic,  Gallic, Ambrosian, and Old Roman. Although alternate terms for Gregorian, such as "Gallic- 
Roman," have recently k e n  suggestcd for this chant repertory, the ovenvhelming acceptance of the 
familiar term "Gregorian" warrants its presence here. It need not be stated that usage of this tenn does not 
entail the blind acceptance of any legends conceming church music which have been associated witb 
Gregory I "the Greatn (Pope from 590-604), such as his alleged role in the transcription or divinely- 
inspircd composition of chant mclodics as dictated through the Holy Spirit. However, Gregory's legacy as 
a strong leda and a prolific writcr, and his position as one of the four gmt doctors of the church must be 
recognized; his influence on ecdesiastical matters was, no doubt, great, 

'These anas includc modem Gennany, Aumih, parts of Switzerlmd, and extmd westwards into 
portions of the Low Countries. During the Middle Ages, the regions under German influence encornpassed 
a number of kingdoms, duchies, and other political units. See Chapter Ta for a more detailed description 
of the Gerrnan political, language, and cdniral boundaries. 



have k e n  deemed to be uniquely Ge- or east-Frankish.' It was approximately eight 

decades ago when the notion of a distinct Germanic chant tradition within the whole body 

of western-European Gregorian chant was fust raised by Peter Wagner in a paper read 

before the Musimlogical Congress of The German Music Society in June, 1925: and 

later extensively described.' Although the introduction of this theory encountered a rather 

inhospitable reac tion from chant scholars of the day and was coasidered controversial for 

many years (some wodd say it still is), recent sadies into various aspezts of an east- 

Frankish chant U t i o n  have provided more convincing results. 

Even so, one of the obvious cornplexities in the analysis of chant manuscripts 

originating from the east-Frankish region lies in the realization that, although al1 sources 

which transmit one or more featws of a German chant tradition originate fiom the region 

defined as German, not al1 manuscripts which originate from this German region 

consistently transmit such a tradition. In addition, there are many aspects which comprise 

such a German chant tradition and set it apart fiom the chant sung in west-Frankish 

regions; these aspects include variants in melodic contour, modal assignment, usage of 

'"East-~rankish," with reference to the borders of the former kingdoms of the Franks. has recenil!. 
becorne the favoured term to describe the regions of western Europe which extend toward the eastern 
borders. The term bkst-Frankish" has effectively replaced "Romanic" and developed into a convenient 
identifier of al1 other western-European centres, primarily those where the spoken language or cultural 
influence is not Gennm. West-Frankish regions include France, parts of the Low Countries, and Spain. for 
example, as well as Italy and England; the latter are included in this group since the dissemination of 
Gregorian practices to northern Italy and England was via the existing west-Frankish territories. Maria- 
Elisabeth Heisler raises the question of terminology in an effort to address the occurrences of the so-called 
"Gennan" characteristics in manuscripts from regions which are not in the German-sp&ing sphere. She 
proposes the use of these more inclusive tenns in her article "Die Problematik des >>germanischen<< oder 
»deutschen<< Choraldialekts," Sruda Musicofogir'ca 27 (1985): pp. 67-82. The replacement of the term 
"Romanic" (or "romanisch," as used by Wagner and othcr Germans) with "West-Frankish" aiso eliminates 
any confusion of this branch of the Gregorian rcpertoire with "Old-Roman" chant, which is sometimes 
referrcd to simply as "Roman" chant. 

'PW Wagner, 'Gemanisches und Romanisches im  ine el alter lichen Kirchengesang." in 
Ben*cbt über dm I. musihv~sseaschafflichen Kongres dm deu~schen MwiC-gcseIfschaft in Le@ag vcm 4. 
bis 8. J ' ,  19Z(Leipzig: Brcitkopf & Hmel, 1926), pp, 2 1-34. 

'se, for utmplc. the introduction to the facsimile edition, Dar Graduak <kr Sr. ï3omaFkirce zu 

ïei@zig Jahnju11aÙt) als auge d c u ~ ~ c b ~ t  Cûoralubcrliduu~g Publikationen iüterer Musik, vol. 7 
(Leipzig: Brcitkopf & Hilrtei, 1930, 1932; Reprint Hildesheim: Gcorg Olms, 1967), pp. III-LXIV, where 
Wagner provides comparative tables showing the variants contained in ninety-six chants and a detailed 
expluiation of the varianis by mode 



particular chants, the order in which those chants were sung, the veneration of saints, 

specific local traditions, and so on. With so many parameters, it has become increasingly 

clear in modem chant research that the distinction between east and West is not 

necessari ly straightforward. 

In order to grapple with the apparent inconsistencies which have been uncovered 

in what had b e n  pmposed at one time to be a clearly-defined German h c h  of 

Gregorian chant, scholars are turning to detailed repertory studies and manuscript 

indexes. Mo Dobszay of the Corpus Antiphonafiurn Officii - Ecclesiarum Centralis 

Empae (hence CAGECE): one of the chant research bodies whicb undertakes such 

manuscript-indexing projects, has commented, "We have to study the hundreds of chant 

manuscripts first as witnesses of a musical life differentiated in time and space."' Taken 

a step M e r ,  in order to identify the nature and provenance of a particular manuscript. or 

a group of manuscnpts, in a deeper sense than simply bibliographical designation, it is 

necessary to isolate and localize the tradition which infiuenced that source or that group 

of sources. Once the complete contents of chants contained in particular sources is 

knowvn, associations between traditions can be proposed based on a concordance of 

sources. Through textual or melodic comparisons, it is possible to dernonstrate afinities 

between manuscnpts based on a number of factors, which might include geographical 

regions, monastic or canonical orders, and linguistic or cultural borders. 

In considering the possibility of isolating occurrences of east- and west-Frankisli 

chant traditions, and perhaps even confirming the validity of this distinction, the 

importance of individual chant repertory studies and the ensuing cornparisons with other 

chant sources cannot be underestimated. Detailed repertory studies and manuscript 

indexes which incorporate both melodic and textuai elements of chant are vital in order to 

61n cadi of the mmh pmjstr sponsorcd the Copus Anbphonalium Offic~Y- E c r l e i m  
Centralis E m p ( C A 0 - E C E ) ,  the reconsbuction of a particular portion of a liturgical year is presented 
for one uniform liturgical tradition, bascd on the contents of a numbcr of manuscripts representing that 
centre (church, diocesc' or othcr comrnon link). 

' ~ a s r l o  Dobszay, Corpus Anbphondium Omcii - Eccfesim Centralis Ewpae, vol. IIA 
Saitburg (Temporale) (Budapest: institute of Musicology, 1 !.NO), p. 1 1. 



place the various Sung traditions of the liturgical centres of western Europe within the 

whole body of Gregorian chant. 

THE MANUSCR~PTS AT ~OSTERNEWBURG 

The rnonastery of Klosterneuburg, positioned nonh-west of Viema, has gained 

some recognition over the past century for its valuable library and rich manuscript 

tradition. For example, many of the sources which contain versions of the Easter 

liturgical drarna have received considerable attention.' International publications 

highhghting certain Klosterneuburg manuscripts have also raised the profile of the 

rnonastery library; these publications include the facsimile reproduction of the gradua1 

believed to have originated at Klostemeuburg, which is now housed in the Graz 

Universitatsbibliothek (shelf number 807); and the transcription of the Klostemeuburg 

hymnary CCl. 1 O00 as part of the Monmenta Monodica Medi Aevi series. ' O  Recently. 

the îbree twelfth-century Klosterneuburg antiphoners (CCl. 10 1 O, 1 0 12. and 1 0 1 3) were 

included in the analpical index of the Salzburg-area Temporale pubblished in the CAO- 

ECE series." The complete and individual contents of four of the eight early antiphoners 

'~ee, for example, Hermann Pfeiffer, "Klostemeuburger Osterfeier und Osterspiel," in Jahrbuch 
des StiAes Kfosterneuburg. 1 ( 1  908): pp. 1-56; Hermam Pfei ffer, "Das Klosterneuburger Osterspiel ," 
Musici, divina i (19 13): pp. 158- 176; the various mentions of Klostemeuburg sources in Karl Young, The 
D m  ofthe Medeval Chmh, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933), Walther Lipphardt, ed., 
Lateinische Osterfeiern und os tus pi el^ 9 vols. (Berlin: Walter De Gniyter, 1 975- 1 990). James M. 
Gibson, "The Place of the Quem Oueritis in Presc~e Trope in Medieval Liturgical Drama" (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Pemsylvania, 1976), Margaret Mary McShane, "The Music of the Medieval 
Liwgical D m a "  (Ph.D. Dissertation, The Catholic University of America, 196 1); and, more recently. 
Michael L. Norton and Amelia J. Carr, "New Sources for the Visiutio Sepufchn'at Klosterneu burg," me 
Ear/YDnima, and Mmic Rewkw 1 5 (1 992): pp. 83-90. The iradition of the Visi~tio sepufchi Easter 
drama at Klostemuburg and in other liturgical centres within regions of Gtrman influence will be 
discussed more fully in Chapters Six and Twelve. 

9 ~ m  Jacques, Frogcr, cd., GniducI de Kfostmeubufg, Le ltl~llfusmr BOI, Univmi~tsbibIiothek 
Graz m i e  siileA Paléographie musicale, series 1, vol. 19 (Berne: H. Lang, 1974). 

'$runo SULblein, cd., Hymnm I: Die minelaiterIichen H'enmefodien ddes Abendfandes, 
Monurnenta Monodica Medii Aevi N M M A  11, vol. 1 (Kassel: Biirenreiter, 1956). 

"citecl above. See note 7 of this chapte. 



(CCI. 10 12, 101 3, 101 7, and 101 8) have also been indexed by the CANTUS project;" these 

are available in electronic format fiom the CANTUS website and have recently been 

published in book f~ rm. '~  Owiag to the production of delailed indices of this type, 1 have 

been able to fblly examine both the contents of and the relationships among the early 

surviving antiphonea in the Klostemeuburg library. 

THE EAST-FRAMUSH CHANT TRAD~TION - THE CURRENT PERSPECTIVE IN RESEARCH 

Scholarship on aspects of the east-Frankish chant tradition has Iargely been 

concernai with dergermaoiFclie Dial& a particular melodic dialect which has been 

uncovered to varying degrees within the chants contained in many of the manuscripts 

fiom this region. The melodic German dialect involves, primarily, the apparent 

preference for the singing of a higher note at the semitone steps in the diatonic scale; the 

propensity in east-Frankish manuscripts for the pitches D-F-D to occur where D-E-D is 

found in a version of the same chant in west-Frankish books, or A-C-A to be sung in 

eastem regions instead of the western version of A-B-A or A-B b -A, results in a largrr 

intrrvallic distance in the German melodies at those points. 

By the time of Wagner's statement of his research findings, cenain branches or 

"families" of liturgical chant with particular features had been recognized for some tirne 

by scholars; among these is the Sarum rite. However, the French-dominated scholarly 

community was not anxious to accept Wagner's proposal, nor to concede any priori ty to a 

unique German tradition. 

"CANTUS is an internationally-renowneâ, Intemet-accessible database of Gregorian chant which 
contains indices of selected sources of the Oflice. To date, the complete and individual contents of over 
fi@ manuscripts and early printcd books have been indcxed. The manuscript indexes are fully searchable 
on the website, as well as downloadable to be used as rescarch tools. The database is managed at the 
Faculty of Music, The University of Western Ontario, and is at the disposal of colleagucs in accordance 
with the airns of the International Musicological Society Study Group CWS P h u s ,  which promotes 
c o o p t i o n  in cornputer-assistcd projects and the exchange of data in electronic fom. 

"~ebra S. Lacoste, F m  KIosraneuburg Ano@hone~s: Augtmineir-Chorii#rien StrMibiiiorhek, 
IOI3,  f 012, IO1 7and 1018; A C M S  Index (Ottawa: The Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1998). This 
work was begun in Debra S. Lacoste, KIoslcntcuburg iOl7aad f 018.. ArrAnal 'hyu~tory(Mas ter ' s  
thesis, Faculty of Music, The University of Wcsteni Ontario, 1 995). 



Chant researchers in the early-twentieth century owed a large debt to the monks of 

the French abbey of Solesmes near Le Mans. Although these Benedictines were not the 

only individuals in Europe to engage in chant research following the Gothic revival and 

interest in things medieval which took place during the nineteenth century," the monks of 

Solesmes sponsored numerous publications, including both modem editions of cha t  

repertories and facsimile reproductions of manu script^.'^ However, the sizable influence 

that the monks of Solesmes exerted over chant research early in the cenniry has had 

lasting effects on the field. Despite their enthusiasm for research and chant archetype 

reconstruction (now questioned among scholars), their advances in knowledge which 

have inspired many, and their sponsorship of expensive research projects and 

publications, some modem chant scholars have begun to recognize certain characteristics 

in the Solesmes methodology which bring into question the historical validity of some of 

their reconstructions. In particular, the priority assigned to specific sources with respect 

to melodic representations of chant has both obscured and confused modem knowledge 

of the chant melodies sung during the Middle Ages. 

In pursuing early chant research, the Benedictines of Solesmes maintained that the 

"best" and "purest" version of chant melodies was necessarily the earliest. Therefore, 

they sought the earliest notated chant manuscripts to use as exemplars for their modem 

editions and reconstructions. It is generally believed among scholars that these sources 

preserve a melodic tradition that, in the case of many chants, is several centuries older 

I40ther nineteenth-century promoters of Gregorian chant include Michael Herrnadofl(Peter 
Wagner's chohasîer and tacher), Franz Xaver Witt (founder of the Cecilian movement in Regensburg), 
Franz Xaver Habcrl (editor of the Regcnsburgeditions), and various French scholars who made eariy 
discoveries. [See David Hiley, Wcstcrn PI~climt: A Hmdbook(0xford: Clarendon Press, 1 993), 
pp. 622-624 for more details.] 

" ~ o m  Anciré Moquereau (1849-1930) was influential in the publication of these chant materials. 
In response to the atîacks by supporters of the "official" chant editions (Pustet in Regensburg) on the Liber 
gradualis (1 883), Mocqumau conccivcd of the Paléogrzphic musicale hcsimile reproductions with 
manuscript commentaries. Mocquercau was also a member of the commission formed in 1904 at the 
instigation of Pope Pius X to bring out a new oficial Vatican edition of chant. Eugène Cardine, S.V. 

4 M o q ~ u ,  AnMW in Iac New h v e  Dic~onary ofMwc and Musici- cd. by Stanley Sadie, 
vol. 12 (London: Macmillan, i !MO), p. 375.1 



than the surviving books. Although tenth- and eleventh-century notated sources survive 

from many areas of Europe, in choosing their source material, the monks of Solesmes 

largely ignored early Germanic manusctipts because they, for the most part, were w-ritten 

in s-ss neumes. The east-Franlish sources were useful for the study of aii details 

except exact pitches; unfortunately, this was the very featwe that Solesmes needed to 

ascertain in order to reconstruct the chant. The lack of pitch-accurate notation rendered 

these sources unusable as melodic models for their modern publications of chants. Since 

the goal of early chant research, particularly the research accomplished by the monks of 

Solesmes, was not primarily an academic punuit, but rather one aimed at a reconstruction 

of the chant for a revival of its performance, transcriptions of exact pitches fiom the 

medieval books were vital. In contrast to the methods of the monks of Solesmes, Wagner 

and other "traditionalists" supported the idea that the chant tradition as a whole was 

worthy of study, including later as well as early ~ources. '~ In recent years, scholars have 

revisited the non-diastematic neumes of the earlier manuscripts fiom German-speaking 

areas in order IO compare the shapes of the rnelodies and the uses of particular notational 

signs with later, pitch-accurate sources fiom the same region. However, as David Hiley 

cornments with respect to studies on the Liberbymaonun attributed to the monk Notker. 

"The dificulty of matching the neumatic notation of the eariy sources with appropriate 

later copies in ~ t ~ n o t a t i o n  means that no cntical musical edition of Notker's book 

exists ..."." Similar difficulties have resulted for the repertories of Mass and Office 

chants. 

The longer-lasting success of the oral tradition in east-Frankish regions and its 

resulting lack of pitch-accurate notation to pass on to succeeding generations was not the 

only reason why precedence was given to manuscripts of French, Italian, and English 

provenance in the early part of this century. Undoubtedly, the papal dismissal of the 

'%or more, see Alexander Blachly, " S o m  Obwrvations on the 'Germanic' Plainchant Tradition," 
CwrieibtMmicoIlogy["Studies in Medieval Music: Festschtifi for Emest H. Sanders"] 45-47 (1990): p. 89. 



Regensburg edition of printed chant books" and the ensuing privilege which was granted 

to the new Solesmes Vatican edition led to an elevation of the French position with 

respect to chant studies. As well, some of the more important early chant research 

movementsi9 (notably that of the Solesmes monks) were headed by French scholars. 

Understandably, they chose sources readily available to thern in nearby libraries; the 

majority of these sources originated in west-Fraakish regions. 

THE EARLY ATTITITUDE TOWARDS THE EAST-FRANKISH CHANT TRAD~TION 

The German dialect theory has been largely ignored in surveys on Gregorian 

chant, as well as in many other chant studies. As early as 1934, only a few years afier 

Wagner's introduction of his theory to the scholarly community, Dom Anselm Hughes 

reflected what appears to have been a general, derogatory attitude towards German 

sources in this conclusion: "(B) Cornparison of actual sequences occurring in both 

schools shows that where a difference is due to a copyist's mistake, it is in the German 

MS that the mistake is regularly to be found; ... ."O Hughes did, however, recognize a 

geographicd division of sequences of the first epoch into 1) an Anglo-Gallican sphere. 

encompassing France, England, and Spain, and 2) a Germano-Italian sphere, which 

included Gerrnany, Italy, and the ~etherlands." These regions roughly correspond to 

those areas now classified as east- and west-Frankish. 

" ~ 0 t h  a Gmdmte and an Anb@honalq b d  on later-sixteenth- and early-seventeeth-century 
prints and edited by F m  Xaver Haberl, were published in the 1870s by the Regensburg firm of Pustet. In 
1871, Pope Pius K declarcd thesc Regensburg ditions to be the only versions of chant to be oflïcially 
recognized by the Roman Church. Howcva, throughout the next thirty ycars, French scholars powerfully 
disputed this privilege, and when it expired in 1901, it was not renewed. Priority was then granted to the 
publications of Solesmes which were then adopted as the new Vatican editions. [See Hiley, pp. 624-627.1 

'RThis is not to discount die rcsearch of rholars h m  other countries; however, nearly al1 of the 
important studies by scholars of nationalities other than French (schoiars such as Brno Stablein, Hubert 
Sidlcr, Walther Lipphardt, Joseph Smits van Waesberghc, and others) werc not published until later in the 
twentieth ccntury. 

'%om Anselm H u g k Y  Angio-Fmch Sequctae: Edited h m  the P !  of the ïate Dr. Henry 
ManiottBannistcr(Burnham: The f lainsong and Mediaeval Music Society, 1934), pp. 8-9. 

21~ughes, pp. 3-4. 



Even into the middle of this century, the Catalan scholar Higini Anglès dismissed 

the notion of a Gemanic chant tradition entirely: 

... in spite of its great age, the existing corpus [of Gregorian chant] reveals 
remarkable identity in al1 the various schools of Europe. Comparative 
musical etbnology will find there an almost Wgin field for the study of 
international melodies. It is not accurate to speak of Gregorian 'dialects,' 
for the varieties that may be found are utterly insignificant. An attempt 
was made in this direction by Peter Wagner in his theory of German 
Gregorian dialect., in spite of the fact that the few manuscripts which 
suggested the idea belonged to a rather late period." 

The significimt melodic divergences of many east-Frankish continental chant 

sources as opposed t~ their west-Frankish counterparts, as identified by Wagner in 

publications of the late 1920s and early 1930s, had been dismissed by Solesmes early in 

their chant archetype research. The effect has contributed to a general neglect of this east- 

Frankish melodic tradition until very recently, despite Wagner's determination early in 

the twentieth century to raise scholarly awareness of the significant melodic variants in 

sources fiom German-speaking areas of central and eastem Europe. Alexander Blachly 

wrote in a 1990 article, 

In contrast, however, to the extensive research on and discussion of 
Romanic chant, including the Sarum rite, writings on the Gemanic 
tradition as such have been cornparatively meager, even in German- 
speaking lands. To date, there has been virtually nothing written about the 
Germanic chant in ~nglish." 

in his Western Plaiohmt: A Hmdbook, David Hiley refers briefly to the German 

chant dialect, but proposes îhat it might more appropnately be termed a "regional accent. 

U~igini Anglk, m Eh@ Mcdieval Mwii  Up fo I3M, New Oxford History of Music, vol. 2, ed. 
by Dom. Anselm Hughes (London: Oxford, 1954), p. 97. In Wagner's defence, it will be remernbered that 
the notation in many manuscripts h m  est-Frankish regions was not pitch-accurate (Le., on staff lines) 
until a "rather late period" despite the suwival of numcrous earlier east-Frankish sources contemporaty 
with those extant h m  west-Frankish regions, the necessity of pitch-accurate notation for demonstmtions 
of intervallic melodic variants elbinates those earlier east-Frankish sources fiom any melodic comparative 
study. Sec below for more on the proposcd chronobgy of the Germanic chant dialect. 



since nothing in the basic vocabulary or grammar of the chants is affecte&"" Dom 

Jacques Froger also disapproves of the term "dialect" to denote the minor alterations of 

the chant melodies. However, Froger's argument also implies that the "Romanic" 

versions are more "authentic" and ought to be given pnority? 

SCHOLARSHIP ON THE EAST-F'.~MCTS)I TRADITION AFTER WAGNER 

Despite the largely critical reaction to Wagner's proposals, a number of scholars 

have accepted the notion of the Germanic chant dialect and made it the subject of their 

own research. Their studies, al1 of which have founàations in the research begun by 

Wagner, have advanced our understanding of the German chant tradition in one way or 

another and have tended to establish more clearly the place of this tradition within the 

Gregorian corpus. Several of Wagner's students, including Hermann M~ller, '~ Basilius 

Ebel," and Hubert Sidler, have published articles on aspects of the Germanic chant 

tradition. As well, early in the life of the "Germanie Dialect Theory," Wagner's student 

Erik Abrahamsen recognized and detailed in his doctoral dissertation the so-called 

Germanic elements found in Danish chant books and Danish popular ~ong . '~  In 1990. in 

his survey article on the "'Germanic' Plainchant Tradition," Blachly lists these four 

%e terme de «dialecte> pour designer la version germanique des mélodies grégoriennes est 
impropre, car il suggére que les leçons germaniques sont authentiques au même titre que les leçons 
romanes." (Froger, p. 15*, h. 4.) 

26~ermann MUller, "Gmnanische Choraltradition und deuucher Kirchengesang," in Fesnchnfr 
Peter Wagnuzum 60. Gebwt~tag, ed. by Karl Weinmann (Leipzig: Breitkopf & HarteI, 1926), pp. 170- 
175. 

"P. Badius Ebel D ! d " f e a l ~ c l i c  Hym~armiNotea (Einsiedeln: Bcrlaganstan 
BenWger & Co., 193 1). 

* '~nk  Abrahamsen, &ciamts mmans et al.emm& dans le clisnr~-pnkn n la chanson 
popuitie aa Dm& Publications de l'Académie Grégorieme de Fribourg [Switzerland], vol. 1 1 
(Copenhagcn: P. Haasc & Fils, 1923), as citcd and briefly described by Heisler, pp. 71-72; see also Hiley, 
"Bibliography," p. xxxiii, and Blachly, p. 89, h. 14. Aside from rnany fragments containhg musical 
notation, there are only about a dozen extant notated Danish liturgical books, none of which is a gradua1 or 
an antiphoncr. [Hiley, p. 605.1 



-dies along with other works which refer in whole or in part to the Germanic chant 

tradition, and makes light of subsequent studies: "In the years since Wagner's own 

groundbreaking publications on this subject, there have been only minor follow-up 

a r t i~ les . '~  III her 1986 dissertation entitled "Studien zum ostûainkischen 

~horaldialekt,"~~ Maria-Elisabeth Heisler provides a thorough literature survey of 

examinations into the east-Frankish chant dialect and cites the work of twenty-five 

scholars; of these, only three (Ekkehard Federl. Theodor Heinrich Klein, and Hubert 

Sidler) deal with the chants of the O f i ~ e . ~ '  The majority of the research projects cited by 

Heisler are dissertations or monographs, and most involve the study of either a single 

gradual containing chants for the Mass or the chant tradition of a single liturgical centre 

as compared to either Wagner's results, the chants in the facsimile publication of the 

gradual Graz, Unive/sititsbibiiothek, 807, or those of another centre. The melodic 

variants suggested initially by Wagner generally remain her detemining factors far 

gennaniscb or romanisch attribution of each source or tradition. 

Despite the number of works published so fat on the Germanic chant dialect, mosi 

of which are studies by Gerrnan scholars, a straightforward explmation of what this 

Germanic tradition incorporaies has not clear ly emerged. Aside fiom the obvious 

melodic feature of the widening of the interval at the semitone-steps of the diatonic scale 

(a feature which is by no means consistent in German manuscripts), there is not a strong 

sense of agreement among scholars as to the extent of this tradition within the Gregorian 

" ~ l a c h l ~ ,  p. 89. For hl1 bibliographie citations of the works by Karl Gustav Fellcrer. Theodor 
Seelgen, Dominicus Johner, Otto Unprung, Jacques Hanchchin, Walther Lipphardt, H.G. Hammer, Leo 
Eizenhefer and Hermann Knaus, and Karlheinrich Hodes (beyond references provided elsewhere in the 
curent study), see Blachly, p. 89, h. 15. 

'%aria-~lisabeth Heisler, "Stuclien nmi OstfrMUschen Choraidialekt" (Doctoral Dissertation, 
Johann Wolfgang GoetheUnivcrsitilt, Frankfurt am Main, Gemany, 1986). 

 o or full citations and descriptions of the works by Ekkchard Fedul  Altman Kellner, Hubefl 
Sidlcr, Karl Gustav Fellerer, Dom Jacques Froger, Johannes Aengenvoort, G iintet B irkner, Franz A. Stein, 
Joseph Smits van Waesberghe, Michael Harting, Thilde Thelen, HansJosef Werner, Heinrich Freistedt, 
Heinz Kettering, Theodor Heinrich Klein, Walther Lipphardt, Hciafich Sowa, Michel Huglo, Fritz 
Feldmann, Zoltan Falvy, Hieronim Feicht, Hendrik van der Werf, Erik Abrahamsen, Carl Allan Moberg, 
and, of course, Peter Wagner (beyond refcrences provided elsewhere in the current study), see Heisler, 
1986, pp. 30-49. 



chant repertory of medieval western Europe. A few of the important studies published 

since the time of Wagner's research are summarized below. 

Ekkehard Federl's 1937 dissertation focuses on the cultivation of east-Frankish 

elements in the chants Sung in the region of Wiirzburg." Federl seizes the older notion of 

the "mainzer Chorals," a term which occurs as early as the seventeenth cenhiry to denote 

the melodic differences apparent in the local the and dernonstrates its relationship to 

the Germanic chant dialect known from current research. He acknowledges the early 

recognition of the differences between the "mainzer Chorals" and the Ron~anic versions 

of the imported Roman-Gregorian chant, and adopts the older term "maimisch" for his 

German versions? Federl maintains the use of this older term in the phrase 

"gregorianisch-maimischen Choral" to denote the mixture of both Gregorian and 

Germanic dialects as derived from the original Roman chant." Even though Federl's 

work was referenced in part by Theodor Heinrich Klein,'6 his use of seventeenth-century 

terminology was not adopted by the scholarly cornrnunity. Instead, Federl's description 

of this "rnainzisch" phenomenon was met with criticism as being too nam>~.~ '  

'*~kkehard Federl. "Sp~tmittelalterliche Choralpflege in WOrrburg und in mainfranliischen 
Kldsters," (Doctoral Dissertation, Wûrzburg, 1937). See citation in Thomas Kohlhase and Günther 
Michael Paucker, Bibiiopphie G~regon'anischer Choral(Regensburg: Gustav Bosse, 1 990). p. 3 46, 
item 3 8 12. 

"The term m a i d h  appears as early as 1672 in the Manuducrio ad cantum Gregoriano- 
Mogmium (WUrzburg) and again in 1783 in another publication. [See Heisler, 1986, pp. 3 1-22, and 
Brno Stablein, s.v. "Deutschland, B. MineIalfer. 1. Der~mische Choraiim Norden," in Die Musik in 
Geschichfe rrnd GegenwartlMGG], vol. 3, ed. by Friedrich Blume (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1954), col. 273.1 

""DS Eigenartige des gemanischen Dialekts gegeniiber d a  hergebrachten lateinischen Lesart 
wurde e r h t  und empfundcn und so kam es hier zu einer Namensgebung: im Unterschied zum romisch- 
gregorianischen Choral nanntt man die ais nui emphuidene Lesart 'mainzisch' ... ." [Federl, as cited by 
Hcislcr, 1986, p. 30.1 

3sThe f a v o d  tnm for Fedal's pganhish-maùluschcn Choral is currently "east-Frankish 
Gregorian chant." 

%ador HeUirich Kleh, Die PdomgeiFange der Maritter fiîrhe am dem I I  bis 18. 
/hkhuadut, Quellen und Abhandlungen zur mittelrheinischen Kirchengeschichte, vol. 7 (Speyer: 1962), as 
cited by Heisler, 1986, pp. 38-39. See also Kohlhase and Paucker, p. 345, item 3803. 

"~tablein, for Bistnnce. commented, "kt diese B- zu eng gefaat, so in die Peter 
Wagncrs ni wek" wblein, MGG 3, col. 273.) 



An important and often-cited article conceming the German chant tradtion was 

published in 1950 by Hubert Sidler." Sidler was Wagner's student, and his work, in this 

publication at least, is based on Wagner's findings, those of Karl Gustav Fellerer. and 

0th discipled9 Sidler' s study focuses on the gradua1 Unive~sita"tsbibiiofhek, 807, 

one of the oldest documents containing the Germanic dialect-O An interesting feature of 

Graz 807, first observed and commented upon by Sidler in this article, is the high number 

of "corrections" or alterations made to the notation thoughout the volume. Much of the 

notation in this manuscript is actually a musical palimpsest:'" portions of the original 

layer of neumes, which followed the Romanic chant tradition, were erased and recopied 

to comply with the Germanic melodic forms. Sidler claims that at least 200 notational 

alterations of üUs type are plainiy visible on regular photographs, and that many more can 

be obse~ed  with the help of "palimpsest photography.'"' 

However interesting, Sidler's theory has not been lefi undisputed. Hendrik van 

der Werf, for example, has written, "In a thorough examination of the manuscript [Graz 

' '~uben Sidler, "Ein kostbarer Zeuge der deutschen Choralilberliefening," Kirchnmusikafisches 
Jahrbuch34 (1950): pp. 9-15. 

39~idler cites such works as: Peter Wagner, Einfihrung in die Gregonhischen MeIodien: Ein 
Handbuch der Choraiwissenscha& Part I I  : Neumenkunde, Paliographie des Lihirgischen Gesmges 
(Leipzig: 191 2), Karl Gustav Fellerer, "Der gregorianische Gesang im deutschen Mittelalter," Muska sacm 
43 (1936), pp. 230 ff., and Fellerer, Deutsche Gregonànil- im Fmkenreich (Regensbwg: G. Bosse, 194 1 ). 
[Sidler, p. 12, fn. 7.1 

'O4'... eincr der altesten und wichtignai Zeugen der gennanischm Choraltradition." [Sidler, 
p. 10.1 This feature of Graz 807 is mentioned in numerous articles, books, and manuscript inventories. 
See, for example, Rudolph Flotzinger, ed., Musik in der Steiennark; Katalog der Landesaussteifung 1980 
(Graz: Bazi Herzog, l98O), p. 107, item 1.46. 

"A palimpscst is the tenn applied to a manuscript or portion of a manuscript where an erasure (or 
partial erasure) has occund and new matcrial has bcen writtm over a still partially-visible older layer. 

" ~ n  infra-red light box is employed with mis special photographie technique. "Eine bedeutsame, 
bisher unbcachtcte Tatsache sei zum SchluB noch erwiihnt: Unîer den zahlreichen, schon vom ersten 
Nemator besorgtcn Komkhirtn kann man sehr oft dit ursprûnglichc Lesart noch wahrnehmen, auf den 
mir seinerzeit zur Verfilgung stehenden Photographien ilber 200mal. Und diese ursprüngliche Lesart war 
die mm&e Ohnc Zweifel wiirden si& dewtigc Stellen beim Studium der ganzea Hs, besonders mit 
Hilfe der Palimpscstphotographie, verdoppeln und verdreifachen. " [Sidler, p. 1 S.] 



8071 1 found no evidence for this theory.'"' That he found no evidence might be the 

result of the inclusion of only reguiar photographs in the published facsimile edition of 

this gradual. Without an examination of the original manuscript, or at the very least, the 

aid of specially-prepared photographs, the earlier layer of notation is not obvious, even to 

the trained eye. Since van der Werf cites the Pdéopraphie musicale facsimile volume and 

acknowledges the Solesmes publication Le gmduelrorn&: kdibon miiqtle, VoIime IL 

Les Sowcep for his descriptions of the sources included in his study, it seems that he 

relied on the facsimile alone for his "thorough examination." In response to van der 

Werf, Heisler argues that the manuscript does, in kt, show erasures, and it is, therefore, 

comected somehow with corrections." Blachly provides two possible explanations for 

the cunent state of Graz 807: 1. the manuscnpt was copied fiom a Romanic mode1 and 

was later "Germanized"; or, 2. the scribe, who was not familiar with the Germanic 

dialect, copied this manuscript from a Germanic source with staffiess neumes. but 

interpreted them in the Romanic way." in the latter case, the newer, "corrected" layer 

would have been a restoration of the Gmanic  dialect which had already been 

implemented in the house for which the manuscript was intended. However, in the 

former case, the "Germanizing" of the earlier Romanic layer could suggest a later 

adoption of the G e m i c  dialect where the Romanic versions fonnerly had been used. 

Blachly concludes, "The evidence of the corrections, therefore, is inconclusive with 

regard to establishing the priori@ of the Romanic or the Gerrnanic tradition.'"' 

hother  article cited often is that of Bruno Stablein in Die Musik In Geschichte 

"~endrik van der Werf, me Emergnce of Gngonian Chant: A Comparaaave Study of 
Ambmsim, Roman, andG~gonàn Chan4 vol. 1: A Study of Modes and Melodies, Part Two: 
Transctiptions (Rochester: hblishcd by the author, 1983), p. Vil. 

Monks of Solesms, Le@ueI mmrUc idit~bn &;qu* Vol. II: L a  Sources (Solesmes: 
Abbaye Saint-Pke, f 957). 

""~ie  Handschrift weist aber in der fat Riasuren auf, wd damit verbunden auch Korrekturen." 
[Hcisler, 1986, p. 34.1 

47 Blachly, p. 104. 



und ~egenwad' Early in his description of the transmission of liturgicai chant fiom 

Rome northwards, which began in the third quarter of the seventh century, Stablein 

remarks on the use in Geman manuscript sources of a higher pitch at the peaks of the 

melodies instead of the usual neighbouring semitone steps? Stablein's discussion of the 

matter is particularly convincing, as he draws on the witings of medieval theonsts. The 

ninth-century theorist Aurelian of Réôme, for example, ciaimeci that the palatini 

(Charlemagne's chape1 singers) assigned the familiar "0"-antiphons sung during Advent 

to the first mode rather than the second because of the higher vocal melody.jO By 

suggesting that their version of the melodies extended higher than the range of the second 

mode (Le., up to c), Awlian implies that they sang the antiphons in what has now been 

labelled as the Germanic dialect. There is another possible reference to the Gennanic 

chant dialect in a statement by Theoger, Bishop of Metz (1 1 17-1 120). Theoger writes of 

the lowering of b i( to b b by the "Italians or Romans" in contrast to the c Sung by the 

Teutons." A third author referred to by Stablein is John the Deacon, the early ninth- 

century biographer of Gregory the k a t ,  who r e f m d  to the differences in the chant Sung 

by the Gemans: "Gennans (Le., Gauls) ... have mixed that which is improper into 

Gregorian chant."" Stablein also provides further evidence in the now ofien-quoted 

"~iablein, MGG 3, cois. 272-286. 

""~ ie  in jeder rein melodischen Kunst stets labiien Halbton-Stufen (E-F, a-b, h-c) waren es, an 
denen sich die deutsche Melodik von der aller übrigen Lander absonderte: die deutschen Quellen 
schreiùen, falls sonst der untere der bciden benachbarten iialbttine die Melodiespitze darstellt, den oberen, 
2.B. in der Adventsantiphon jedesmal bei, also F statt E, und beim Mclisma die Erhohung aca ... ." 
[Sablein, col. 273.1 

5 a A n ~  O Sapi~1b'a: quarnquam a palatinis ob excelsiomn vocis modulationem de primo 
intonatm tono [cmphasis mine]." [Aureliani Rcomensis, "Musica Disciplina," in Scnpfom eccIesiastlci& 
musim sacnipobssimmz, cd. Martin Gerbcrt, vol. 1 (St. Ellasien, 1784; Reprint Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 
1963), p. 45b.l 

5 ' " ~ ~  decachordwn secundi a plerisque deutonicis maxime fieqcqumtatum vitant Itali vel Romani. 
continentes se in b. molli; quos hitanttu quidam Teutonici." [Theogeri Mettnsis Episcopi, in Gerbert. 
vol. 2, p. 195a.j 

n ~ l i y * s  üanslation, p. 1 1 1, of ''Germni seu Galli ... nonnulla & proprio Gregorianis cantibus 
miscuenmt" as quoted by Stablein, MGG 3, col. 273. 



writings of Aribo Scholasticus (d. 1078), a theonst who lived in ~reising." Aribo wrote. 

"We [in the north] prefer melodic leaps more than the Italians [Lombards]; they enjoy 

more a stepwise melody [@ssior cantus], M i e  we are more pleased by less common 

p.e., less stepwise] melody ."" 
Though not mentioned by Stablein, musical examples in staff notation provided 

by the church-musician and theonst John (sometimes identified as "of Afflighem" or 

"John Cotton") in his De mu si^ (c. 1 100) demonstrate that he, too, was farniliar with the 

Germanic dialect.'' Although his identity is not certain, it has been s h o w  that the 

treatise of this "John" was written no& of the Alps; there are several features which 

suggest that John was writing for students in a Germanic region of western Europe, 

possibly in the ngion around St. Gall, in modem Switzerland. For exarnple, John uses 1 ) 

the interval notation of Hermannus Contractus (d. 1054), 2) tonal letters which are 

associated with the region immediately around St. Gall, and 3) the Greek names for the 

modes (Dorian, Phtygian, etc.), a usage which was more characteristic of German authors 

than Italians or French? John's selection of particular chants points toward a 

relationship with Germanic regions, and he thoroughly explains the litteme sijgificativae. 

Claude Palisca remarks that these extra-notational signs were "rarely to be encountered 

outside southern Germany and Metz.'"' 

Shortly after the publication of the MGG volume which included Stablein's 

influentid article, Joseph Smits van Waesberghe published a study on the musical 

53~alther Lipphardt, "Ober Alter und U q m g  d a  deutschen Choraldialekts," Jahrbuch flir 
Lilu@ uad HymaoIogie 2 ( 1 956): p. 1 OS. 

Y440mnes saltaîrices Iaudabiles. sed tamm nobis grnerosiores vidmtur quam Longobardis. [Il i  
enim spissiori, nos rariori cantu delectamur." [Aribonis Scholastici, "Music," in Gerberi, v o l  2, p. 2 12b.l 

s5~lachly compares the melody of the Vespers Magnificat antiphon for Ascension O rn g h à e  
given by John to that found in Romanic chant manusaipts. The cadential tigure in John's version has a 
leap h m  D-F where îhe Rornanic version provides D-E. [Bkhly, p. 106, and example 6 on p. 109.1 

%claude V. Palisea, ed., HucbaM, Gui&, andJohn on Music: k MraMs Trtatr'ses, trans. 
Warren Babb (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), pp. 9 1-93. 



relationships between medieval sources fiom Aachen, Ktiln, Lüttich, and Maastricht." 

He found that Lüttich followed the Roman tradition, Koln and Aachen followed the 

Gexman tradition, and Maastricht was mixed. However, in a cornparison with other 

sources fiom both Lüttich and Maastrichf Smits von Waesberghe found that the older 

books at these liturgical centres followed the Geman tendencies rather than the Roman. 

while the later sources were, in fact, Roman. 

Following a study of al1 types of manuscripts fiom Essen, Heinz Kettering 

concluded that the question of determining Gemanic or Romanic chant dialects in these 

sources was an important one, in consideration of the geographic placement of Essen on 

the border between the Rhineland and lower Geman regions. He discovered that the 

earlier manuscripts transmitted forms of the Gemanic diafect, whereas the later 

manuscripts showed a noticeable increase in Romanic  variant^.^^ It is made clear in 

Kettering's study that the influences of surrounding establishments and centres of 

liturgical authority (i.e., the sees of bishops or archbishops) can be substantial. 

Walther Lipphardt has written extensively on German sources of medieval Song 

and liturgical chant, and he has discussed the Germanic dialect in a number of 

" ~ o s e ~ h  Smits van Waesberghe, "Musikalische Beziehungen mischen Aachen, Kllln, Lüttich 
und Maastricht vom 1 1. bis zurn t 3. Jahrhundert, " in Beimge mMmikgeschichte der Sladr Aachen, ed. 
by C.M. Brand and K.G. Fellercr, Beitrage zur rheinischen Musikgeschichte 6 (Koln: Staufen, 1954), 
pp. 5-13. 

 as  as Problem des germanischen und des romanischen Choraldialektes in den Melodiefassungen 
der Gcshge Essencr Handschriftcn besitzt angesichts der Lage Essens auf der Grenzt zwischen dem 
rhcinischen und dem nicderdeutschen Raum besonderes Gcwicht. W*end vor allem in der frühen Zeit 
die gennanischen Dialcktfonnen stark überwiegen, rnacht sich in sp&rcr Zcit, da der EinfluB K6lns 
wachst, cin Zunefunen der romanischen Varianten bcmerkbar. Grundsatzlich aber behaupten sich im 
Essmer Stifi gcnnanischer Chroraldialekt und gotische Notation, wohingegen in der benachbarten 
Benedikierabtei Werden romanischer Choraldialekt und lateinische Notation hemchen." [Heinz 
Kettering, Quc~icn und Studicn nrr Essenet M~~~&gcschichte des Hahen Mittelalteers, Beitrtige nir 
rheinischen Muskgeschichte, vol. 17 (Essen: 19601, as cited by Heisler, 1986, p. 38.1 It m u t  be noted that 
Kettering's suggestion that a Romanic influence emerged fiom Kaln has not been substantiated in other 
research. Heisler proposes that Kettering's remark m y ,  conceivably, refer to a particular church in Koln 
whcre the Romanic version was followed. pcisler, 1986, p. 38.1 



 publication^.^ In his 1956 article "Über Alter und Ursprung des deutschen 

Choraldialekts," Lipphardt summarizes the characteristic idioms found in Geman 

manuscripts of the Middle Ages as compared to those From France, England or Italy. He 

writes of the raising of the uppermost pitch in Ge- sources by either a semitone (from 

e to f, or b C - c) or a whole tone (from b b - c, or f - g),6' and cites the work of Wagner, 

Otto Urspxung,6* Stiiblein, and H e i ~ c h  Sowd3 

Heisler notes that Lipphardt's work provides interesting points of view, as it is 

ofien concemed with the Germanic dialect in regions M e r  to the east (Le., in regions of 

modem Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc.)? Heisler summarizes the results of 

several of the publications which consider the Germanic dialect in more eastern regions, 

in particular, the work of Lipphardt, Fritz Feldmann, 201th Falvy, and Heironim Feicht; 

Heisler States that it has been shown that the Gennan dialect or Gennan elements can be 

demonstrated in Czechoslovakian, Hungarian, Polish, and Bohemian sources, but that 

overlaps between the Romanic and Germanic traditions are found6' 

The state of research to 1973 on this Gennan chant tradition was consolidated in 

Dom Jacques Froger's extensive introduction to the facsirnile edition of Gnr, 

60These include, among othen, Walther Lipphardt, "Über Alter und Ursprung," cited above. See 
Kohlhase and Paucker, p. 347, item 3833; and Walther Lipphardt, "Das Moosburger Cantionale," Jahrbuch 
futtihugikundHymnologie3 (1957): p. 112. 

""~rhdhun~ des Spitzentons um einen Halbton, indem man e durch f, h durch c, a durch b ersetn: 
Erhohung des Spitzentons um einen Ganzton, indem man b durch c, f durch g ersetzt." [Lipphardt, "Über 
Alter und Urprung," p. 104.) 

620tto Ulprung, Die katholsche Kirchemusik ,ed. by Ernst Bkken, Handbuch der 
Musikwisscnschafk, vol. 9 (Potsdam: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Athenaion, 193 l), p. 50: as cited 
by Lipphardt, "Über Alter und Ursprun&" p. 104. 

63~einrich Sowa, QudI '  mrr Travrsfomtiod derhtrjDhonein (Kassel: 1 935); as cited by 
Lipphardt, "Uber Alter und Ursprung," p. 1 05. 

U b ' ~ n t e ~ t ~  Gesichtspunkte lie fem auch die Arbeiten, die sich mit dern 'germanischen 
Choraldialekt' im Osten befassen." [Heisler, 1986, p. 42.1 

6J"ln den vorausgehenden Beobachningen zwn gregorianischen Choral irn Osten zeigt sich. daD 
der 'germanische Choraldialekt' bnv. 'germanische' Elemente in tschechischen, ungarischen, polnischen, 
bohmischen Quellen nachweisbar sind, dpO sich aber Überschneidungen von 'romanischer' und 
'gennanischa' Oberlicfaung fudcn." weisla. 1986, p. 46.1 



Unive~sititsbibhorhek, 807, the gradual believed to be fiom Klo~temeuburg.6~ As 

mentioned earlier, this gradual has been recognized for some time as one of the earliest 

sources identifiably transmitting the Germanic dialect, yet this was not the original form 

of rhe notated melodies. At some point mt long afkr the initial copying of the 

manuscnpt, the original notation, which followed Romanic venions, was replaced with 

Germanic foms. Froger comments that the ideal reproductive publication of the 

manuscnpt Graz 807 would entail a double presentation of each folio side in parallel 

photographs, with the earlier notational layer revealed on the left-hand side through the 

use of special photographic techniques, and with regular photographs showing the 

exposed notational layer on the right-hand side of each set of facing pages in the book. In 

this way, one could more easily compare the Romanic version, which was undoubtedly 

that of the mode1 for this gradual, with its Gemanized version copied directly on top.67 

A similar, though reversed, example of ihis sort of manuscript "editing" provides 

greater evidence that a conscious differentiation between Gennanic and Romanic melodic 

foms was made by the medieval cantors and chonsten. The fourteenth-cenniry 

manuscnpt Melk an der Donau, BenediktÉner-Str'ft Melk - Bibliothek, 1056 was altered 

at some point from the Ge&c to the Romanic version. Yet, in several cases, only the 

first occurrence of a panicular chant was altered, so the Germanic foms remain for any 

other occurrences of that same chant later in the rnan~script;~' these obviously provide 

useful references for cornparison of the melodic traditions. 

A more recent study which takes a somewhat different path and results in some 

66~roger, pp. 7.42.; in particular, s a  bibliopaphy on pp. 7.-8.. There are two other graduals 
with more certain Klostemeuburg provenance: CC]. 73 (thirteenth-fourteenth century) and CCI. 588 
(fourteenth century). 

o u ~ ' i d ~ l  eût Ctd de publier GN 807 en une double rbie de photographies parplleles: sur la 
pimie gauche des pages, les images pcmieüant de lire le texte musical infMeur des parties palimpsestes, et 
a, regard, sur la partie droite des pages, les images rtklisées par le prochic photographique habituel 
comme dans la présente édition, où se voit le texte supérieur. De cette maniCre on aurait pu faire une 
comparaison systématique entre Ia version «romane» de la mélodie (sans doute celle du modèle de notre 
Graduel) a la vmion <<germanisée» qui lui est p u r  ainsi dire supetposdc sur les mêmes feuillets du 
parchemm." wogcr, p. 16*.] 



thought-provoking ideas is Hendrik van der Werf s n e  Emageoce of Gregnnaa Cbad9 

In this survey of the development of the many forms of western chant, van der Werf 

makes a useful analogy which offea support to the term "dialect" with respect to the 

melodic variants occuring in Gregorian chants. He states, 'The manner in which the 

melodies differ fiom one manuscript to another, or rather, the manner in which the 

melodies differed fiom one medieval church to another, is to a certain extent, analogous 

to divergences in spoken language~."~ Following an initial distinction between the well- 

established chant traditions which existed alongside Gregorian, such as Old-Roman and 

Ambrosîan, van der Werf differentiates between not two, but r%ve chant dialects based 

on the variants found within Gregorian chants. Detetmining just these three dialects 

seems to have been a matter of compromise, as he states, "At the turn of the millenniwn, 

probably every single church had its own 'dialect' of plainchant."" In contrast to the 

opinions of some earlier scholars, van der Werf accepts al1 "dialects" without bias: 

Experts in the development of languages ... have concluded a long time 
ago that no dialect and no language is more "authentic" than another 
one. ... Accordingly, for a comparative study of plain chant it seems 
advisable to accept initially dl versions as equally valid, and to determine 
laîer which discrepancies may be scribal errors and which ones are local or 
regional variants.'? 

Van der Werf's three dialect groups are comprised of: a) "Gennanic," which occurs 

predominantly in the German-speaking regions of Europe; b) "Southwestern," found in 

sources fiom southem France and Italy, but also in sources fkom German-speaking 

regions of Switzerland, such as St. Gall; and c) the "Central" dialect, which occurs in 

69tiaidrik van da W e  The Emnzpcnce of Grego- C h  A Comparative SRldy of 
Ambrvsian, Romarz, and Grcgonàm Chanr; vol. 1: A Study of Modes and Melodies, Part Two: 
Trawcriprions (Rochester: Publishcd by the author, 1983). 

der Werf, vol. 1, p. 4. 

"van du Werf, vol. 1, p. 4. 

%an der W e e  vol. 1, p. 4. 



sources fiom the remainhg parts of the continent, as well as the British Isles." These 

groupings were ascertained fiom a detailed study of forty Introit antiphon melodies found 

in twentysix manuscnpts. Of his selected sources, van der Werf determined that four 

represent the 'Germanie" dialect, eleven the "Central" dialect, and four the 

"Southwestem" dia le~t?~ Conceming the early St. Gall sources in his "Southwestem 

dialect" category (b) of GFegorian chant, van der Werf writes, 

Unfortunately, adiastematic notation can not [sic] show Gemanic traits, so 
there is no way of knowing whether the manuscripts fiom the abbey of 
Sankt Gallen elso contain passages which would put the abbey in the orbit 
of the Gemanic dialect of Gregorian chant, just as the spoken language of 
the town Sankt Gallen and its surroundings is Germanic." 

To date, the work of Maria-Elisabeth Heisler has been the most expansive on the 

Gemanic dialect. In her 1986 dis~ertation,'~ Heisler has contemplated Wagner's research 

findings at great length, as well as studied nevly every article or reference to the 

Germanic dialect published this cent~ry.'~ She has constructed her own explorations on 

the foundations of earlier research, and compared examples of both Mass and Office 

chants in sources fiom regions across Europe. Based on a study of the "bO%mtiphons 

Sung during Advent, which is included as a portion of her dissertation, she has concluded 

that some chant manuscripts show a distinct separation of the traditions, but in several 

cases, both traditions or "dialects" are mixed." Heisler has also identified what she 

believes to be the "formulaic" idioms of each melodic dialect; this formulaic material 

appears to be consistent within each manuscript, while the non-formulait material differs 

73van der Werf, vol. 1 ,  p. 4. 

 or a listing of ihe sources included in this study, sec van der W d  vol. 2, pp. VII-LX. 

"van der Werf, vol. 1, p. 70. 

76~ited above; s e  note 30 of this chopter. 

"sec note 3 1 of this chapta for the list of sdiolars she references. 

" ~ p n  k m  daher kaum von emer in emer Lesart konsequent notimden Handschrifi sprechemY* 
[Heisler, 1986, p. 95.1 



within some sources in both notation and melodic content? 

It is Heisler who has suggested the altemate terminology of "east-Frankish" 

instead of "Gennanic" with respect to chant dialects, in order to represent better the 

region where the Germanic e h e n t s  occur. Hekler cornplains that the temiinology 

proposed by Wagner (and subsequently adopted by nearly every other interested scholar 

since Wagner) is not correct, as it denotes an ethnological, geographical and linguistic 

interpretationa0 She explains that in the Middle Ages, these tenns were not direct 

opposites. The geographical term "Romania" does not correspond with the area 

described by Wagner, i.e., Italy, France, England, etc. (nor, in fact, does the opposing 

geographical terni "Germania"), and a "romanischen Sprache" is not the everyday 

language of al1 within the area referred to as "Romanisch." After the middle of the eiphth 

century, '"roman" as an ethnological deteminant was no longer valid. For the new 

nomenclature, Heisler credits Bruno Stablein who distinguishes between east- and west- 

Frankish traditions with respect to trope repertories." These terms relate to the region of 

the Franks ("Francia") and its division into three kingdoms. Heisler prefers these more 

neutral and universal terms denved frorn "Francia," since the borders of ethnic, 

geographical, or speech areas do not directly affect regions designated as east- and west- 

Frankish." 

Heisler has also thoroughly analysed pphisch variants in manuscnpts with 

stamess notation. Graphic variants involve the appearances of the neume signs which are 

used to convey melodic idioms within the chant melodies. Naturally. the use of a 

different neume, such as a pes (two notes) instead of t d u s  (three notes). or a 

puncrum/v1iga (one note) instead of a divis (two notes) has an impact on the chant 

""~eide Begriffe kinhalten eine ethnologische, eine geognphische und eine linguistische 
lnterprctation." [Heisler, 1 986, p. 138.1 

"~nmo SUbLin, rv. c ' S e q ~ "  in DkM&U> Gescbr'cbteund@en~ vol. 12, ed by 
Friedrich Blume (Kassel: Baenreiter, 19S4), col. 532. 



melody. A graphic variant is, for example, the difference between D-FE-D-D and D- 

EFE-D-D. Although the chronology of these features will never be certain, Heisler 

briefly muses about the possibility of the melodic variants k i n g  a later development than 

graphic ~ariants.~ One wonders if the melodic variants characteristic of the east-Frankish 

sources might have arisen fiom the graphic variants themselves (!). Heisler's comparison 

of neume usages in eighteen manuscripts from regions al1 across western Europe provides 

some interesthg results. According to her survey, the manuscripts of German origin 

fomed a significantly more uniform impression than the FrencMtalian group." 

However, there were mixed results, as some sources inconsistently followed different 

chant traditions. For example, Heisler found what some earlier scholiirs have suggested: 

that two manuscripts fiom the same place but fiom different time periods cm sometimcs 

reflect opposing traditions. In the case of two manuscripts from Monza, the early- 

eleventh-century source Monza, Bibhoteca Capito1are, C 12/75 leans towards the 

Germanic tradition, while the younger, thirteenih-century manuscript, Mo- Bibhteca 

CapitoIare, C C47777is more similar to manuscripts transmitting the Romanic tradition." 

Complexities such as this have caused Heisler to concede that there are manuscripts 

which stand in the middle of both Germanic and Romanic  tradition^.'^ 

In a further comparison of these graphic variants in manuscripts with pitch- 

accurate notation, Heisler also encountered inconsistencies in the afinities of the 

manuscripts to one or the other chant tradition. In a number of cases, for instance, the 

graphic variants were of the Germanic tradition while the melodic variants were 

Romanic, or vice versa." Heisler has propose& therefore, that there may be no 

s 4 b ~ s  gibt Handschrif?, die imma ctwa in der Mitte der beidm Überliefnungen stehcn." 
[iieisler, 1985, p. 78.1 



connection between melodic and graphic variants;'\ather, if graphic variants of one 

tradition are found with melodic variants of the other tradition, this is evidence of an 

intersection of the two chant traditions." Sources which fa11 into this category generally 

lie on the border between the two regions wtiere the spheres of influence overlap. 

Since Heisler's work in the late 1980s, scholarship on the Germanic tradition has, 

for the most part, taken the form of passing references in books and articles on Gregorian 

chant. One such reference, for example, is made by Stefan Engels in his description of 

some fragments fiom a manuscript in the Sh'ftsbibh'othekof St. Peter in Salzburg. He 

briefly rem& that one recognizes a German melodic version? For the Germanic 

dialect enthusiast, this near silence in scholarly literature might imply a quiet (and 

perhaps reluctant) acceptance of the theory. However, it is quite possible that a critic 

would treat this relative lack of interest as a dismissal. Even so, two publications deserve 

mention: the survey article of Alexander Blachly, entitled "Some Observations on the 

' Germanic' Plainchant Tradition;"gl and Rudol f Flotzinger's "Die Handschrift Graz 807, 

ihre Notation und der sogenannte germanische Ch~raldiaiekt."~~ 

In a fashion similar to Heisler's literatwe survey, Blachly summarizes the 

scholarship to date on the Germanic dialect theory and explains its main characteristics. 

He provides what appears to be the first North-American, English, readily-available (i.e.. 

in a major journal), published summary article focused on the phenomenon of the 

"'ES besteht kein Zusammmhang nvixhen den melodischen und graphischen Varianten.'. 
[Hcisler, 1985, p. 80.1 

"ln varying degrees, Heisler found examples of these types of crossovers in the following 
sources: Monza 14/77(Monza), Tmn F.W. 18 (Bobbio), Pan's I r r ~  I 7307(Compiègne), Cambrai 61 
(Lille), Mon~pcIIier H. I SP@ijon), Meiù 1056(Mclk), London add. 18031-32 (Stavelot), Mulmd AE XW 
12 (üîrecbt), Xarhnrhe Pm 16(Erfurt). meisler, 1 985, pp. 78-79. See also, Heisler, 1 986, pp. 80-84.1 

 an e r k m  eme gemanische Melodiefàssung." [Stefan Engels, "Die Notation der 
Iitwgischen Handschri ften aus Klostemtubur&" MdmIogia Aus~nBc;a 141 15 (1 996): p. 44.1 

9i~lexander Blachly, "Some Ob~ivations on the 'Gexmanic' Plainchant Tradition,'' C m n r  
M~£~IcoIoogy~'Studies in Medieval Music: Fes&chnR for Ernest H. Sanden"] 45-47 ( 1  990): pp. 85- 1 17. 

'*~udolf ~ 1 o t z i . n ~ ~ ;  "Die Handschri fi Graz 807. ihre Notation und der sog. germanische 
Choraidial&" Music% an@ua VI11 (1988): pp. 397-4 1 1. 



Gemanic dialect." Along with the information on the Germanic dialect theory already 

cited here from previous scholarly works, Blachly adds the examples of music treatises 

h m  Geman-speaking areas where Germanic melodic variants are encountered. These 

treatises include: Lampadius, Compendium musices, fan fi-bb quam p h i  cmtus, ab 

auctore Lampa& L unebugensi elaborata ... Berne Helveti M D .  ( f. Bi"); 

Spangenberg, Questiones musicae ... lohan. Spaa[geenbergiJ ... Vitebergae Anno MDXLII 

( f. Dvij 3; Vogelsang, Musicae rudimenta . . . per lohm. Vigelsangum Lindauiensem . . . 

IMDXLII(fY. Dvj ', Diijv, and Diiij 7; Glareanus, GImani Dodecachordum . . . Basileae 

I547@p. 1 44-45); Cre tz, Cornpendosa ialmducb'o in choralen musicam ... lomem 

C m .  .. Venetum MDLIII(f. Diiij'); and Zanger, Practkae musicae praecepta . . . Ioannern 

Z;angemm Oen~pOntanum ... Lipsiae AMO 1554 (f. Giij3.94 Blachly also cites chant- 

based polyphonie collections fiom these sarne regions, collections whose chants display 

Germanic variants: Heinrich Issac' s Chorals constantinus and the Nicolaus Apel 

Codex?' 

Alongside a presentation of Mass chants which display features of the Romanic 

and Germanic dialects,% Blachly proposes that, 

The prefcrence for the minor third in such places [as opposed to a major or 
minor second] is not the result of a German propensity to shun the notes B, 
E, or A as integral elements of the scale in every mode. It appears, rather, 
that die German sensibility favored a stronger emphasis on 15 in the 
hexachord, especially in those passages where the Romanic tradition 
places miat the peak of a turn of melody or in an exposed - usually 
cadential - descent into e9' 

Blachly also enten into a discussion concenllng the inconsistencies which have 

"~lthough the language of writing is not deemed to be a barria in scholarly circles, access to 
publishcd mterials in foreign centres can be expensive, and is, at times, impossible. 

94 Blachly, p. 87. 

9s~lachly, p. 87. 

%B ladily, pp. 96- 1 00. 

97 Blachly, p. 95. 



become more apparent in recent research in both of the rnelodic traditions. In an obvious 

assault on the Solesmes school, Blachly states, Y.. it is a falsification of history to deny 

the role of the Germanic tradition altogether, uncritically acfepting Romanic sources as 

the sole keys to recoll~tructing the pitches in the oldest notated chant sources.w98 

Flotriager states that his article99 is a "work-in-progress" that deals, once again. 

with the gradua1 Graz 807. The relationship of this manuscript to other sources which 

exhibit similar notation (notably, CCI. 101 0, 101 2, and 10 13) is explored, and so is the 

question of their origins.'" in order to describe some notational styles, such as the 

propagation of staff notation, Flotzinger traces the history of several important people. 

including Gerhoch von Regensburg, Provost of Passau (1 132-69), and Bishop Altmann of 

Passau (1 065-9 1). 'O'  Intermingled with Flotzinger's scant comrnents on the Germanic 

dialect are remarks concerning the notation in Gennan sources. It appears from his 

remarks that both the melodic variants and the notational styles in extant Gennan 

manuscripts were propagated within reg ional boundanes. However, F lotzinger highl ight s 

the role that the monks played through their radiating centres (monasteries and cathedrals) 

in the widespreûd dissemination of notational signs in panicular, owing to the nature of 

their pastoral duties. Depending on the distances travelled by clencs, "regional" signs or 

rnarkings thought to be associated with particular scriptoria may indeed be misleading.'"' 

*~udolf ~ lo tz in~er ,  "Die Handxhrift Graz 807, ihre Notation und der sog. germanische 
Choraldialekt," Musica anaipa VI11 (1 988): pp. 3974 1 1. 

IWlt appears that this c~ork-in-progress" led to the micle published the following year: Rudolf 
Flotzinger, "Zu H e h n f i  und Datiening der Gradualien Graz 807 und Wicn 1 3 3 14," Sntdia Musicologica 
ACBduflfàC Scimaadlzllzl HU~~JWCBC 3 1 (1 989): pp. 57-80. 

10'~lotzinger, "Die Handschft," p. 403. 

10Z '~ ie  Verbrritung ist zwar regional begenzt, aber nur eine relative, da sie niemals die 
ausschlieBlich venvendete Fonn darstellte. Die wichtigsten Gründe für diese Relativitiit diiden sein: 
Beharrungstendenzen bei den sog. ahen Orden und Zugeh6rigkeit ui verschiedenen Refomkreisen, wobei 
die W i g  der Chorhem wegen ihra Seelsorgc-Aktivitaten auch ohne Zentralismus im 12. Jh. ais 
ksonders g d  nt veranschlagen ist (Kloster und Domkapitel als ausstrahlende Zentren). Daher erscheint 
j& mgional besthmte Bezichnung als imtiihrend, matifhc Schwierigkh erledigcn sich jedoch von 
selbst." [Flotzinger, "Die Handschrift," pp. 4 10-4 1 1 .] 



Flotzinger's closing comments concur with the findings of more recent 

scholarship; one cannot directly contrat Gerrnanic and Romanic chant dialects."' The 

division between these two categones is not cleariy defined, as there are many 

inconsistencies that mua be reconciled. FIotzinger proposes, though, that it is 

conceivable that the chant of the High and Later Middle Ages is, rather, to be 

differentiated and categorized by monastic order, on stylistic grounds, through regional 

divisions, or in other ways.lM 

THE CURRENT PROJECT 

Detemining that manner of differentiation, if one indeed exists, and ascertaining 

to what degree the east- or west-Frankish charactenstics are present in the Sung repertoire 

of the monastery at Klostemeuburg have become foci of the current project. 1 began this 

research as a manuscnpt study of the eight Office antiphoners dating before 1400 which 

are extant in the Klostemeuburg library. Owing to the current state of research into the 

east-Frankish melodic chant tradition, which has been concemed mainly with Mass 

chants, it has seemed appropriate to explore the notion of an est-Frankish chant tradition. 

enlarge upon this previous research if possible, and balance the general findings with 

readings from more Office manuscripts. Although the number of publications cited 

above which refer to the Germanie chant tradition may seem plentiful, the amount of 

attention that this branch of chant has received in full scholarly studies, compared to the 

research that has been undertaken in medieval chant in general, is actually quite meagre. 

At the outset, 1 expected to fmd characteristics of the east-Frankish tradition in the central 

group of Klostemeuburg antiphoners, since this monastery lies well within the region of 

Gennan influence in western Europe; indeed, the information provided concerning the 

'03"~uf kcinen Fall kann man den 'gerxnanixhen' (der wie auch irnmer bezeichneten) 
Choraldiaiekt dem 'rOmischen/romanischen' Choral auf der gleichen (stilistisch-musikalischen) Ebene 
gegeniiberstellen." [Flotzinger, "Die Handschrift," p. 4 1 1 .] 

lQTs w h  aber denkbar, den Choral des Hoch- und Spatrnittelalters ordensspezifisch, stilistisch. 
regionai oder in nochmals anderer Weise pi differenzieren und kategorisieren." [Flotzinger, "Die 
HandschriR" p. 4 1 1 .] 



Klostemeuburg sources in RenéJean Hesbert's monumental study of the usage and 

ordering of the responsories Sung on the Sundays dunng Advent, contained in the fifth 

and sixth volumes of the main reference source for medieval Office antiphoner research. 

Corpus Antrphodiim Offici (hence CAO), 'O5 places these manuscripts in a " farni 1 y" 

grouping of other sources fiom German regions. 'O6 

In light of the great arnount of scholarly interest which has been invested in the 

gradual said to be fiom Klosterneuburg , now identified as Graz, Wnivetsi~tsbibfiothek. 

807.1 also considered it important to confirm to which tradition, either east- or west- 

Frankish, or to what degree of either tradition, the complementary antiphoners of the 

monastery follow. It should be noted that, although considered complex by some 

scholars, antiphoners contain particularly valuable information about the local chant 

traditions of a litugical centre. Zsuzsa Czagby of the CAO-ECE project has wnttrn. for 

exarnple, "While the order of the Mass chants was essentially similar everywhere in 

Europe in the Middle Ages, the antiphonaries represent varieties associated with 

institutions and, as a result, they are more adequate for distinguishing local traditions than 

the graduals."'07 Whatever the results, a study of such a valuable collection of three 

twelfth- and five fourteenth-century manuscripts preserving the Klostemeuburg chant 

tradition will cenainly add to o u  understanding of chant in the southem-Gennan orbit. 

In order to determine the place of the medieval Office chant tradition of 

Klosterneuburg, 1 have undertaken both a detailed analysis of the eight surviving 

antiphoners dating before 1400 now preserved at the monastery library, as well as a large 

analytical and comparative project which deals witb the melodies preserved for the feria1 

10s~en6~can Hesbcrî, ed., Corpus Antiphonalim Oficii, 6 vols. (Rome: Herder, 1 963- 1 979). 

IMsee Chapta Ninc. 

' 0 7 ~ u s a  Czaghy, C'opus Anaphondibm 0- - EccIesim CenvJIis Eimppac, vol. II  I1A 
Pmha (Temporale), ed. by Zol<én Falvy and Lhzlo Dobszay (Budapest ZaietudomBnyi tntéz* [Insthe 
for Musicology], 1996), p. 10. See also Laszlb Dobszay, 'The Program 'CAO-ECE:' Corpus 
Antiphonalium Offici i - Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae," SNda Musiologiia A cademae Scimtrànua 
H'ganganku3O (1988): p. 356. 



antiphons (Le., the antiphons Sung on ordinary days, when no occasion of the Tempode 

or SanctomIedisplaced the regular weekly cycle). The comrnents of Hendrik van der 

Werf provide some basis for this study of feria1 antiphon melodies: 

A comparative study- emmpassing many meïodies in many manuscripts, 
reveals in a surprising and fascinating fashion what kinds of changes 
a c W y  did occur. The onguLal melodies are lost forever but we can gain 
valuable information about their original style and structure by studying 
the variants, and by searching for reasons why specific changes were 
made. 'O8 

hcorporated into the analysis of the eight antiphoners presented here are detai led physical 

descriptions of each manuscript (Chapters Three and Four), a study of the notation used 

to record the chant melodies (Chapter Five), comments on the provenance of the 

manuscnpts (Chapter Six. first section), as well as references to the so-called 

"Klostemeuburg" Easter drama (Chapter Six, second section) and the rare occurrence of a 

prosa (Chapter Seven). 

The purpose of my melodic research has not been to find the chant archetype, or 

"Ur-form," of any particular melody. Rather, 1 have sought the formation of manuscript 

affiliations or "manuscript families," and even groupings within those families. through 

the analysis and cornparison of chant variants between many manuscripts. It is well 

understood that, owing to the sheer multitude of melodies and the uncounted numbers of 

extant chant manuscripts, it is virtually impossible to establish any real stemmatic 

connections among the medieval plainsong sources. Rather, it is through the detailed 

study of localized repertoires. such as the tradition of a single monastery or cathedral. that 

significant traits may be recognized and connections made between the traditions of 

liturgicai centres. Dobszay writes, 

Much as we may agree with the goals of research which strives [sic] to 
find a supposedly original form, a form which is essentially unique despite 
the many forms of sources, another endeavour may also be justified, one 
which may be said to take a strictly historical approach. This investigates 
an abundance of sources for their own d e s  [sic], so as to obtain a 

lob dan WC$ vol. 1, p. 1. 



knowledge of the chant in its different manifestations, in its diversity in 
time and place, regardless of any preconceptions conceming development 
or decline.Iw 

In the first layer of my melodic-variant research. 1 will confirm the usual findings 

of the east-Frankish melodic tradition through a cornparison of the nearly one hundred 

feria1 antiphon melodies in each of the twenty-five sources sweyed. Owing to the 

cornputer-assisted nature of this project, and the database of over 2450 individual 

melodies which 1 have created by transcribing neumes into letter notation, 1 will thereaficr 

be able to isolate and test the legitimacy of other melodic figures (Le., "variants") which 

have seemed significant in the course of the preliminary research. 

Although these analyses have been aimed at placing the Klostemeuburg chant 

tradition within the whole body of western-European chant, a close study of the melodies 

of the feria1 antiphons can also reveal the provenance of many of the other sources 

included in this examination. This is, indeed, just the beginning. 

'OPDobszay, "The hogram 'CAO-ECE,'" p. 355. 



in a gazetteer fiom the tum of the twentieth century, Karl Baedeker declared 

Klosterneuburg to be the "oldea and wealthiest Augustinian monastery in Austria."' 

Shortly afier its founding in the eady twelfth century, Klostemeuburg attained a place of 

distinction ammg monastic houses. The political importance of Klostemeuburg and its 

monastic community was first established and then continually reinforced throughout 

nibsequent centuries by the proximity of the monastery to the residence of the Margrave 

(later the Duke). The strategic value of the monastery edifices in thcir prominent location 

on the Danube was also realized a nurnber of times. Over the first two centuries of its 

existence, the founding dynasty of the Babenbergs endowed enormous wealth and 

valuable possessions to the monastery, including the Verdun Altar, dating from 1 18 1, 

which is one of Klostemeuburg's most highly-regarded works of art. The monastery, in 

its present role as a national shrine of Austria, bas since becorne the sanctuary of several 

national emblems, including the Austrian -4rchducal cap held since 161 6, the remnants of 

the Margraves's ceremonial vestments, and the "Babenberger Stammbaurn" (1489-1 493), 

the genealogical tree of the Babenberg family. Adding to the national importance of 

Klostemeuburg is the burial place of the Babenberg Margrave Leopold III and his farnily 

in the former chapter house, now known as "St. Leopold's Chapl." Leopold III, now 

popular as the patron saint of  ust tria,' was the founder of the Klosterneuburg rnonastery. 

and his burial shrine is a frequent pilgrimage site. Other treasures include a twelfth- 

century bronze candelabrum fiom Verona, the "Klostemeuburger Madoma" dating from 

'Kat! RnPALtti?r, Rutnit, i11chhg H ù n m ,  TranyIvmià, D a r i a ,  anùBos.a: Handbook for 
T i a v d ~  9' ed. (Leipzig: Karl Baedeker, 1900), p. 75. Of importance in Klosterneuburg for the sial- 
seer are the pafatial abbey-buildings erccted by Felice Donato d'Allio in about the year 1750, the column in 
fiont of the abbey church erecteâ in 1381 on the ccSSatt*on of the plague, and the "wellsrganized Lunatic 
Asy lum." 

'Lsopold was canonucd on 6 Januiuy 1485 by Pope Innocent 111. 
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13 10, and a large collection of coins dating fiom Roman times.' Klosterneuburg also 

houses a large and valuable library archive of 1256 manuscripts, 885 incunabula, and 

approximately 240,000 volumes.' 

The small t o m  of Klostemeuburg, in northeastem Austria in the modem state of 

Niederijsterreich, lies in the hills of the Wienerwald approximately thirteen kilometres 

northwest of the centre of viema.' It is situated on the West bank of the Danube at the 

foot of the Leopoldsberg, at the site of a once-important river crossing. 

The history of Klostemeuburg dates back several millemia, as there is evidence of 

settiement in the Neolithic period. Before the Romans conquered the Tamsci 

(subsequently called the Non'ci) in about the year 14 B.C.E., this Celtic tribe inhabited the 

region now called Austria. Situated in the Roman province of Pannonia, Klostemeuburg 

was once the site of a Roman fortress, Astzi~k During the first century C.E., the place 

where Klosterneuburg now lies developed into the Roman senlement Quadn'burgiwn: 

and archers were stationed there.' In the sixtb century, the Slovenes conquered Pmonia; 

the Slovenes, or C~rutanes,~ were part of the kingdom of Sarno and were later included in 

'Michael Alram, Roswitha Denk, and Wolfgang Szaivert, Die Mu"nzs~~mIung des Augusfjner- 
Chorhemnsc~Ïtes KIostemeuburg(Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der WissenschaRen, 
1989). 

'The Klostemeuburg library is the largest private library in Austria and houses one of the most 
important manuscript colIections in that country. On the Klostemeuburg Stifbbibliothek website, this 
monastery library is listed with other well-known Auhan libraries, such as Graz Universittltsbibliothek, 
I ~ s b r u c k  UniversitiItsbibliothek, Melk Stiftsbibliothek (OSB), SaIzburg Enabtei Sankt Peter (OSB), 
Salzburg Universitiitsbibliothek and Wien Osterrcichische Nationalbibliothek. 

'48' 18' N latitude, 16" 19' E longitude, 192 m above sea level. 

6Thc four mountains or hills in the area are the Leopoldsberg, the Bisamberg, the Simonsberg, and 
the Kumenberg. 

'Gahard Langmanh 6Oû l ' R 6 m a  lii tistmich (Innsbruck: Tyrolia-Verlag, 1 9n), p. 55. 

'H. WKkham Steed, and Walter Alison Phillips, A S'mi Hisfov ofAus~na-Hungary md Pofand 
(London: The Encyclopaedia Br'ttannica Company, 1 9 14), p. 3. 



the kingdom of the Avars (who were related to the Huns). Charlemagne (742-814) drove 

them back to the present Hungarian frontier in a war beginning in 79 1, and this eastem 

bastion of Charlemagne's empire, now under the nile of the Franks, became known as the 

"Ostmark." In the ninth century, however, Frankish domination weakened, and the 

Ostmark was ovemin by the Moravians, and then the Magyars. Otto the Great, elected 

German king in 936, defeated the Magyars in 955 and refounded the Ostmark. In 976, his 

son Otto II announced Leopold (Liutpold) 1 (976-994) of the Babenberg dynasty as the 

first Margrave of this refounded Osmark, a srna11 region which originally encompassed 

the area south of the Danube from the river Enns to Melk (about sixty miles9). The fint- 

known mention of this "east empire," the region which would later be named Austria or 

Osterreich, was made in the Annals of ~ltaich" in the year 996, in the phrase in regione 

vulgari nomine Ostamèhi. ' ' 

'Steed and PhiIlips, p. 2. 

'%ni G. Wickenburg, A P d e t  Hi* of W m a ,  tram. by Arnold Bender (Idstein, Germany: 
Societats-Verlag, 1972), p. 12. 

Weed and Phillips, p. 2. 



Illustration 1: A document of Emperor Otto III, dating from the year 996, which contains 
the Fust-known mention of the M m e  "Osterreich" r'Ostarrichi']. 

Throughout the period of their rule, the energies of the Babenbergs were chiefly 

spent in enlarging and strengthening the position of the mark. The Babenbergs were. at 

fint, conferred the imperial executive tank of Margrave which does not normally entai1 

sovereignty, but they were later to become sovereign princes. Following several moves 

down the Danube fiom Pachlarn, Melk, Krems, Gars am Kamp, and Tulln, al1 of which 

served as residences or capitals of the Babenbergs, Margrave Leopold iU "der Heilige" 

[the holy] (1 095-1 136), the significaat Babenberg for our story about Klostemeuburg, 

located his residence even M e r  east in the twelfth century. 



Illustration 2: Babcnkrg Margrave Leopold III "der Heil ige" fiom the 
"Babenberger Stammbaum" ( 148% 1493) 

Although Leopold m's political connections were already quite extensive. since 

his great-grandmother was Hungarian, and his sister Gerberga (d. 1 142) was married to 

the Bohemian prince Boriwoj von Bolunen," his status was nevertheless increased 

through his marriage in 1106 to Agnes, the widow of the Swabian Duke Friedrich 1 of 

Hohenstaufen. The Ernperor's son, Heimich V, had offered his sister Agnes's hand to 

Leopold in recognition of Leopold's support for Heinrich V and the Pope against the 

Emperor, Heinrich IV ( 1  056- 1 106), in the "Investiturstreit," which had occurred the year 

before (1 1 OS)." As a result of his maniage to Agnes, Leopold received a large dowry, as 

well as connections to two imperid families. This higher political position manifested 

itself in an imposing castle to be used as a residence, which Leopold built in about the 

year 1 106 on the niins of a Hungarian for~ess on the mountain later called the 

%nst Joseph Gôdich and FelY Romanik, Gcschiite ostmiths (Innsbruck: Tyrolier-Verlag, 
1977), p. 63. 

13G&lich and Romanik, p. 63. 



~eopoldsberg.'~ This was a strategically-important location; at this place, the Danube 

entered the narrows between the Leopoldsberg and the ~isamberg," and at the time the 

castle was built, well before the regulation of the river which was not completed until 

191 1, it was within reach of îhe Danube and could be &fènnpd_'6 The cash was named 

"niwenburc" [neuburg] . 
Shortly after building his castle on the Leopoldsberg, Leopold founded a 

monastery there. According to legend, Leopold and his wife Agnes were standing on the 

balcony of the castle on their wedding day. A sudden gust of wind blew Agnes's veil 

away, and the valuable cloth could not be found. Nine years later, when Leopold was out 

hunting, he was attracted by the gleam emanating fiom the long-lost veil, which was 

entangled but undarnaged in an elderbush. "From this light appeared a vision of the 

Virgin Mary, directing him to build a church and a convent in her honour in this place."" 

Although the romantic legend is well known and has been portrayed in numerous 

artworks, the details do not coincide with the information in extant historical documents. 

Erik Wickenburg suggests that the Klosterneuburg monastery was rneant as a gift of 

atonement for Agnes's father, Emperor H e i ~ c h  N, who died dunng his 

excommunication." The comerstone for the collegiate church was laid on 12 June 1 1 14 

in the place of an older church. 

"Benho ld C e m i  Dac A ugus~ncr-ChorhcnrnstiA Kfostemeuburg ( V a :  Floridus-Dm k. 
1958), p. 8. 

16Klonerneuburg's sûategic location proved itsdf several centuries later in the battle against the 
Turks in 1683. The upper pan of the town and the convent were not ovemken, and they served as 
important flnk protection in the relief by the Christian army of the Turkish siep on Vienna. 

17 Convent of Wosterneubutg (Korneuburg: Kellnet, n.d.1, p. 3. 

"Wickenburg, p. 13. 



lllushation 3: The Klostemeuburg Stiftskirche before the neo-Gothic remodelling of the 
towers ( 1  882-1 892) by Friedrich von Schmidt. 

THE TOWN OF KLOSTERNEUBURG 

A senlement called 'Weuburg" developed around Leopold III's castle and 

monastery. The abbey section of the town was designated as "Klostemeuburg" after 12 18 

when, owing to flooding, it was separated fiom the market district, called "Komeuburg." 

Before the Danube was regulated and directed two kilometres away fiom the town, it 

flowed quite strongly around the barrier of the Leopoldsberg and then divided into many 

shallower amis, probably causing the location of Vienna to resemble a delta.I9 Disastrous 

flooding of the Danube in the summer of 1 194 swept away village houses and plains were 

devastated, but the menacing Danube was not the only problem. One year earlier, in 

1 193, a "plague" of locusts had caused crop Mures in Vienna and its outskirts, and just a 

short t h e  befom tbaf the retuniing crusaders had brought both violent temperaments and 

the plague to the region. Despite these continual inconveniences to its Bkger, the town 



of Klostemeuburg endured and was chartered by Duke Albrecht I on 5 February 1298. 

THE AUGUSTMAN CANONS 

In 1133, d e r  consubg with the Archbishop of Salzburg, the Bishop of Passau. 

and other advisors, Leopold repossessed his monastery fiom the secular canons who had 

occupied Klostemeuburg since its founding, and brought in Augustinian canons to 

replace hem.?' The Augustinian order had emerged as an organized body in the middle 

of the eleventh century under the influence of the Gregorian reforms (attributed to Pope 

Gregory VII, 1075-1085), and a large nurnber of houses were founded in Austria during 

the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The order was officially recognized by the Lateran 

synods of 1059 and 1063, and it spread quickly throughout western Europe.'' As opposed 

to the strictly "monastic" Benedictine orders, such as those based in Cluny, Citeaw, 

Chartreuse, and Grandmont, for example, Augustinian canons, ais0 known as "Austin 

canons," were uncloistered men living the full common life. They formed quasi-monastic 

cornmunities bound by vows and the canon (hence the name clenci canonia) of 

~ugustine." In contrat to secular canons, Augustinians abjured individual property. 

Cathedra1 chapters of canons were under the leadership of a provost (prior), who was 

secondary to a bishop within a diocese. The traditionai ministries of Augustinians have 

"'"An die Stelle der weltlichen Chorherren traten in Folge der Berathung Leopold's mit dem 
Erzbischofe Konrad von Salzburg und den Bischtifen Reginmai von Passau und Roman von Gurk regulirte 
[sic] Chorherren aus den H ~ u s e r n  Salzburg, Chicrnsee und St. Nikolaus bei Pasau (eh Wechsel, der in 
dieser Zeit hiiufig vorkommt), unter dem von Chiemsee nach Klostemeuburg benifenen Propste Hamann; 
gleichzeitig kamen Klosterfraum nach St. Augustin's Regel." [Hartmann Zeibig, Urkundenbuch d a  
S t i l b  Kiostm,eubwg bis zum Endc drs vi~nchnten Jahrhuaderts, Fontes R m  Austriacarum, Bd. 1 0, 
Pt. 1 (Vimna: Dcr ffiiserlich-Kbniglichen Hof- und Staatsdnickcrci, l857), p. XVIII.] 

''Mary B q ,  S.V. "Augustinian canons," in n e  New Gmvc Oictionly of M .  and Mwicims, 
vol. 1, ed. by Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), p. 696. 

UAugustUie*s so-callecl "Rule" is shorter and more vague than that of Bmedict; by the eleventh 
ccntiiry, it was a collection of documents providing instnictjons on the rcligious Iife. The history of the 
documents which comprise the "Rule of St. Augustine" is, however, dificult to trace. Michel Parisse 
States, "Ce qui fut appelé, a la fui du xi' siècle, règle de saint Augustin est un ensemble de documents dont 
il a été difficile de rrtracer I'histoirr." [Michel Puisse, Les nomesou M'yen Agr, cd. by Christine 
Bonneton (Le Puy: Atelier Pascal Vercken, 1983), p. 73.1 



included divine worship in their cathedrals and collegiate churches, education, and 

hospitals. The charactenstic qualities of the order are its fundamental sanity, flexibility, 

and insistence on brotherly love.3 

THE AUGUSTNAN CANONESSES 

Though there is scant evidence of such foundations remaining at Klostemeuburg, 

it became usual for Augustinian abbeys to establish women's convents, or nunnenes. near 

the mens' cl ois ter^.'^ The women in these "double houses" followed the same 

Augustinian teachings as their male counterparts, but were, in many ways, dependent on 

the men's convent with which they were a~sociated.?~ ~ccording to the writings of the 

thirteenth-century canon-regular, Jacques de Vitry, canonesses regular did not sing in the 

choir or at church; the men provided the Offices and listened to their confessions through 

a window. The women read the psalter and said the canonical hours of the Blessed 

Virgin Mary with total humility and devotiod6 Although the women may not have sung 

the Office, women's convents did own liturgical books with musical notation, as seen in 

the inscriptions wrînen on the opening leaves of some extant vol~rnes.~' Lina Eckenstein 

notes, "The importance of canonical orden, so far as women are concemed, lies in the 

fact that the twelfth century witnessed the foundation of a number of religious settlements 

for both sexes, in which men lived as canons and the women as 

''"Par la suite, toutes les abbayes de l'ordre établirent des maisons de nonnes, nomeries ou 
parthénom <4 jet de pierre>> des habitations des chanoines." [Parisse, pp. 3 1-31] 

%'Les chanoinesses régulières Haient souvent dans la dépendance etmite de monastères 
d'hommes auprb desquels elles étaient installées ...". [Parisse, p. 39.1 

='The Klostemeuburg hymnary CCI. 1000, for instance, is inscribeci in such a way. See the 
reference to Stablein's transcription of ihis manuscript, below. 

ULina Eckenstein, Womm Unda Monastkism: Chaprm on Sai~Lom and Convmr Li& 
Bernera A.D. 5éW and A.D. 15#(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l896), p. 186. 



THE MONASTERY AT KLOSTERNEUBURG 

The twelfth century has been labelled "the golden age of monasticism," owing to 

the mmeased prosperity of the existing monasteries and the fondation of a number of 

new monastic and religious or der^.'^ In their extensive listing of monastenes which were 

established or reformed in Austria during theeleventh and twelfth centuries, Ernst Joseph 

Gorlich and Feiix Romanik include Ardagger, Melk, Klostemeuburg, and Lambach, 

which were populated, at least for a tirne, with secular canons.30 Gorlich and Romanik 

note that through the acceptance of the Gregorian and Hirsau reforrns, a close co~ec t ion  

developed between the monasteries in Austria and those in Alsace, Lotharingia, Swabia, 

and Bavaria." Walther Lipphardt States that of al1 the monasteries founded by the 

Babenbergs in the region of the diocese of Passau, the founding of the Augustinian 

monastery of Klostemeuburg was the most significant, not least because of its 

great importance to the history of music in  ust tria.'^ 

'% C)sterreich. war es vor allem Kremsmtinster. das eines der ersten Reformkl6ster der strengen 
Richtung tvurde. Starken EinfluB hatte femer das Schwamaldkloster Hirsau; noch direkter wirkte das 
ebenfalls im Schwanwald gelegene St. Blasien auf die Entwicklung in Ostemich ein. Waren im 1 1. 
Jahrhundert sogennante KanonikatstiAe - Kloster von Weltpriesterkollegien besiedelt - errichtet 
worden (Ardagger, Melk, Klosterneuburg, Lambach), so wurden jetzt nach der strengen Reformregel von 
Hirsau die Stifle Admont (1074), Milbtatt (um 1080), St. Paul in Kiimten (1090), Garsten (1080) 
geschaffen oder von der Reformparei iibemommen. In Tirol entstanden 1 138 Georgenberg-Fiecht und 
1 146 Marienberg bei Mals. Auch die weltlichen Chorherrenstifte wurden von einer aus Bayem 
ausgehenden Reform erfaBt: so St. Florian bei Linz, St. Polten, Reichersberg am Inn ( 1  084), Ebemdorf in 
Kmten, St. Georgen (1 128, im Jahr 1244 nach Hcnogenburg verlegt), St. Anda an der Traisen ( 1  150). 
Seckau f 1 140). Vorau (1  l61), St. Andri4 im Lavanttal (l212), Neustifi in Tirol (1 143), Welschmichael an 
der Etsch (Südtirol, 1145), Au (1  163, spiter nach Gries bei Bozen verlegt) und schliefllich das Domstift 
Salzburg (1 1 a)." [G(irlicb and Romanik, p. 6 1 .] 

""Durch die Arinahme der Reforrn kam es pi engen geistigen und kulturellen Beziehungen 
mischen des Klostem in dsterreich und denen in ElsaD, in Lothringen, in Schwaùen und Bayem." 
[Gorlich and Romanik, p. 6 t .] 

32Die wichtigste Grihdung aber im Bereich der grol3en Diazese ist die Gründung des Augustiner- 
Chorhmnstifks Klostmcuburg, wo die Babenberger neben ihrer Residenz 1 108 mnachst ein 
Kollegiatsstift gegründet hatten, das dann unter Heinrich Jasomirgott ganz in das Eigentum der Augustiner- 
Chorhemn Pberging. Dieses Klostemeuburg ist für die Musikgeschichte Osterreichs von ganz besonderer 
Bcdeutung. [Waltha Lippharât, "Musl in den herrci&ischm Kl6stcrn d a  Bahbergemit,'' 
MusicoIogka Austnaca 2 (1 979): p. 50. 



It is well known that Augustinians were influential in the promotion and 

refinement of Gregorian chant, and the large collection of extant chant manuscripts at 

Klostemeuburg suggests ihat the canons of this monastery were no exception. The 

quality of singing at Klostemeuburg was apparently so high that novices wishing to enter 

the convent were ofien judged according to their musical abilities.') In his survey of 

music in Austria, Walter Sahen remarks that it was first in the tirne of the Babenberg 

Dukes, under differing social, religious, and ethnic conditions, that new life was realized 

in music-making." Salmen reports that there was widespread use of the organ in 

churches and monasteries by the late ttiirteenth century;' and that Augustinians, in 

particular, had a special place for organ music in their liturgy. He continues by ncting 

that some Augustinian monasteries hold a very important position in the history of music 

in   us tria.'^ Klostemeuburg was certainly one of those, as its "enthusiastic c m "  in the 

delivery of the liturgy was remarked upon by Andreas WeiRenback." 

In the years following its "refounding" in 1 133, Leopold richly provided 

Klostemeuburg with items of estate and liturgical books; these included a missal from the 

'' V inzenz Os kar Ludw ig, Kloskmeuburg: KKl~rgeschic.bte eincr ~ s ~ i c h ~ s c h e n  SSrifes 
(Vienna: Briider HoIlinek, 195 1 ), p. 63. 

'"'Erst mit dem Zeitalter der Babenberger-Herzoge, ûlso ab dern 12. Jahrhunden, konnte unter 
vetanderten sozialen, religiosen und ethnischen Bedingungen eine Wiederbelebung eines differenzierten 
hoheren Anspruchen genügenden profanen Musizierens venvirklicht werden." [Walter Salmen, "Musik 
der Friihzei t," in Mwik in bstemich: Eine C W k  in Daten; Dokumenten, Essays und Bildem, ed. b y 
Gottfried Kraus (Vienna: Christian Brandstlitter, 1 989), p. 43, 

I5Salmen, "Musik ais Mittel und im Dienst der Chnstianisierung," in Musik in osterreich, ed. 
KraLls, p. 47. 

9 X c  AugUStiner Chortierrcn und Augustincr Eremiten pflegen den Choralgesang weiter und 
sichern dem Orgelspiel einen festen Platz in der Liturgie. Einige ihrer Klbster haben grofle Bedeutung für 
die &tcrrcichische Musikgcschichtc." [Sahen, "Musik als Mittel," in Mmik h~ Ostemich, ed. Kraus, 
p. 48. 

'"'Da die kioliche Psalmodie irn Chore von Anfang an ni den vonnglichsicn Obliegenheiten der 
Chorhmn gch611~, ist es wohl selbstverstandiich, daB seit dan Bestande des Stiftes die Musik, soweit sie 
fiir die Liturgie in Betracht k m ,  eine eifrige Pflege fand." [Andreas Weiknbiick, "Aus dem tilteren 
Muskieben im Stiftc Klostcmcubur&" M d  divina i (19 13): p. I53.j 



episcopal church of the diocese at that tirne, St. Nikola in Passau.'' After twenty-two 

years of construction, the consecration of the three-aisled Romanesque church "Maria 

Gebwt," took place on 29 September 1 136," just two months before Leopold's death on 

November 15, 1 136. The present cloister of the monastery, which became a focal point 

of the establislunent, was built in the thirteenth and fowteenth centuries on the north side 

of the abbey church. 

The f luent  monastery ensured its accumulated wealth through the usual means 

of tithes and other donations, both material possessions and money, in exchange for 

certain services. For example, the monastery received a sum for the admission of a son or 

daughter to the convent, the admission to the "Verbrüderung," for burials, or for other 

gestures such as a thanksgiving for a rescue fiom danger." Other fbnds were acquired 

from people who were undertaking pi lgrimages to such places as Jerusalem, Compostela. 

and St. Aegid, and who left their money or possessions with the monastery either without 

condition, or with the understanding that the goods would become the property of the 

monastery if they did not tetum." For those suffering financial hardship, Leopold took in 

or ?entedW selected items of their personal property for which he paid the owners a yearly 

amount." The monastery also accumulated money and gifts as donations from noble 

families, as well as fiom novices to the convent, since, following the teachings of 

Augustine, al1 members were required to renounce their personal property4' 

3'Klosterneuburg lay in the diocese of Passau until 1469 at which time the episcopal see of Vienna 
was established. 

3 9 C m i  pp. 3-5. 

"Zeibig, p. XIX. 

"Zeibig, p. XIX. 

'%osgckaufte HUrige geben sich in Leopold's Hand, um durch ih d m  Stifte übergeben zu 
werden, andere lassen sich ex voto ni einem j&lichen Gelddienste herbei oder Ubergeben sich selbst mit 
einern j&lichen Dienste ...". [Zeibig, p. XIX.] 

"'Wun hhfm sich auch die Schenkungen durch die Edlcn des Landes, wtlcht Leopold's und 
seiner nachfoIger fiommer Sinn zum Wetteifer weckte. Auch Glieder des Stifts vermehrten die Begabung 
dc~selbcn.~ [Zeibig, pp. XVIII-XE.] 



Through existing familial ties and favowable maniages, Leopold III maintained 

his political stature through Babenberg connections to many courts of central Europe, 

including Hungary, Bohemia, and Poland. in addition to his existing ties and those of his 

wifk, Agnes of Swabia, three of Leopold Ill's sons m d d  women from Hungary, 

Bohemia, and Constantinople, and two of his daughters became wives of Bohemian and 

Polish princes. Leopold III's third-eldest son was appointed as provost of the 

Klostemeuburg monastery at an early age,* and eventuaily becarne Bishop Otto of 

Freising. In this role, Otto (narned by Leopold after the first provo9 of the secular canons 

at Klostemeuburg4*) welcomed the new Cistercian order into  ust tria.'^ Another of 

Leopold III's sons, Konrad, became the Archbishop of Salzburg. 

AAer Leopold m's death. the succeeding Babenberg dukes maintained a lively 

interest in the monastery. At various times, they transferred their residences back and 

forth from Klostemeuburg to Viema, but maintained their patronage of the arts while 

ruluig Austria until the extinction of the family in 1246. AAer Leopold 111, the Babenberg 

line continued with Margrave Leopold N "der Freigebige" [the generous] (1 1 35- 1 14 1 ), 

who was succeeded by Heimich II "Jasomirgott" [Yes, so help me God] (1 14 1 - 1 1 77). In 

1 156, Heinrich II was declared Duke of the Ostmark by Emperor Friedrich 1. Barbarossa, 

the successor of Emperor Conrad HI. The so-called "Golden Age" of the Babenbergs 

began with Leopold V "der Tugendhafte" [the virtuous] (1 177-1 194).47 He called 

Mimesingers to his court, incfuding Walther von der Vogelweide (1 170-1230)? One of 

""Nach des ersten Vorstands Tode ernanntc Leopold seines drittgebomen Sohn Otto noch bei 
jungm Jahrm mm Propste und Opold zum Vicar." [Zeibig, p. XVIII.] 

ldOver the next fcw centuries, numerous Cistercian houses were established, including 
Heiligcnkrcuz in the Wienerwald (1 133), Zwetti at Kamp (1 138), Wiihering near Linz (1 146), Viktring in 
Kihten (1 142), Kloster Matienberg in modem Burgenland (1 194, no longer standing), LiIienfeld in 
Nieder6sterreich (1226), and Stams in Tir01 (1272). [Godich and Romanik, p. 63.1 

"Margrave Ltopold V was Duke Ltopold 1. 



the monastery's most celebrated possessions dates fiom this period: the precious gold 

and enamel altar created by Nikolaus von Verdun (1 18 1) and erected in the order of 

Provost Wernhed9 Despite the fame of this altarpiece, Leopold V is, perhaps, better 

known for irnprisonhg Richard the Lionheart at Dümstein Castle on the Danube. 

Leopold used the ransom payment of 20,000 marks in silver to fortify Vienna and two 

other border t o m  against Hungarian atta~ks.'~ 

Friedrich 1 "der Katholische" (1 195-1 198), Leopold V's eldest son, went on a 

crusade and died in Palestine, so the duchy passed to his brother, Leopold VI "der 

Glorreiche" [the Glorious] (1 198-1 230):' Leopold W took up residence in 

Klostemeuburg, and his court was once again gracious to the arts. Leopold VI's son, 

Heinrich, revolted against him, and Leopold had him lcilled in 1228. Leopold VI's 

second son, Friedrich II, was named "der Streitbare" [the quarrelsome] (1 230-1 246). In 

less than gallant acts of violence and oppression, this last Babenberg managed to make 

enemies of al1 his subjects and neighbours, including the church, the city of Vienna. and 

Emperor Friedrich II of ~ohenstaufen? After Duke Friedrich II's death in battle with the 

Hungarians on IS June 1246, the end of the Babenberg dynasty loomed. The Babenbergs 

had the nght of female succession to the ducal throne, but there were no legitimate 

daughters to succeed Friedrich. So, the now-prosperous "Ostmark" (which had grown to 

a region stretching from Passau almost to Pressburg) was returned to the empire as a 

vacant fief. The Emperor appointed administrators to manage its affair~,'~ and after 

numerous claims to the duchy by interested parties, the region came under the d e  of the 

'The "Verdun altar" is comprised of a series of fi@-one decorated tablets, each of which shows a 
scene h m  the Old or New Testament. These tablets exhibit what is often considered to be the earliest 
textual form of the b'bltapauperwa. According to monastcry legends, this mastcrpiece was saved fiom the 
ravages of the fue in the early fourteenth cenûuy by doushg it with wine. 

%ctd and Phillips, p. 4. 

%kgrave Leopold Vi was Duke Leopold II. 



Habsburg dynasty in the late-thirteenth century. Subsequent historical details, however 

interesting with respect to their potential effects on the music at Klostemeuburg, are 

beyond the scope of the present shidy; events which rnight be considered in a further 

sRidy include the "civil war" in Klostemeuburg in the early fifteenth century as a result of 

the struggle between the Habsburg dukes over the regency of Albrecht 1,''' the resistance 

against the strong movement towards Protestantism, the interest in hurnanism and natural 

science in the fifteenth century, the invasions of the Turks in 1529 and 1683;' the 

"baroque-icizing" or "baroque plating" of the architecture in the seventeenth century and 

the remodelling of the monastery after the Escorial by Donato Felice d'Allio under 

Charles VI, the effects of the Josephinian reforms, the seizing of the monastery by 

Napoleonic French troops in 1805 and 1809, and the creation of the German vernacular 

"Klostemeuburg Mefitexte" by the famous Klosterneuburg monk, the "folk-liturgist" Pius 

Parsch (1 884- 1954)? 

THE LITERATURE MOUT KLOSTERNEUBURG 

The long-lasting prominence of the monastery at Klostemeuburg has resulted in 

twentieth-centuy scholarly interest in many facets of its history. In addition to the books 

and articles cited in Chapter One concerning chant at Klosterneuburg;' a number of other 

aspects of this monastery have been discussed in print. For example, scholars including 

See Dana Bennett D m d ,  nie Vienna-Klatenmbburg Map Copus of the Fifreendi Cenniry 
(Leiden: E.J. Bnll, 1952), p. 57. 

"See, for exarnple, Kulturarnt der Stadtgemeinde Klostemeuburg, KIostemeubwg 1683: 
TWmstuna und Ve;rtcidiguag(Kiostemeuburg: Stadtgemeinde Klostemeuburg, 1983). 

MAlthough beyond the t&us adqucm of the present manuscript study, Friedrich Jakob has 
wrinen about the baroque organ built in the abbey churcti by Johann Georg Freundt ftom 1636 to 16.42. 
[Friedrich Jakob, Die Fest--O@ in der StiAskifche Wosterneuburg= Gcschichre und Restaunerung der 
Fieuad-Orgel von 1&42 (îlienna: Mayer & Co., 1990).] Several centuries later, the organ was played 
fiequently by Anton Bnickner. Earlicr organs at Klostemeuburg included one built between the years 1437 
and 1441; the names of the carpcnter, painter, and gilder are known, but that of the organ builder has k e n  
lost. There also must have been an organ there under Provost Petrus Lehnhofer in 1394 because there is an 
organist named Wolfhardus mentioned. 

-Sec du: sources ia Chaptcr One, nota b13, for example. 



Vinzenz Oskar Ludwig," Berthold Cernik,'9 and the current Klostemeuburg libratian. 

DDr. Flondus Rohrig (Cm. Reg. Archivar, Bibliothekar und Kustos des Stifies 

Klo~temeuburg)~~ have al! wrinen histories of Klostemeuburg alongside their other 

published accounts of the monastery. A variety of articles on such topics as liturgical 

history, architecture, and fine arts has also been written by a handful of scholars; some of 

these articles are included in both the old and new series of the monastery's publication. 

/&buch des Stifies Klosterneub~rg.~ ' 
An important project which is currently in progress involves the recataloguing of 

the Klostemeuburg monastery library. Even though the contents of the Klostemeuburg 

library have been catalogued a number of tirne~,6~ the process of publishing in both 

electmnic and traditional book form an up-to-date, detailed, catalogue of the manuscripts 

held in the Klostemeuburg library has begun. The tirst two volumes of a new "Katalog 

der Handschri ften des Augustiner Chorherrenstifies Klostemeuburg" have been published 

"Ludw ig, Klosmeuburg: Kufhqeschichte ehes Ostmichissdn SaBes, cited above; Ludw ig 
et al, Klostemeubwg: Stadt und S M  Kleine Historische Monographien, nr. 9 (Vienna: Reinhold, 1927); 
Ludwig, "Klosterneuburger Altdnicke (1  50 1 - 1520)," in lahrbuch des Sriftes Kiostemeuburg 811 (Vienna: 
19 17): rnonograph; Ludwig, "Die Klostemeuburger Inkunabeln," in Jshrbuch des Smes KIos~ernruburg 
812 (Viema: 1920): monograph. 

s9A chronological approach, with descriptions of events at Klostemeuburg entered beside the 
years in which they occurred, is taken by Cemik, Das.4ugustiner-Chorhemnsb'R In addition to co- 
authoring the handwritten library catalogue, cemik has written articles for the Jàhrbuch des Stifies 
Klos~erneub~~gsuch as, Benhold Cemik, "Das SchriA- und Buchwesen im Stifie Klostemeuburg w3hrend 
des 1 5. Jahrhunderts," Jaiubuch des Stl'Aes Klosremeuburg 5 ( 1 9 1 3): pp. 97- 1 76. 

OSloridus Rohrig, KlaFrunuburg Wiener Geschichtsbllcher, vol. 1 1. ed. by Peter Potscher 
(Vienna: Paul Zsohay, 1972). 

*'J&ucb des S t i k  Klasrrmubburg (Vienna: 1908; Vienna-Lcipzig: 1 909-1 920); Neue Foke 
(Klostcrneuburg, 196 1 - 1966; Vienna-K6h-Graz, 1 97 1 ff.). 

"For example, M. Fischer, Ca&ogus bibZiitkae Cfausitvnomburg~hcy P Cudices mmusmpti 
quiextant ia bibliotheca Cia~i~~neo6urge12~i(Klostcmeuburg: handwritten, 1808). The most recent 
catalogue is: Hermann Pfeiffer and Berthold &ni&, Cataiop &cm manu smptom, qui in 
b131iotka canonicom ~cgtrim'wn S. Auptinj Cfaustr0ncy)burgi asscryanhu, vol. 1 : CCl. 1-260 
(Viema, 1922), vol. 2: CCI. 261-452 (Viema, 193 l), vol. 3: CCI. 453-636 (Handwritten), vol. 4: CC1. 
637-830 (Handwritten), vol S.: CCI. 831-9W (Handwritten), vol. 6: CCI. 1000-1256), vol. 7: 
Autorcnregister (Handwritten), vol. 8: Incipitregister (Handwrinen), 



by Alois Haidingt~;~ and several more are in preparation." A listing of addenda and 

corrigenda to this new catalogue is available at the website of the monastery library: 

~http://www.oeaw.ac.at/-ksbm/k445000.htrn~. In part one of his published catalogue, 

Haidinger includes an index of the litaature he cites; this index provides an interesting 

selected bibliography of writings on Klostemeuburg and the sources extant in its libraryl' 

Several other websites also provide valuable information about Klostemeuburg 

and its monastery; it should be mentioneà, however, that some are aimed at tounsts rather 

than researchers. The more instructive sites providing information about Klostemeuburg 

include: 

The monastery: http://www.stift-klostemeuburg.at 
History and information: http://www.klostemeuburg.net 
More history and information: http://www.klostemeuburg.net~tourismus 
Even more history and information: http://tourist-net.co.at/klost 1 .htm 
Cornplete texts of the Verdun Altar, with translations and commentary as 
provided by James Marchand of the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign: http://raven.cc.ukans.edu/-hisite/texts/verdun.txt 
Biography of Babenberg Margrave Leopold III: 
http://j upiter.imarea1 .oeaw.ac.at: 8080/real/gtour/babenb/OOO34 1 .htrnl 

63Alois Haidinger, Karalog der Handschn'Aen des A ugustiner Chorherrenstiftes KIos temeuburg 
part 1 : Cod. 1-100, Ver6ffentlichungen der Kornmission fiir Schrifi- und Buchwesen des Mittelalters, 
Reihe II: Verzeichnisse der Handschrifien osterreichischer Bibliotheken 211 (Vienna: Osterreichischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1983); Haidinger, Katalog der Handschnfien des Augustiner 
Choriremnstifies Klostmeubwg, part 2: Cod. 10 1-200, Ver6ffentiichungen der Kommission fdr Schrift- 
und Buchwesen des Mittelalters, kihe II: Verzeichnisse der Handschriften dsterreichischer Bibliotheken 
2/2 (Vicnna: C)stenrichischen Akadernie d a  Wisscnschafùn, 199 1 ). 

MF. Lackncr, W o g  da  HandschnRen dcs Augtlsher ChorbmtiAers Kiosmwbrp, part 3 : 
Cod. 20 1 -300, Vcreffent lichungen der Kornrnission für Schri fi- und Buchwesen des MitteIalters, Rei he II: 
Verzeichnisse der Handschriften 6sterreichischer Bibliotheken 2f3; Haidinger, Katalog der Handschrifien 
des Auptrner Cbohemsa'Aes Kloste~neuburg, part 4:  Cod. 30 1400, Vero ffentlichungen der 
Komrnission für Schrift- und Buchwesen des Mittelalters, Reihe II: Veneichnisse der Handschrifien 
6sterrcichischer Bibliotheken Z4. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE SURVIVING TWELFTH-CENTURY ANTIPHONERS AT ~OSTERNEUBURG 

Approximately 1200 of the large and valuable collection of 1256 manuscripts in 

the Klostemeuburg monastery library date ffom the sixteenth centwy and earlier. The 

vast majority of these manuscripts, as expected, is concerned with liturgical subjects.' 

The assortment of extant noted books (and sorne others which contain unnotated chant 

texts) includes antiphoners, graduais,' ordinalia,' ritualia,' many breviaries,' and a variety 

'Descriptions of al1 manuscripts are listed in the handwritten library catalogue prepared by 
Pfeiffer and Cemik. 

'The "Klostemeuburg" gradua1 reproduced in facsimile in the P'Iéogtaphie musicale series is not 
housed at Klostemeuburg, but rather at the Graz Universitatsbibliothek. However, the Klosterneuburg 
library does hold the graduals CCI. 73 (thirteenth-century) and 588 (fourteenth century). 

'Ordinalia include CCI. 635 (fourteenth century, use of Klosterneuburg not notated). 983 ( 1393. 
use of Klosterneuburg), 1014 (c. 1500, use of Klostemeuburg), 1026A (1 576, use of Klostemeuburg), 
1027 (c. 15 15, from a Gennan-speaking Augustinian monastery in Hungary? [see Norton and Cam. 
p. 87.]), 1 194 (fourteenth century, use of Passau), and CC1. 12 13 (1 325, use of Klosterneuburg, ident ified 
as a breviary). 

'Ritualia include CCI. 628 (c, 1330, use of Klostemeuburg, identified as a benedictionale), 629 (c. 
1330, use of Klostemeuburg, identified as a benedictionale), 102 1 (c. 1350, use of Klosterneuburg, 
benedictionaie), 1022B (c. 1350, use of Klosterneuburg, benedictionale), 12 10 (fi fteenth century, use of 
Klostemeuburg, identified in library catalogue as a breviary), and 12 1 I (fifieenth century, use of 
Klosterneuburg). 

'~mong the multitude of breviaries are CCI. 6 1 (c. 1455, use of Klostemeuburg), 590 (c. 1350, 
use of Klostemeuburg), 592 (fourteenth century, h m  the area of Klostemeuburg), 595 (thirteenth century, 
monastic use), 596 (fourteenth century, monastic use), 602 (fourteenth century, use of Klosterneuburg), 
630 (use of St. Jakob bei Wien), 963 (c. 1330, use of Passau), 965 (fourteenth century, use of Passau). 967 
(fourteenth century, use of Passau), 969 (thirteenth century, fiom the area of Klosterneuburg), 970 
(fifieenth century, use of Salzburg), 972,973,974,977 (fifieenth century, fiom the area of 
Klostemeuburg), 978 (1388, use of Passau), 982 (fourteenth century, use of Klosterneuburg), 988,990, 
991 (fourteenth ccntuxy, monastic use), 1 16 l,ll6î,ll63,l~64,ll65,ll66,1l69,ll~~ (1463, fiom the 
areaofKlostmeuburg), 1173,1174,1175,1177,1178,1179,1180,1181,1182,1183,1184, 1185 
(fiftmith century, fiom Klostemeuburg?), 1 186, 1 187, 1 188, 1 189 (fourteenth century, use of 
Klosterneuburg), I l9 I , 1 192 (1 482, use of Klostemeuburg), 1 193 (fi fieenth ccntury, use of 
Klosterneuburg), 1 195 (fifieenth century, use of Klosterneuburg), 1 196, 1 197, 1 198, 1 199, 1200 
(fourteenth century, from the area of Klostemeuburg), 1201, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 
121 1,1217, and 1220. 



of other volumes! 

Among those manuscripts labelled as "antiphoners" are three dating fiom the 

twelfth century; these complete antiphoners are identified with the shelf numbers Codex 

CIaus~aeobwgmsis (CCL) 1 0 1 O, 10 12, and 1013. Each of these volumes contains the 

chants for half of the liturgical year, either the pars hiemallis (winter) or the pars aestiva 

(summer). The Tempode (usual 1 iturgical occasions) and Sanctode (saints ' feasts) are 

intemhgled in calendar order in these antiphoners. None of these service books contains 

a tonary. 

Two of these twelfth-century manuscripts, CCI. 1013 and 1012, which are among 

the oldest surviving sources of the sung Office liturgy in the Klostemeuburg library, have 

been recognized as complementary antiphoners. niese volumes can be paired to create a 

complete representation of the chants Sung during the full year. CCl. 101 3 contains the 

chants used during the winter months fiom Advent to Ascension, and CCl. 10 12 provides 

those for the summer beginning with the feast of Pentecost and including the Sundays 

after Pentecost, the Cornmon of Saints, the chants fiom the Old Testament books used in 

the summer months, as well as a few added feasts at the end of the volume. 

The remaining antiphoner dating from this early period is identi fied as CC1 . 1 0 1 0. 

A complete liturgical year is not preserved in this manuscript, nor does another 

antiphoner in the Klostemeuburg collection complement CCI. 1 O 1 O with chants for the 

remainder ofthe year.' Since CCI. 1010 ends with chants for Holy Week, it was clearly 

not intended to be paired with the other surviving twelfth-century sources (CCI. 10 1 2 and 

'Manuscripts which combine a number of different items include, for example, CCI. 49 1 
(fourteenth century; unnotateci Advent chants for the Blessed Virgin Mary and sermons by such church 
penonages as St. Bernardus and Contadi Germmicensis [Conrad of Harnburg]), and 574 (c. 1200, 
miscebny). 

'Although CCl. 101 0,10 12, and 101 3 have been r e f e d  to as a single antiphoner and treated as a 
manuscript group in several publications, such a combination is not correct. This error occurs, for 
exarnplc, in the othcnvise generally reliable and sizabte article by Walther Lipphardt on the Easter drama, 
"Studim mr Musikpflege in den mittelaltedichcn Augustiner-Chorherrenstiften des deutschen 
Sprachgebietes," Jalvbuch d e  Sb'Aes k=l'ferneuburgA?F, 7 (1971): p. 23. The contents of KI. IO10 as 
compareci with CCI. 1 O 12 and 1 O 13 revcal a duplication of material for a portion of the year rather than a 
telationship of complcmentary contents. 



CC1. 10 13), as these divide the liturgical year at Pentecost. The complementary 

antiphoner to CCI. 101 0, therefore, is presumed lost or destroyed, perhaps owing to the 

catastrophic fire in the early fourteenth century.' 

The Klosterneuburg antiphoners reflect a secular or cathedral usage. This usage, 

which differs fkom monastic practices, involves a usual arrangement of three antiphons 

and three responsories for each of the diree n o m s  in Matins. Occasionaily, there is a 

fourth responsory in the last noctum (for a total of ten responsories in the Office), and 

sometimes, an even longer series of either antiphons or responsories is presented with the 

other Matins chankg These extra chants were presumably consiâered as alternates to be 

used at the discretion of the Cantor. The inclusion of four responsories within a single 

noctum recalls the older, monastic cursus where, in the case of Matins, each of three 

noctums contains four antiphons and four responsories (for a total of twelve of each 

genre).'' The occasional occurrence of such an extra responsory or a longer series of 

chants in the Klosterneuburg antiphoners appean to be a remnant of this earlier practice. 

'See note 13 of Chapter Six. 

' F O ~  the complete contents of each of these eight volumes, see the manuscript inventory listings 
for the eight Klostemeuburg antiphoners. These are in the CAMUS indexing format, and have been 
included on cornputer diskettes as electronic appendices to this repenory study. 

'Otncorporated within a rather complex history, the distinction between the secular and monastic 
cursus during the later Middle Aga was primarily with the distribution of the 150 psalms throughout the 
weekly Offices. Surviving manuscripts show, for example, that the thte noctwns of an ordinary Matins 
Office are organired differently for the "saular" cursus (the usage for cathedral canons and ciergy in non- 
monastic litwgical centres) than for the monastic cunus (the usage which was gmaally followed by the 
various cloistcred monastic ordcrs). In its usual arrangement, cach nocnim in cathadral Matins consists 
(among other items) of îhm psalms, each with an antiphon, followeâ by thtec Icssons, each with a 
rcsponrory. In monastic Matins, thm are six p s a h  with antiphons and four lessons with rcsponsories in 
each of the fust two nocturns, as well as one antiphon Sung wiîh the Old Testament canticles and three 
more responsorics in the third noctum; this resuits in a total of twelve psalms for monastic Matins, as 
opposed to the nine of cathedra1 Matins. There are, of course, rnany other distinguishing features between 
secular and monastic f o n s  of the Office; thorough explmations arc detailcd in modem publications of 
both chant and liavgifal scholarship. Sec numerom rcfèrenccs in Hilty, for example, and in Robert Taft, 
me Li- of dte ~ o m  in Eart and West n>e Ongks of n e  Divhe OAFa and iis Mcating gfor T d a ~  
2' m. cd. (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1993). 



1. KLOSTERNEUBLIRG, A LIGUST~R-CHORHERRENSTII.T- BIBLIOTHEK, 1 013 

RISM Siglurn: A-KN 10 13 

The 164 parchment folios of the hvelfth-century antiphoner CCl. 10 1 3 ' ' measure 

259 x 165 mm and have a principal writing-space of 200 x 135 mm; the script extends 

slightly beyond the dimensions of the ruled h e  (200 x 130 mm). The folios are 

numbered in a modem hand in black ink in the upper right-hand corners of the recto 

sides. On each side, there are twelve lines of text in Carolingian minuscule with musical 

notation in the intervening spaces (see Illustration 4)." 

1 llustration 4: Klosterneuburg, Augusher-Chorherrenstift - Bibtiothek, IOU, from f. 63' 

llCCl. 1 0 13 was included as manuscript 267 in René-Jean Hesbert's study of responsory series in 
vol. 5 of Corpus An~phmdlirun Otficii [CAO], and as "Klo 1" by Raymond LeRoux in his article "Les 
Rèpons <De PsahniV pour les Maiines de l'Épiphanie B la Septuagesime," Éi~dks@~onèmin6 ( 1  963): 
pp. 39- 148. CCl. 10 13 is listed in the handwrittcn library catalogue as "Liber antiphonarium cum neumis 
in quatuor lineis." See Pfeiffer and &mi&, Latalogus, vol. 6, p. 538. It was filmed by the Hill Monastic 
Manuscript Library [HMML], Collegcville, MN, as Project '6024. 

'1See Plate 1 at the end ofthis volume, and also the plates of CCI. 101 3 ff. 2SV, 29', 4S', and 43' 
ùicluded in Froger, pp. 4Sm-46*. There is a brief description of the notation, as well as a comparative 
sDdy of thc tudual styles f o d  in CCl. 1013,1012,1010, and Grnz 807 in Froger, pp. 35.-38.. 



At least two text scribes contributed to this man~scnpt.'~ Both scripts are round 

in aspect and similar in style. A change in hand is apparent on several folios begiming 

on 128 (see Plates 1 and 2). Here, the letters are more narrowly-spaced, apparently 

dmwn with a thinner nib, and reduced in height fiom 3 mm to 2 mm. No other changes 

in hands are obvious throughout the antiphoner proper, though several other hands are 

apparent in the binding materials." Black ink (fading to brown in some places) is used 

for the text, punctuation, marginalia, and neumes. Rubrics are red, as are the larger 

initiais, with the exception of both the multi-coloured decorated initial on f. 145' to mark 

the first antiphon of Easter Lauds, and those with miniatures which are also in the Easter 

feast. The illustration inside the letter "V" on f. 144, the first letter of the Vespers 

Magnificat antiphon, shows the three women coming ro Christ's tomb. They are wearing 

long robes of green and yellow, and are set against a blue background with red dots. The 

image inside the "A" on the verso side (f. 1443, highlighting the first responsory of 

Matins, depicts the angels guarding the tomb. 

The musical notation used in CCl. 101 3 is characteristic of that found in many of 

the chant manuscripts now housed in the Klostemeuburg library. This so-called 

"Klostemeuburg" notational style consists of a mixed forrn of German neurnes drawn 

with a small nib on a four-line dry-point staffmeasuring 8 mm in height." The ruling of 

the staves in CCI. 101 3 extends to the margins on each folio side, and the F- and C-lines 

are traced over within the ruled frame in red and yellow after Guidonian rules. Either of 

these coloured lines can appear as a fifih staff line between the dry-point lines when F or 

C occurs in a space. The distance between ruled staves is not uniform, but ranges only 

between 5 and 7 mm. Each of the four staff lines is provided with a letter-clef at the left- 

13~flcr her exammation of this manuscript for the introduction of the Graz 807 facsimile 
publication, h. Maria Mairold suggested that there wece perhaps two or thme di f fmt  hands. (Fmger, in 
the letter fiom Dr. Maria Mairold dated 1 7 May 1 973, p. 36 +.] 

'Tor more on 'Xlostemeuburg" notation, see Chapter Five and the aiticles Uicluded by Michel 
Huglo in "Bilan de 50 années de recherches (19394989) sur les notations musicales de 850 à 1300," Acra 
MUS~C~IO~CB 62 (1 990): pp. U4-259; also? Froger, p. 33'-35'. 



hand margin; these letters are in the same ink as the neumes and are also placed at times 

within the notated lines in order to indicate a clef change. Custodes are not employed. 

Features of this notation include oblong noteheads, a slanted ductus, substantial caudae. 

no differentiation between v i r a  and punchim, and quite circular iiquescent neumes. 

Detailed descriptions of each type of neume, some of which are derived fiom 

Lotharingian forms, have k e n  undertaken by both Janka Szenârei and Stefan Engels.I6 

CCl. 10 13 is in rather poor condition: there are four lacunae owing to 

misbindings and lost leaves, as well as several damaged folios (ff. 1,2,3,46.47,70,94. 

1 17, 137, 143, and 144, for exarnple) which are, in some cases, nearly unreadable.17 

Many smaller holes through the parchment leaves have been avoided (or even decorated!) 

by the scribe (for example, on ff. 8, 12, 13, 14,27,37, 106, and others); it appears that the 

materials for this volume were not of the highest quality. Even though the pricking is stiil 

visible at the edges of several folios, both trimming and patching (ff. 16, 28, 33,49, 56, 

106, 1 13, 122, 148, 152, 1 56) have resulted in some iost marginalia This has had a 

particular impact on both the quire numeration and the differentiae, the latter of which are 

recorded throughout the manuscript in the margins," sometimes above the letters 

"Sec Janka Szendrei, "Linienschrifien des zwolflen Jahrhunderts auf süddeutschem Gebiet," in 
Canms Planus: Papen Read at the Fourth Meeting Pécs, Hungary, 3-8 September 1990 (Budapest: 
Institute for Musicology, 1992), pp. 18-20, and Engels, pp. 40-4 1 . See also Janka Szendrei, 
"Choralnotationen als Identitiitsausdnick irn Mittelalter," S W a  Musicofogia Acadehe Sct'en~~anUn 
Hunganae27 (1985): pp. 139-170. 

''11 should be said that the microfilm prepared by HMML is unfominately quite dark. This, 
combined wiîh the darkcning of the parchment on somc Ieavts, has caused the complete illegibility of 
several folios on the fih.  During my consultation of the original manuscripts at the Klostemeuburg 
Stiftsbibliothtk, 1 took great case to record and confirm the contmts of thcsc âamaged folios. 

"Differcntiae are placed in the let? or right margins with the exception of one occurrence in the 
lower margin: for the 1s t  chant on f. 4OV, the differentia has been written below the chant rather than to the 
side in the darkcned, scemingly wom lower lefi margin. Although the notation of this differentia is of a 
sim'üar size and style to that of the remainder of the folio side, it appears, on close inspection. to have 
thicker caudae for the puncta and a more cursive stroke between neumes. The scribe who added this 
differentia (perhaps a short time into the use of the manuscript) may have chosen to avoid the section of the 
leaf that was bcginning to show somc wear h m  turning. 



"eu~uae"'~ (see Illustration 4). Several tom folios have been repaired by stitching (fi. 16, 

30, 1 15, 159). Some wom-holes can be seen, generally on edges that have not been 

excessively trimmed. The folio edges are uneven with no evidence of colour. 

Before the folios were numbereà, the volume was bound out of order; the correct 

order is 1-22, lacuna;' 23-64,72,66-7 1,65,73-159, lacuna, 160- 16 1, lacuna, 163, 

lacungl 162, 164. A particular arrangement of hait and flesh sides is not obvious, nor is 

the original gathering s t n i c t u r e ~  though some gathering signatures are e~tant. '~ The 

binding, which appears quite wom, is not the original. There are no chahs, clasps, or ties 

on the cardboard covers. These are deconited with marbled paper in brown, black, and 

green, and the corners and spine are bound in brown leather with gold detail.'4 The 

stitching of five cords through the centre of the binding can be seen at the spine. The 

exterior measurements of the volume are 266 x 177 mm, with a thickness of 5 1 mm: the 

covers are 3 mm thick. 

The first flyleaf and pastedown are of thick, unrefmed, beige paper with chah 

lines but no visible watennark. The modem square library stamp of the bbKlostemeuburg 

Stiftsbibliothek" is on the front pastedown, along with several cataloguing details written 

'The vowels "euouae" are those of the 1st  six syllables, secuiom amen, of the lesser doxology 
(Gfonhparn) which was appended to each recited psalm. The pitches provided above these vowels show 
the differentia, or psalm-tone ending, which was used with a particular antiphon. 

'OWorm-bons confimi this lacuna: the tiny. continuous holes through the margins of ff. 23-27 are 
not present in f. 22. ln addition, there is a stub at the spine between ff. 22 and 23. 

"Bascd on the numba of chants p a  side on the sunounding folios, this lacuna amounu to one 
leaf ( m o  and verso). 

=An examination near the spine of the modem binding has revealed eighteen gatherings with 
Icn@s varying h m  five to seventeen Ieaves. A relative consistcncy of eight leaves each was found in 
only six of the gatherings. The misbinding detailed above has obscured the original structure of the 
volume. 

?'The gathering signa- appear in Roman nurnerals in the antres of the lower margins of 
certain versos. They include: "iiii" on f. 32', "v" on f. 4OV, "vi" on f. 48', "vii" on f. 56', "viii" on f. 6 4 ,  
"viiii" on f. 65'; "xi'' on f. 88', 'kir on f. 90' (a later addition, presumably), "Xi?' on f, 96'. "xiii" on f. 
104, "xiiii" on f. 1 12", 'kv" on f. 12W, 'kviy' on f. 128', "xvii" on f. 136', "xviii" on f. 144, "xviiii" on f. 
152'. 

UThe gold inscription on the spine mds "Libcr choralis MS. 10 13 .- 



in blue ink by Hermann Pfeiffer in 1928." Handwritten in pend  in the top centre of the 

recto side of the first flyleaf is "Liber choralis MS Cod. No. 10 13." Two parchment 

flyleaves measuring 238 x 104 mm and 258 x 122 mm follow the paper binding 

matenals. These leaves, numbmd as ff. t and 2, show evidence of glue on their edges 

which suggests that they were at one tirne used as pastedowns. They are in poor 

condition. Folio 1' shows several lines in pencil of nearly readable handwritten numbers 

and letters. Twenty-four lines of old German text in cursive handwriting in brownish- 

black ink are visible on f. 1'. Arnong some holes and darnaged edges, a seventeenth- 

century library identification can be seen in black ink at the top of 2', "Cm: Reg: 

Bibliothecae neuburg: inscnptus 1 0 Sept. .. ." [remainder tom]. 

There are also flyleaves and a pastedown at the back of the volume. A parchment 

leaf, once numbered in black ink as f. 165 and later crossed out in blue ink, has fourteen 

lines of older, cursive German text written sideways fiom bottom to top. This leaf has 

small bum holes, as well as evidence of glue on the edges of the verso side. The thick 

paper pastedown, similar to the paper used at the opening of the volume, is stamped in 

black ink with the square "Klosterneuburg Stiftsbibliothek" identification. 

CC1 f 013 SLMM4.R Y of hhWUSCRIPT CONTENTS'6 
FE 1 '- 164': Winter Temporafe and Sanctomfe (First Sunday of Advent to Ascension) 

Including, among other liturgical occasions: Advent, beginning on f. 2'; Nicholas, 9'; 
Lucy, 13'; Lacma after 22'; Christmas, 28'; Stephen, 33'; Epiphany, 53'; Fenal Office, 
61'; Sebastian, 65'; Agnes, 74'; Conversion of Paul, 77'; Purification of Mary, 80'; 
Agatha, 84'; Gregory, 8 7 ;  Benedict, 90'; Annunciation of Mary, 94'; Septuagesima, 98'; 
Ash Wednesday, 106'; Paim Sunday, 128'; Maundy Thursday, 135'; Easter, 144'; an 

T h e  summary listings of "Manuscript Contentsn which follow each antiphoner description do 
not inchde evuy Ofiicc or liturgical occasion found in each manuscript. Those Oflices specified here are 
either major fcarts (such as might start a liturgiai season), rare occwrences, or are in some way unique to 
the manuscrip The seleciion of litwgical occasions is intnided to provide a brief, y* represmtative, 
account of the Office liturgy as perfotmed at Klostemeuburg. For the camplete contents (by chant) of each 
of the Klosterneuburg antiphoners, refer to the index files of manuscript contents in CANTUS format. 
'ïhese hdices, which indude chant incipits, Offuies, genres, modes, the folio numbcrs on which the chants 
am fond, as well BS other mfonation, arc included on diskcttes as Appendices 1-WlI. 



Easter play beginning with Quem quaenlis in sepulcro,'' 145'; Lacuna after 159'; 
Invention of the Cross, 1 60r; Alexander and his Companions, 16 1 '; John at the Latin Gate. 
1 6 1 '; Lacuna afier 16 1 '; Ascension, 1 62'; Lacuna after 1 63' 

II. KLOSTERNEUBURG, A UGUSTINER-CHORUERRENSTIFT - BIBL/OTH-. 101.2 

RISM Siglum: A-KN 1012 

CCl. 101 2" displays features of text and musical notation similar to those of its 

complementary antiphoner, CC!. 10 13 .'9 The 1 5230 parchment folios of CCl. 10 1 2, whic h 

measure 247 x 1 64 mm, are approximately the same size as those of CCI. 1 0 13. These 

include a principal writing-space of 195 x 132 mm, and are numbered in the upper nght- 

hand corners of the rectos by the same hand as those of CCI. 101 3. There are twelve lines 

per folio side for the majority of the volume;3' the text is Carolingian minuscule with a 

round aspect and moderately-spaced letters (see Illustration 5). The notation, a mixed 

f o m  of German neumes on a four-line dry-point staff with the interpolation of coloured 

F- and C-lines, is consistent with that already described for CCI. 101 3. 

"Brief details concerning the Easter plays included in CCI. 10 13,589, and 10 18 are included in 
the appendices given by Norton and Carr, "New Sources for the Vishrr'o Sepu/chnF' pp. 86-89. 

"CCI. 1012 is listed in the handwritten library catalogue on page W 0 f  volume 6. It was filmed 
by HMML as Project '606. 

29Sa Plates 35 at the end of this volume and the plate of CCI. 10 12 ff. 33'and 34' in Froger, 
p. 44'. 

T h e  nwnbcring of the folios is consistent (recto/verso) for the majority of this volume, with the 
exception of the last extant leaf: the number "153" has been added in pencil in difiemit hand to the upper- 
lefiAhand corner off. 15T. This single instance of pagination rather than foliation has been disregarded in 
the description of manuscript contents, as well as in the accornpanying mdex in C w s  format. 

' ' M e  are only tcn lines pa side in îhe fi& s e v a  ninth, and twelWi signatures. (Froger, 
p. 37?] 



Illustration 5 : Kiostemeuburg, A ugust~her-Cborhems~R - Bibliothek, 1012, fiom f. 29' 

The horizontal ruling of the staves extends into the margin at the spine of the 

volume, and the height of the staff (10 mm) is uniform on each folio side. The distance 

between ruled staves varies between 5 and 6 mm, and the text averages 3 mm in height. 

Similar to CC!. 101 3, black ink is used for the text, punctuation, marginaiia, and neumes. 

and red in. for rubrics and larger initiais. Several folios are heavily darnaged, including 

the first, and the remainder of the volume is generally in poor condition; there are holes 

and tears in many places (for example, on ff. 27,87,98, 126, and 142). 

A group of scribes contributeci to CCI. 10 12. At least seven different text hands 

are obvious; some are apparent for bief periods and others contribute to longer sections. 

The first scribe's letters are round in aspect with a rather wide spacing. The scribe 

beginning on f. 1 13' writes with taller strokes and a narrower spacing (see Plate 3). The 

added material on ff. 15 1' to 152' has been copied by a later hand, more Gothic in style, 

with heavier strokes and a more angular aspect (see Plate 4). Bnef appearances of varied 

han& occiir, for exarnple, on f. 1T, where the text "doctor viiii" has been added by an 

uneven hand in dark ink. Beginning on f. 30', chants for the octave of Mary Magdalene 

have been added by several hands (see Plate 5). The first, Qum pulch es has k e n  

copied with a round aspect, ta11 letters, and a wide nib. A sirnilar han& though with 

smaller lettas or a smaller nib, has copied the antiphon Gaude Deigwetnk kgo at the 

top of E 3 1 Yet another hand, with a wider nib and more aagular aspect, has added the 



Invitatory Venemtes sacm beate to the middle of f. 3 1 '. The same hand has added the 

memoriai antiphon for Mary Magdalene, Suavissime universomm domine, on f. 32'. 

There are at least tiuee notation hands, though collaboration of a larger number of 

scribes with similar techniques cannot be ruled out. In addition to the main music scribe. 

other hands cm be seen on f. 30' (see Plate 5) ,  where use of a broader nib and shorter 

caudae on puncta are noticeable, on ff. 96' and 9r", where a thicker stroke with wider 

noteheads yet stiii long caudae can be seen, and on the last two leaves of the volume (ff. 

15 IV, 152' and 152") where a later hand has added a portion of the feast for Catharine of 

Alexandria (November 25) under the German nibric in red ink "Von sand Katrein der 

hymnus" (see Plate 4). The notational style in this 1 s t  section incorporates a more 

vertical duchrsand squarer noteheads on four-line inked staves. Although the F- and C- 

lines remain coloured red and yellow here, these are the only lines provided with letter 

clefs. In contrat to the remainder of the volume, initids altemate red and blue 

throughout this section. Another change of hand was observed by Maria Mairold in her 

examination of the earlier Klostemeuburg sources for the introduction to the Graz 807 

facsimile publication. In a letter to Dom Jacques Froger, Mairold indicated that a new 

scribe begm in the middle of a signature, between ff. 84' and 85? Mairold conciuded 

that CCl. 10 12 was copied by at least two hands." 

The binding of CCl. l O 1 2 is contemporary with that of CCl. 10 1 3. The cardboard 

covers are black and grey marbled paper with brown leather accents on the spine and 

corner-edging. The gold inscription "Liber choralis XVU M.S. 10 12" appears on the 

spine. The exterior measurements of the volume are 253 x 182 mm with a thickness of 

48 mm; the covers are each 4 mm thick. The folio edges are uneven, and show no 

evidence of colour. The physical arrangement of the parchment leaves appears to be 

conjugate, with hair sides or flesh sides facing one another. Five stitching cords can be 

seen in the centre of the binding at the spine. As far as can be d e t e d e d  without 

32Froger, in the Ietter h m  Maria Mairold dated 17 May 1973, p. 36.. 

33Fmger, p. 37'. 



damaging the manuscript, there appear to be nineteen gatherings which vary in length 

fiom six to thirteen l e a ~ e s . ~ ~  There is no evidence of insertions or deletions within the 

main body of the manuscript. Extant gathering signatures appear as lower-case Roman 

numerais in the centres of the lower margins? 

The fiont flyleaf' and pastedown are paper with cham lines and a visible 

watemark near the spine which shows half a c r o ~ n . ~ '  A different watermark (a barely- 

visible circular-shaped pattern) can be seen in the paper used for the back flyleaf and 

pastedom.'' Cataloguing details in blue ink in a style similar to those found in CC1. 

101 3 are on the front pas tedoda  and the Klostemeuburg library stamp in purple ink 

appears on the back leaf. 

CCI. 1012 SUMMAR Y of MAWSCRIPT C01VTENTg9 
Ff. 1 '- 1 52': S u m e r  Temporale and Sanctorale (beginning at Pentecost) 

including, among other linirgicai occasions: Pentecost, beginning on f. 1 '; John the 
Baptist, SV; John and Paul, 9'; Peter and Paul, 10'; Paul, 15'; Margaret, 19'; The Sending 
of the ~postles:' 22'; Mary Magdalene, 22'; James, 29'; Peter's Chains, 32';Afra, 33'; 
Laurence, 39'; Tiburtius (commemoration), 42'; Hippolytus (commemoration), 43'; 
Assumption of Mary, 43'; Augustine, 52'; Beheading of John the Baptist, 58'; Giles, 59'; 
Nativity of Mary, 63'; Exaltation of the Cross, 67'; Lambert (commemoration), 69'; 
Matthew, 69'; Dedication of a Church, 74'; Cosmas and Damian (commemoration)~ 78': 

I4Seven of the gatherings contain sis leaves each, and five contain eight leaves. 

'"xiii" appears at the boaom off. 97', and "xviii" is on f. 137'. 

3 6 ~  match for this partial watermark in the standard catalogues has not ben found. A complete 
watermark is required for any secure identification of the date of manufacture and the name of the paper- 
maker. images of crowns appcar in C.M. Briquet, Les F i f ~ g m a :  Dictronmh H'tonque des m u e s  du 
Papie cd. (Reprint New York: Hacker Art Books, 1966), items 4594-5088. 

''The visible portion of this watemark is too srnall to be iâentified. 

3'"0/0 i F. 152; 19AV 1928 H. Pfeiffer," 

3Tor specific chants, refef to the index file of the manuscript c o n t a  in CANTUS format, included 
on diskette as Appendix 11. 

"'The Diwio Apmtolo~a (July 15) cornmernorates the sending foith of the disciples, either the 
twelve (sec Luke 9: 1-2, Matthcw 10, Mark 6:7- 13), or the seventy-two (Luke 10: 1-20). 



Michael, 78'; Dionysius (Denis), 82'; Translation of Augustine, 83"; 1 1,000 Virgins, 83'; 
Al1 Saints, 83'; Martin, 8V; Brice, 90'; Othmar, 91'; Cecilia, 92'; Clement, 96'; Andrew. 
97'; Common of Saints, 10 1 '; Conception of Mary, 1 1 7'; Tnnity, 122'; Summer 
Histories, 124'; Sunàays a h  Pentecost 1 43'; Catharine, 15 1 ' 

rri. K L O S T ~ E U B U R G ,  AUGUST/NER-CHORHERRENSTIFT-SLBL/OT~ 1010 

RISM Siglum: A-KN 1 O10 

The twelfih-century antiphoner CCl. lOIO4' contains the liturgical chants for the 

pars hiemalis, from the feast omcholas to Holy Saturday. The opening portion of this 

manuscript is presumed lost; chants for the first two Sundays of Advent are missing.'" 

This antiphoner dates fiom the same period as CC1.1012 and CCl. 10 13 and displays a 

similar notational style (see Illustration 6)." 

illustration 6: Klostcrneuburg, Augusttner-Chorhcnuzi~triP - BibIiothek 101 0, £iom f, 50' 

"CCl. 1010 was induded as manuscript '265 in CAO, and as "Klo 2" in studies by both LeRoux 
and Heisler. ft is listed in the handufinen library catalogue on page 536 of  volume 6. It was frlmed by 
HMML as Project '5995. 

'=Sec "Manuscript Contents** section below and Appendix III  for more details. 

'3See Plates 6 and 7 at tly end of îhis volume and the p k  of CCL IO10 K 29' and 30' included 
in Froger, p. 43 . 



The 126 parchment folios of CCl. 1010 measure 238 x 167 mm, with a principal 

writing-space of 212 x 138 mm. The dimensions of the ruled frame on each folio Vary 

throughout the volume. The numbering of the folios in the antiphoner proper and the two 

nurnbered flyleaves (ff. U7 and 128) is by a modem hand with arabic numerais in black 

ink in the upper nght-hand corners of the recto sides, in a style similar to the other 

surviving Klostemeuburg antiphoners. A cornparison of the varying widths of trimmed 

edges and losses of marginalia with the consistent placement of the folio numbers in the 

corners reveals that these folio numbers were added after the leaves were trirnmed. The 

numbering of these leaves also occurred after they were bound in their present state; an 

analysis of the contents of the volume shows a misordering of several folios. The correct 

order following the present numbering is: ff. 1-8, 14, 1 0- 13,9, 1 5- 1 1 1, 1 1 9, 1 1 3- 1 1 8, 

1 12, 120-126. 

On ff. 1-7, there are twelves lines per side of text with musical notation on four- 

line dry-point staves in the intervening spaces. For the remainder of the volume (ff. 8- 

126), there are thirteen lines per side. The mling of the dry-point lines extends into the 

binding at the spine; the alignrnent of the staves suggests that verso and recto were ruled 

with the same stroke. In a style similar to the other Klosterneuburg antiphoners, the F- 

and C-lines are red and yellow throughout the volume. The other staff lines are not 

coloured. As observed in other Klostemeuburg sources, the clefs consist of four small 

letted4 which label each stdf line at the left-hand side of each system. The height of 

each staff is a uniform 10 mm, but the distance between staves varies between 6 and 

7 mm. 

The text, which is approximately 3 mm in height, is Carolingian minuscule with a 

round aspect There are no obvious changes of hand throughout the volume. Dark brown 

ink has been used for the text, punctuation and smaller initiais; both brown and black inks 

have been used for mghalia and corrections (see, for example, the corrections on f. 49'. 

UOccasionally, the staff lines are labelled with only three letters. See, for example, the clef 
system indicating just "F A C" on ff. Sv, 6; and Y, (see Plate 6, text line 7) as well as other clef 
combinations on various leavcs throughout the manuscript. niese occurrrnces are quite me, however. 



shown on Plate 7). Rubrics are in red inl, as are larger initials. These initials generally 

measure 10 to 15 mm in height, with a width of 8 tolO mm. 

The notation, with its noticeably slanted ductus, puncta with substantial caudae, 

and generally fine strokes, is simila. to that already described for the two other twelfth- 

century Klosterneuburg sources (CCl. 1012 and 101 3). The neumes are in brownish- 

black ink, with a colour that varies throughout the source. There are no inked reference 

lines for the differentiae; these are placed in the margins in campo apeito. Some of the 

differentiae appear in darker ink than the neumes in the main body of a piuricular folio 

side (for exarnple, the differentiae in the margins off. 593. Despite the similarity in style 

of the neume foms, this change of Hik suggests chat these differentiae were a later 

addition? 

The binding of CCI. 10 10 is contemporary with that of the other Klostemeuburg 

antiphonea. The cardboard covers are decorated with dark and light brown marbled 

paper, with brown leather on the spine and corners. The gold inscription on the spine 

reads "Liber choraiis XV M.S. 1010." There are no chahs, clasps, or ties on the binding, 

and the exterior measurements of the volume are 250 x 180 mm with a thickness of 47 

mm. The covers are each 3 mm thick. 

There are fifieen apparent gatherings; these range in length from six to sixteen 

folios. Even though there is an obvious misbinding which occurred before the folios 

were numbered, there is no visible evidence remaining of any insertions or deletions. 

Although the binding is loose enough to see seven stitching cords in the imer margin, no 

stubs can be found between leaves. Modem arabic numerals written in pencil in the 

centres of the lower margins appear to be gathering signatures?' Pencil markings of 

"xx," 'kxx," and "xxxx" also appear on the bottoms of ff. 9: 10r, and 1 1 respectively. 

However, the order of these leaves should rather be B. 10 to 13, followed by f. 9, so these 

"Sec also the marginal aitries of differentiae on ff. 9P' and 98"; thesc are not lined up beside the 
antiphons they accompany, and, even more significantty, their neume forms appear closet in styIe to the 
notation fornd in CCI. 589, 10 18, and 10 15. Surely these differcntiac were added at a later stage. 

&For example, "2" appears at the bottom off. Sr, "5" on 3îr, " 1 1" on 80r, "1 2" on f. 88', "1 3" on 
f. 96', "14" on f. 104) "15" on f 119: and "16" on f. 121'. 



markings must have been made afier these folios were misbound. An arrangement of 

conjugate leaves can be discerned, though it is dificult at times to tell the difference 

between the hair and flesh sides of the parchment. Scraping lines are visible on several 

folios. The folio edges have ken  neatly trimmed4' and are of uniform size with yellow 

edges. 

The front flyleaf is paper with visible chah lines and a centre watmark of what 

appears to be the arabic numeral "4" extending out from the spine on its side." The fiont 

pastedown includes an inscription of cataloguing details written by H. Pfeiffer in 1 928.49 

Another library inscription (this one fiom the seventeenth century) is visible on f. I r  in 

light black ink in a cursive hand, "Can: Reg: Claustronwb. Bibliothecae inscriptus 18 

Sept. 1656." 

There are two parchment flyleaves at the end of the volume (numbered as ff. 127 

and 128) as well as one of paper. Many lines of Gertnan text in a srna11 cursive script 

appear in a sideways orientation on the parchment flyleaves. The paper leaf extends to 

the cover and acts as a pastedown. The watemiark in the centre of the paper flyleaf at the 

spine appean to be the top half of a crown, a shape similar to that seen in the front paper 

flyleaf of CCl. 101 2. The second parchment flyleaf (f. 1283 appears to have been a 

pastedown at one time, as show by the evidence of glue around the outer three edges of 

its verso side. 

Despite the mat appearance of the relatively modem binding, CC1. 1 O10 is 

generally in quite poor condition. Some folios are wom to the extent that the i d  is nearly 

rubbed off, and many leaves are darkened. Worrn-holes are visible through folios 1 to 5 

in the lower right-hand ~omer. '~  Flaws or strains in the material occur in many places. 

'%O guide holes are visible, perhaps as a result of this trimming. 

*'A match for this partial watemark has not been found. 

IO i F. 126; ISAV 1928 H. Pfeiffer." 

'9bese worm-hoies are wt in exact aligmmt but are close aiougb to suggst that these were 
adjacent folios which wme darnagcd beforc thcy were bund m their presmt f m .  



For example, ff. 63 and 64 are patched at the bonom with old paper, there is a large hole 

through E 53, stitching repain and holes are visible on ff. 55,56,58,59, and there is 

damage in other forms to ff. 9 to 15,93, and 120, just to list a few occurrences. in 

addition, much rnarginalia has been lost through trimrning, including indications of mode 

and some neurnes of the differentiae. 

CC!. I W O  SUlMlMAR Y of MANOSCRIPT CONTENT'' 
Ff. 1 ' 4  26': Winter Tempomie anci Sanctorale (Nicholas to Holy Saturday) 

Including, among other liturgical occasions: Nicholas, beginning on f. 1'; Conception of 
Mary, 3'; Lucy, 7"; Third Sunday of Advent, 8'; Christmas, 2 Ir; Stephen, 25'; Epiphany, 
42'; Feria1 Onice, 50'; Sebastian, 59'; Agnes, 62'; Conversion of Paul, 65'; Purification 
of Mary, 68'; Agatha, 72'; Gregory, 75'; Annunciation of Mary, 78'; Benedict, 81 '; 
Septuagesima, 84'; Ash Wednesday, 9 1 '; Palm Sunday, 109'; Maundy Thursday, 1 1 5'; 
Holy Saturday, 120'; Invitatory Tones, 12 1 '; Funeral Onice, 1 25' 

"For specific chants, refer to îhe index fi of th manuscript contenu in C m s  format, kluded 
on diskette as Appendix III. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE SURVIV~NG FOURTEENTH-CENTURY ANTIPHONERS AT KLOSTERNEUBURG 

In addition to the twelfth-century sources described above, within the holdings of 

the Klostemeuburg library are also five manuscripts labelleci as "antiphoners" which date 

fiom the fourteenth century. These complete antiphoners are identified with the shelf 

numbers CCl. 589,lO 1 1, 10 1 5,10 1 7, and 10 18, and together witb those from the twelfdi 

centmy, present two complete yearly cycles of ecclesiastical chant for the daily Office. 

Within the Klostemeuburg library holdings, there are also several antiphoners 

which date from the fifteenth century and later. Many of these younger books are partial 

manuscripts which contain either the chants for only a certain portion of the liturgical 

year, or just those for certain Offices, such as chants for Marian feasts. ïhese antiphoners 

include, for example, CCl. 995 (fouteenth-fifteenth century; incomplete), 999 (fifteenth 

century; primarily a hymnary), 1002 (fifteenth century; begins with Advent, from the 

diocese of Sdzburg?), 1 O05 (fikenth centuxy; fragmented), 1 O06 (fifknth century: 

incomplete), 1007 (fifieenth century; compendium), 1009 (fi fieenth cenhiry with 

sixteenth- and seventeenkentury additions; begins with Advent), 10 16 (fifieenth 

century), 998 (1 569, incomplete, fiom St. Florian) and the group of CCl. 65, 66.67. and 

68, dating fiom the sixteenth century. Owing both to their cornplete recording of the 

chants Sung throughout the liturgical year as well as their span across two centuries. the 

eight sources in the older layer of extant Klostemeuburg antiphoners, those dating before 

the year 1400, have been selected for this manuscript and repertory study. 

In a similar f o m t  to the twelfüi-century antiphoners described above, each of the 

fourteenth-centuy volumes CCl. 589, 1 0 1 1, 10 1 5, 10 1 7, and 10 1 8 contains the chants for 

half of the liturgical year, either the pars himalis ((winter) or the pars aestiva (summer). 

Like the tweifth-century books, the Tmporale (usual liturgical occasions) and Smctode 

(saints' feasts) are intemiingled in calendar order in these fourieenth-century antiphoners. 

The secular usage is also reflected in these service books, and none contains a tonary. 

Again, two of the volumes, CCl. 10 17 and 10 1 8, have been recognized as 



complementary antiphoners; these can be paired with their ''partnef' volumes to create a 

complete representation of the chants Sung during the full year. Although it is probable 

that this later "set" of manuscnpts were not conceived as a pair, since they are not 

fomtted identdly, CCl. 10 1 7 and 1 0 1 8 complement each other in their division of the 

liturgical year at Easter: CCI. 1017 contains the chants for the winter season beginning in 

the middle of the feast for Nicholas (December 6) and ending with Holy Saturday, and 

CCl. 1 O 18 records those for the sumrner. CCl. 101 7, which was copied in the late- 

thirteenth or early-fourteenth century, is presumed to be the oldest of the intermediate 

group of mostly fourteenth-century manuscripts now preserved at Klostemeuburg. 

Of the remaining three antiphoners dating fiom this period, CCl. 589 presents the 

chants for the summer months, and CCl. 1 0 1 1 and 1 0 1 5 each preserve those for the 

winter. 

1, KLOSTERNEUBURG, A UGUS~ER-CHORHERRENSTIFT- BIBLIOTHE~: 101 7 

RISM Siglum: A-KN 1017 

Each of the 184 parchment folios in the late-thirteenth- or early-fourteenth-centuy 

antiphoner CCl. 101 7' measures 265 x 187 mm, with a principal writing space of 209 x 

147 mm. The folios have been numbered in black ink in the upper right-hand corners of 

the recto sides with a fine Nb by the same hand as in the other surviving Klosterneuburg 

antiphoners. Although there is no folio numbered "24," it is clear that nothing is missing 

between the folios numbered as "23" and "25." This misfoliation has not been corrected, 

so the 1st leaf of the antiphoner proper carries the number "1 85." Several folios were 

lost fiom this volume before the folios were numbered. Since the first extant folio of 

CCl. 10 17 opens in the middle of a responsory for the second nocturn of Matins in the 

feast o f f  icholas, it is obvious that chants fiom the f irst Vespers and the first portion of 

Matins for this feast, as well as the fust two Sundays in Advent, are missing nom the 

'This antiphoner was included in Hesbert's CAO survey as manuscript 969, and in LeRoux's as 
"Klo 3." It is listed in the handwriüen iibrary catalogue on page 54 1 of volume 6, and was filmed by 
HMML as Rojcct '6Oû2. 



beginning. In addition, a series of invitatory tones is incomplete at the end; afler ten 

cornplete statements of the invitatory psalm 94, Venite exsulemus, an eleventh is begun 

on the recto side of the last extant folio (f. 185). However, this eleventh tone is left 

incomplete on the verso side after the words "Quadraginta aanis proximus fui generationi 

huic," and thus lacks the last half of that verse, as well as the doxology. There is no 

evidence of insertions within CCI. 1017. 

Each folio side in CCI. 1017 has eleven lines of text in a moderately-rounded 

Gothic script written in black ink with musical notation in the intervening spaces. The 

horizontal mling of the five-line staves extends only to the edges of the writing space. In 

contrast to the dry-point ruling method observed in the twelfth-century sources, the staff 

lines in CCl. 101 7 have been drawn in black ink with a fine nib, rather than etched by a 

stylus. Even so, in a style sirnilar to that found in CCl. 10 10, 10 12 and 10 13, the F- and 

C-lines have been traced in red and yellow following the (by this time, centuries-old) 

Guidonian system, but by a hand that is not aiways steady. nie  clef system is consistent 

with that used in the twelfth-century sources described above. The uniform spacing of 

the five lines in each staff suggests that these were drawn at once.? There are eleven 

staves on each folio side. The distance between these staves varies between 7 and 8 mm. 

The folio edges are uneven and show no trace of colour. Larger initials and rubrics are 

generally red, with the exception of the decorated initial found in CCl. 101 7 on f. 174' 

(red and brown, see Plate 8). Smaller initials are black or black with red highlights, and 

the muginalia, corrections, and neumes are written in brownish-black ink. 

2The staves are uni fonnly 1 1 mm. 



I l  1 ustrat ion 7: Klosterneuburg, A ugusriner-Cborherrenstr'A - BibIiothek, 101 7, from f. 73' 

The notational style of the main music scribe appears similar to that w d  in the 

earlier antiphonea, but with squarer or "gothicized" neumes. Engels notes that the so- 

called "Klostemeuburg" notation seen in CCl. 10 10, 10 12, and 10 13 was used only from 

the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries, after which the scribes took over the then- 

pervasive Gothic notation.) By the fourteenth century, the thickness of the neurne-signs 

had evolved into the rhombus and square; definitive examples of this ''g~thicization'~ can 

be observed in the later-fourteenth and early-fifieenth-centus, antiphoners CCI. 10 1 1 and 

995. 

At les t  two music scribes contributed to the production of CCI. 101 7; one 

provided the neumes on folios 72: 72', and 73' (see Illustration 8), and the main music 

scribe copied the remahder of the volume (see Illustration 7). In contrast to the squarer, 

"gothicizeà" noteheads in the majority of this manuscript, the neumes on 72', 72', and 

73', which record the chants beginnllig in the middle of Ma& for Fmb iipeimum and 

ending mid-chant in Matins for Fnia iii are in a lighter-brown ink than those on the 

'Engels, p. 49. 



surrounding folios. They feature more oblong noteheads, a more slanted d m s ,  and 

longer caudae, and are similar in style to those in the twelfth-century sources described 

above. 

Illustration 8 : Klostemubqg, A ugusher-Chorhcrrenstif? - Bibliothek, 101 7, fiom f. 73' 

A notational style similar to that found on ff. 72', 72', and 73' of CCl. 10 17 can 

also be seen in the gradua1 Graz 807, as well as in the antiphoners CCl. 10 10, 10 12. 10 1 3. 

thought to have originated fiom the same scriptorium." The brief and sudden appearance 

of this seiking change of hand suggens that both notational styles must have been cwrent 

during the copying of this  vol^' Coinciding with this change of hand is a variation in 

the eeatment of antiphoa modal assignments. For these few folios, differentiae are not 

'Flouinger, "Su Herkunr  p. 59, and Engels, p. 45. See Plate 66 m Bruno Stàblein, Schnfibild 
detEktimrmgen Musikgeschichte in Biidem, ed. by Werner Bachmann, Bd. III: Musik des 
Mittelalters und der Renaissance, Lfg. 4 (Leipzig: VEB, 1975), p. 193. See also thc facsimiles provided 
by Froger, cited above. 

'Sec Chapttr Fivc for more on the notation in these manuscripts. 



provided with the antiphons; instead, the psalm tone incipits are notated over the psalm 

textual cws  (see Illustration 8). In contrast to the practice in the remainder of the 

volume, the modal assignments of the antiphons are indicated in the margins with lower- 

case Roman numerals.6 

The present binding of CCl. 10 17 is not original, but is contemporary with that of 

the other Klostemeuburg antiphoners. However, this binding, unlike that of the 0 t h  

volumes, is in very good condition. Indeed, the condition of the whole manuscript is 

generally good. The inks have a crisp appearance with rich colour, and the majority of 

parchment folios are intact. Exceptions include several slightly damaged leaves (ff. 35 

and 168 have holes, for example) and the bottom right corner throughout the volume 

which appears to have been eaten by vermin. This darnage, perhaps by mice, has resulted 

is an almost complete loss of the bottom margin for the first thirty-seven folios, but has 

had no effect on the main body of the manuscript. The cardboard covers are blue with 

dark blue and white marbled paper. Brown leather protects the spine and corners, and 

"Liber choralis XXII. M.S. 1017" is inscribed in gilt on the spine. The extenor 

dimensions of the volume are 278 x 205 mm, with a thickness of 66 mm. The covers are 

each 6 mm thick. The relatively modern binding has been tightly stitched at the spine. 

and no sewing is visible in the centre. The compactness of the spine has hindered the 

examination of the gathering structure; even so, there appear to be eighteen gatherings in 

the manuscript, with lengths ranging from six to fifteen folios. The Ieaves within these 

gatherings are conjugate, with hair sides and flesh sides placed together. Pfeiffer's 

inscription7 cm be seen on the front pastedown, which, along with the front flyleaf, is 

paper with chah lines but no visible watermark. 

6Marginal indications of modal assignments in Roman numerals occw only on ff. 7',9', 9', 7SV, 
and 73'. Two of these assignments do not correspond to the fuiais and ranges of the chants they 
accompany: "Celcbris dies" on f. 9' is indicated as mode 6, but apptars to be mode 8, and "O Maria 
ciausa" on f. 9' is indicated as mode 2 but appears to be mode 1. The entries on these folios are presumed 
to be later additions. 



CCI. 101 7 S W M A R  Y oflMANUSCR/PT C O I V T E ~ ~ ?  
Ff. 1'-1 85': Winter Temporaleand Sanctorale (Nicholas to Holy Saturday) 

Including, among other liturgical occasions: Nicholas, beginning on f. 1 '; Lucy, 4'; 
Conception of Mary., 5'; Third Sunday of Advenî, 1 1 '; Christmas, 30'; Stephen, 36'; 
Epiphany, 59'; Feria1 Office, 68"; Sebastian, 80'; Agnes, 84'; Conversion of Paul, 88'; 
Purification of Mary, 93 '; Agaîha, 98'; Gregory, 1 02'; Benedkt, 1 06'; Annunciation of 
Mary, 1 1 1 '; Septuagesima, 1 1 Sr; Ash Wednesday, 126'; Palm Sunday, 156'; Maundy 
Thursday, 164'; Holy Saturday, 1 7 1 '; Invitatory Tones, 174' 

11. K~OSTENEUBURG, A UGUST~ER-CUORHERRENST~~ - B~IOTHEK,  IO18 

RISM Siglum: A-KN 10 1 8 

The 26 1 parchment folios in the fourteenth-century antiphoner proper of CCl. 

1018~ are slightly smaller than those of CCl. 1017, with a folio size of 263 x 183 mm and 

a principal writing space of 2 1 1 x 132 mm. The style of folio-numbering is similar to that 

used for the antiphoners already described. The partially-damaged parchment leaf in a 

sideways orientation now numbered as "1," presurnably intended merely as a flyleaf, is a 

fragment fiom a twelfth-century gradua1 containing chants from feria viof the Adveni 

Ember days (see Plate 9). The dismantling and recycling of older manuscnpts for binding 

materials is well known and often associated with reforms following the Council of Trent. 

It is not known why this gradua1 was deemed obsolete; even so, the notational style (four- 

letter clefs, mixed German neumes, s h e d  ductus, substantial caudae) identifies this 

folio as belonging to the sarne scriptorium as the twelfth-century manuscripts described 

above." The use of Geman nibrics, such as occurs at the top off. 13 1 ', is infiequent in 

'For specific chants, refcr to the index file of the manuscript contents in CAMUS format, included 
on disicette as Appendix W. 

'CCI. 101 8 is listed in the handwritten library catalogue on page 542 of volume 6, and was filmed 
by HMML as Project '600 1. 

'"The recto side of this leaf has ten lines and the verso side has nine lines of text written in 
Caroljngian minuscule witb musical notation in the intemenhg spaces. The text is approximately 2 mm in 
height, with a round aspect. The ruling of the four-linc staves is dry-point wiîh a red F-line. Guide holes 
are visible in the margins. The text and neumes are written in two different black inks, and the larger 
initials (the 'R" on 1' and the "P" on 13 and Mass nibrics are in red The notation is in a style similar to 
that found in tk other manuscript sources dating h m  the twelftb century said to be fiom iüostemeuburg 



the Klostemeuburg antiphoners under investigation (see Illustration 9)." 

In a layout similar to its complernentary antiphoner CCl. 1017, each folio side in 

CCl. 101 8 has eleven lines of text in Gothic script with musical notation in the 

intervening spaces. In contrast to CCl. 10 1 7, the inked staves in CCI. 10 1 8 consist 

generally of four brown lines (plus one line as a guide for the text) drawn with a very fine 

Nb. The F- and C- lines are coloured red and yellow. The horizontal ruling of the staves 

extends only to the width of the frame, and the height of each staff is uniform (9 mm) 

only towards the end of the volume; on earlier folios the staves range in height from 8 to 

10 mm. The distance between ruled staves is not uniform; it varies between 6 and 8 mm. 

At least four coloun of Uik appear throughout CCI. 1 0 1 8. The Gothic script used 

for the copying of the text is bluish-black, as are punctuation marks and the gathering 

signatures. These lower-case Roman numerals appear in the centres of the lower margins 

(cf. CCl. 1010, 1012,1013, Graz 807). 

"This instruction appean at the top off. 13 1 ': 'Pie antyphen un' die respons von den vir 
ewmgeiisten - und die P[s]alm von den zwel@tea* 



of certain  verso^.'^ Rubrics are red, and initials are generally red and black with the 

exception of the decorated initials on ff. 2', 2", and 43' (al1 are red, blue, and black; see 

Plate 10). The characteristic four-letter clefs, some corrections, and the neumes are in a 

brownish-black ink which varies fiom dark to light throughout the manuscript. 

Severd scribal hands are evident in this volume. No change of text hand is 

apparent in the main body of the manuscript (K 2' to 2453; however, the style of initials 

varies markedly. It should also be noted that the style of initials and rubrics in CCI. 101 8 

is different than that found in CCl. 10 17; these volumes, though complementary in their 

contents, were not copied by the same scribe or group of scribes. 

In CCl. 101 8, a different scribe copied the texts for the feast of Acacius (June 22) 

on folios 246' to 249' and 262' in a more angular Gothic script with narrower spacing 

between the letters, in a blackish-brown ink (see Illustration 10). In this section, the style 

of the initials is also varied, with a more restricted use of red ink. This scnbe has added 

narrow vertical lines (stnèhe) between the different chants on each folio side; a division 

has also been indicated at the start of the ~petendum within each Respond. 

12The gathering numeration includcs: "i" at the bottom off. 9: "iiw on f. 1 Sv, "iii" on f. 23', "iiii" 
on f. 3 1 "v" on f. 39". "vi" on f. 4T, "vii" on f. 55'. "viii" on f. 63 ', "ix" on f. 7 1 ', 'Y' on f. 79', "xi" on 
f. 84', "Xii" on f. 92', "xiii" on f. 1 O", 'kiiii" on f. 1 OBv, "xv" on f. 1 16', "w?' on f. l24', "mi?' on 
f. 132', "xviii" on f. 1 40v, ''xku" on f. 148', %" on f. 156', "rosi" on f. 1W, "xxii" on f. 172", "xxiii" on 
f. 1 80v, ''xxiiii" on f. 1 88', "xxv" on f. 196", "xxvi" on f. 1 W, "xxvii" on f. 2 1 O", 'kxviii" on f. 2 18', 
"xxixn on f. 26", 'tcxx'' an f. 2341: and "mal" on f. 242'. 



1 llustration 1 0: Klosterneuburg, Augustine:-Chorhemnstifi - Bibfiohek, 101 8, fiom f. 247' 

A third scribe contributed to an insertion of invitatory tones just before the last 

folio of the manuscript; these leaves, now numbered as 250' to 26lV, interrupt the chant 

series for Acacius. The text for the invitatory tones is written in black ink, in a Gothic 

script with an angular aspect and narrower spacing of the letten than in the previous 

hand. nie initiais for al1 verses are in red The staves and clefs are in brown i& but ihe 

style of neumes is similar to that seen in the rest of the volume. Towards the end of the 

insertion, ff. 261' and 261' contain several misceilaneous chants and include a troped 

B M e d i u s  d o d o  which is incomplete (see Plate 1 1). There is a change in the 

notation hand for these chants: the neunes have k e n  drawn with a more vertical ductus. 

smaller caudae, and they are generally smaller than those in the remainder of the volume 



(particularly in the case of multiple-note neumes). This insertion is not clearly 

differentiated at the spine as a sepmte gathenng; this section was added to CCl. 101 8 

prior to the present binding, and therefore also before the folios were numbered.I3 

The notational style used in the majority of this volume is similar to that found in 

other Klostemeuburg antiphoners dating fiom the sarne period. The features of a more 

"gothicized-Klostemeuburg" notation are evident, yet the square or rhombic shapes of the 

noteheads are not quite as anguiar in CCl. 1018 as they are in CCl. 1017. Other 

notational features include the four-letter clefs on each stave, the presewation of the 

coloured F- and C-lines, the lack of differentiation between punctum and virga, a slanted 

axis of notation, and the characteristic foms of the combined neumes. 

A different notation hand has added the neumes for differentiae in the margins of 

ff. 17 1' and 174'. These noteheads, drawn with a small nib, are square rather than 

diarnond-shaped with an extremely vertical axis of notation. Another hand has added the 

newnes for the single chant "Quinque prudentes virgines" on f. 192'. These neumes are 

quite square with small lines on either side of each noiehead - the puncta have the 

appearance of a slanted letter " H  (see Plate 12). The stroke is both thicker and heavier 

than that of the surronding neumes, and the clef consists only of a "C" rather than the full 

four-line indications typical of the "Klostemeuburg" notational style.I4 

At least two other notation hands can be differentiated. These occur at the end of 

the manuscript in the places where changes in text hands occur. Although still rather 

thick in appearance, oblong noteheads and longer caudae characterize the neumes in the 

chants for the feast of Acacius (fi. 246' to 249" and 2623. The neumes in the insertion of 

invitatory tones (folios 250' to 2611 return to a more rhombic appearance, closer to those 

found in the earlier portion of CCl. 1018 but with smaller noteheads, shorter caudae with 

%side the front flyleaf of CCI. 10 18 is another insertion of four loose papr pages containing 
hymns. Owing to the differences in writing material, size, script, inks, notation, ~ l h g ,  clef-system, and 
other rnatters of manuscript production, these pages have not been included in the description of the 
antiphoner proper CCl. 10 1 8. 

"This is the same hand that has added the neumes to the sarne chant in CCI. 589, f. 129'. This 
style of notation is also found in the fourteenth-century antiphoners G- L/oiveni&itsbibIiothek, 29 and 
30. 



very fine lines, and a more vertical axis of notation - these are nearly identical to the 

neumes found in the main body of CC!. 1017. 

The binding of CCl. 101 8 is similar to that of the antiphoners described above and 

dates h m  the same period Brown leather covers the corners and spine; the gilt 

inscription on the spine reads "Liber choralis XXlII M.S. 10 1 8." The cardboard covers. 

*ch masure 4 mm thick, are decorated in mottled green marbled paper. The exterior 

dimensions of the binding are 27 1 x 193 mm, with a thickness of 66 mm. Both the front 

and back flyleaves are of plain paper with no visible chain lines. No watermark cm be 

seen on the back le& but there is a crest design on the fiont flyleaf near the opening.I5 

The front paper pastedown displays Pfeiffer's inscription in blue ink,I6 but no library 

stamp. A variation in thickness and quality of parchment leaves is noticeable throughout 

the volume, as is the clear arrangement of conjugate leaves (hair and flesh sides facing 

each other). There appear to be twenty-five gatherings of varying lengths, though most 

comprise eight leaves. The volume is bound so tightly at the spine that only hvo sewing 

cords are visible in the centre. The stub near the spine between ff. 9 and 10 is the edge of 

the fiont flyleaf and marks the end of the first gathering; that between ff. 83 and 84 is 

evidence of a missing folio that once contained chants in the middle of the feast of Mary 

Magdalene. 

CCl. 1018 appears to have been well used; it is in fair condition. The binding is 

slightly damaged owing to a tear in the back cover near the spine of the volume. There 

are worm bores dong the bottom edges and the lower outside margins of leaves 

throughout the entire volume. There are also some small holes in the centre of some 

folios (f. 6 1, for example), but not enough to result in lost material. As a result of heaky 

trirnming, the folio edges are now uneven. This has not interfered with the main body of 

"A match for this watermark in the standard catalogues has not yet been found. Images of crests 
appeai. in Briquet, L a  Fi/~&mes, items 842- 1267 and 1338-2363. Crests are also shown in Gerhard 
Piccard, cd., W%s.smeichein: Ma& Blume, Barn, Findbuch XII, Ver6ffcntlichungcn der Staatlichen 
Archiwcmaltung Baden- Wiiretemberg (Stuttgart: W. Kohlliammer, 1 982), items 1 72- 1 82,237-3 92,4 1 9- 
506, and 1658-1701. 



music and text, but among lost marginal entries are some differentiae. Several holes on 

the opening and closing folios appear to be burn marks; one extends fiom f. 262 through 

to f. 258 fiom the back. 'Ihere is also some damage on the opening folio of the insertion 

of invitatory tones (f. 2503. In addition to the darkening of the parchment, there is  a hole 

in the lower part of the folio as well as some marks which may be the result of water 

damage. As might be expected in manuscripts of this age, there are occasional stitching 

repairs (f. 1 O 1) and patches (f. 262, for example). 

CC1 lOJ8 SLAMlMAR Y of W S C M P T  CONTENTS" 
F f. 21262": Summer Temporale and Sanctora/e (beginning at Easter) 

Including, among other linirgical occasions: Easter, beginning on f. 2'; George, 30'; 
Mark, 3 1'; Philip and James, 3 1'; Invention of the Cross, 33'; Alexander and Cornpanions 
(cornmernonition) 3 7'; John at the Latin Gate, 3 7'; Ascension, 3 7'; Pentecost, 43'; Trini ty, 
50'; John the Baptist, 54'; John and Paul, 59'; Peter and Paul, 6 1 '; Paul, 68'; The Sending 
of the Apostles, 73'; Margaret, 73'; Mary Magdalene, 78'; Lacma, after 83'; Invention of 
Stephen (commemoration), 87'; Peter's Chains, 8Sr;Afr;L 88'; Laurence, 94'; Tiburtius 
(cornmernoration), 99'; Hippolytus, 100'; Assumption of Mary, 100'; Augustine, 1 10'; 
Beheading of John the Baptist, 1 17'; Sabina (commemoration), 1 1 7'; Giles, 1 19'; 
Nativity of Mary, 1 24r;Exaltation of the Cross, 129'; Lambert (commemoration), 13 1 '; 
Manhew, 13 1'; Maurice, 13 1'; Common of Evangelists, 132'; Dedication of a Church. 
137'; Michael, 142'; Dionysius (Denis), 147'; Translation of Augustine, 149'; Luke, 149': 
1 1,000 Virgins, 149'; Al1 Saints, 149'; Martin, 153'; Brice, 158'; Othmar, 1 59'; Cecilia, 
160'; Clement, 164'; Andrew, 166'; Comrnon of Saints, 1 7 1'; Summer Histories, 193'; 
Sundays after Pentecost, 222'; Ursula, 234';" Funeral Office, 239'; Acacius, 246'; 
Invitatory Tones, 250' 

"For specific chants, refer to the index file of the manuscript contents in CANTUS forxnaî, included 
on diskette as Appcndix V. 

"This addcd Office of ptoper chants for Unula (October 2 1) was presumably intended as a 
replaceniuit for the cyck of c b  borrowed fiom the Common of Vugins that is included in the main 
body of the manuscript at the position of the usual date for the fcast of the 1 1,000 Virgins (October 2 1). 



III. K~OSTER~VEUBURG, A UGUSTINER-CHORHERRENS~FT- BIBLIO~EK,  589 

RISM Siglum: A-KN 589 

The 159 parchment folios of the fourteenth-century antiphoner CCI. 58919 

measure 286 x 214 mm, with a principal writing-space of 240 x 170 mm; this is 

approximately the size of the ruled h e .  Unlike the other Klosterneuburg antiphoners. 

this manuscript was produced in folio format, not quarto. It therefore has a larger leaf 

s i x  than the other manuscripts (and consequently, a lower library shelf number, since the 

manuscripts have been arranged at the library in order of size). CCl. 589 contains the 

chants used during the summer portion of the year beg i~ ing  at Easter. The volume, 

which ends abruptly during a series of Invitatory tones, is nearly complete. 

On each folio side, there are thirteen Iines of Gothic text copied in brown ink 

which range in height from 4 to 5 mm. Musical notation similar in style to the other 

fourteenth-centuy Klostemeuburg antiphoners occurs on five-line staves in the 

intervening spaces (see Illustration 1 1). The staff lines are not dry-point, but rather are 

drawn with thin brown lines, and the F- and C-lines have k e n  traced in red and yellow. 

The staves are ruled only to the width of the frame, leaving a margin in the centre at the 

spine. The height of each staff system is 12 mm, and the five lines within each staff are 3 

mm apart; this uniformity suggests that these lines were drawn by a rastrum. The 

distance between ruled staves on each folio side ranges, however, between 6 and 9 mm, 

so the entire side cannot have been ruled in one stroke. The numbering of the folios is in 

black ink in a modern hand with arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corners of the 

rectos. 

Five different inks were used in the copying of this manuscript. The text, 

punctuation, neumes, and four-letter clefs in the main body of the manuscript were d l  

written in brown ink. However, the neumes and clefs appear darker than the text in the 

fkst half of the volume and lighter in the second half. These elements were presumably 

copied in different stages of production. The corrections and marginalia are in brown ink 

'9CC1. 589 is listed Ui the handwritten Klosterneuburg libraxy catalogue on page 557, and was 
filmcd by HMML as pmject 9566. 



similar to that of the neumes; this is particularly visible on f. 41r, for exarnple, where the 

neumes and marginalia are in a lighter brown ink, and the text appears in a much darker 

hue. The larger initials, which range in height between 10 and 13 mm and have a width 

of approximately 10 mm, are generally in red. The smaller initials are in brown and red. 

or sometimes black and red. More highly-decorated larger initials, similar to those in 

CCl. 1018, occur on ff. 1' and 1' for Easter chants (set Illustration 1 1); these show 

designs around the upperîase "V" and "An in red and blue. Larger, decorated initials 

also appear within the series of Invitatory tones on ff. 1 58', 1 58', and 1 59'. Rubrics are in 

red ink; although most are abbreviated Latin, some of the rubrics are in German, such as 

"ni d' an dn' vesp" and "uber magnificat" on f. 1 9'.20 A thick, grey pencil has been used 

to number f. 159' as " 160" in the upper lefi-hand corner. 

The majority of the manuscript appears to have k e n  copied by the same scribe, or 

by a p u p  of sllnilarlytrained scribes. Within the main body of the manuscript (ff. 1 to 

20~lso  in red, this instruction appears before the senes of invitatory tones on f. 158': "ln die - 
chind' drcu cheibcl und cin chue sint vier Rinder." 



1 5 7), Gothic text with little variance can be obsewed (see Plate 1 3). A change in text 

hand, which coincides with the start of the senes of Invitatory tones, occurs on the second 

line off. 158' (see Plate 14). This hand continues to the verso side of the last extant folio, 

f. 159'. The Gothic script on these final leaves was drawn with a fmer nib, more-pointed 

serifs for the minim strokes, and a more narrowly-spaced script than thai of the main body 

of the manuscrip The lower-case letiers are approximately 4 mm high, and the initials 

for each verse range in height from 15 to 18 mm, with a width of approximately 10 mm. 

For the majority of CCI. 589, the puncta have substantial caudae, a slightly- 

slanted axis of notation, and the familiar oblong noteheads (see Illustration 1 1 and Plate 

13). This notation is similar to that found in CCI. 101 5, 101 8, and the second half of 

CCI. 101 1. At the top off. 40r, however, a different hand has supplied the neurnes for the 

single chant "Audistis enim conversationem" (see Plate 15). Here, the larger than usual 

neumes are rather crudely drawn with a round aspect and short thick strokes in a darker 

ink. The same hand has provided the neumes for the responsories (and their verses) 

"Sadus autem magis" and "Gratia dei sum id quod surn" on f. 40'. Another change of 

hand occurs on f. 129' in the neumes for the chant "Quinque pmdentes virgines." The 

neurne forms are identical in appearance to the added neurnes for the same chant on 

f. 192'ofCCI. 1018. 

As seen in the other Klostemeuburg antiphonen, the differentiae have been drawn 

in the margins. However, in CCI. 589, the colouring of some of the F- and C-lines has 

extended to these marginal entries. Some of the differentiae appear to be later additions; 

for exarnple, the smail neumes on f. 1 6 '  have k e n  drawn with a finer nib in a lighter 

brown ink. On f. 39', the differentia appears in a darker, brownish-yellow ink, drawn 

with a wider nib and a ductus that is more verticai. Another example occurs on f. 120' 

where the noteheads used in the differentia have a different shape (though it must be 

noted b t  the iak colour of these noteheads is the same as that of the neumes in the main 

body of the mauscript). m e r  marginalia in CCI. 589 include written mode-nurnbers in 

Roman numerals in a cursive hand in black ink, as fomd, for example, on ff. 50" and 5 1 '. 
Similar to the other antiphonen, the binding for CCl. 589 is not original. The 



cardboard covers are decorated with beige, black, and rust-coloured marbled paper. 

Brown leather coven the corners and spine, and the inscription on the spine reads "Liber 

choralis XXV M.S. 589" arnid omate gilt designs. The leather around the spine has a 

srnall tear. There are no chahs, clasps, or ties. The binding measures 300 x 234 mm 

with a thickness of 50 mm, and the covers are 4 mm thick. There are two front flyleaves. 

one of paper and the other of parchment. The paper flyleaf, which doubles as the fiont 

pastedown, has visible chain-lines and a watermark. The visible portion of the watemark 

is in the shape of a large written "J" cursively joined to what might be a lower-case ''r" 

with a larger than usual loop in the second peak. The same paper is used for the back 

flyleaf; the same watermark is visible in the lower half of that page. The Klostemeuburg 

library stamp appears in purple ink on the front pastedown, dong with Pfeiffer's 

inscription in modem handwriting in blue ink." The parchment flyleaf has four short 

lines of nearly-legible Latin text in the upper right-hand section of the recto side; as might 

be expected fiom the binding materials, this parchment is not of high quality. 

Most of the original gathering signatures are still visible in the centre of the lower 

margins at the end of each grouping of leaves; these reveal that there have been no 

insertions or deletions within the main body of the man~script.~' There appear to be 

twenty gatherings with lengths varying from three to twelve leaves. Sewing of four cords 

is visible in the centre of the binding, as is a stub between ff. 10 and 1 1, which is merely 

the edge of the fiont flyleaf wrapped around the first complete gathering. 

CCl. 589 is generally in very good condition, though it has obviously been used. 

The lower right-hand corners of the leaves an thlli, weakeneà, and appear discoloured 

fiom fiequent tumings. Even so, this volume is in bener condition than the other 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners dating h m  this p i o d  and earlier. The materials, 

particularly the parchment, w d  in its production appear to have ken of rather high 

"21; F. 159; 25AI 19 12 Hennann Pfeiffer, 

=The extant gathcring signatures are: "in on f. 10:  "iii" on f. 30: "iiii" on f. 40: "v" on f. 50', 
W' on f. 60', "vii" on f. 7OV, "viii" on f. 80'; "ix" on f. 90', "x" on f. 1 OP, "xi" on f. 1 10', ''xi?' on f. ]?Ov, 
^xi17 on f. 130', "xiiii" on f, 14V, and %'' on f. 1 JO'. 



quality as there is still no discolouration of hair or flesh sides. A specific anangement of 

conjugale leaves is, therefore, not obvious. When compared with the other surviving 

antiphoners, there are fewer strains or flaws in the parchment. Following are the 

instances of damage: the first folio is missing its lower outside cornet, there are srnall 

holes in ff. 37 and 45 and a hole in the lower margins of ff. 17 to 20, there is a tear and 

partial patch on f. 51 and other tears in ff. 43,47,76, 11 1, and 135, there are small 

patches on ff. 112 and 132, and stitching repais have been made to ff. 44,46,109,134. 

145, 149, 150, and 155. 

Although they have been trirnmed and show no evidence of colour, the folio edges 

do not line up exactly; these must have been rrimmed to a uniform size before being 

bound into the present volume. Guide-holes in the outer margins are visible only where 

the edges have not been excessively trimmed (for example, on ff. 1,2, and 3). Some 

worm-bores can be seen in the outer rnargins but none interfere with the main body of the 

manuscnpt, and none are visible in the binding materials. 

CCI. 589 S M A R  Y ~ ~ M A W S C R I P T  CONTEhrTs'3 
Ff. 1'4 58": Summer Temporale and Sanctorale (beginning at Easter) 

Including, arnong other liturgical occasions: Easter, beginning on f. 1 '; George, 16'; 
Mark, 17'; Philip and James, 17'; Invention of the Cross, 18'; Alexander and Cornpanions 
(commemoration) 20'; Gothard (commemoration), 20'; John at the Latin Gate, 20'; 
Ascension, 20'; Pentecost, 24'; Trinity, 28'; John the Baptist, 30'; John and Paul, 33'; 
Peter and Paul, 34'; Paul, 38'; The Sending of the Apostles, 42'; Corpus Chnsti, 42'; 
Margaret, 45'; Mary Magdalene, 48' and 1 57'; Invention of Stephen, 54'; Afia, 5 8'; 
Laurence, 62'; Tiburtius (commemoration), 65'; Hippolyius, 65'; Assurnption of Mary, 
66'; Augustine, 72'; Beheading of John the Baptist, 77'; Sabina (commemoration), 77'; 
Giles, 78'; Nativity of Mary, 81'; Exaltation of the Cross, 84'; Lambert (commemoration). 
85'; Matthew, 85'; Maurice, 85'; Common of Evangelists, 86'; Dedication of a Church, 
89"; Michael, 92'; Dionysius (Denis), 96'; Translation of Augustine, 96'; 1 1,000 Virgins, 
9C; Ail Saints, 99"; Martin, 102'; Brice, 105'; Othmar, 105'; Cecilia, 106'; Clement, 109'; 
Andrew, 1 10'; Common of Apostles, 1 13'; Catharine, 1 16'; Common of Saints, 1 19'; 
Summer Histones, 129'; Sundays after Pentecoa, 147"; Funeral Office, 1 54'; Invitatory 
Tones, 158' 

=For specifk chants, refcr to the indw WC of the myiusEnpt contents in CANTUS format, induded 
on diskate as Appendix VI. 



IV. KLosEMUBRG,  AL/GUS~--CHORHERELENSTIFT- BIBL~OTHEK, 1015 

RiSM Siglurn: A-KN 1015 

The 194 parchment folios of the fourteenth-centwy antiphoner CCl. 10 1 5*' 

measure 256 x 180 mm with a principal writing-space of 220 x137 m m  On a h  folio 

side, there are eleven lines of text with musical notation on four-line staves in the 

intewening spaces. In a style simila. to CCl. 589, 10 1 7 and, i O 1 8, the ruling of the staves 

is not dry-point, but rather executed with ver- fine lines in brown ink. Neither the height 

of the staves nor the spacing between them is uniform; the height varies between 12 and 

13 mm, and the distance between staves varies between 7 and 8 mm. As in the other 

Klosterneuburg antiphoners, the F- and C-lines are coloured red and yellow. One extra 

line appears between staves as a guide for the text. The ruling extends to the width of the 

Frame, and guide holes are visible in the margins. The nurnbenng of the folios is in a 

modem hand in black ink in the upper right-hand corners of the rectos, with the exception 

of the f ~ s t  folio. The leaf numbered as "1," now a parchment fiyleaf, is not part of the 

antiphoner proper; rather, it appears to have been a former pastedown with cursive 

Geman text on the verso side. Probably owing to the rough texture on the recto side. this 

folio was numbered on the upper right-hand corner of the verso side.?' 

The Gothic script, which measures approximately 4 mm in height, appears with a 

round aspect and has been written with a wide nib in brown ink for the first portion of the 

volume, and in black afier f. 18' (but the colour varies throughout the volume). The samr 

ink is used for punctuation. The rubrics and larger initials, which measure approximately 

17 x 13 mm, are in red ink, and the smaller initiais are in red and black. At the begiming 

of the volume, the neurnes and difierentiae (drawn in the margins) are in a black ink with 

a bliiish hue, but after f. 18' brown ink is use& The same brown ink is used for the four- 

letter clefs îypicai of the notation in sources fiom Klostemeuburg. The other f e u e s  of 

24CCl. 1015 was included in CAO as "268, and in LeRoux's study as "Klo 4." It is listed in 
volume six of the handwritîen Klostemcubutg libmy catalogue on p. 540, and was filmed by HMML as 
project *5998. 

=Set below for more details about f. 1. 
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notation are similar to those found in the Klostemeuburg manuscripts dating from this 

period: "gothicized" and squarer (or diamond-shaped) puncta are obvious, as are the 

slanted ductus and substantial caudae (see Illustration 12 and Plate 16). 

Illustration 12: Klosmeuburg, A ugusfiner--Chorhems&? - BibIiothek. 1015, from f. 77' 

There are at least nine text hands in addition to the main text scribe. Changes in 

hands occur in the added matenal at the end of the volume: on the fourth line off. 19 1 ' (a 

fnghtfully uneven script by an inexperienced hand, in brownish-black id), on the second 

line off. 192' (Gothic script with pointed minim strokes, drawn with a wide nib in 

brownish-blac k ink, slightly larger mkes  with a height of 5 mm; see Plate 1 7), on the 

seventh line off .  192' (similar to the previous had, but with nanower strokes which 

measure approximately 3 mm in height), at the top off. 192' (in the same colour of ink as 

for the previous folio, but in a more cursive script Iike that seen in the uneven strokes of 

f. 191'; initials are in red *d), at the bottom of E 192" (simiiar W m p t  hand to that of 

the upper half of the page, but in black ink), the fourth line off. 193' (text is similar to 



that on the previous side, but drawn in black ink with a heavier stroke; a portion of the 

text is crossed out with red ink), on the first line of f. 193' (a Gothic script with angular 

minim strokes, but not carefùlly aligned on its horizontal mis; initials are a deep red ink). 

on the sixth line of £ 193' (also a Gothic script, but drawn with a slightly wider Nb; 

initials are in red ink, but more scarlet than those in the upper half of this folio side), on 

the third line off. 194' (German cursive script in a grey-brown ink, similar to the script 

seen on the front flyleaf, f. 13, on the fifth line off. 194' (an uncontrolled, more cursive 

script of varying sizes, in brown ink, similar to that seen on f. 191 "). 

At least nine notation hands contributed to the production of CCI. 10 1 5. The 

changes fiom the notation of the main scribe occur on the fifth line off. 79' (more cursive 

stroke, wider nib, less-elegant caudae), the second line off. 192' (along with the change 

in script cornes a thicker neume shape, though the ductus and caudae appear similar to the 

notation of the first portion of the manuscript; see Plate 17), the seventh line off. 192' (a 

more vertical ductus with srnalier, more oblong-shaped noteheads), f. 192' at the top 

(elongated noteheads with undefined edges; not neatly aligned, and presumably drawn by 

an inexperienced hand), f. 192' at the bonom (narrower, oblong noteheads with a severely 

slanted axis of notation, drawn by a hand that is not always steady; the C-line is not 

coloured yellow on this side or on f. 1933, the seventh line off. 193' (more vertical 

ductus with extended caudae on smaller noteheads; the longer, yet curved, caudae give 

this neume hand a look of semi-circula or crescent-shaped puncta and loops of multi- 

note neumes), f. 193' (much like the shape of the neumes in the main body of the 

manuscript, but drawn with a wider nib), the sixth line off. 193' (more oblong noteheads. 

but with a vertical axis of notation; liquescents have large, circular caudae). The 

occumnce of these added chants in uneven text and notational scripts has not been 

explained in îhe literatue. These chants appear to have been copie- at a later date 

(perhaps much later) by hands that were not practiced in this style of notation. Many 

pouibilities exist for their inclusion in CC1. 101 5, none of which can be proven. Perhaps 

empty parchment leaves remained at the end of a gathering a h  the initial copying of the 

manuscript; these leaves may have been used later to either record chants or to practice 



notational skills. If these manuscripts onginated at a "orkshop-style" scriptonum, there 

must have been some process in place there to train new scribes, and sources of valuable 

parchment, however small, would surely not have been wasted. Even so, the scripts in 

this d o n  of CCl. 1015 are so wildly uncontrolled that their origin in a medieval 

scriptorium is doubtful; could a curious would-be copyist fiom several centuries later 

have tried his hand at medieval notation? These miscellaneous parchment leaves could 

also have been loose pages which were added to the rest of the manuscnpt during 

binding. 

The binding of CCl. 10 1 5 is not original to the main body of the manuscript; 

rather, it is contemporary with the bindings already described for the other 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners. The cardboard covers are decorated with turquoise, brown, 

and teal marbled paper, and the spine and corners are protected with brown leather. The 

gilt inscription on the spine reads "Liber choralis XX M.S. 101 5." The extenor 

measurements of the volume are 268 x 198 mm, and the thickness is 59 mm. The covers 

are each 4 mm thick. A specific arrangement of hair and flesh sides is obvious 

throughout the manuscript. There are seventeen apparent gatherings with lengths varying 

fiom five to twenty-one leaves. There is no evidence of insertions or deletions. Five 

stitching cor& cm be seen in the centre of the binding. 

niere are two front flyleaves. The first is paper with chain lines and a portion of a 

visible watermark (three semi-circular patterns much like the upper half of a fleur-de-lis 

extending outwards fiom the middle of the   pi ne).'^ The second is the aforementioned 

parchment leafwhich is numbered on the verso side as folio "1." Light black ink in the 

centre of the recto side is illegible. This side shows some evidence of glue on its edges; it 

rnay have been a pastedown in an earlier binding. The verso side of this parchment 

flylcaf shows twenty lines of cursive Gennan script in a sideways orientation. The large 

nurnbers "9 7 2" are written in pencil in the upper half. Pfeiffer's inscription in blue ink 

z6A match for this partiai waîamark has not been found in the standard refamee catalogues. 
Examples of fleusdecfis appear in Briquer, Les Fi11;Srane as items 67 14-7303. Ffemdelis watermarks 
can also be found in Gahard Piccard, ed., W - i i f i h k  Findbuch NU, Die Wasserzieichenkartei 
Piccard im Hauptstaatsarchiv S ~ t g a r t  (Samgart: W. Kohlharnmer, 1983). 



can be seen on the fiont paper pastedo~n.~' The back flyleafand pastedown are paper 

with chah lines and a sword-shaped watermark which is  positioned directly in the centre 

of the page? 

The condition of the main body of the manuscript is faVly good considering the 

age of the volume. The contents of each folio are clear and easy to read, and the inks 

have maintained their true colour. However, every folio in the volume is darnaged near 

the binding in the lower margin; this portion of the manuscript may have been consumed 

by mice. The semi-circular-shaped, tattered, and darkened edges in the lower margin 

extend upwards into the volume, and up to 18 mm of parchment is missing at the furthest 

point. It appears that this damage occurred before the volume was rebound, as the 

flyleaves are complete. Stitching repairs cm be seen on ff. 8,3 1 (pink thread) on f. 1 15 

(yellow thread) and there is some damage to the front cover near the bottom. Holes or 

tears that have not been repaired occur in ff. 3 1,66,97, 1 1 5, 120, and 122. Even so, there 

is next to no worm damage (only two or three small holes near the outside edge in the 

margin). It must be noted, however, that the folio edges have been trimmed to some 

extent, as they are not completely even and show no trace of colour, so there may have 

been more worm damage on the outer edges which is no longer evident. 

CC/. 1015 SUIMMAR Y ofMANUSCRIPT CONTEWS'~ 
F f. 2' 1 94': W inter Temporale and Sanctoraie 

(First Sunday of Advent to Holy Saturday, with several additional Offices) 

hcluding, among other liturgical occasions: Advent, beginning on f. 2'; Nicholas, 12'; 
Lucy, 1 7"; Conception of Mary, 19'; Christmas, 40'; Stephen, 46'; Silvester, 63'; 
Epiphany, 68'; Feria1 Ofice, 77'; Sebastian, 89'; Agnes, 93'; Conversion of Paul, 97'; 
Purification of Mary, 1 00'; Agatha, 104'; Gregory, 1 08. Benedict, 1 12'; Annunçiation of 
Mary, 1 16'; Sepniagesima, 120"; Ash Wednesday, 130'; Paim Sunday, 157'; Maundy 

"111; F. 194; 19/IV. 1928 H. Pfciffer. 

''A match for this watermark has not been found in the siandard reference catalogues. Images of 
swords are inciuded in Briquet, Les Fi11;sninesas items 5 102-5160. 

'S., spific chants, refP to th index filc of the manuscript contents in CWS fomiat, included 
on diskatc as Appendi VIf. 



Thursday, 165'; Holy Saturday, 173'; Catharine, 175'; Corpus Christi, 1 8 1 '; Funeral 
Office, 185' 

v. KLOSTERNEUBURG, AUGUSTIN'-CHO-STIFT - BLBUOTHUC, 101 1 

RiSM Siglum: A-KN 101 1 

The 247 parchment folios of the fourteenth-century antiphoner CC!. 10 1 1 are 

arranged in conjugate leaves which measure 246 x 173 mm, with a principal writing 

space of 221 x 138 mm. The numbering of the folios is in black ink in modem arabic 

numerals in the upper right-hand corners of the recto sides, in a style similar to the other 

Klostemeuburg manuscripts. For the first portion of the volume, there are eleven lines of 

text on each folio side, with musical notation on five-line staves in the intemenhg spaces. 

Beginning on ff. 159 (the gathering marked 'kvii") and continuing to the end of the 

volume, the folios have been ruled with only ten lines per side. Like the younger 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners already describeci, the niling of the staves is not dry-point, 

but rather has been executed with thin brown lines. Neither the height of the staves nor 

the spacing between staves on each folio side is uniform; the height varies between 13 

and 15 mm, and the distance between the mled systems varies between 5 and 7 mm. One 

extra line appears between staves as a guide for the text. The niling extends only to the 

width of the frame, and guide holes are visible in the outer margins. The F- and C-lines 

have k e n  traced with red and yellow; these inks have retained their brightness in this 

manuscript." 

The general appearance of the text and neumes is also similar to that found in the 

'OCCI. I O  I l  was included as manuscript '266 in CAO, and as "Klo 5" in LeRoux's study. lt is 
listed in the hmdwrittcn libraay catalogue on page W 0 f  volume 6. It was filmed by HMM1. as Project 
'5983. 

)'In this source, particularty, it is noticcable that these coloured lines do not cross over or through 
any initiais, nor do they intemipt any neumes. It is possible, then, to speculate on the order for the 
production of this manuscript: Firn the staves were ruleci, afier which the text was copieci, the newnes 
were drawn, and the initiais wac added. Only after these stages had been accomplished were the F- and C- 
lines traced with colourcd inks. At somc point during the process, the nibrics were entered in the main 
body of the manuscript, as indicated by the mes for these insmictions which appear rather inconspicuously 
in the margins of the manuscript in bmwnish-biack wri~ten in a more cursive hand with an extranely 
fine nib, 
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later group of surviving Klostemeuburg antiphoners. The Gouiic script, which measures 

approximately 4 mm in height, has been written with a moderately wide nib in black ink 

which fades to brown in some places. The same ink is used for punctuation. The rubrics 

are in red ink, as are the majority of larger initiais (see Illustration 13 for an example of a 

lengthy instructional rubric). The more highly-decorated larger initials sometimes 

incorporate blue ink with red, such as occurs on f. 1'. The smaller initials are in red and 

bla~k . )~  The neurnes, clefs, and marginalia (including differentiae) are in brownish-black 

ink; the same ink is used for the four-letter clefs typical of the notation in sources from 

Klostemeuburg. nie  use of pencil has been observed only for the numbenng " 10 1 1 " on 

the inside of the fiont cardboard cover. 

The production of CCl. 101 1 was clearly a collaborative effort of many scribes. 

The number of text han& in CCI. 101 1 has not been detennined owing to both the rapid 

fiequency of scribal changes (detailed below) and the similarity of calligraphie styles in 

these multiple hands. The style of script used throughout the volume is generally similar 

"Different styles of initials can be seen every few folios; some instances of the more decorated 
initials appear on ff. 4: 19 :  26", 4 1 ', 5T, 6 1 ', 64'. 1 OOr, 109'*, 1 1 Or, 1 19: 12% 124', 1 30r, 13 1: 1391, 1 40r", 
141r, 144',145', 146', 148", 149'-', 154,161; 16P,  16C,and 196'. 



in appearance to that found in the other Klostemeuburg antiphoners; for exarnple, the 

lower-case letters feature Gothic mi& strokes with rounded senf edges, and a generally 

round aspect with few angular components. Changes of hands are noticeable, therefore, 

by a narrower or wider spacing betweefl the küers, a heightening or shoI?ening of the 

minim stroke, the use of a wider or narrower pen nib, or by other such copying features. 

The letters of the first hand are quite narrowly-spaced with an angular aspect and 

sharper edges than observed in the previously-described Klostemeuburg antiphoners. 

This script is used until the lower lines off. 5'. At this point, the text appears to have 

been copied with a wider nib, and the still Gothic letters are slightly wider in spacing; this 

gives them a rounder aspect. At least two hands copied the text on f. 7': a hand similar to 

the second text scribe provided the text on the first half of the side, and a third hand 

completed the remainder of the folio begiming at the chant Leva Jerusalem. This third 

text sctibe continued to the top off. Y, where a hand similar to the second scribe 

provided the text until the lower lines off. 15' (see Plate 18). The Gothic text of the 

fourth scribe has a rounder aspect than thzt seen so far in this volume. The minim strokes 

have more curved and even longer serifs as well as decorative, thin caudae which are 

appended to some of the lower-case letten (see, for example, the "f' at the top of f. 15'). 

Subtle changes in scripts cm be observed throughout the over 200 folios in the remainder 

of the volume. Some of the more obvious include: use of a wider nib on f. 17', a 

narrower stroke on f. 19', a wider spacing of letters on the lower line of 22', a retum to 

the narrower spacing on 23', a more angular aspect and less elegant appearance owing to a 

lack of uniformity and horizontal alignment in the strokes on f. 24: wider spacing of 

letters in the middle off. 40" with a narrower, more angular script in the lower portion of 

the same folio, shorter swkes and a more elaborate lower-case "s" on f. 70r, wider aspect 

on t 7OV, narrower spacing on E 9WV, narmwer spacing in middle off. 1 12: then a r e m  

to more moderate spacing in the lower half of 1 12: thicker minim strokes on f. 127', 

quite narrowly-spaced and smaller letters begiaaing in the middie of a chant at the word 

d t i n  the top l i e  off. 1 50r and continuhg until f. 152' &et there is no change in the 

appearance of the ink compared with that on the surrounding folios). On f. 247", another 



scribe has copied the last, added chants with a more angular aspect and quite sharply- 

pointed minims. 

The style of notation appean to be faitly consistent within the main body of the 

first portion of the manuscript. This could conceivably be the work of either one scribe or 

a group of scribes trained in a similar production style. The notational style which 

appears in the first portion of the volume is typical of that found in the later 

Klosterneuburg manuscripts (more square or diamond-shaped noîeheads. slanted ductus). 

Similar to those found in CCI. 101 7, the caudae on the puncta in the first portion of CCl. 

101 5 are quite short and narrow; the pen-stroke given to these '?ails" is not substantial in 

this source. A brief appearance of a different style occurs on the last line off. 80' and 

continues to the first four lines off. 81'. Here, the neumes have more substantial caudae 

and a noticeable diamond-shaped notehead with defined corners rather than the more 

rounded or oblong shape observed on the surrounding folios. 

One of the more obvious changes in neume hands occurs on the bottom line of 

f. 1 33' for the single responsory (and its verse) Benedicta tu in mufienbus (see Plate 1 9). 

This notation features a more vertical axis, angular strokes in the multiple neumes, and 

small noteheads which are more like the typical Humagelnotation owing to the diamond- 

shaped puncta with long, nearly vertical caudae. This hand appears again on ff. 134' to 

135' in lighter brown neume ink, and provides the notation for two responsories. 

Another significant change in neurne-hand begins on f. 229' and lasts until near 

the end of the volume (see Plate 20); these neumes have more oblong-shaped noteheads, 

longer caudae, and appear much more like the notation of the earlier Klostemeuburg 

manuscripts (CCl. 10 10, 101 2, and 101 3; see Illustrations 4,5, and 6 in the previous 

chapter) than those with the pnsumably later "Gothicized" neumes. The combination of 

these two distinct notational styles ("Gothicized Klostemeuburg" and "like twelfb- 

cenniry Klostemeuburg") seen in CCI. 101 1 has been found elsewhere in the younger 

group of Klostemeuburg antiphoners, namely in CCl. 101 7. There is an obvious 

connection bewcen the introduction of this different style to the end of CC1. 101 1 and its 

appearancc in CCl. 10 1 7 on R. 72', 72', and 73' (sec Illustration 8); this provides M e r  



evidence to support the notion that both notational styles were in use at the same time in 

the Klosterneuburg scriptorium. The colour of the neurne ink in this portion of the 

volume is lighter brown, which may be merely the result of fading. Coincident with the 

introduction of a new tex! hand for the added chants on E 247", a a w  notation hand has 

provided the neumes for these chants with a wider nib, a less-slanted ductus, and 

noteheads that are broader and more rectangular. 

Until f. 3OV, the nibric hand appears close in style to the fvst text hand. On this 

side, however, a new hand has copied the text In mehifinis Qud'bus (rather than just 

Laudes- i.e., a new style of rubric) in larger letters with wider spacing than previously 

obsewed. There are no other largely noticeable scribal changes in the rubrics, as most of 

these are provided throughout the volume in abbreviated forms of only a few letters. 

The binding of CCl. 101 1 is not original, but is contemporary with that of the 

other surviving Klostemeuburg antiphoners. The cardboard covers are decoratcd with 

marbled paper of light and da& brown with a green-black backgroumi, and brown leather 

covers the spine only. The plain inscription on the spine reads, "M. Liber Choralis XVI 

M.S. 101 1 ." The binding measures 245 x 186 mm, with a thickness of 69 mm. The 

covers are only 2 mm thick, and are wom, weakened, and flimsy to the extent that they 

have rounded away from the parchment folios. The folio edges are fairly even with no 

evidence of colour, but in contrast to the bindings of the other volumes, these leaves 

extend right to the edge of the cover, with no cardboard overlap. There are no chains. 

clasps, or ties, nor are îhere any pastedoms or flyleaves at either the fiont or back of the 

volume. On the inside of the front cover, Pfeiffer's inscription in blue ink reads, "0/0; 

F.247, 19/iV, 1928. H. Pfeiffer." The only other library identification is the inscription at 

the top of the first extant folio where "Bibliothecae Claustroneoburgensis sum inscriptus 

die 16 Sept. 1656" appears in extremely light brown ink. 

The volume appears to contain twenty-mo gatherings, which vary in length fiom 



six to sixteen lea~es.~' An analysis of this structure is hampered somewhat by the 

tightness of the present binding; sewing is visible in the centre of the binding between 

only a few of the leaves of the volume. Some gathering signatures in lower-case Roman 

numerals in the lower margins remain extant despite some trimming of the ieaves? As 

C a .  101 1 is currently bound, there are two lacunae which existed before the folios were 

numbered. The first consists of one missing leaf after f. 93, which explains the lack of 

uniformity in the series of binding signatures (see note 34 of this chapter). Here, a 

portion of the end of Matins and the beginnllig of Lauds is missing fiom the feria1 chants 

for Sunday. The second lacuna occurs after f. 143; only a stub remains at the centre of 

the binding. A nibric for Afia appears at the bottom off. 143', but only two chants for 

the fimeral Onice appear on the next extant folio (f. 1443 before the feast for the 

Conception of Mary begins on f. 144'. Based on the contents and the incomplete chants 

at beginning and end, it appears that ff. 144- 150 (Conception of Mary, sorne chants for 

Benedict) are an insertion into the main body of the manus~ript.~~ In addition, several 

folios at the end of the volume were rnisbound: the correct order using the present 

numbering is ff. 242,244,243,245,246,247. 

In keeping with the state of the covers and binding, the condition of CCI. 10 1 1 is 

fair. Many of the parchment folios contain holes around which lm been written the text 

and neumes; this occurs, for example, on ff 30,34,35,49,54,55,70, 105, 109. 1 1 9, 

122, 164, 166, 172, 188, and 192. There is a tear in the upper margin of f. 1 18. and there 

3'Folio 120 has a small cord tied through the top outside edge; this may have been added as a sort 
of marker for the mid-point of the volume. This folio, which occws in îhe middle of the feast of the 
Purification of Mary is not a remarkable location, as it is not at the start of any liturgical season or 
occasion. 

'.The visible gathering signatures include: "iiii" on f. 40q, "vi" on f. 60', "vii" on f. 70', ' t i i i "  on 
f. %O", "ix" on f. 9OW, 'Y' on f. 99', 'W on f. 1 OT, 'kii" on f. 1 19', 'hW on f. IW, 'kiiii" on f. 1 39', 'hv" 
on f. 148', "xvi" on f. 1 5Sq, 'kvii" on f. 159' (notice the change in format fiom numbering the centre of the 
last verso leaf to the le fi-hand margin of the first recto leaf), "xviiii 1' sic xix" on f. 1 7gr, %cm on f. 1 89', 
'hi?' on f. 209', ' h i i i "  on f. 2 19'. 

"AS there is no break in the numbering of the signatures amund this apparent insertion, it is 
assumed that the signatures were numbered at some point afler the chants for the Conception of Mary were 
added to CC1.10 1 1. 



are stitching repaia on ff. 24,66,80,93,94,96,99, 108, and 163. The lower edges of 

the opening folios are rough and have a darker appearance than the others in the volume; 

the damage to these leaves is similar to that observed in CCl. 10 15. Trimming has 

removed some of what appear to have been wom bores. These tiny holes are not 

generally found in the main body of the manuscript. Unfortunately, the aimming of 

several folios has also caused the loss of some marginalia and the last notes of some 

differentiae. 

CC/. 1011 SMMAR Y of MANUSCRIPT CONTENTP 
F f. 1'-247": W inter Temporle and Sanctode 

(First Sunday of Advent to Holy Saturday, with several additional Ofices) 

hcluding, among other linirgical occasions: Advent, b e g i ~ i n g  on f. 1 '; Nicholas, 1 1 '; 
Lucy, 16'; Christmas, 38'; Stephen, 45'; Epiphany, 78'; Fenal Onice, 90'; Lacuna, after 
93'; Sebastian, 106'; Agnes, 1 1 1 '; Conversion of Paul, 1 16' and 1 5 1 '; Purification of 
Mary, 1 17'; Agatha, 123'; Gregory, 128'; Annunciation of Mary, 132'; Benedict, 1 3 8'; 
Lacuna, after 143'; Conception of Mary, 144'; Septuagesima, 154'; Ash Wednesday. 
166'; Palm Sunday, 204'; Maundy niursday, 2 16'; Holy Saturday, 2 5 ' ;  Catharine, 229': 
Corpus Christi, 235'; Funeral Ofice, 240' 

"For specific chants, nfer to the index file of the manuscript contents in CWS format, included 
on di.Fltttc as Appcndix m. 



Janka Szendrei writes, ''The history of the 12" century musical script of the 

present&y Austria O& the most lucid examples of the separation of notations 

according to church establishments."' Such appears to be the case for the many 

manuscripts and fragments generally believed to have originated in Klostemeuburg, 

including the eight antiphonen dating before 1400. niese sources display great 

similarities and such unique notational characteristics, when compared to other chant 

notations from medieval western Europe, that the Klostemeuburg sources have been 

recognized as a unified group. For a number of decades, the term "Klostemeuburg 

notation" has been accepted as the comrnon designation for the notational style found in 

sources now housed at Klostemeuburg, and scholars such as Dom Jacques Froger and 

Michel Huglo have adopted this term. For exarnple, in the introduction to the facsimile 

of Graz 807, Froger supports the notion of a "notation of Klostemeuburg" that is unique 

to that monastery: and in a 1990 bibliography of scholarship on chant notations, Michel 

Huglo distinguishes the "Notation de Klostemeubourg" from other Germanic notations.' 

Despite the seeming acceptance of this terminology, however, there has recently 

been some debate in the literature conceming the ongin of the so-called "Klosterneuburg" 

notational style, even though Stefan Engels conunents that a notation of this type during 

that time fiom the area of southem-Gerrnany is otherwise not repre~ented.~ The 

'Janka Szenârei, "Thc introduction of Staff Notation into Middle Europe," SNdra Musicoiogica 
Acaddae Scientiàrm Hungancae 28 (1 986): p. 3 1 7. 

'Ftogcr wrotc, "... il existe bien une «notation de Klostcrneuburp à propmnent parler, c'est-8 
dire une vari& de notation messine qui ne se rencontre, abstraction faite pour le moment de Graz 807, que 
dans cc monasttrt." [Froger, p. 33*.] 

3Michel Huglo, "Bilan de 50 années de recherches (1939-1989) sur les notations musicales de 850 
à 1300," Acta M W I C O ~ O ~ C B ~ ~  (1990): pp. 24 1-242. 

"Eine Notation dieses Typs ist im damaligen siîddeutschen Raum sonst nicht vertreren." [Engels, 
p. 40.1 



controversy sunounds the development of the "Klostemeuburgian" notational 

characteristics and the dificulties in explaining the rather odd dissemination of sources 

containing this notation. Such problems, however, appear to be typical in most studies of 

twelfbcentury refomed notations, as Szendrei comments, "It is by no means easy to find 

one's way in this extremely eventful period of the European history of notation which can 

be said to be revolutionary in many respects.'" Regardless of the ongoing debate 

surrounding the statu of Klosterneuburg as the originating scriptorium of the sources 

displaying this particular notation,' the continuing use of the term "Klosterneuburg 

notation" will remain appropriate as a description of the place where the majority of the 

manuscripts which contain this notational style are now housed, at least until such time as 

an exact location for the originating scnptorium (whether it be Klostemeuburg or not) can 

be proven. For instance, Szendrei, an expert in chant notations, finds the term 

"Klostemeuburg notation" completely acceptable and in no way obsolete, in spite of 

recent proposals by other scholars to establish the provenance of some of the 

"Klostemeuburg" manuscript sources at another centre. These theories have simply not 

been convincing for ber? 

Although it seems that as many different notations were current in western Europe 

as there were churches or monasteries, there are several types of notation that can be 

grouped together under the broader heading of "Germanic Notations." The Germanic 

notational styles, particularly those used in the later Middle Ages, have long been 

recognized as distinct fiom the predominantly quadratic notations used in manuscripts 

'Szendrei, "Introduction," p. 306. 

6For more on this complicated matter* sec Chaptcr Six. 

'"~uf  G d  dcs anhaltcnden Kfosîerncuburger Gebmuchs dicser Notation Mte ich diese 
Bezeichnung tiir annthrnbar. Da die unülngst vcrtiffentlichai ErOrtetungen von R. Flotzinger hinsichtlich 
der Herkunft des Manuskripts Graz 807 aus Passau St. Nikola nicht Llberzcugend sind, meine ich nach wie 
vor, daO d a  Bcgciff 'Klostcrncuburger Notation' kemeswcgs obsolet geworden kt." [Szendrei, 
"Linienschrifh," p. 18.1 



from France, Italy, Spain, and England.' The tem "Geman neurnes" encompasses a 

large number of slightly different forms of notation, al1 copied in campo aperto and 

generally found in earlier notated sources fiom the Geman-speaking orbit. "St. Gall 

nemes" are cloxty related, although there are many additional signs in St. Gall notation 

tbat are not fowid in Gemian neunes. "Lorraine neunes," also called "Laon notation" 

and fomerly identified as "Messine neumes," are thought to derive fiom notation found 

in manuscripts fiom Metz. Solange Corbin suggested the use of the term "Lorraine" to 

replace "Messine," since "palaeographen now know that there was no early scriptoriurn 

in Metz.'" Later Gemianic notations on the staff have b e n  labelled as merely "Gothic," 

or provided with more specific designations such as "Ostlandisch'o and 

"Hufhagelschrift." "Hufnageischtifl," translated as 44hobnail-scnpt," is the most unusual 

and distinctive fom of Gothic notation. Its name is owing to the shape of the virga which 

resembles a "hobnail." The numerous styles of Germanic notations generally differ in the 

appearances of ceriain neurne-foms, such as the virga (with or without episema), the pes 

(rounded or not), use of horizontal strokes (puncta plana) instead of points in the 

scandicus, and use of puncta rotunda in the climacus. " Szendrei believes that for the 

whole of Europe, Y.. the variety of notations prevailing in great abundance in the 1 tth 

century did not exist side by side in a state of variegated confusion but rather in a kind of 

order which coincided with the boundaries and the organization of the church 

'~ccording to John A. Emcrson, "By the late tenth centwy, twelve to fifieen distinct famiiies of 
musical notations had developed, each componding to a geographical zone in western Europe." [John A. 
Emerson, s.v. "Plainchant," in The New Gmve Dictianiwy ofMusic and Musicims, vol. 14, ed. by Stanley 
Sadit, (London: Macmillan, 1980), p. 807.1 These include such varied forrns as square, Palaeo-Frankish, 
St. Gall, Old Gcrman, English, French, Breton, Lorraine (fomerly idcntified as Messine), Aquitanian, 
Catalan, Visigothic, Bcnevcntan, and North-cmtral ltalian. 

9Solange Corbin, s-v. "Neumatic notations, IV, 4: Western Europe - Lorraine," in Thc New 
Gmvc Dicbonary of Music and Musicians, vol. 1 3, cd. by Stanley Sadie, (London: Macmillan, 1 98O), 
p. 137. 

'OStcfn Engels's nOstIandi~~he Notation" and Gothic notation foms are closely relatai (and 
scarceiy differentiated). [Engels, pp. 49-50.] 



establishments making use of a given script."12 

At different times in German-speaking regions, the revolutionary staff notation of 

Griido of Arezzo (c. 995-1050) was introduced. Guido bad taken the middle-1taiia.n 

neume foms fmiliar to him and placed them ont0 coloured lines to show specific 

pitches. The obvious advantages of Guido's staff in the written transmission of chant 

melodies prompted its adoption by scribes during the later eleventh and twelflh centuries 

in the majority of European liturgical centres. Although the introduction of the staff into 

most regions of central Europe (i.e.. German-speaking areas) occurred later than in the 

west, owing to either a strong oral tradition, the conservative tendencies of the Gemans. 

or other factors,13 Gennan notators eventually did adopt the fundamental elements of 

Guido's system. In following this notational revolution, however, the German scribes did 

not completely break the continuity of their notational tradition. They apparently refused 

to adopt the new square neurne-foms used by their neighbours to the west; instead, 

Genrüui copyists independently modified their older neurne-forms to represent specific 

pitches on the staff. in this way the ornamental neumes, such as the quilisma, were not 

lost in German sources as tbey were in western regions. Even so, their use in G e m  

sources is still questioned among modem scholars. Alexander Blachly writes, "It is 

equally possible that the retention of the neumatic shapes simply reflects a deep-seated 

conservatism on the part of the German singers: in other aspects, as well, German 

notation is conservative."' 

Since the earlier foms of Germanic notations were neumatic, without a staff. they 

were, therefore, of mnemonic function mithin a continuing oral tradition. This notation is 

not pitch-accurate as it provides only a guide for the direction of the melody (up or down) 

'=Szendrei, "Introduction," pp. 305,308. 

13Some scholars have cxplained the reiuctancc to reform the notation with the notion that German 
neumalic signs were the least suitable for being placed on the staff. See, for example, Stiiblein, SchnfïiId; 
p. 57, and Szcndrci, "Introduction," p. 306. This point has been disputeci. 

''B iacbJy, p 94. Th apppnnt "conservative natute" seen in fhe German chant and maausuipt 
tradition will be discussed M e r  in Chapter Twelvc. 



and the placement of the text with certain neumes. The specific intervallic movements 

within the chant melodies were, therefore, interpreted by the singers according to locai 

traditions. This is an important point with respect to the so-called "Gemanic Melodic 

Tradition," Presumably, dong with the retention of the neume shapes during the 

conversion to pitch-accurate staff notation, the cennuiessld melodic traditions as Sung 

according to local custom in the various liturgical centres were also maintained. Blachly 

writes, "ail types of Gennanic staff notation are used to preserve the Germanic dialect of 

pitches (only rarely the Romanic versions), whereas square notation is used almost 

exclusively for the Romanic dialect."" Blachly provides a rare exarnple of the thirteenth- 

century gradual, London, Bnlish Libraty, Add 27921, which is of German provenance 

notated in German neumes, but transmits the Romanic dialect. A similar case, though 

one that has been remedied with corrections to the pitches of the melodies, cm be found 

in the palimpsest gradual believed to be fiom Klostemeuburg, Graz 807.16 If such a 

notational reform (i.e., staff notation) occurred independently of any controls over the 

chant melodies themselves, younga "German" manuscripts copied in staff notation 

should reflect the versions of the melodies as transrnitted in the adiastematic neumes of 

the older sources. Unforrunately for modem research, the local melodic traditions as 

found in early neumatic sources are dificult to restore in pitch-accurate venions and even 

more onerous to prove if hypothetically reconstnicted. 

The adoption of the staff represented not only a break in the tradition of the 

written transmission of chant melodies, but also a change in the learning process. The 

impact of this change, however, would only have been experienced in monasteries and 

churches which had existed prior to the twelfth cenniry. Many of the newer 

establishments were themselves part of the so-called "Gregorian" liturgical reform, and 

so would have adopted the new notation in their scriptoria as a matter of course. The 

introduction of the staff into chant notation has been recognized as one of the goals of the 

'%lachly, p. 90. 

'% Chapta One. 



"Gregorian" refoms in the regions of southern Gemany, Bavaria, and Austria. Facets of 

the church reform included the development of intellectual life, the promotion of the use 

of written records and lawfulness, the raising of the levels of schools, a rationalization of 

local customs (is, suppressing the Mozarabic nie  in Eavour of the Roman, for example). 

and controlling and improving the liturgical singing tradition;" Guidonian notation was 

favoured for the latter. 

The staff notations introduced into the European scriptoria were susceptible to 

innovation, and local styles with varying degrees of uniqueness developed. In German- 

speaking regions, the earlier notational reforms occurred for the most part in the 

monastenes of the individual religious orders, such as the Carthusians, Cistercians, 

Premonstratensians, and the Camaldolians in Itaiy.'%e notational styles of each of 

these monastic orders has a certain identity (special rubrics, for example), which is not 

found in sources from cathedra1 scriptoria. Taken f i e r ,  a certain type of notation could 

be a representative feature of not only a monastery, but also of a diocese or other religious 

body. In a discussion of Hungarian notations, which dso has relevance to the notations 

of other regions of Europe, Szendrei writes, "So in the 12th century a musical notation 

could become a token of identity for the establishments of the secular churches. that is 

bishoprics, chapters and parishes just as ~ e l l . " ' ~  

Many of the diocesan organizations retained for some time the old neumatic 

notations, with the exception, of course, of the newly-founded or "reformed" houses, such 

as Klostemeuburg. This notational dialect, designated as "Klostemeuburg" notation. was 

modem and revolutionary in its own time, and can be viewed as a typical sign of the 

"Szendrei, "Introduction," p. 308. 

'"'Die gregorianischen Reformen haben die Entwicklung der Schriftlichkeit irn allgemeinen 
gefird a.. . Die neuen, von der gregorianischen Rcformbewegung inspiricrten ûrden (Kamaldulenser, 
Zisterzimser, Pr&nonstratenser) hakm die neue, guidonische Musikschrift kultiviert, und ni ihrer 
Verbrcitung wesentiich beigemgen." [Janka Szendrei, "Beobachtungen an der Notation des Zisterzienser- 
Antiphonan Cod. 1 799.. in der btcmichischm Natimalbibliothek," Snida Mu«Mogka Academiae 
Scienîiwum Hunganganae 27 (1985): p. 273, fh. 4.1 



refortn of the Augustinian monastenes, since stafî notation is not common in south- 

German or Austrian manuscripts as early as the twelfth century. Diocesan scriptona (as 

opposed to monastic ones) did not generally adopt staff notation until at least the 

thirteenth century, and in many places, notators kept copying German n e d c  script 

without a staff as late as the fourteenth centq? For example, Szendrei notes that some 

manuscripts fiom Passau which are fully readable (for melodic variants) date only from 

the end of the Middle ~ges.' '  

"Klostemeuburg" notation is found in sources dating fiom the twelfth to 

fourteenth centuries. It consists of a mixed form of southern Gennan and Lorraine 

neumes on a staff of generally four lines, for which al1 are provided with letter-clefs. The 

use of these clefs is one of the most obvious and distinctive features of this notation." 

The developrnent of the so-called "Klostemeuburg" notational style has been 

traced by several scholars, notably Janka Szendrei and Stefan Engels. Even though St. 

Gall neumes predominated in much of Central Europe during the Middle Ages. it has 

been observed that various foms of "Lorraine" or "Laon" neumes (fomierly identified as 

"Messine") were occasionally adopted in preferencc.') Szendrei has specified that early 

staff notations in German-speaking regions owe much to the influence of Laon neumes. 

and several distinct (and sometimes hybrid) local styles, including that of Klostemeuburg. 

are evident in extant sources.24 Both the relation of Klostemeuburg notation to Laon 

neumes and the apparent "uniqueness" of the notation in sources fiom Klostemeuburg 

were noted by Dom Jacques Froger in his introduction to the facsimile edition of Graz 

'Osmidrei, 'In~oduaion," pp. 3 13-3 14. 

21Szcndrci, 'Introduction," p. 3 14. 

=Sec the itlustrations of portions of folios thmughout the antiphoner descriptions in Chapters 
nYte and Four and the plates of complete folios at the end of this volume. 

Yanka Szendrei "Choralnotationen in Mittelewopa," Sm& M'icoIotca Ad'& 
Scr'atianun Hmgangancac 30 (1 988): p. 437. 



807? The Solesmes school also identifies Klostemeuburg neumes as a variation of Laon 

form~.'~ 

In her enumemtion of Laon features in "Klosterneuburg" notation, Szendrei 

includes the axis of notation which rises obliquely and descends vertically, the lack of 

differentiation between virga and punctum (both of which include a small stem to the left 

of the notehead), the fom of the pes in which the higher note always tums to the right 

(see Plate 6, third text line, over "-pi-" of "concipitur"), and the cephalicus which 

resembles the Arabic nurnber "9" (see Plate 6, eighth text line, over "con-" of "contra"). 

As for the pointed Klosterneuburg clivis (see Plate 6, third text line, over "ma-" of 

"marie"), it seems to Szendrei to derive rather fiom south-German than Laon neumes." 

In a detailed description of the individual neume forms, Engels adds that the pes appears 

with an open, semi-circle base, the clivis employs a downward stroke with a rounded 

base, and the scandicus occurs in multiple fom~s.~' Other newne-forms adopted from 

German neumatic notation rather than Laon include, for example, the strophici pressus, 

pes quassus oriscus, liquescences and occasionally the ~irga.'~ The oddly-shaped 

"Klostemeuburg" quilisma has been remarked upon by a number of scholars. 

The F- and C-lines of the staff are coloured red and yellow after Guidonian rules; 

"Froger emphatically restates his earlier comment, "Il existe donc bien une <<notation de 
Klosterneuburg>>, qui constitue une famille distincte parmi les notations du type <<messin>> dans les 
pays germaniques." [Froger, p. 3Y.1  

2h'N~tation masine de îüonemeubwg sur lignes à la pointe seche." The Monks of Solesmes, Le 
pufucf rvmal.D_ vol. il, p. 53. 

='"Die KIostemeubwgctAfo&mon ... kt mit den loduingischcn Notationen durch die 
Schriftrichtung (SC- aufstcigend und senkrccht abwartssteigend), dm Mange1 an Differenzienuig der 
sylîabischcn Grundneurne (cine Abwandlung des Mc- Tractulus), die form des Pes (die nveite Note 
befindct sich imma rechts vom Sticl), den Scandicus und Climacus sowie durch den Ccphalicus (der die 
Form cher arabischen Ziffcr 'neun' hat) vcrbunden. Die ' spitzige' Klostmicuburger Clivis, die sic h aus 
der Clivis der siiddcutschcn Nemenschri A unter dem Ein fld der Metzcr Schreibweise lokal ausbildete, 
kann dagtgcn aus dcm Zcichcnkstand der klassischen Metzcr Notationcn nicht abgeleitet werden." 
[Szcndrci, "Linienschri ha," pp. 1 8-10.] 

3pndrei, "ChoraInotation als Idcntitatsausdnicic," p. 149. 



these lines cm also be added in-between if F or C fdls in a space. It is interesting to find 

such strict compliance to Guido's system in sources dating from as late as the fourteenth 

century. Szendrei traces this tendency more to German rather than Lotharingian 

scripto~ia.~~ The= is no use of custos at the end of the line, and the b rnn~rdwlf is 

generally in effect for entire lines, with a few exceptions." 

Despite the large number of sources which display "Klostemeuburg" notation. 

most of which reside in the Klosterneuburg library, Engels can only reliably prove that 

four codices were, in fact, written for Klostemeuburg: these are the fourteenth-century 

sources CCl. 999 (Hymnary), CCl. 1000 (Hymnary for the Frauenkloster), CCl. 995 

(Processional), and CCl. 588 (Graduai-Seq~entiary).~' The differences of opinion among 

scholars over the provenance of selected sources which display the notation identified as 

"Klostemeuburg" is owed primarily to the multiple occurrences of this notation in 

manuscript firagments fiom liturgical centres outside of Klostemeuburg. Scholars 

proposing an origin outside of Klostemeuburg believe that, since examples fiom other 

regions (primarily areas in southem Gerrnany) show so-called "Klostemeuburg" features, 

this notational style cannot be tied exclusively to that monastery. Szendrei, for example, 

adrnits that the famous "Klosterneuburg" notation probably did not originate at 

~lostemeuburg.~~ Although the possibility exists that a scriptorium did not exist at al1 at 

Klostemeuburg but was located in another centre, it is probable that a scriptorium was 

first established somewhere else, and was later moved to Klosterneuburg. Such a theory 

has been put forward by both Engels and Flotzinger of a centraiized scriptorium, perhaps 

begun at St. Nikola in Passau and later moved to Klostemeuburg, serving reformed 

Augustinian houses in the area of the Diocese of Passau. If îhis could be proven, it would 

30Sztn&ei, "Linienschri&n," p. 20.. 

"Engels, p. 4 1. 

%gels, p. 44. 

'3Szcndrcii "Chorainotation ds Identitfltsausdnick," p. 1 50. 



explain both the survival of certain documents at Klostemeuburg and the dissemination in 

other areas of manuscript fragments displaying the so-called "Klostemeuburg" notational 

style, as descnbed by several scholars including Stableh~,~ Froger:' en gel^,'^ and 

The examples found to date of sources fiom outside the monastery of 

Klostemeuburg which display features of the so-called "Klostemeuburg notation" are: 

Miiocbeq Bayensche StaatsbibIiotheek, C h  9921, a twelflh-century compendium- 
type teaching manuscript fiom Ottobeuren, Benedictine use, with 
bWosterneuburg" notation on ff. 1 and 54-5738 
Win>. t%tmichiscche N~shonafbibiiothek, Cod 573, a twelfb-century manuscript 
fiom St. Ulrich and f f i  in Augsburg, with "Klostemeuburg" notation K 19-25. 
These folios contain an Office for Udalncus following the monastic cursus.'9 
München, Bayenkche Staa&bibJiothek, C h  2202.5 a twelfth-century antiphoner 
from Wessobrunn in the diocese of Augsburg, Benedictine use, with 
"Klosterneuburg" notation on the flyleaves40 
Wolfenbiittei 4641 (ohm G d  lat. a" 334), an eleventh-cenniry theoretical 
manuscript fiom Augsburg 
K'lsnrlie, Lmdesbibiiothek Cd. &gm. 53L 
Augsbug Ordr'nan'atsbibIiothek 13/21 
a fragment fiom the Stiftsarchivs Reichersberg of an Antiphoner with sections of 
the Christmas Of'fïce and that for John the Evangelist4' 
Stuitgan', WWumembergische Landesbibliothek, Cod. &fia. 53 
the covering leaves of Salzbwg, Stifisbibiiothek St Peteq a 124, a twel fth-century 

3JStablein mentions merely that there are a number of fragments displaying this notation in 
Austrian and south-German libraries but does not identifl particular manuscripts where a similar style of 
notation to that identified as "Klostemeuburg" is found. He writes, "... und eine Anzahl von Fragmenten 
osterreichischer und siiddeutscher Bibliotheken." [Stablein, MMMA 1 ,  p. 565.1 

35 Froger, p. 34.. 

36Engels, 'Pic Notation," pp. 43-44. 

"Slrndrei ,  b'Introduction," p. 3 15, ni. 35; Szmdrei, 4bLinienschrifh," pp. 18 (m. 8), 19,2 1 
(h. 1 9 ,  and 23. 

%c the facsimile off. 54' in Szcndrei, "Linienschriften," p. 19. 

39See the facsimile cf f. îîv in Szendrei, "Linienschrifien," p. 19. 



antiphoner 
Karisslue, BBasche LandesbibJiothek, Augieosis LLX, the palimpsest antiphoner 
whose original notation, which dates !tom the twelfth century, was scraped off 
and replaced with Gothic notation? The appearance of the original notation is 
more like German neumes than the "Klostemeuburg" form, but there are similar 
elements, such as the pointed 4bKlostemeuburg" clivis and the cephalicus." 

None of the above sources displays identical notation to that found in the three 

early antiphoners CCl. 101 0, 101 2, and 101 3, a fact recognized by F r ~ g e r , ~  but there are 

striking similarities. For exarnple, the four-letter clefs are distinctive, and some of the 

neume-foms have been identified as the mixed German-Lorraine type used in the 

Klostemeuburg sources. The characteristic clefs are also found in Miinchen, Bayensche 

StaatsbibIiotbek; CIm 23037, a twelflh-century noted breviary fiom Priifening. However. 

this Benedictine manuscript was copied with Geman neumes rather than those of the 

"Klostemeuburg" type,'%nd so, is not included in the above list. 

Many of the !hgments listed above have been discussed in the literature, though 

questions concerning the provenance of these sources and their relationship to the extant 

sources with similar notation in the Klostemeuburg library have troubled scholars for 

many years. Szendrei writes, for exarnple, 

In Klostemeuburg a whole series of liturgical Song books written in this 
reformed notation swive  frorn the 1 21h century and this notation 
continued to predominate up to the end of the 141h century. Literature does 
not provide, however, any information on where the other contemporary 
remnants of the sarne notation originating not in Klosterneuburg were 
made? 

These relics, which are fragments for the most part, are generally monastic sources (some 

4 2 S ~  the description of ihis source in Chaptcr Tm 

"Sec the facsimile off.  267 in Szendrei, "Liniensduiften," p. 24, and the text on pp. 26-27. 

""Si l'on compare ces 3 mss [Wolfenbüttel464 1, Karlsruhe Aug. LX, and Milnchen 99211 a ceus 
de Klostcmeuburg, on constate qu'aucun d'eux n'a tout à fait la même notation." [Froger, p. 34+.] 

''Sec the facshile off. 240' in Szendrei, 'ZinienschriRen~ p. 23. 

"Smdreii, "Introduction," p. 3 15. 



Benedictine) fiom the region of Augsburg's episcopate. No complete book displaying 

this notation is known outside of Klostemeuburg. As some of these examples are from 

theoretical tracts, at least these must have been prepared in scriptoria where music theory 

was cdtivaîed on a high level. Szedrei, for instance, believes, "-. that the notation 

called Kiostemeuburgian evolved in a group of the Bavarian Benedictine monasteries 

much interested in music theory in the fust half of the 12th ~entury."~ Szendrei suggests 

that the location of the original scnptonum may have been in Bavaria or presentday 

Switzerland rather than ~ u s t n a , ~ ~  but also confhns that this notation was used, at least 

for a time, at Klosterneuburg: "... it is established with certainty that this notation was 

applied in the monastery of the Augustine Canons of Klostemeuburg which, being 

considered as the chancellery of the niling prince, was a cultural centre of particular 

importance in the 12th c e n t ~ r y . ' ~ ~  

Conceming the provenance of the sources containing this notation, it is certain 

that Graz 807 originated from an Augustinian monastery, probably within the Diocese of 

Passau. The art historian Eva Maria Buxbaum proposes Reichmberg, Ranshofen and 

Klostemeuburg as possibilities, based on relationships between the different styles of 

text, particularly in the initiais?" Flotzinger believes that this manuscript, together with 

Wien, &eteeichisches Natioaalbibliothek, 13314 and CCl. 1 01 0, 10 12 and 1 0 1 3 were 

copied at St. Nikola in Passau," but Szendrei does not fmd his arguments con~incing.~' 

There may be some weight to Szendrei's criticism of this Passau theory, for Rudolf 

Wolfgang Schmidt made a cornparison between the Klosterneuburg books and the missal. 

"Szendrci, "Introduction," p. 3 1 S. 

49Szendrei, "introduction," pp. 3 14-3 15. 

%a Maria Buxbaum, "Neue Fonchungscrgebnisse ni einern musikhistorischen Schlüsselwerk 
aus der Romank," in falvbuch des o&eMmi&hchm M 1 1 s ~ ~ i n c s  137 (1 992): p. 4 1. 

Flotzinger, "Zu Hech&" pp. 57-80, and Chapter Six. 



München, Bayenkche Staatsbiblioliek, 23057, dated 1 3 10 and certainly fiom St. Ni kola 

in Passau, and found great clifferences? Schmidt instead suggests that the 

Klostemeuburg sources have a closer connection to Reichersberg. Unfortunately, there 

are no manuscripts fiom lhis b p e r i o d  presuved fiom Reichersberg with which to 

make a similar compari~on.~ 

Since "Klostemeuburg" notation is not a pure Laon form of notation, but rather a 

script that is denved from Lotharingian (Le., Laon) neumes with some elements of 

German notation," and since many of the southem German Benedictine monasteries 

retained their stafliess neumatic notation later than the twelfth century, there rernains the 

question of who the notational reformers actually were. Wolfgang Irtenkauf has hinted at 

the Hirsau ~ongregation,~~ but Szendrei doubts this owing to the Einsiedeln-type of 

notation in many sources d e r  than that of Klo~terneuburg.~~ One also wonden about 

the connection between the Bavarian Benedictines and the Klostemeuburgian 

Augustinians, and whether an international relationship was sustained owing either to 

their tendencies for modemization or, perhaps, the close political ties of the monastery 

with the Klostemeuburg ducal residence. 

A new and convincing hypothesis is offered by Engels, which takes these 

dificulties into account. Although the idea is not new that there was a centralized 

scnptorium in the Diocese of Passau whose task it was to provide for al1 the newly- 

reforrned monasteries new and specific manuscripts which corresponded to their 

respective local traditions, Engels links the Benedictine influences, the connection with 

"Rudolf Wolfgang Schmidt, "Die Frage nach der Herkunfl des Cod. Vhdob. palat. 133 14 und die 
Problematik seines Sequ~pcrtoircs," lalirbuch dcs Sbch& KIastmeubutg NX 12 (1983): p. 49. 

'*Die Schrift ist von der Lothringischen Notation abgekitet, enthalt aber auch Elemente der 
Deutschen Notation." [Engels, p. 40.1 

*Wolfgdng ktcnkauf, "BeMge nu Einfihning d a  Liniennotation ùn süd-west-deutschen 
Sprachraum um 1200," Acta MusicoIogia XXXll(1960): pp. 33-39. 



Passau, and the occurrences of f'ragments with "Klosterneuburg" notation in southem 

Germany al1 to Klostemeuburg through the eventful life of Hartmann von Brixen." 

Hartmann was the first Provost of the monastery of St. Nikola in Passau. After 

workuig for a time as the court chaplain to Rudoif von Rheidklden, he entered into the 

(soon-to-be) Benedictine monastery of St. Blasien in the Schwmald,  where he became 

Provost. Later, he refonned the Benedictine monastery at Gott~eig,'~ and for a time he 

was the Abbot of St. Ulrich and A h  in Augsburg, and then at St. Lambrecht in 

Steiennark, Mer that, he retumed to St. Nikola for a time, became Provost in 1 122 of 

the newly-ordered monastery of Augustinian canons at the cathedra1 in Salzburg, and in 

1 13 1 became Provost of Herrencheimsee before reforming Klostemeuburg in 1 133. In 

1 140, he was named Bishop of Brixen. 

In the course of his work and travels throughout southem Germany and Austria. 

Hartmann most certainly became farniliar with staff notation in the reformed Brnedictine 

monasteries. A cornparison of the biography of Hartmann with the origin-places of the 

fragmentary manuscript sources listed above (Le, those with the "Klostemeuburg" type 

of notation from outside of Klostemeuburg) shows much agreement. In addition, 

Hartmann would have been knowledgeable about Geman neume-foms, from which the 

"Klostemeuburg" mixed German-Lorraine notation is partly derived. Engels proposes 

that the location for this centralized scriptorium which produced manuscripts of differing 

chant traditions for use in monasteries in other areas could originally have been St. Nikola 

before the move to Klostemeuburg. He suggests the scriptorium siayed at 

Klostemeuburg even after Hartmann was named Bishop of ~ r i x e n . ~  

Although Engels's theory explains a great deal about both the style and 

development of "Klosterneuburgy' notation and its possible originating scriptorium, this 

quandary is not completely solved. We are still lefi to wonder why, if Hartmann gained 

"Engels, p. 47. 



some of his notational experience in the liturgical centres outside of Klosterneuburg 

where the fragments listed above now survive, why, indeed, are there only Fragments? It 

seems d ike ly  that an earlier or even contemporary notation similar to the 

"Klostemuburg" styie developed at another centre and then petereà out so quickly that 

there is little evidence remaining. If, on the other haad, Klosterneuburg was a central 

scriptorium empowered with the task of producing liturgical books for other monasteries, 

why are at l es t  fragments showing this notation not found at al1 other reformed 

monasteries? Engels also raises the issue of the seven extant hymnaries in the 

Klosterneuburg library; these carry the shelf numbers CCl. 996, lOO3,lOOl, 1000,997. 

999, and 1004 and have been described by StableinO6' Engels asks, why were so many 

hymnaries copied for a single monastery, ami, moreover, in different melodic  tradition^?^' 

Three of the hymnaries tend to follow the Rornanic, or west-Frankish, ~ersion.~' Even 

taking into account the nature of the double house at Klostemeuburg, this large number of 

manuscripts, some showing different traditions, suggests that the role of the originating 

scriptorium was that of a workshop to producr multiple copies of manuscripts. Why 

these books were not delivered (i.e., why they have remained at Klosterneuburg) is also a 

mystery. 

Much of the eatlier research on the form of German neumes identified as 

"Klosterneuburg resulted fiom the publication of the facsimile of Graz 807 in the 

Paiéognphie musicale series. Many scholars who have dealt with the "Germanic 

Melodic Tradition," including Smits van Waesberghe, Ebei, Sowa, Sidler, and Stiiblein, 

have written on some aspect of Germanic notations in general. With the recent work of 

Szendrei and Engels, grrat research strides have been made into the field of the so-called 

"Klosterneuburg notation." However, several scholars have commenteci on the state of 

61Stablein, MMMA 1, pp. 565-567. 

*Warum a k r  sollten fùr c h  eiruiges Klona so viele Hyrnnare geschrieben wordm sein, und 
noch dani in verschiedenen melodischen Fassungen?" [Engels, p. 46.1 



research into Gemanic notations, the heading under which "Klostemeuburg notation" 

falls. In his 1993 handbook of western plainchant, David Hiley States, "Much work 

remains to be done on the regional varieties of Eastern notation. In particular, the 

situation in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland remah to be clarifidYXJ Several years 

earlier, and prior to many of her own publications on this subject, Szendrei wrote. "... it is 
very astonishing to realize how little research into the circumstances and the history of the 

southem Geman notational refonn has been done."' Even as recently as 1996, Engels 

has admitted that the study of this type of notation is far from c~ncluded .~  

It is well understood, for example, that the adaptation of various German neume 

foms to the staff did not take place without alterations. However, within the mixed 

notations that resulted, Szencirei complains in her 1986 article that some of the neume 

foms had not yet been narnedP7 Notational maps which have k e n  constructed in several 

important studies on chant notation do not show changes in time dong with geographical 

b~undaries.~' In addition, these maps usually end at the Vienna-Prague line. The article 

on neumatic notations in the New Gmve Dictionary ofMusic and Musiciian, on the other 

hand, does not even include a map for the regions of present-day Gennany, Austria. or 

areas M e r  e a d 9  Since there has been a great deal of debate in the last few decades 

over the issues of Germanic notations, the determination or confirmation of any "family" 

relationships arnong manuscripts from German-speaking lands. "im deutschen 

Sprachraum," will be particularly important. 

"Szendrei, "Introduction," p. 3 13 

"Die Untersuchung dieser Schrift ist aber ki weitcm noch nicht abgeschlossen." [Engels, 
p. 48.1 

67Srendrei, "Introduction," p. 306. 

%ee, for exarnple, Dom Gregon M. Sufiol, h&vduccio a /a Pa/eo@a Musicd Gkprima 
(Barcelona: Abadia de Montserrat, 1925), and The Mo& of Solesmes, Le&raduelmma& vol. II. 

69Corbin, S.V. "Nematic Notations, 1-IV," in Tae N m  Gmve Dic~onay of Music andM~~~icims, 
cited above. 



With respect to "Klosterneuburg" notation, the possibility of eastern influence is 

of great importance and must not be disregarded. Although Klostemeuburg and Viema 

are within the eastern border of the region usually studied, a stmng manuscript tradition 

was dive in regions f i d e r  to the east of the political boundary. Althougb beyond the 

t irne-he of this study, the war against the Turks and their siege of Vienna (and 

Klostemeuburg) in 1683 attests to the proximity of foreign peoples, and, thus, foreign 

influences. Several scholars have suggested that some of the manuscripts now attributed 

to Klosterneuburg were written by "outsf-town" copyists or foreign scribes, who brought 

with them their local chant and script traditions and, in tum, influenced the scribes at 

Klostemeuburg?' It is well known that the Augustinian canons at Klosterneuburg had 

many contacts in the later Middle Ages; it is certain that at least some of these "foreign" 

influences on the local scribes resulted in the mixed notational forms apparent in the 

extant manuscripts. According to Engels, the scribes from eastem parts of Europe were 

particularly influentiai, resulting in a mix of Gothic with Eastem-European notations; this 

is the source for Engels's "Ostl$indische Notation.'"' Engels credits the eastem influence 

to an upnün in manuscript production in Bohemia during the second half of the 

fourteenth century, as well as to the many Catholic Bohemians (some of whom were 

monks) who fled to Austria through the Hussite wars." This event dates from a later 

penod than the antiphoners under investigation here; even so, it may be helpful in 

determining the direction that "Klostemeuburg" notation took in the fifieenth and 

sixteenth centuries. 

THE NOTATION iN THE SURVIVING SOURCES 

A cornparison of the general amibutes of the notation found in the eight extant 

antiphonen dating before 1400 in the Klostemeuburg library reveais three distinct 

'OEngels, p. 49, and Lipphardt, "Studicn zur Musikpflege," p. 23. 

"Engels, p. 49. 

=Engels, p. 50. 



versions of "Klostemeuburg" notation. These styles each appear, at first glance, to 

correspond to subsequent temporal periods, like stages in an evolution fiom narrow, 

staffless, "accent" neumes to more typically "Gothic" figures. Numerous hands 

contributed to the production of these eight antiphoners. In the following summary of the 

three notational styles, changes in hands using simifmsryles are not of consequence and 

have not k e n  noted. It is the mixing of the notational stages within individual 

manuscnpts and the ensuing implications concerning the copying of these mmusctipts 

and the environment of the onginating scnptorium that are of primary importance here. 

NOTATION "A" 

In the older antiphoners, those dated to the twelfth cenniry, the notation is 

cornprised of the mixed form of Geman-lorraine neumes described by Szendrei and 

Engels. The neumes found in CCl. 10 10, 1012, and CCI. 101 3 are typical of that 

identified as "Klostemeuburg" notation. These neumes have been drawn with a fine, 

narrow stroke, presumably with a small nib. The narrow, oblong-shaped noteheads of 

single neurnes (without differentiation between puncta and virgae) resemble puncta plana 

as they are only marginally thicker than their preceding caudae (see Plates 1-7). The axis 

of notation is quite slanted upwards to the right for both single neumes and the ascending 

portion of multiple neume groupings. The neume groupings of descending pitch are 

drawn with a nearly vertical ductus. A rounded, upward, cursive stroke connects the 

caudae to their noteheads; o f h ,  a thin cauda is longer than the width of its adjoining 

punctum. Referring to the antiphonen CCl. 10 1 O, 1012, and 10 13, Froger stares that this 

early form of the notation is the most pure of those used at Klo~temeuburg.~ 

It is supposed by many scholars that CCl. 10 10,lO 12, and 1 0 1 3 were probably 

written in the same scriptorium, and perhaps by the same scnbe who copied the gradua1 

n'bla forme la plus pure de h notation sur lignes pratiquée a Klostemeuburg est bien entendu 
celle que l'on trouve dans les mss les plus ancien..,". Fmget, p. 3 P . J  



Graz 807." In her examination of the four sources Graz 807, CCl. 10 10, 1 0 1 2, and 1 0 1 3 

for the introduction to the facsimile edition of Graz 807, Maria Mairold formed this 

conclu~ion?~ Pius Fank also examined these manuscripts for Dom Jacques Froger, and 

deched uist Graz 807 was copied by the same scribe as CCl. 10 12 and 10 13." 

According to Stilblein, the hymnary CCI. 1000 also contains the sarne notation as found 

in the antiphoners." 

NOTATION "B" 

An obviously related yet visibly different form of notation occurs in CCl. 589, 

1 0 1 5, 1 0 1 8, 1 0 1 1 in the second portion only, and 1 0 1 0 in the marginal additions of 

differentiae on ff. 97", 98"'. This notation reveals more substantial, thicker noteheads 

than those of the "A" notational style (see Plates 10, 12-1 7, and 20). Long caudae still 

precede the neumes. The noteheads have also retained their curved top edges and round 

aspect, and are still oblong in appearance like those in the "A" group. The axis of 

notation still tises on an upwards slant to the right, and descends vertically. A thicker 

cursive stroke joins the pitches of multiple neume groupings, though the stroke is not as 

heavy as in the "C" notational style, descrîbed below. 

NOTATION "c" 

The third distinct form of "Klostemeuburg" notation can be seen in the first 

portion of CCl. 10 1 1, the main body of CCl. 10 17, and in the insertion of Invitatory 

Tones in CCl. 101 8 (see Plates 18, 1 1, and Illustration 7). The noteheads in this "C" 

style, are square (rhombic, actually, owing to the slanted axis of notation) and have been 

"Sec the faaimile edition, cited above, as well as Plate 66 in Siablein, SclirttbiI4 pp. 192- 193. 
h the accompanying description, Stablein demonstrates occumnces of the Gerrnanic melodic tradition 
within the gradual. 

"Fmger, in the letter h m  Maria Mairold dated 17 May 1973, p. 38'. 

"Froger, in the 1- fiom Pius Fank daîed 19 May 1973, p. 38'. 

"Wbiein, MMMA 1, p. 565. 



drawn with a thick nib. The caudae, on the other hand, are emmely  thin, and are much 

shorter than in the notational styles labelled here as "A" and "B." The angular stroke of 

the larger pen nib has resulted in a pointed tip for the puncta and a generally more-angular 

aspect than that of styles "A" or "B-" While the ascending axis of notation slants low, the 

"nearly-vertical" ductus of the descending pitches in multiple neume groupings of style 

"A" is here an absolute vertical drop; the pitches are clearly aligned on top of one 

another. Engels has staied thaf during the fourieenth centuty, the thickness of the signs 

was cultivated to rhombus and square?%e Gothic tendencies expected in these later 

sources79 are provided by a heavier pen stroke which gives a firm, unbroken inking. 

It seems plausible to assume that these three notational styles follow one another 

chronologically as they progress fiom the shapes of German stamess neumes to Gothic 

notation; it is generally accepted that the then-cornmon Gothic notation was adopted in 

scriptoria during the fourteenth century. This later style of notation certainly 

predominates in Klostemeuburg manuscripts fiom the fifieenth and sixteenth centuries; 

its use is particularly obvious in manuscripts of the Chorfiauen, such as CCl. 1 O05 (a 

fifieenth-century processional with German mbrics), CCI. 96 1 (a fifteenthsentury 

missal), and CCI. 973 (fifieenth-century varia, a compilation volume). This later notation 

is normally on four red lines with several clefs. Engels notes that exceptions do occur, as 

in CCI. 1005 where five black lines are used for the staff in the second part, with a letter- 

clef provided for each line? 

'' "Ab dem 14. Jh. werden die Verdickungen der Zeichen immer mehr ni Rhomben und 
Quadratcn ausgebildet." [Engels, p. 4 1 .] 

Wiley observes, "... fiom the thinmnh c m ,  ncarly al1 notations of the Gmm Empire, i.e. 
much Lorraine tmitory, wcre affectcd by a change to what is known as 'Gothic' notation." This was 
caused by the use of a thick, squaronibbed pen which favoured strict horizontals, diagonals, and verticais 
ovcr c m  and other delicate designs. [David Hiley, S.V. "Notation, III, 1 : Western, plainchant," in 7ne 
Ncw Gmw Dic~'0nat-y ofMisic andMusiaàns, vol 13, ed. by Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 
p. 347. See also Solange Corbin, Rie Neumen, Palaeographie der Musik, Band 1, Fasz3 (K81n: Arno VoIk 
Verlag, 1977) and Sufiol, pp. 153-154 and 238-239.1 



There are inconsistencies, however, in the "evolutionaryy' claim to these versions 

of "Klosterneuburg" notation: there is an unexpected intermingling of notational styles 

in some sources. The most interesting contradiction to a chronologicd arrangement of 

"Klosterneuburg" notational styles 4 B, and C within the Klostemeuburg antiphoners 

dating More 1400, an occurrence that has not been explained in the literature to date, is 

the appeanuice in CCl. 101 7 of both notations "A" and "C" side by side." The majority 

of the notation in CCl. 101 7 appears stylistically similar to that found in manuscnpts 

displaying style "C." However, on ff. 72', 73', and 73', beginning midchant in a transfer 

of styles over unbroken text, the neumes appear like those of the "A" style, that of the 

supposedly older antiphoners. The scribal hand which copied the three folio sides in 

notational style "A" in CCI. 101 7 was experienced and well practiced in that style of 

notation, unlike the scribes who copied miscellaneous chants at the end of CCI. 101 5 .  

That the secondary hand in CCl. 101 7 appears similar to the notational style of the 

antiphoners and gradua1 àated a century earlier seems to be incongruous; it suggests thai 

this manuscript was either copied during a transitional period in the scriptorium, or that 

two completely different styles of notation were cultivated around the same time and used 

interchangeably. 

The occurrence in CCl. 101 7 of notational style "A" brings into question the 

accuracy of dating the Klosterneuburg manuscript sources based on notational styles. Are 

the so-dated twelfth-century books as old as the founding of the monastery, or might they 

date fiom after the great fire in the early fourteenth century" and merely preserve a more 

conservative notational style, the evidence of which appears on three folio sides of the 

later-dated antiphoner CCI. 101 7? As tempting as it might be to suggest a later date for 

the antiphoners with "A"-style notation based on the occurrence of this same style in CCI. 

1017* it shouid also be noted that the style of the text in CCI. 1010,1012, and 1013 is 

much different than that of CCl. 10 1 7. The Carolingian minuscule in CCl. 10 1 O, 10 12, 

"See the manuscript description in Chapter Four. 

"Sec note 13 of Chapter Six. 



and 10 13 is surely a feature to be dated earlier than the Gothic text found in CCl. 10 17. 

As might happen in any medieval scriptorium, it is not surprising that the 

occurrence of more than one scribal hand is not limited to CCl. 101 7. Engels has 

observed the variety of hands which occurs in some of the manuscripts said to be from 

Klostemeuburg, and has suggested that there was no uniform tendency about the 

notation-school in the Klostemeuburg scnptori~m.~~ Although Engels concludes that the 

antiphoners CC!. 589, 10 10, 10 12/10 13, and 10 l7/lOl8 were not intended for 

Klosterneuburg owing to the fact that they do not contain the Ordinary chants of 

Klostemeuburg as documented since 1325 in the ordinals CCI. 121 3 (dated to 1325 and 

copied for Deacon PerchtoldM) and CCl. 1014 (c. l5OO)," Franz Karl PraBl argues that a 

lack of concordance among sources does not necessarily imply an origin outside of 

Klostemeuburg. PraJ3l believes that in the Klostemeuburg monastery, there were two 

notational traditions side-by-side: the men used stamess Gennan neumes, and the 

women used a fom of "Messine" notation on staff lines which really represented a mixed 

form between German and Laon neumes.16 Taken one step M e r ,  if the Klostemeuburg 

scriptoria copied in different notational styles for each side of its house, one could suggesr 

that the contents of the manuscripts for each side of the house could also have differed 

slightly. Presumably, if such a workshop served canonical houses within the entire 

Diocese of Passau, the copyists would have been familiar with numerous different local 

traditions and been capable of reproducing independent books. If Pral3l's theory of two 

"Engels, p. 39. 

%tefan Engels, "Studien mr mittelalterlichen Liturgie im Stift Klostemeuburg," Heiliger Dièrtsr 3 
(1 996): p. 1 û2. 

'?.. sic sind aus diescm G M ~  nicht Klostemeubwg zuzuordnen." [Engels, "Studien," p. 187.1 
In anothcr publication, Engels suggests, bas4 on the liturgy containeci in the antiphoners, that the 
"Klosterneuburg" antiphoncrs originate from an earlier time, likewise as the fiagrncnted sources from 
outside Klosterneuburg originated. pngels, "Die Notation," p. 44.) 

Y m  Stift Klostemeubwg gab es nebenehander zwci Notationstraditionen: die Chorherren 
verwendeten linienlose ûeutsche Neunien, die Chorfiauen j edoch die ' Metzer Notation' au f Linien, die 
eigentlich einen Mischtypus mischen Deutschen (a. Strophici) und Metzer (zB. Unicinus) Neurnen 
dantellLw CpraBl, p. 1 1 .] 



scriptoria (or at least two different but concurrent notational styles) at Klostemeuburg is 

accurate, it could explain the bnef occurrences of appreciably different hands in the 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners, such as the bnef appearance of notational style "A" in the 

predominantly "C'-style CCL 1 O1 7. 

Admittedly, the differences between notational styles "B" and "C", which both 

show Gothic tendencies, could be explained merely as the individual characteristics of 

certain scribes. There is no way to prove, for example. that the insertion of Invitatory 

Tones in CCl. 101 8 in style "C" dates fiom a period later than the main body of the 

manuscript, copied in style "B," or that the first and last portions of CCI. 101 1, with their 

mixture of "Klosterneuburg" and Gothic notations, date from different tirne~.~' With 

respect to variants in copying, Engels makes an interesting observation about the rituale 

now known as CCl. 628 (168 parchment leaves, measuring 330 x 240 mm): based on 

two passages in the volume where the sarne melody has been written by different scribes, 

one can see that the use of neumes is not identical, but the sarne melody is expressed. 

This shows that the scribes did not follow a written model, but relied on hearing and 

memory to record the chants." It appears that the characteristic most representative of the 

Klostemeuburg scriptonum was an open-mindedness and ready acceptance of new ideas. 

"Engels admits that the contents of CCl. 101 1 cause difficulties in its placement within the chanr 
tradition at Klostenieuburg. Fngels, "Die Notation," p. 52.1 

'"'Dies belegt einmal mehr, dn8 die Neumatorui in diesu Zeit meist nicht nach einer Vorlage 
gearbcitet habm, sondm nach d m  Gehor bzw. d m  GedPchtnirn mgels, "Die Notation," p. 38.1 



1. THE f ROVENANCE OF THE C ' K ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ U B U R G "  SOURCES 

Although studies of the notation used in manuscripts to record chant melodies can 

often elucidate issues of manuscript provenance, there has been a lively exchange in 

recent scholarship conceming the places of origin, the intended applications, and the 

actual uses of the wide repertory of neumed chant-manuscripts both preserved in the 

library at Klostemeuburg or thought to have originated in that monastery. The 

provenance of selected manuscripts, including that of the eight earliest antiphoners has 

been debated at length in the literature. The great variety of opinions can be seen, for 

instance, in the theones put forward concerning the Gradual-Sequentiary-Sacrarnentary 

now in Wien, Osterreichischen Nationalbibliothek as Codex 1 33 1 4 (German neumes. 2 19 

parchment folios, 187 x 130 mm). This manuscnpt has been placed by various scholars 

in Passau,' Seckau,' St. Floriaq3 Reichersberg, and Suben, in addition to 

Klostemeuburg.' 

In his engaging shidy of the so-called "Klostemeuburg" notaiional style, Stefan 

Engels a h i t s  that the surviving manuscripts provide a somewhat conhsing picture for 

' ~ n  origin in the church of St. Nikola in Passau has been suggested by Flotzinger in the article. 
"Zu Herkunft," pp. 57-80. 

'Walther Lipphardt places this manuscript Ui Seckau in the article, "Musik in den Osterreichischen 
Klostern," p. 55, but had located it both at Suben and Reichersberg in earlier publications. It is known that 
Klostemeuburg maintained close connections with Reichersberg, but liturgical manuscripts from the 
Middle Agcs do not survive fiom therc, so, unforn~rattly, no cornparisons can be made between these two 
centres. Set Engels, "Die Notation," p. 35. 

'Seckau or St Florian w m  pposed in îht AnalCCpl H'ii as CM by Engels, 'Die 
Notation," p. 35. 

'Klostemeuburg is the origin for this manuscript according to Schimdt, p. 55, and Franz Karl 
Prdl, "Psallat Ecclesia Mater. Studien ni Repcrtoin und Verwmdung von Sequenzen in der Liturgie 
bmeichischer Augustinerchorhemn vom 12. bis zum 16. Jahmundcrt" (Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Graz, 1987), pp. 257-259, and 357-363. 



researchen.' The oldest nemned manuscript which the library possesses is the soîalled 

"Prayerbook" of Leopold, CCl. 987, dated to the eleventh cenhuy (Le., prior to the 

establishment of the Klosterneuburg monastery). CCl. 987 has 204 parchment leaves 

measuring 270 x 200 mm and contains a psalter and the Office for the Dead whose chants 

have been notated with German neumes. The notation for the Office, in a style which 

corresponds to that found in eleventh-century manuscripts fiom southem or middie 

Germany, has added rhythrnic signs similar to those found in the early notated sources 

fiom St. Gall and Einsiedeln. Although Engels admits that the ongin of this manuscript 

is unclear; he supposes, on the basis of the old High-German dialect in the prayers of the 

last leaf, that Agnes brought this psalter with her into the rnarriage to Leopold III, since 

the dialect suggests that the book originated in the area around Hildesheim.' In addition. 

the rhythmic indications in the notation, though not as numerous or wide-reaching as 

those in the Hartker antiphoner, for exarnple, do not generally appear in rnanuscripts of 

lower ~ustria.' The oldest neumed manuscript whose ongin at Klosterneuburg has been 

securely placed is the Gradual-Sequentiary-Sacramentary CCI. 73 (204 parchment folios. 

measuring 380 x 275 mm), dating from the end of the thirteenth century. Engels has 

confimed that the four music scribes who contnbuted to this volume also copied other 

manuscnpts which are now housed at Klostemeuburg and believed to have originated 

there, including CCl. 40, CCl. 628, and another fragment.9 

In his appraisal of the other extant Klostemeuburg manuscripts, Engels, following 

"Der Bestand der Stiftsbibliothek Klosterneubur~ enthalt ein brcites Rcpcrtoire an 
Gesangshandschrifien mit Neurnen und Notm, das in sellier Vielfalt für dm Forscher ein oft verwirrendes 
Bild ergibt." [Engels, "Die Notation," p. 33.1 

'Engels, "Die Notation," p. 33. 

'Engels, "Die Notation,'* p. 34. 

'Engels, "Die Notation," p. 34. 

'%kg&, "Die Notation," p. 38. 



~ u d o l f  ~lotzinger'' and Leo Schabes'' (who cites Fischeri2), speculates that no twelfth- or 

thirteenth-century neumed manuscripts from the men's convent at Klosterneuburg have 

been preserved owing to a catastrophic fire in the early fourteenth century." Both Engels 

and FlotPnger propose that al1 the surviving neumed manuscripts d a t e  nom this eady 

period are fiom the neighbouring women's convent." This theory is owing, in part, to the 

instances of Gcnnan mbrics contained in a number of the Klostmeuburg rnanuscnpts. 

Earlier this century, it was thought that the inclusion of vemacular instructional texts in 

chant manuscripts demonstrated provenance in a women's ~onvent. '~ However, in 

considenition of the relatively poor state of Latin scholarship by the later Middle Ages, 

such a conclusion is uncertain. Concerning the Klosterneuburg antiphoners, it should be 

noted that the instances of German vemacular text are infiequent and placed arnong many 

other standard Latin r~br ics . '~  However, inscriptions in German can be found in some 

"Flotzinger, "Zu Herkunff" pp. 57-80. 

" Leo Schabes, AIte tinugische Gebrauche und2eremonièn an der So&kirche zu Klos~emeuburg 
(Klosterneuburg: Volksliturgisches Apostolat, 1 930), p. 7. 

''M. Fischer, Merkwi"rid~gere Schicksde des Sa'Aes und der Sradr Kiosterneuburg, vo 1.1, pp. 1 5 7- 
160, as cited by Schabes, p. 7. 

"Varying dates are supplied in the literature for the fire which devastated the town and monastery 
of Klostemeuburg. The year is given as 1320 in Schabes, p. 7, Flotzinger, "Zu Herkunft," p. 6 1, and 
Engels, "Die Notation," p. 34; 14 Septcmber 1322 is given by Ferdinand HoBfeld in "Die Stadt irn Wandel 
der Zeiten" included in Klosterneubug Sadt undSti& ed. by Ludwig, p. 12, as recorded in the "Kleinen 
Klosterneuburger Chronik" whosc tradition does not extend carlier than the sixteenth century (sec Cernik, 
DaiF A u p h e r - C h o r l i c m s ~ ~  p. 17); 13 Scptember 1330 is provided by Rdhrig, p. 36, and by Cernik, 
pp. 17-1 8. &mû< provides the account listed in the Austrian Annalen: '" 1330 ... Item &m anw in 
pNnrs vcspenk fiaitacionis sancte cmcis [ 1 4 Septem ber] eccIcsia Neumburgensis gra ve et htofIerabirïe 
damnwn stpepsa, qudambo monasrena tam dominom quam dominanun non pmpdo ~&e, sed 
per inccndium alrunde, w'delièct h c i w b t ~  cxornu~, in cincrrm et faviïlam sunt M a c e  tempn'bus 
domhi Stcpbaru', qui a ~ o  subsequ~tr' cIausüum desoiaûun huda bilitw rehnna vit" 

"Engels, 'Die Notation," p. 34, following the suggestion of Flotzingn, "Zu Herkunr  p. 6 1. 

'%va Bad-Skoda r e d  on the use of German instnictions in chant books for women's 
houses in the article "Klostcmeuburg," in Dl'c Musfi U1 Gcscbicbte und Gcgca W .  vo1.7, cd. Friedrich 
BIume (Kassel: B&enreitcr, 1958): col. 1245. 

%erman mbrics arc found intcrmittcntly on the kavcs of CCL 589,1012,101 5, and 101 8. See 
the manusuipi descriptions in Chaptcrs nirce and Four. 



sources; these provide more convincing evidence of the possession of certain manuscnpts 

by the women's convent. For exarnple, based on the inscription "Das puech ist vnser 

lieben fkawn gotes haws zw klostemewburgk vnd gehort yn das frawnkloster" on f. 1' of 

CCl. 1 O00 (the Klosterneuburg hymnary dating fiom 1336 which is ~ r i b e d  in vol. 1 

of Monumenta Monodia Medi Aevl), Brno Stablein assigns this manuscnpt to the 

women' s house. l7 

Those following Engels and Flotzinger assume that the oldest liturgical 

manuscripts of the men's convent (i.e., those used at the monastery since its tefounding 

by Leopold Ili) were bunied in the fire; the surviving fourteenth-century manuscripts are 

presumably their replacements. It is known that Stephan of Siemdorf, the Provost from 

13 17 to 1335, commissioned certain works of art to be made following the fire, such as 

six additional plaques for the "Verdun altar."" On the other hand, there are several 

manuscripts dated to the twelfth century, both with and without notation, that do survive 

at Klostemeuburg. Either these manuscripts were "out-of-town" at the time of the fire 

(this following Fiotzinger's hypotheses on the origins of Graz 80719), they date fiom a 

later period despite their early features, or the fire did not completely ravage either the 

library or the location of these manuscripts at the tirne of the blaze, whether that was the 

sanctuary, another building, or in the cantor's hands. In his account of the survival of 

certain manuscnpts, Engels surmises that the Klostemeuburg fire destroyed only the area 

of the library in the men's convent where the noted books were kept." However, with 

this remark, Engels makes reference only to twelfth-century manuscripts without 

notation; his speculation does not adequately explain the sumival of the three twelfüi- 

"Stsblein, MMMA 1, p. 565. In making this nssignmcnt, Subiein also relia on the history of 
Klosîemeuburg written eady in this cenhuy by Albcrt Starzer. [AlbN Sianer, G d & &  der 
h d ~ ~ U i c b w 1  Stadi K1ostcraeuburg (Klostemeuburg: 1 gOO), pp. 3 88 ff.] 

"Cm vent of Kiostemeuburg, pp. 7,29. 

Tlotzinger, "Zu Hcrkunr pp. 7 1 -76. 

' D ' ~ u f  der anderen Seite sind uns ja eine Anzahl von Klostemeuburger Codices aus dem 12. Jh., 
wenn auch ohne Notation, uhalten. Der Brand batte dam nur die Bcreiche der Bibliothek erfaOt, in denen 
die notiertcn Bilchcr autbcwahn wafcn." mg&, "Die Notation," p. 46.1 



century antiphoners with notation, CCl. 10 10,101 2, and 1 0 1 3. Finally, one wonders 

what the extent was of the damage to the women's church resulting from this £ire which, 

accordhg to aU accounts, devastated boîh tbe monastery and the town of Klostemeuburg. 

Were the chances of manuscript survival any higher at the women's church, St. Maria 

Magdalena, than at the men's church? 

With respect to the survival at Klostemeuburg of ody a few early sources, one 

wondea, too, what effect the resistance to an ever-strengthening and encircling 

Protestantism during the sixteenth cenhüy had on the library collection of, by then, 

"ancient" manuscripts By 1528, Lutheranism in Austria (and the strongly political 

character it assumed there), was already so widespread that the Emperor was obliged to 

visit every monastery in the land? The results fiom this tour were astonishing: al1 but 

one Austrian monastery had succumbed, more or less, to "heretical thoughts." The single 

Austrian monastery which still held hlly Catholic beliefs was Klosterneuburg under the 

leadership of Provost Georg II,* in spite of the fact that the town of Klostemeuburg was 

already at that time considerably   rot es tant.'^ However, another imperial visit in the year 

1563 showed a drciine in the number of Klostemeuburg monks to only seven; the 

economy of the monastery was "katastr~phal."~~ Floridus Rohrig observes that by the 

mid-sixteenth cenhiry, both the monastery and the town of Klostemeuburg had aimost 

completely been overtaken by Protestanti~m:~' the nearby parish of St. Martin was purely 

Lutheran, complete with married clergymen, and the Klostemeuburg women's convent. 

n'Die Stadt Klostcmeuburg was dvnals gewiD schon weitgehend protestantisch ...". [Rohrig, 
p. 59.1 

~ostemeuburg war f s t  gara zum Protestantismus Llbergcgangen." [Rohrig, p. 62. ] 



which had numbered thirty-two sistea in 1322:6 was closed in 1568 upon the death on 20 

March of its last nun, Apollonia Khatzler." A restoration of Catholicisrn began only in 

1577 with the appointment of a new Provost by the Empemr; he removed fiom the 

monastery the monks with Lutheran leanhgs and sought to strengthen the Caiholic beliefs 

in the others. An eventual renewal of the men's convent occuned during the years 

following the Couter-Reformaiion, but one can speculate on the effect that fi@ years of 

religious instability could have had on the Latin chant tradition as contained in eariy 

manuscripts 

It is generally believed that the women's convent and its church, dedicated to 

Mary Magdalene, were founded at about the same time as the men's convent. Schabes 

suggests that the church of St. Maria Magdalena was probably as old as that of the men's 

convent, and was often the destination of processions." Hartmann Zeibig writes that the 

canonesses of the wornen's cloister followed ~gnes," and Ferdinand Schonsteiner 

confirms that Agnes contributed financially to the establishment of the women's convent. 

Schonsteiner suggests a date of founding between 1 133 and 1 136 while Margrave 

2bGelegentlich einer Visitation durch Bischof Alben von Passau 1322 wurde ein numerus clausus 
von 32 Schwestern festgesetzt. In der Refonnationszeit verfiel das Kanonissenhaus und ging im Jahre 
1568 ein. Die letzte Chorfiau war Apollonia Katzler. Die Klosterkirche St. Maria Magdalena wurde 1722 
exekriert und ni profanen Zwecken venvendet." [Ferdinand Schonsteiner, Die kimhlichen Fhiheitsbriefè 
des SMes Klosterneuburg, Jahrbuch des StiAes Klosterneuburg, vol. VI1 (Vienna: Wilhelm Braumülier, 
1915), p. 70.1 

2 7 h i k ,  Das A u@u-Chohenrnsti& p. 36. 

-In Vchindung mit d m  oben envahnten Konvent der regulicrtcn Chotfiaucn stand die Kirche 
der hl. Maria Magdalena, die wahrscheinlich eben so alt ist wie die Stifiskirchc und otl das Ziel von 
Prozessionen war." [Schabes, p. 36.1 

2*'Aber schon in J. 11 14, LI. t am 12. Juni, wurde auf d m  von dcm Grafcn von Kling eingeldsten 
Grunde der Grundstein ni der noch bestehenden Stihkirche gelegt, u. t durch den Propst Otto, & 
Lmpold densdba zu legcn in christlicher Demuth sich standhafi weigcrte. Zugleich begann der Bau des 
Fürstenhofs und des Frauenklostm, als dessen Stifterin der Tradition nach Agnes encheint." [Zeibig, 
p. XVIIL] 



Leopold III was still Unfortunately, neither the precise year of the founding nor 

the date of consecration for the women's church is known. With respect to such deuils, 

the dates of church dedications compared to the placement of these feasts in surviving 

manuscxipts, as they wodd have b e n  celebrated annuaily on the anniversary, provide 

valuable indications conceming manuscript provenance. The feast for the Dedication of 

the Church Ealls appropriately in CCI. 1012,101 8 and 589 (those maauscripts that record 

the chants for the summer) for the church of the men's convent "Maria Geburt" (the 

Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary), which was dedicated on September 29, 1 136. The 

chants for the Dedication of the church occur in those manuscripts between the Offices 

for Maurice (September 22) and Michael (September 29). However, it must be noted that 

in CCl. 101 2, a single chant to cornmernorate Cosmas and Darnian (September 26 or 27) 

occurs derthe chants for the Dedication. This single cornmernoration could be out of 

place, or it could have been intended for the octave or during the octave of their feast day. 

However, the correct position of this chant cannot be discounted: perhaps the dedication 

of the women's church "St Maria Magdalena" fell shortly before that of the men's 

church." If this were the case, these manuscnpts could conceivably have belonged to the 

women's convent. Too little is known about the Klostemeuburg women's church, and it 

appears that neither of the two churches' dedicatees provides any clarity to the matter of 

reconstnicting the uses of these manuscripts within the Klosterneuburg monastery with 

respect to their placements of the chants for the Dedication Oflices. For instance, though 

in the same month, the consecration of the men's church, which was named in honour of 

the birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary, does not coincide with the date for the feast of the 

3"'Als der selige Hartmannus Un Jahre 1 133 die regulierten Chorhcrren ni Klostemeuburg 
eingeführt ha=, bctricb cr, d m  Zugc der Zcit entsprechmd, auch die GrQidung tincs Frauenstifies, ni 
dessen Finanziming die Markgrilfui Agncs beigetragen haben düriie. Die Grûndung fiillt noch in die 
Lcbcnszcit des Markgraferi Lcopold des Heiligen, also in die Zeitspanne 1 133- 1 136." [Schonsteiner, 
p. 70.1 

"Froger briefly raira this point, and cornments that CCI. 10 12 wu, perhaps, destined for the 
women's convent in the samc manner as were a number of hymnaries. Froger, p. 33*.] The seven 
hymnaries which belonged for a t h e  to the women's house are described by Stablein in MMMA 1, 
pp. 56S567. 



Nativity of Mary, which o c c m  in the Roman calendar on Septernber 8. in addition, 

although the date of consecration of the women's church, dedicated to Mary Magdalene, 

remains unknown, the chants for the Dedication of the church as fond in the extant 

manuxipts, do not suggest a date near her f a t ,  which is ceiebrated on Jdy 22 

It complicates matters M e r  that the gradual Graz 807, which is believed to be 

from Klostemeuburg, records the feast for the Dedication of the chwch between the 

Purification of Mary (February 2) and the feast for Agatha (February 5). Although the 

provenance for this gradual has not unequivocally been proven, the occurrence of a 

different Dedication date than that of any of the Klostemeuburg antiphoners raises many 

questions, some of which have already been pondered in other studies. For instance, one 

wondea if the Dedication date in Febniary might actually be that of the women's church. 

If this were the case, the gradual may have been copied at the Klostemeuburg scriptorium 

for use in that haif of the house. Other speculations include: 1) the gradual could have 

been prepared for a different house but retained for some reason at either side of the 

Klostemeuburg monastery, 2) the Klostemeuburg antiphoners with German rubrics may 

have been initially prepared for the men's convent and then transferred to the women's 

side, with the vernacular text being a later addition, 3) the Dedication dates for the men's 

and women's churches at Klostemeuburg may have been identical; this would have 

allowed for either side to make appropriate use of the antiphonen, but not the gradual. 4) 

the antiphoners could have been intended for another house whose Dedication date 

coincided (within a few days) with that of Klosterneuburg's, 5) perhaps the gradual was 

not associated at dl with Klostemeub~rg?~ Unfomuiately, the possibilities are numerous 

and the substantiated data are scarce. 

ifindeed these manuscripis were wriîten by, wriîten for, or used by the nuns in the 

neighbouring women's convenf it is a s d  thaî they became the property of the 

surviving men's convent in the latter half of the sixteenth century, after the closure of the 

women's house in 1568. inscriptions on the openhg folios of several of the antiphoners 

ItSee Flotzinger's conclusions on the provenance of Graz 807 king the church of St. Nikola in 
Passau, in "Zu HcrkunA,* pp. 57-80. 



provide some possible evidence of such a transfer. For example, "Can: Reg: 

Claustronwb. Bibliothecae inscriptus 18 Sept. 1656" is inscribed in the upper margin of 

f, 1' of the hvelfth-century antiphoner CCl. 10 10. ûther manuscripts are inscribed with 

simikr dates. The writing of k s e  inscriptions suggests either a reorgankation or 

recataloguing of existing materials in the monastery library in that year, or it might 

provide evidence that these manuscripts were new acquisitions at that time. In any case. 

the argument that these manuscripts were taken over fiom the women's convent would be 

more convincing if the difference between the dates of the closing of the women's 

convent and the inscriptions in the manuscripts were less than eighty years. 

U. THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE SURVIVMG ANT~PHONERS DATING BEFORE 1400 

Detailed analyses of both contents and styles of production have revealed some 

interesting relationships among the eight extant Klostemeuburg antiphoners dating fiom 

before 1400. With respect to this research, it is generally accepted among scholars that it 

is unredistic, nearly impossible in fact, to create stemmata of extant medieval chant 

rnanuscripts. Even between sources with identical appearances and contents, an uncertain 

number of intemediary steps are always a possibility in the production of manuscript 

copies. Therefore, although surprising similarities exist among some of the eight 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners under investigation, it is not the intent here to provide a 

complete sternrna of these sources. Rather, some of the more interesting features 

observed during manuscript cornparisons will be detailed, and some possible associations 

between certain antiphoners in this group will be noted. 

The most stdchg feature arnong the Klostemerburg antiphoners which record the 

chants for the parshkntalis(i.e., CCl. 1010,101 1,1013,1015, and 1017) is a certain 

uniqueness in the contents of CCl. 1 0 1 3, as opposed to a relative uniformity in the other 

four antiphoners. Aside fiom small texhial variants such as the replacement of 'brbem" 

(CCl. 1010,1011,1015,1017) wiih ' h W ( C C L  1013) in the antiphon sung on Tuesdays 

during the year, Aun'buspen:ipite qqw'habitatis oorbem (CAO 1533), CCI. 101 3 presents 



several liturgical items not found in the other four antiphoners. For example, of the 

several tropes included in these manuscripts, CCl. 10 13 is the only antiphoner to record 

the Epiphany prosa Quem non prevalea~~~ As well, the version of the Easter drama in 

CCl. 101 3 differs markedly fiom that fond in the other Klostemeuburg Easter feasts. 

THE EASTER DRAMA: m VISITA m S E P ~ C W  

Ttie majority of liturgical dramatic works surviving fiom the Middle Ages is 

concemed with the visit of the Marys (either two or three are specified) to the empty tomb 

on Easter moming and the declaration by the Angel (or the Angels) of the Resurrection. 

William Smoldon labelled these items as "music-dramas," since al1 the texts were Sung 

and many of the rubricated instructions include details for cosniming, props, and actions. 

He wrote, "in the best of the music-dramas there were conscious artists at work, highly 

equipped technically, and exercising their art with a grace and sophistication which is 

even to this day remarkable."Y 

It is generally believed that the presentation of the drarna known as the Visitario 

sepuicM(The Visitation of the Tomb) began in the mid-to-late tenth century as an 

unoficial item, troped into the regular Easter liturgy. The first written versions of the 

tex& are only a few sentences in length; these items were probably not dramatized. In the 

earliest sources, the Visitatio is found as a preface to the Introit of the Easter Mass. The 

Visitatio took on a more dramatic forrn when the texts were transferred to the Office; the 

usual placement of the Visitaao sepulchn'drama, as seen in three of the Klostemeuburg 

antiphoners, is between the last responsory of Easter Matins and the concluding hymn Te 

deum laudmus. 

Smoldon noted that liturgical dramas of all types flourished through the eleventh, 

twelflh, and thirteenth centuries, but diat they were generally in decline by the fourteenth 

''Sec Chapter Seven. 

Y William L Smoldon, Ïnc Mi& of& McdievaI CbWlCb D !  cd by Cynchia Bourrrpnult 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1980), p. 9. 



century with the exception of the Visitatio play;35 uiis drama continued in monasteries, 

cathedrals, and even larger town churches in varying degrees of elaborateness. He wrote. 

"These plays continued to be performed, it would seem, until well into the sixteenth 

century, mostiy in Germanic regions." These performances were hahed by the decrees of 

the Council of Trent (1 545-1 563) against extra-liturgical items. 

For many years, the mainstay of research into Iiturgical drarnas has been Karl 

Young's two-volume work, 73e D m a  of the Medieval Ch~ch. . '~  Although this is a 

literary study, Young ofien indicates in footnote references whether or not notation is 

provided in the manuscripts surveyed. Included wiîhin Young's chronological portraya1 

of the development of the Visitiltr'o sepulchndrama are the seven texts fiom 

Klostemeuburg sources First published by Hermann Pfeiffe?' in 1908.38 Since the early 

twentieth century, owing in part to the preliminary research of Hermann Pfeiffer, the 

rnonastery of Klostemeuburg has been recognized for its multiple extant manuscript 

sources which preserve the Visitab'o sepulchn'. FFurther researches by Walther Lipphardtj9 

36Karl Young, n e  Dnuna of the Medievol Chu&, 2 vok (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933). 

3'Hemann Pfeiffer, "Klostemeuburger Osterfeier und Osterspiel," Jàhhuch des StiAes 
Wosterneuburg 1 ( 1  908): pp. 1 -56. 

"See, for example, Young, pp. 3 17-1 8, where he gives the similar versions preserved in CCI. 
102 1 (Klostemeuburg Benedictionale, c. 1350, ff. 60% 1 ') and CCI. 629 (Klostemeuburg Benedictionale, 
c. 1330, ff. 103"-1053 as found in Pfeiffer, pp. 17-19. On pp. 329-30, Young records the texts found in 
CC!. 12 13 (Klosterneuburg Breviary, 1325, ff. 83r-83'] as found in Pfeiffer, pp. 17- 19, and the similar 
version found in CCI. 635 (Klostmeuburg Ordinale, fourtecnth ccntury, ff. 57'38"). The Gerrnan 
vcmacular hymn CMkt ist ersrnden is containcd in this version aftcr the Tc dem laudamus. See Chapter 
Twclve for more details on the use of this hymn. The text of CC1.574 (Kiostemcuburg Miscellanea, 
thirttcnth century, ff. 14% 144') as fond in Pfciffcr, pp. 2740, is included by Young on pp. 421-32, and 
that of CCI. 1 193 (Klostemcuburg Brcviary, fifieenth century, ff. 240'4411 as recorded by Pfeiffer on 
pp. 17-19 can be f o n d  in Young on pp. 633-34. The tcxts of CCI. 6 1 (Klostmeuburg Breviary, fifieenth 
cenniry, ff. 193r-193 v) and CCI. 590 (Klosterneuburg breviary, fifkenth century, ff'+ 300v-30 1 r), edited by 
Pfciffer on pp. 17-19, are included by Young on pp. 640-641. Also includcd by Young on p. 639 is the 
text of Henogcnburg, Sbfifbib/iorb& f 80 (Klosterneuburg Breviary, 1 5 70, ff. 3 3'443. 

39WaWer Lqpharài, ed., b&in&he 0s&tiiiiutf u u û O s ~ i c l ~  9 vols. (Berlin: Walter De 
Gmytm, 1975-1990). 



and more recent work by Michael Norton and Amelia Cm4' have firmly established the 

Visitath sepuichtr'as a significant element in the Klostemeuburg Easter tradition. By the 

time of Lipphardt's research in the late 19705 the number of known manuscript sources 

for the Visitath sepuIciui had grown to eighteen. Through the work of Michael Norton 

and Amelia Carr during the last decade, fourteen more manuscripts have been uncovered; 

this brings the total to thirty-two surviving sources of the Visitabo sepu1chnnwritten for or 

preserved at Klostemeuburg. According to Norton and Carr, twelve of these sources 

reflect the usage of Klosterneuburg, while the others follow the usages of nearby 

liturgical centres, including Passau, Salzburg, and St. Florian." 

Three of the eight Klosterneuburg antiphoners under investigation record the 

chants for Easter (CCl. 589, 101 3, and 101 8), and al1 three of these manuscripts contain a 

short liturgical drama near the end of Easter Matins. Listed below are the full texts of 

these chants, their reference nurnbers if included in Corpus AntiphonaIium Offici 

(CAO), their apparent genres (either antiphons [A], verses [VI, or "miscellaneous" [Ml), 

their locations in the manuscripts, the rubrics provided for the chants, and their apparent 

modes (for antiphons only). Modes for verses and chants in the "rniscellaneous" category 

have not been determined; this follows CANTUS indexing policies regarding troped and 

other chants which do not appear to fit appropriately within the eight-mode syst~rn.~' An 

asterisk (*) following a chant text indicates that the chant is provided in incipit only; this 

syrnbol in the mode column (for CCl. 1013 only) indicates that the chant is not provided 

with notation. 

'"Michael L. Norton, and Amelia J. Cam, "New Sources for the Visidrio S c p u l ' a t  
Klostemeuburg," 71ie EarIy Drama, & and Mwic Rewkw 15 (1992): pp. 83-90. 

''Norton and Cam, p. 84. 

U F a r  more information on the indexmg policies of C m ,  refm ejther to any of the published 
indices (the Klosterneuburg volume is cited above) or to the wcbsite (also cited above). 



CAO OFFICE 

Et dicebant ad invicem quis 
revolvet nobis lapidem ab 
ostio monumenti alleluia 

alleluia 

vers ' 

Quem quaeritis in sepulcro O 

Christocolae 

Jesurn Nazarenwn 
crucifixun O caelicolae 

Non est hic surrexit sicut 
praedixerat ite nuntiate quia 

surrexit de sepulcro 

Venite et videte locum ubi 
positus erat dominus alleluia 

alleuia 

Et recordatae sunt verborum 
ejus et regressae a 

monurnento nuntiaverunt 
haec omnia illis undecim et 

ceteris omnibus alleuia 

Surrexit enim sicut dixit 
dominus praecedet vos in 
Gdilaearn alleluia ibi eum 
videbitis alleluia alleluia 

alleluia 

Te deum laudarnus* 

Lauds follows immediately in the manuscript. 



CAO 

- 
- Maria Magdalena et dia Maria ferebant 

diluculo aromata dominum querentes in 
monumento 

Quis revolvet nobis ab ostio lapidem quem 
tegere sanctum cernimus sepulcrum 

Quem quaeritis O tremulae mulieres in hoc 
tumulo gernentes 

Angelus 

Jesum Nazarenum cruci fixum querimus 

Non est hic quem quaeritis sed cito euntes 
nuntiate discipulis ejus et Petro quia 

swrexit Jesus 

Angelus 

- - - - - - 

Ad monumentum venimus gementes 
angelum domini sedentem vidimus et 

dicentem quia s m x i t  Jesus 

1 2' 1 Curtebant duo simul* 1 [nonel 1 
Cernitis O socii ecce lintheamina et 

sudarium et corpus non est in sepulchro 
inventum 

- 

Surrexit enim* Chorus 1 
Dicant nunc Judaei quomodo milites 

custodientes sepulcrum perdidenint regem 
ad lapidis positionem quare non servabant 
Petnun justitiae aut sepultum reddant aut 
resurgentem adorent nobiscum dicentes 

alleluia alleluia 

2' 

Lauds follows immediately in the manuscript. 

Te deun laudamus* [none] 



CAO 

Maria Magdalena et dia Maria férebant 
diluculo aromata dominum querentes in 

monumen to 

Quis revolvet nobis ab ostio lapidem quem 
tegere sanctum cemimus sepulcrum 

- .- - - -- 

Quem quaentis O tremulae mulieres in hoc 
tumulo gementes 

Non est hic quem quaentis sed cito euntes 
nuntiate discipulis ejus et Petro quia surrexit 

Jesus 

Jesurn Nazarenum crucifixum querimus 

Ad monumentum venimus gementes angelum 
domini sedentem vidimus et dicentem quia 

surrexit Jesus 
- - 

Currebant duo sirnul* [none] 

Cernitis O socii ecce lintheamina et sudarium 
et corpus non est in sepulchro inventum 

Surrexit enim* 

Dicant nunc Judaei quomodo milites 
custodientes sepulcrum perdiderunt regem ad 

lapidis positionem quare non servabant 
Petram justitiae aut sepultum reddant aut 
resurgentem adorent nobiscum dicentes 

alleluia alleluia 

Te dewn laudamus* [none] 

Lauds follows immediately in the manuscnpt. 

Of the six chants provided for this drarna in the twelflh-cenairy source CCl. 1 O 13 

on ff. 145' - 145', five are different fiom those contained in the two fourteenth-century 

sources CCI. 589 and 1018. The hymn Te deum l e u b u s ,  which appears at the end of 



al1 three versions of the play, is the only common feature. The occurrence of the Visitath 

drama in CCl. 101 3 is an important feature; Walther Lipphardt writes that CCl. 101 3 

appean to be the first pitch-accurate manuscript in the West to preserve this f o m  of the 

Easter dramad3 It is invaluable to have these dramas complete with notation in both CCl. 

101 3 as well as in the antiphonen dating fiom the fourteenth century, since other sources 

for this liturgicd item are often missals, breviaries, and ordinals; these books may be 

supplied with only partially written-out verses, or may have no musical notation at dl.  

Although the texts, music, and nibncs of the Easter dramas contained in the 

fourteenth-century sources CCl. 589 and 10 1 8 are much different than that of CCl. 10 13, 

they are nearly identical to each other; this parallelism between CCl. 589 and 10 18 

reinforces a close relationship found between these two later manuscripts. The drama 

begins with the text Maria Magdalena et alia M h ,  and is found in CCl. 589 on ff. Zr - 
2', and in CCl. 10 18 on ff. 3' - 4'. The rubrics indicate both the "stage directions" and the 

characters in the play; for example, ad sepufclclnun (at the tomb), Mufieres (the women), 

Angefus (the angel), Pebvs et Johannes (Peter and John), Chorus (the choir), and 

Canto~s (the cantors). The two manuscripts diverge in only one place: the positions of 

the chants Jesm Natprenum cmcifixum and Non est hic quem quaenHs are reversed. In 

CCl. 589, the characters altemate regularly between "the women" and "the angel" for the 

five chants beginning with Quis revolvet nobis d ostio. However, as a result of the 

reversa1 of these chants, the order of singers in CCl. 101 8 is: 1) the women, 2) the angel, 

3) the angel, 4) the women, 5) the women. in this presentation, the regular altemation 

between the different roles is disnubed; the order of chants in CCl. 589, with its regular 

alternations of characters, matches more closely the texts found in Young, such as that of 

the fifteenth-century Breviary fiom St Florian, now housed in the Stiftsbibliothek as 

manuscript ?U.4352", f. 226'?' 

'"... Aber wie gerade die Form der lothringischen Wsjta~o in rns. 10 13 zeigt, wheint sie als ente 
diastematische Handschrift aus dem Westen importiert ni sein." kippharch, "Studien zur Musikpflege." 
pp. 23-24.] 

uYoung, p. 339. 



Conceming the differences in texts between CCI. 101 3 and CCI. 5 8 W O  1 8, 

Walther Lipphardt suggests that the use of texts including Mary Magdaiene in the 

fourteenth-century versions of the drarna may have been adopted because Mary 

Magdaiene was the patron saint of the women's church at Klostenieuburg.i5 Although 

biblical references to the Easter story make clear reference to the presence of Mary 

Magdaiene at the tomb (see Matthew 28: 1, Mark 16: 1, Luke 24: 10, and John 20: 1, for 

example), the specific inclusion of this patron saint in the Easter liturgical drarna suppons 

the argument that these antiphonen were used in the women's side of the monastery. 

Both of the fourteenth-century presentations end with the antiphon Dicmi nunc 

Judaeiwhich is common to the Klostemeuburg use? The German hyrnn Chnsr ist 

emtmdea which is found in many sources fiom Klosterneuburg brimarily breviaries). 

does not occur in either of these antiphoners. Neither the concluding antiphon Dicant 

nunc Judaeinor the vernacular hymn Chrst ist efstmden appears in the earlier manuscript 

CCl. 1013. 

The occurrence of a different Easter play is not the only unique feature of CCl. 

10 13 when it is compared against the other Klostemeuburg antiphoners dating before 

1400. Another interesting divergence occurs in the chants presented for Sunday Lauds 

during the ferial week.'l CCl. 101 3 contains a full set of chants for Lauds on Sunday. 

beginning with the first antiphon Indutus est Dominus forituudine et praecinxir se virtute 

'"Ein entscheidendes Argument f& die Enutehung des Magdalenenspiels in Klostemeuburg habe 
ich adetdem darnals Cibersehen. Die hl. Maria Magdalena war Patronin der Chorfiauen-Stiflskirche von 
Klosterneuburg. Da mag es den weltiichen und gcistlichen Auftraggebem besonders im Sinn gelegen 
haben, die Rolle der Patronin in der Ostergeschichte durch ein priichtiges Spiel ZLI feiern, das selbst die 
berllhmten westlichen Vorbilda da Magdalenenspiele in den Schatten stellte." bipphardt, "Studien zur 
Musikpfiege," p. 24.1 

%orton and Carr, p. 84. 

"The sosalled "ferial" chants were sung not on f a t  days as their name implies, but rather on 
regular weekdays throughout the year whcneva no other litwgical occasion took precedence. It will be 
remembered that Sundays wefe always considerd "feasts" - even so, the b'dominicai" chants permum 
have been included here in the "ferialn series, dong with those for the other weekdays. These ferial chants 
(botb with prose and Aifeiwii texts) occur in the Klostemeuburg nianriscripts after those for the Sundays 
a h  Epiphany. 



alleuia W u i a  allefuia (not in CAO) on f. 64' and continuing with GIon3 et honor et 

benedctio sedemi super thronum viveati in saecula saecuforum (CAO 2944), Deus 

misemitor nostn* et benedicat nobis illuminet vultum suum super nos et misereatur nosh 

(not in CAO), Benedr'cb'o et clarks et sapienoh etgraahmm a c h  hoam virrus et 

fottitudo Deo nospo in saecula saecuIonun amen (CAO 1 7 1 O), Sanctus sanctus sanctus 

Domious Deus omru@tens quui erat et qui est et qui venhuus est (CAO 4796), and ending 

with the antiphon to accornpany the Benedictus canticle on f. 64', a fourth-mode melody 

set to the word Allefuia repeated eight times. 

In the other twelfi-century source preserving the pars hiemalis, CC]. 10 1 0, the 

Ofice for Lauds on Sundays tbroughout the year is expected on f. 52', but only the 

Benedictus antiphon is included. This single chant for Lauds consists of the fourth-mode 

melody found in CCI. 101 3, also for the Benedictus, with eight repetitions of the word 

Allefuia. The first five Lauds antiphons are not found in the fourteenth-century sources 

CCI. 10 15 or CCI. 10 1 7 either; in CCI. 10 1 5, only the same fourth-mode Benedictus 

antiphon set to the word AIleIwa repeated eight times occurs for that canticle on f. 80r, 

and in CC!. 1017, the sarne melody but with one AlIelua missing (Le., there are seven 

repetitions of the word AlIeIua with four untexted neumes added in the right-hand 

margin) appears on f. 70'. 

Although the expected nurnber of antiphons with psalms or canticles (Le., a full 

Office of five pairs, in addition to the Benedictus canticle with its antiphon) was 

presumably performed in the Offices of Sunday Lauds throughout the year, the absence of 

specified antiphon texts causes one to wonder which chants were selected by the Cantor to 

be Sung with the Lauds psaims and canticles?lf a correlation between antiphon and 

psalm or cataticle texts was desired (where psalm and antiphon texts would share cornrnon 

words or phrases), a mere bonowing of the antiphon texts fiom the Office of Second 

Vespen or from those antiphons specified for the Day H o m  would prove incompatible, 

"These included P s a h  SO,92,62,66, the canticle of the Three Youths in the Fiery Furnace 
(Daniel 352-57), and Psalms 148,149, and 150. Sec Chapter Eight for the cornplete sequential cursus 
foliowed at Klosterneuburg. 



since the antiphon texts for those Offices are specific to the psalms indicated for those 

positions. For example, the antiphon text Sede a dextnk meis dixit Dominus Domino 

rneo (CAO 4853), indicated as the £kst in the Office of Second Vespers for Sundays per 

aMum (CCI. 10 13, E 723, is taken fiom the fini verse of the psalm which it 

accompanies, number 109. Likewise, the text for the second antiphon for the Office of 

Second Vespers, Fideha oomia mandata ejus confinnata in saecuIum saecufi(CA0 

2865), shares common elements with the eighth verse of its psalm, number 110. With 

respect to the textual sources of the antiphons provided for Sunday Lauds in CCl. 1 0 1 3, 

however, such expected textual correlations between antiphon and psalm cannot be found 

in either the Gallican or the Roman psalter. 

Curiously, although the fmt antiphon of Lauds in CCl. 101 3, Induh~s est 

Dominus, is indicated by a textuai cue to be Sung with Psalm 50, Miserere mei Deus, the 

text of this first antiphon appears to derive fiom the first verse of the second psalm for 

Sunday Lads, Psalm 92, Domhs ~ p a M r  d a m  hdutils est U1dutrrs est Domnus 

fon?tudine etpmeamit se etenim fumevit orbem ferme qui non commovebiturt It should 

be noted that Psalm 92 is not actually specified with a textual cue after the second 

antiphon of Sunday Lauds in CCl. 10 13; this lack of psalm indication is a scribal feature 

that is out of keeping with the format for the remainder of the feria1 week, since the entire 

feria1 psalm cursus (with, of course, the exception of Psalm 92) is indicated clearly in 

CCl. 10 13 with its accompanying antiphons. Despite this presumably casual scribal error. 

other usages demonstrate the placement of Psalm 92 in the Ofice of Sunday Lauds per 

More evidence can be found which separates CCL 1013 fiom the other 

Klostenieuburg antiphoners Some variances in both melodic versions and liturgical 

orderhg which occur between the twelfth-century sources CCl. 10 13 and CCl. 1 O 1 O have 

'%ce, for example, Andmv Hughes, Madeval Maaumpts for Mlu a d  Ofice: A Gvidc to 
77reir ~ i z a b o n  sad TuminoIogy(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l982), p. 52; Hiley, p. 2 1 ; and 
The Siaff of the Liturgial Rcss and Leonard J. Doyle, ed., nK Hom of ~eDiwhe Office ïh EhgIish and 
La& vol. 1 (Collcgcvik, MN: The Linirgicai Rcss, 1 %3), p. 177. 



led Stefan Engels to assume that these two manuscripts were intended for different 

places." For instance, the Funeral Offce is included in CCl. 1010, but not in either of the 

manuscript pair CCI. 101 3 and 10 12. As well, the so-called venus in biduo sacm which 

occm after Lauds on Maundy Thursday in CCL 101 O on f. 1 IT and in CCI. 101 3 on f. 

1 3Br have different presentations in both the number of verses included and the use of the 

Kjxk eleison and Domne rmsemz refrains. 

CCl. 101 3 as compared with the fourteenth-century antiphoner CCI. 101 7 shows 

several divergences as well. Again, the liturgical contents of the volumes are similar 

(both record the chants for the pers hiemai'ls) but do not agree entirely. For instance, on 

f. 17' of CCl. 101 3, one of the responsories for the third Sunday of Advent, Ecce radix 

/esse arcendet in salutem popuiorum ~ p s m  gentes deprecabunhv et en? nomen ejus 

glonbsurn (CAO 6606), has two verses: Dabit ei dominus sedem David pabis ejus et 

regnabit in domo Jacob in aetemum (CAO 6608)  and Deus a Libm veniet et sanctus de 

monte u m b m  et coodenso (CAO 6606a). CCl. 1017 has only the second of these 

verses (CAO 6606a). Such occurrences in CCl. 1013 of two verses for some responsories 

provide an excellent opportunity for scholars to compare how verse tones were 

abbreviated or expanded to accommodate texts of different lengths. (This will, perhaps, 

be taken up in a furthet study.) There is also a different series of chants provided in CCl. 

1 O 13 and 101 7 for the weekdays after the fourth Sunday of Advent; see in particular the 

abbreviated chant incipits for Saturdrj, included in CCl. 101 3 on f. 26' and in CCl. 10 17 

on f. 26'. Between these sources, different modes (and differentiae in the case of 

antiphons) have been assigneci to numerous chants, including those with CAO numbers 

4392,6821,7162,5379 and 2395. 

Despite the lack of concordance between CCl. 1 0 1 3 and the 0th- antiphoners 

with respect to certain chant contents, similarities cm be found between sections of CCl. 

1013 and the fourteenth-centiny antiphoner CCI. 101 1. The contents of the first portion 

of CC1. 101 1 are decidedly more similar to CCl. 101 3 than they are to the fourteenth- 

'OEngels, "Die Notation," p. 45. 



century CCI. 101 5, even though the appearance of text and neumes is closer to the latter. 

For example, the long, instructional text before the feria1 week, found on f. 91' of CC!. 

101 1, is nearly identical to that in CCl. 1013 on f. 62'. This text does not occur in CCI. 

1010,1015, or 1017. 

However, CCl. 101 1 is not an exact copy of CCl. 101 3, as there are 

inconsistencies of varying degrees between the sources. A small scnbal departure occurs. 

for example, on f. 97r of CCI. 101 1 where the rubric reads "ad ix." In the older CCl. 

1013, the rubric is given as "ad viiii." This same scribal adjustrnent is found in CC1 589 

and CCl. 10 18, both said to date fiom the founeenth century; in CCl. 589 on f. 42', the 

indication is written "ix," but in the conesponding place in CCl. 10 18 (f. 733, the rubric 

is "viiii." 

Another difference fiom CCL 101 3 occurs in CC1 101 1 on f. 8T where a second 

layer of words has been written over the end of an antiphon. The first layer gives the text. 

Te qui in spin'tu et ignepm'ficaas humana cuntaga deum bernom sanctifica me salvator. 

(The source of the underlined portion has not been detemined.) The second layer 

provides the standard text for the last portion of the chant (after deum), etredemprorem 

omnesgIonXcanzus. This added layer matches the texts in CCl. 1015, 1013, 1010, and 

CAO. The text of CCl. 1017 varies by only one word fiom the texts in CCl. lOl5.1013 

and 10 10; ac is used instead of et before ledemptorem. As well, on f. 1 00' of CCl. 1 0 1 1. 

the responsory Adjutor meus tibipsalfam occurs with the repetendum Deus meus. The 

same chant in CCl. 1013 occurs on f. 68', but with no indication for a repetendurn. 

Unfortunately, the repetendum text Deuc meus in CCl. 101 1, a text which is supposed to 

cue the start of the partial repeat of the "respond" section after performance of the 

responsory verse, does not acnially occur in the chant and must, therefore, be a scribal 

e m .  A cornparison with the other pars hiemals sources suggests an origin for this error: 

this nsponsory chant also occurs in CCl. 10 1 5,10 1 7, and 1 O 1 O with repetenda of deus, 

quia, aud deus meus, respectively. Twelfth-century CCl. 101 O provides the same 

incorrect repetendum text as found in fourteenth-century CCI. 101 1 ! It may be, then, that 

some portions of CCl. 10 1 1 were copied fiom either CCl. 10 13 or a common exemplar, 



and details which were missing in that mode1 were taken fiom CCI. 101 O (or its 

exemplar, if this repetendum error is older than CC!. 10 10). 

The Office of Sunday Lauds per annum presents an even more interesting case in 

the fourteenth-century soum CCI. 10 1 1. Remnants of the last three antiphons of the 

expected five for Sunday Lauds can be found on the recto side of the folio numbered as 

"94." The text of the first chant on this folio is incomplete, and there is an obvious 

lacuna with a probable length of only one folio preceding this leaf. The text which 

appears at the top off. 94' is the end of the third antiphon for Sunday Lauds, begiming 

Deus misereatornostn(not in CAO), as found in the twelfth-century antiphoner CCI. 

101 3. This chant is followed by the fourth and fifth antiphons as recorded in CCl. 101 3, 

with texts begiming Beoedictio et chilas (CAO 1 7 1 O), and Sanctus sanctus sanctus 

(CAO 4796). None of these chants is notated. 

Although a number of explanations is possible for the current state of CCl. 101 1, 

it appears that during the copying of these texts, the Office of Lauds for the Sundays 

throughout the year was initially entered in a manner similar to that found in CCI. 10 13. 

but was soon deemed unnecessary (so soon, in fact, that the neumes were not even 

added). Perhaps in an attempt to "edit-out" the unused antiphon texts, the leaf ptior to 

that presently nurnbered as "94" was removed. One wonders how the presumably- 

unneeded antiphon texts initially made their way into CCI. 101 1, while the other 

fourteenth-century sources, CCl. 1 O 1 5 and 1 0 17, were copied with only the antiphon for 

the Benedictus canticle. 1s the evidence of two chant traditions preserved in these 

adphoners, one with a full set of Lauds antiphons for Sunday, and the other with only 

the Benedictus antiphon specified? If so, CCI. 101 1 may have been transferred to the 

other usage shortly &ex copying kgan. 

More evidence of a mix of traditions in CCI. 101 1 can be observed in the 

inclusion of two antiphons for the Benedictus canticle. In addition to the fourth-mode 

AlIeIwa chant found in the other Klostemeuburg antiphoners (detailed above), the 

uanotated antiphon text E h  nobis Dominus cornu alieiwit ii, domo Dawiipum* sui 



al1eIuia sieur Iocuîus [esq alIeIuia aIIeIuia (CAO 2666) is included on f. 94' in a position 

which suggests that it was to be an altemate to the AlIefuia Benedictus antiphon. (No 

nibncs are specified for either chant.) Of the five presentations of Sunday Lauds 

contained in the antiphoners uader investigation, this occurrence of Erexit nobis in CC 1. 

101 1 is unique. Based on the formats of the Offices of Sunday Lauds per mm, 

therefore, CCI. 10 13 and CC1. 10 1 1, though dated two centuries apart and showing 

influences of varied traditions, have at least some elements in common. 

A close examination of the fourteenth-century sources CCl. 10 1 1 and CCl. 101 5 

reveals another intereaing relationship. The layouts and notation are similar between 

these sources, yet there are many subtle differences between them. Most of these 

variants, however, are contained in the first portions of the volumes, for, in an interesting 

correspondence, the latter portion of CCl. 101 1 matches nearly exactly with that of CCI. 

101 5. Even more notable is the fact that this uniformity of contents in the second half of 

the volume coincides with the sirnilarity of notational styles between these two 

manuscri pts. 

Points of departwe fiom CCl. 10 1 5 in the first portion of CCI. 1 0 1 1 include, for 

example, a different antiphon for the beginning of the Ofice of Second Vespers on the 

third Sunday of Advent: in CCl. 101 1 on f. 2lV, the chant Ite dicite Joanni caeci vident et 

surdiaudiuar claudi cucanîurleprosiimundantur(CA0 3459) occurs in this position. 

while in CCl. 1 015 on f. 27', Tu es qui venttuus es an dium exspectamus dicite Joanni 

quae vldsas ad lumen redeunt caecirnottuhsurguatpaupem evangeI'hualleJ~~h 

(CAO 5209) is provided. There is no cornmernoration for Silvester in CCI. 101 1, but one 

is included in CCI. 10 15 on f. 63' Modal assignment differs between the two sources for 

some chants. For example, the antiphon Spinrus Domini super me evangelihm 

peupm3us misit me (CAO 4999) used during the last week of Advent has the same 

melody ending on D in both sources, but is assigned a first mode differentia (A-A-AG- 

GF-GA-G) in CCI. 101 1 (f. 3 17, and a second mode differentia (F-F-F-CDD) in CC1. 

i O 15 (f. 353. The antiphon Bats Agatha iagnssa m e r e m  expaadr't maous suas ad 



Deum et dixit Domine qui me fecikti vhcere t o m n i  caraificm jube me Domine ad 

tuam misencordiam perveni~ (CAO 1 558) is indicated as mode 8 in CCI. 10 1 1 on f. 

128', and as mode 7 in CCl. 10 15 on f. 10tilr. In addition, the ordering of the responsories 

is difYerent in the theh of the A~uaciation (CCl. 101 1 on fX 132'438: and CCl. 1015 

on ff'. 1 16''I 209, and the chants for the Sundays after Epiphany in CCl. 101 1 on ff. 88"- 

90' are divided in a manner closer to that given for CCI. 101 7 on ff. 66'-68' than in CCl. 

101 5. In the latter source, on ff. 75"-77', many antiphons occur after one another in 

series; none of these antiphons is assigned by rubrics to any particular Sunday, an 

organizational format which is found in the other two manuscripts. Other differences 

between these manuscripts include more versicles specified in CCl. 101 1 than in CCl. 

101 5, and numerous instances of different repetenda in CCl. 10 1 1 compared with those 

indicated in CCI. 101 5 .  For example, repetenda cues differ for the responsories with 

CAO numbers 6128,7719,6789,7224,6469, and 7505, among others. There are also 

many variants of repetenda between CCI. 1 O 15 and CCI. 10 13. 

However, CCl. 101 1 and 101 5 are indeed related, perhaps through a common 

(either unidentified or lost) exemplar. For example, on f. 68' of CCl. 101 1, the 

responsory Confumahun est cor virginis in quo divina mystenh angelo n m t e  concepil 

te formm pnie filis hominum cash concepif viscen8us et benedicta in aetemm deum 

nobisprotuIit et hominem (CAO 63 14) for the sixth day of (i.e., f i f i  day afier) Christmas 

shows an obvious correction. The text fiom the middle of the chant, te f o m  prae fiiiis 

homioum cabs concepi4 does not appear in the main body of this folio side, but has been 

added in the lower margin. The tex? for the same chant in CC!. 10 1 5 has an identical 

scribai error on f. 62', but there is no sign of any correction to the manuscript at this 

position. The presentation of this chant text in the other three antiphoners (CCI. 1 0 1 O? 

1013, 1017) is as expected; thm are no omissions or corrections. Since this responsory 

text contains an obvious scribal error which is common to both CCl. 101 1 and CCl. 101 5, 

it can be demonstrated that there is, indeed a close relationship between these two 

sources. 

Several other scribal erroa occur in CCI. 101 1. For example, on f. 184' during 



Matins for the third Sunday in Lent, the verse text Attollens autem Joseph d o s  vidt 

Benjamin stmtem commota sunt [omnia] viscera cjus super h û v  suo (CAO 6999a) has 

been comcted with the addition of the word omma in the left-hand margin. The same 

omission was made in CCL 1015 on L 142", but agairi, has not been conected. Later in 

the sarne feast, the texts of both verse (CAO 6479a) and respond (CAO 7146) beginning 

M a i 0  haecpaainurwere conflated during the copying of both rnanuscripts. This has 

been corrected in CCl. 101 1 by the addition of another chant in the lower margin off. 

1 84"; no change has been entered into CCl. 1 0 1 5. 

CCI. 10 1 1 and 10 15 also share the sole occurrences among the Klostemeuburg 

antiphonea of a different melody for the same chant text. This occurs for the invitatory 

antiphon Chn'stus natus est nobis venite a d m u s  (CAO 1 05 S), which is sung on the fifth 

&y of Christmas (the fourth day after Christmas). It is found with a fourth-mode melody 

in al1 Klostemeuburg sources (even for the other occurrences of this chant text in CCl. 

10 1 1 and 10 15!) except for the two conesponding occurrences in CCl. 10 15 on f. 60' and 

CCI. 101 1 on f. 65'. in contrast to the fourth-mode melodic version, the notation 

provided for Chnhîs natus est nobis in CCl. 101 1 and 1015 for the fifth day of Christmas 

reveals a sixth-mode chant with a narrow range and a more syllabic character. 

Although there is not much in common between the winter antiphoner CCI. 10 15 

and the manuscript CCl. 1018 which records chants for the summer, the large initial "E" 

on f. 2' of CCI. 1015 is in a style like that found at the end of the insertion of invitatory 

tones in CCl. 10 1 8, on f. 26 1 '. Since the initiais Vary so markedly among the 

Klostemeuburg antiphonen, the similarity in the decorative designs within the darker 

lefi-hand edge of the letter is striking here. Unfomuiately, this observation does not 

provide any proof of a copying order for these sources, since the insertion into CCI. 10 1 8 

could have been made at any time befm it was bound into its present format. 



Illustratiori 14: 
CCI. 10 15, fiom f. 2' 

Illustration 15: 
CCI. 101 8, fiom f. 261' 

Along with the differences between CCI. 101 5 and CCI. 1017 iisted above, there 

are many instances of different remenda, as well as several cases of conflicting modal 

assignrnents, such as for the chants with CAO numbers 6444, 1 197,2328,43 16, and 

1558, among others. In the corresponding places where double repetenda are provided in 

CCl. 101 7, only a single cue word is given in CCl. 101 5. Several chant series are also 

recorded in di fferent orders between CCl. 1 0 15 and 10 1 7. For instance, two of the 

Vespers antiphons for the feast of the Conception of Mary, f ond  in CCI. 101 7 on fSv 

and beginning with the text Adesto jam suppiicibus fuis and Audi Mrgo ghifica post, are 

in a reversed order in CCI. 1 O 15 on f. 19'. 

Even so, there is evidence in these sources of some closer association, perhaps 

that of a common exemplar, or at least, a comrnon manuscript tradition. For exarnple, in 

CCl. 101 7, at the top off. 3', the repetendum was originally copied as SaIvandos. This is 

the text found in CC1. 10 15 on f. 16'. However, in CCl. 101 7, this repetendum was later 

changed to "nam (for Namque) by a clever erasure of the beginning and ending. No 

change has been made to CCI. 10 15. Although the main body of text and music in CCl. 

10 17 has not generally been altered, many of the cues indicating sepetenda have been 

emeà in CCl. 10 1 7." This suggests either that the liturgy underwent some alteraiion, or 

that the usage of the manuscript changed. 

Another interesthg scnbal feature which suggests an even closer relationship 

"Erasures of repetenda in CCI. 1017 occur on ff. IV, 12' (in two plaça), 18: 42: 44r,43,53v, 60r, 
62', 6gr, 96; lur, 1 12: 124". 14W, 144': 14Y, 1 5Zr, 156", 16Y, 16Y, 170'; and 171' (gi two places). 



between CCl. 101 5 and CCl. 1017 occurs in CCI. 101 7 in the conesponding location to f. 

1 15' of CCl. 101 5. in CC1. 10 15, there is a sizable hole in the last line of the recto side of 

f. 1 15; the scnbe has written around this hole with the responsory text Fratn'bus i k i t  

Beocdr.tus quae via dm2 usqupoI111n swgm et multa llampsdc fiigens (not in CAO). 

in CCl. 101 7 on f. 109', the text scribe has left ample space between syllables, a distance 

which is approximately the same size as the hole that was avoided by the scribe of CCl. 

10 15. Shce both of these chants are unnotateà, it is not known whether the text sctibe of 

CCI. 1017 spaced out his syllables because he was anticipating a melismatic passage, or if 

he was merely copying as precisely as possible fiom his mode1 source. As well, the word 

Maria is missing in both CC]. 10 1 5 and 10 1 7 fiom the Annunciation chant, Salve nobilis 

virga Jesse salve fis campi Mmh ex te onùm est lilium convalIium (CAO 7564). 

Marginal additions on f. 1 16' of CCl. 10 1 5 and f. 1 1 1' of CCI. 10 1 7 have corrected this 

error. 

The fourteenth-century antiphoner CCl. 10 17 is not particularly close in its 

relationship to the twelfth-century source CCI. 1010. For example, over twenty-five 

repetenda of CCl. 1 O 1 O are difkrent than those indicated in CCl. 10 1 7. In CCI. 10 1 0, 

fewer psalrn cues and lesser doxologies ( G M  patri) are indicated among the notated 

chants than in CCl. 10 17, though these liturgical items were most certainly Sung. As 

well, the intended usages of the abbreviated chants provided for the Saturday in the fourth 

week of Advent are much clearer in CCI. 1 O 1 O (f. 197 than in CCl. 10 1 7 (f. 261). It 

seems either that CCl. 101 7 was copied fiom a more confusing source, or that some 

adjustrnents were made to the series between the copying of these two sources. 

With respect to the antiphoners which record the chants for the pars sesfika, CCl. 

10 12 and CCI. 101 8 have a comparable number of variances between them as do those 

manuscripis îransmitting the pers ~~i~ &tailed above. Different ordus of chants in 

series between those presented in CCl. 1012 and those of CCl. 1018 occur in the Matins 

responsories for Paul (CCl. 10 12 f. 16', CCl. 101 8 f. 701, in the feast of the Octave of 

John the Baptist (CCl. 1012 f. 19: CCl. 1018 f. 731, and in  une of the chants for Mary 

Magdalene. Some of the chants for the latter feast are presented for the Octave in CCl. 



101 2 (f. 3 1") but are added at the end of the manuscript d e r  the Funeral Office in CCl. 

10 1 8 (f. 244"). Other discrepancies, which are too numerous to detail, inciude various 

usages of different chants in certain positions, more or fewer chants specified in senes, 

and mbrics marked inconsistentiy. CCl. 10 12 includes a very smail number of rubrics, 

and more than twenty nibnc indications are incorrect in CCl. 10 18 (i.e., " R  given for an 

antiphon, or "An" for a hymn, etc.). in these sources, too, are several instances of 

differing mode and differentia assignment for identical chants; this occun, for example. 

for the chants with CAO numbers 4096,4434,2428,1474,2732,2167, and 1850. 

Only one scribal inconsistency in the twelfth-century source CCI. 1012 leads to 

any speculation on the copying of these books. In CCI. 10 1 2, the hymn O sancta mundi 

(not in CAO) is entered twice during the feast of the Nativity of Mary (ff. 63' and 673. 

On f. 63', the initial " O  has not been drawn in the space left before the word "sancta." In 

the corresponding place in CC]. 10 1 8 on f. 1 Xr, only the text Sancta mundi domina 

appears, with no space before that fmt word This appearance without the initial " O  is 

similar to the present, rather than the intended, state of CCI. 1012. 

Regardless of any speculation on which sources may share in a closely-related 

manuscript tradition, it is certain, owing to the placement of the feast of the Trinity in 

CC]. 1012, that CCI. 1012 was copied before CCl. 101 8 and CCI. 589. In the position 

where Trinity is expected (i.e., on the first Sunday afier Pentecost), CCl. 1012 gives only 

chants for the Octave of Pentecost; a more complete and partially-rhyrned Trinity Oflice 

with proper chants (K 122'- 1241 is not found until the end of the manuscript, where it 

was obviously added at a later date. This placement in CCI. 10 12 is not consistent with 

that found in the later manusaipts, where the proper chants for Trinity occur after those 

for Pentecost in their expected liturgical position 

CCI. 589 is nearly identical to CCI. 101 8, and there are numemus examples of an 

intimate relationship between these manuscripts. For example, in both manuscripts CCl. 

589 (on f. 37") and CCl. 101 8 (f 653, the responsory beginning Quem dr'cmt homines 

esse(CA0 7467) is marked with the rubric for "antiphon." This rrsponsory is indicated 

conectly in CCl. 101 2 on f. 13'. As well, difficulties in rationalizing the order of the 



abbreviated chants for the ferial days in the Easter season, with respect to maintaining the 

correct order of the psalms as given by incipit, exist in both CCI. 589 (f. 1 1') and CCl. 

1 O1 8 (f. 207. It seems that at some point, îhe exemplar for these manuscripts was copied 

incomctly and the order of the chants was confused. 

There is good evidence that CCl. 589 and CCI. 1018 were either copied from a 

common source or fiom each other, as indicated by the conections made to the 

responsory Aud domine hymnum et (CAO 6 1 39). In both CCI. 589 (f. 1 303 and CCI. 

1018 (194") the word luiwas omitted during the initial copying, and was added later as a 

correction. In another instance of miscopybg, the first word of the chant beginning 

Sigofiavit dominus Pebo (CAO 4947) on f. 38' of CCI. 589 has been copied as 

Magaificaw't. Although a misinterpretation of the initial "M"can be mplained in a 

number of ways, this error can, perhaps, be traced to the narrow, vertical appearance of 

the initial "S" provided for this chant on f. 67' of CC!. 101 8; this "S" is quite different 

than the other two "beehive" style "S"4nitials given on this folio side. An additional 

instance of misspelling suggests that the text scribe was copying CCI. 589 without an 

understanding of the meanings of the text: on f. 96', the first word appears as CeIigunt 

but should read Elignt 

Despite their similarities, several scribal corrections suggest that the manuscripts 

CCl. 589 and 101 8 had different usages, either by different people or in other locations. 

For instance, in the Vespers Magnificat antiphon for Dionysius, Adest namque beati 

Dionysii sacralissima dies in qua lnumphans agonem explevit et coronam victoriae 

acc~pete me& de manu Domhi (CAO 12641, the word agonem is crossed out and its 

neumes erased in CCI. 589 (f. 961, but there has k e n  no change made to the 

correspondhg chant in CCl. 101 8 on f 147". In another instance of manuscript editing, 

two words in CCl. 10 1 8 on f, 1 5 1 ' in the verse for Al1 Saints Gaudete et exsuitate 

quomWàm mmes vesm mulia es? ii, cxlo (CAO 6 1 75b) have been crossed out and 

replaced with an alternate text which corresponds more closely with the verse text 

identified as CAO 61 75a; the original text in CCl. 589 on f. 10 1' remains unchanged. As 

weii, theantiphon beBinniog S c r v e b e d m o n E  127'0fCCL589contaùisan 



uncorrected error in the word dicitinstead of h a  in the rniddle of the text. At first 

glance, this error appears to have been corrected at the corresponding location in CCl. 

101 8, as dicifis crossed out and htra entered above on the second line off. 1 88'. 

However, this case is more complicated, since the chant text in CCl. 1018 is actually a 

conflation of two similar antiphons, Euge serve bone et fidelis quia in pauca fùisri fidelis 

supra multa te coosDhram dicit Dominus (CAO 2732) and Serve booe et fidelis quia in 

pauca fListi fidellis super mulra te constituam hm in gaudium Domiai Dei tui (CAO 

4872). Both of these antiphons (albeit with the uncorrected error in 4872) occur in series 

on f. 127' of CC1.589. Lf CCl. 589 had been copied directly fiom CCl. 101 8, another 

source would have been needed to restore these two individual chants. In order to have 

preserved the dicittext error, however, reference to CCl. 10 18 would have had to have 

been made before the correction to inm had been accomplished. As this seems rather 

unlikely, it is more probable that both CC1. 589 and CCl. 1018 were copied fiom a 

common exemplar which contained the dr'cit textual emor. 

The more distant relationship of a common exemplar, rather than copying hom 

each other, might explain the instances of different modal assignments between CCl. 589 

and 10 18 for such chants as Vox turtuns (not in CAO), Apenrit Augusbnum (not in 

CAO), and îhese in CAO 6213,127 1 , 6 2 6 3 ~  1488,5059,2907,4264, and 2746. There 

are also several series of chants that are not entirely identical; some chant series are not in 

the same order, and some have more or fewer chants. Compare, for exarnple. the orders 

of responsories for Matins on the Saturdays of Pentecost in CC1.589 on f. 28' [Spikh 

sanctus (CAO 7693), Loguebantur(CA0) 7 10 1, and Lnctino fist i~tatis  (CAO 7805)l 

with f. 49" of CCI. 10 1 8 [Spirihis sanctus (CAO 7693), Ulr'mo festivitatis (CAO 7805). 

and Loque~tur (CA0)  7 10 11. These manuscripts are clearly not precise duplicates, as 

the mbnc near the bottom off. 85' in CCl. 589 is in Latin, while in CCl. 101 8 on f. 13 l', 

the corresponding rubric is in German. In addition, contrary to its appearance in CCl. 

589 on f. 96: the chant beginning Hsmcti vina bdDionysii(CA0 3042) in CCI. 

10 18 on f. 148' has a second word of satinstead of smcb; Admittedly, these words 

o h  appear similar in Gothic script, parîicularly when smcca'is partLally abbreviated. 



The conjecture that CCI. 589 was copied either later than or fiom CCl. 101 8, 

rather than the other way around, is based on more than merely the appearances of the 

notation in the two volumes; several feasts which were introduced into the iiturgy during 

the later Middle Ages are included in CCl. 589 but are not found in CCl. 101 8. For 

instance, the OfEce for Corpus Christis2 occurs in CCl. 589 on ff. 42'45' in a position and 

style which reflect that its inclusion in this volume was planned (Le., not a later addition). 

The Office of proprr chants for Ursula, which was added at the end of CCl. 10 18 on ff. 

234'-239: occurs in its expected place following calendar order within the leaves of CCl. 

589, on ff. 96'-99'. The rubric assigned to this feast in CCI. 589 does not mention 

"Ursula," but ratber, as found in CCI. 101 8, "XI milium virginum," of which Unula was 

one? The Ofice for Catherine of Alexandria also appears in CCl. 589, but on ff. 1 16'- 

1 19: in the middle of the commune, separated fiom the rest of the Sanctmde. This 

Office was not included in either CCl. 1012 or CCl. 101 8, and its placement in CCI. 589 

suggests that it was added to the plan of the manuscript after copying began. 

Although styles of textual script Vary, the dotting of the letter "i" is consistently 

used or not used in each of the eight Klostemeuburg antiphoners; this small feature may 

provide some evidence conceming relationships between manuscnpts; it indicates either a 

similar time-period for their copying, or the production by the same group of scribes. 

Lower-case letter "i" is dotted consistently throughout CCI. 589 and CCl. 101 1. There 

are also occurrences of dotted "i" in CCl. 101 8, but they are sporadic throughout the 

manuscript. The othet fourteenth-century antiphoners under examination show no 

evidence of a dotted letter "i." The "dots" used in CCl. 589 and CCl. 101 1 are nearly 

identical in appearance; their semi-circular thin strokes (simi lar to an upside-do wn U) 

have the sarne thickness and colour as the! brown staff lines, and are used throughout both 

nThc Feast of  Corpus Christi was fm htroduced in Liége in 1246, and p d b e d  for the whole 
church by Pope Urban IV in 1264. 

Hugh Famer relates the account of how the nurnber of virgins came to be so large. He 
explains, "In the 10'" century their number k a m e  fixed at 1 1,000, probably through the wmng expansion 
of an abbmiated text which read 'XI MV* into 'undecim milia virgines* (= 1 1,000 virgins) instead of  
'undech martyms wgines' (= clevm vi@-rnai[y~f." [David Hugh Farrner, lae (hrfordDi~b'0n.y of 
Sain& 3" ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Ras, 1992), p. 473.1 



manuscripts. The occasional "dots" in CCl. 101 8 are also thin lines, but their shape 

resembles an aigu accent; it is a straight, short line that angles up to the right. 

in summary, none of the eight Klosterneuburg amiphoners under investigation 

appears to have been directly copied from another in its entirety. Several casual scribal 

errors have been preserved in some manuscripts, and close relationships between some of 

the sources can be demonstrated. Although there are subtle diffaences between them, 

CCI. 10 15 and CCl. 10 1 7 show some resemblances. A closer relationship can be seen 

between CCl. 10 15 and at least the 1s t  portion of CCl. 1 0 1 1, particularly where these 

sections share the same notational style. There are numerous differences between CCl. 

1010, CCl. 1013, and CCl. 101 7, but the repetendum error connects CCl. 1010 with at 

least the fmt portion of CCI. 10 1 1. In general, CCl. 10 15 appears to be closer in content, 

rubrics, liturgical ordering, etc. to CC]. 10 13 than it is to CCl. 10 17. There is also a 

relationship between the twelfth-century source CCl. 1 O 1 O and CCI. 10 15 and 10 17 from 

the fourteenth-century, but this appears to have been more indirect, perhaps through 

several intermediary stages or through distantly-related exemplars. 

Even though the layout, notation. and general appearance of CC]. 1013 are 

consistent with manuscript sources from Klostemeuburg, its departures from what is 

known of the traditions at the monasteiy have caused some scholars to question the origin 

and the uses of CCI. 101 3. See, for example, in the table of sources at the end of the 

Norton and Carr's article on the Easter h a  where CCl. 10 13 is identified as a twelfih- 

centwy antiphoner fiom "?Klosterne~bu.g."~ The differences found between CC1. 101 3 

and the other antiphoners could be owing to the spread of these volumes across two 

centuries. It is possible, however, that these Klostemeuburg manuscripts, which appear 

to contain two slightiy dinerent traditions, may reflect the liturgies of each side of the 

Klostemeuburg house, one for the men and the other for the women. The general 

uniqueness of CCl. 10 13 among the other seven antiphoners of similar style, appearance. 

Worton and C m ,  p. 87. 



and contents which are thought by most to be fkom Klostemeuburg, coupled with the 

suggestion that CCl. 1013 may reflect a slightly different liturgy as used in the other half 

of the convent (either the men's or the women's side), could provide an altemate 

explamtion for the lack of complete agreement between the antiphoners and ihe ordipals. 

It is possible, too, in consideration of the fact that the ordinal CCI. 12 13 was used until 

the sixteenth century as show by the numerous later entries in the calenda.:' ihat the 

liturgy contained in the antiphoners represents that of an earlier time than the fourteenth- 

and fifieenth-century ordinals. A Klostemeuburg provenance for these antiphoners 

(including CC!. 101 3) should, therefore, not be lightly dismissed. Useful for cornparison 

are the transcribed Kalendars of Passau, Salzburg, and Klostemeuburg which Alois 

Haidinger has included as "Anhang i" in the first volume of his Klostemeuburg library 

With respect to those sources transrnitting the pan aestiva, CCl. 589 and 10 1 8 are 

nearly identical both in contents and layout, but were probably not copied directly fiom 

each other. It is more likely that CCI. 589 was copied at a later date, owing both to the 

consistent dotting of the letter "i," in a manner similar to that found in CCl. i 0 1 1, and the 

inclusion of certain feasts which were adopted into the liturgy at a later date and are not 

represented in CCI. 101 8. Beyond the obvious similarities in contents, there is very little 

comection between CCI. 5 8 W O  18 and the twelfth-century antiphoner CCl. 10 12. 

%gels, "Die Notation," p. 39. 

Waidinger, W o g  daHudcchn'Rc4 Part 1, pp. 22 1-224. 



The repertory of the Divine Ofice which survives fiom the Augustinian double 

monastcry in Kiosterneuburg includes numerous chants set to poetic texts which are 

certain to be later additions to the yearly liturgy than the main body of ecclesiastical 

chant. These items of lihugical poetry supplemented and decorated the chants of the 

liturgy, and include the famous so-called "Klostemeuburg" Easter play, rhymed Offices 

for such feasts as the Conception of Mary, Benedict, and Ursula and her 1 1,000 virgin 

martyrs, some hymns, and several tropes.' Although these liturgical items Vary greatly in 

sources fiom the later Middle Ages, the tropes are of particular importance as they 

provide insight concerning local traditions and manuscript affiliations, both among the 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners themselves and with respect to other extant European chant 

books. These later additions to the liturgy, which becarne common by the eleventh 

century, were new musical forms with poetic texts. Many of these tropes are musically 

unrelated to the chants they accompany - they were a new liturgical art form which 

fùnctioned within the focused celebrations of a special feast day. This practice of 

melodic troping extended and enhanced the existing chants of the liturgy without 

jeopatdizing the integrity of the original melodies. As Margot Fassler observes, "These 

later chants were changes begotten by change, yet they changed the original texts and 

music not by removing them or altering them, but rather by surrounding them."' Many 

scholars have cornmented on the independent viability of "original and fiee" composition 

in these melodic and texhÿil tropes, and it is in chis respect that these works approach 

"spiritual songs." 

'The Visiia'oo, though fiequently regarded as a trope, will not be considcred here since I have 
dealt with it earlier in this volume (see Chapter Six). 

'Margot Fasslcr, Go& Song: Wctotmc Ssqueacers andAuBpshnim R e h m  in Twelm-Centlrry 
PanS(Cambridgc: University Press, 1993), p. 29. 



It has ofien been recognized that the "Carolingian Renaissance" was followed by a 

flourishing of creative activity which extended to matters liturgical. Tluoughout the ninth 

and tenth centuries, it became common on important feast days to embellish existing 

Gregorian chants with new melodies, or melismas. Dom Anselm Hughes stated in one of 

the first saidies of tropes, that of AngleFrench Sequelae (1 934), 

The Carolingian revival of the Imperia1 dignity was followed by much 
activity in liturgical directions, and among such was the new practice of 
adding another melody, known by the name of "Jubilus" or "Sequela," to 
the existing Gregorian Alleluia which followed the Gradua1 in the Mass."' 

It is generally understood that the incorporation of troped texts to the liturgy, many of 

which display rhyme and rhythm, begm as syllabically-set additions to the pitches of 

appended melismas. 

Although, in the matter of terminology, modem scholars are no more consistent 

than the scribes of the Middle Ages, it is customary to label as a "sequence" the texted 

jubiimmelisma sung on the final syllable of the Mass Alleluia4 Within the larger 

category of "trope," the sequence is paralleled in the Offices by the "prosa." The prosa is 

associated with the elaborate responsonk prolixa (the Great Responsories) which are 

generally sung between lessons in the noctums of Matins. Although the term "prosa" is 

used widely in medieval books, it is potentially confusing owing to its translation "prose." 

whereas many "prosae" (at least the later-medieval texts) are poetic. Some modem 

scholars prefer to fiirther categorize as "prosulae" (meaning "littlr prosae") those Office 

responsory tropes which are intimately co~ected  with the pitches of a pre-existing 

melisma as distinct fiom the later tropes which display the clearer verse structure of the 

sequence. Ritva Jacobsson and Leo Treitler comment, "What is more, in the medieval 

sources there is not only a de- of inconsistency in the classes to which individual items 

'Dom Anselm Hughes, AngloFtrnch &qfdu: MiradIbn the Papus of fbeLoP Dr. H H ~ Y ~  
Ma~Barrhistcr(Bumharn: The Plainsong and Mediaeval Music Society, 1934), p. 1. 

'Schokrs gendly  agree that the gendefuiing chvaftcrisiia of the scqutnce are sylbbic M- 
-6s and coupleî strucîws wkcb conski of pairs of isosyllabic lines sharing the same melody. The 
texts of eady sequences are ofien in paired lines of unequal prose, whereas those of later sequences (Le., 
those of the "second cpoEb") appear more hqucntly in reguiar, rtiymcd vasc. 



are assigned, there is an inconsistency about the cnteria for establishing classes 

altogether: Versus," which simply means "a collection of lines," and may be assigned to 

various styles and fùnctions; "laudes," which speaks to a kind of function or tone; "prosa" 

or "prosula," which suggest certain morphological characteristics.'" In a discussion of 

early medieval tropes, Fassler admits, 

It is dificult to decide what to cal1 these pieces today ... . Throughout the 
Middle Ages the use of these ternis was variable, and the modem 
confusion over the proper use of 'prosa' (or 'prose') on the one hand, and 
'sequentia' (or 'sequence') on the other merely reflects the rnedieval state 
of things6 

David Hiley notes the variations in nomenclature in a discussion of the versus in early 

Aquitanian manuscripts; he writes, "Most of the pieces are called venus in the 

manuscnpt, others n'tmu4 cannen, pI'cîus ..., hymnus ..., and one pmsa ... . r 77  

This variable state of terminology cari be seen clearly in the trope repertory of the 

Klostemeuburg Ofice manuscripts. The manner of identiQing chants in the eight 

Klosterneubwg antiphoners copied before 1400 for the same Augustinian house, 

presumably in the same scriptorium, is temarkable; in some cases, decidedly different 

rubncs are assigned to similar chants, and in other cases, identical rubrics are given for 

different types of chants. For exarnple, the seventeen instances of prosulae are identified 

in the manuscripts in the following ways: one is identified as 4'venus," another by "vs." 

for seven there is the single letter "v," and eight are provided with no rubric. For the 

eleven occurrences of the three prosae, one is labelled "prosa," two are identified as 

"versus," four are given the letter '%," and four more have no rubric. (See summas, table 

below.) 

'Ritva Jacobsson, and L w  Trcitler, "Tropes and the Concept of Genre," in Pm CI Sapienoh: 
SnrÉlies h T m  and Music of Linugicd Tropes and Sequeocers In Memow o f  Gdon Anderson, Corpus 
Troponim (Stockholm: Almquist & Wikscli, 1986), p. 63. 

'Hiley, p. 239. 



in total, the Klostemeuburg antiphoners under investigation here provide 

seventeen examples of four separate p d l a e ,  eleven examples of three prosae, and eight 

examples of three other chants which are of similar appearance but are not associated 

with a responsory, at least not where they have k e n  copied; these are focus of the current 

study. The multiple examples of these chants provide a basis for cornparison of the 

identification given to these chants by the medieval scribes, as well as an opportunity to 

examine the liturgical f ict ion of these tropes within their particular feasts. 

SUMMARY OF THE TROPES* M THE KLOSTERNEUBURG ANTIPHONERS 

ïN MSS: I H=himalis ROBR~CLN 
A = aestiva 1 SOURCE: 

Quem ethem et terra atque 

(no rubric) 
'bv~" 
b 8 ~ ' r  

"v" 

CCI. 1010 
CCl.1013 
CCl.1015 
CCl. 1017 

H 
H 
H 
H 

CC1.1010 
CCl. 1011 
CCl.IOf3 
CCl.1015 
CC1.1017 

bbv'y 
' t?' 
'v" 
(no rubric) 
"v" 

CCI. 1010 
CCI. 1011 
CCl. 1013 
CC1.1015 
CC1. 1017 

(no rubric) 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

'Owing to the poetic nature of these later-medieval tropes, the spellings of  the sources have been 
retained. 

' b ~ "  

(no rubric) 
? 
(no rubric) 
(no rubric) 



(no rubric) 
ICbv" I E r n e  virgo memonè quem 

O Chîiste virginum gimb 

Steih man's O Mm'a 

( (no ntbric) 1 

"v" 
(no rubric) 

"versus" 
(no rubric) 
' L v e r ~ ~ ~ ' '  
Ccv'' 

CCl. 589 
CCl. 1011 
CC1.lOlS 

CCI. 589 
CCl.1011 
CCi. 1015 

CCl. 1010 
CCl. 1011 
CC1.1012 
CCl. t015 
CCI.1017 

A 
H 
H 

A 
H 
H 

H 
H 
A 
H 
H 

1. QUEM NON PREVALENT 

Although most of the troped texts listed above occur more than once in the corpus 

of the Klostemeuburg Office manuscripts owing to the survival of several volumes 

containing a sirnilar liturgy, the poetic chant Quem non pir?valeatpmpnb is found in only 

one of the Klosterneuburg antiphoners. Of the five of the Klostemeuburg antiphoners 

that record the chants for the pars bernafi4 this chant occurs only in the twelfth-century 

source CCl. 101 3, and its appearance in other sources is rare (see below). In its 

Klostemeuburg source, Quem non p ~ v d e n t  displays rather unusual features of position 

and rubrication, and it is evident that these difficulties have interfered with the proper 

l 

. . . - . . - 

OTHER 
1 

Opanis vire veneranda 

L 

Quem non prevalent prvpn'a 

Virginei ffons nomen 

- 

CCI. 589 
CCl. 1011 
CC1.1015 

CC1.1013 

CC]. 589 
CCl. 1011 
CCl. 1012 
CC1.1015 

A 
H 
H 

H 

A 
H 
A 
H 

"A" 
b ' ~ "  

'V 
1 

"vss" 

(no rubric) 
(no rubric) 
(no rubric) 
(no nibric) 



identification of this chant in some scholarly studies? A textual and melodic analysis 

reveals that Q u m  non prevalent falls into the category of responsory tropes, and, like 

other items of liturgical poetry in the Ofice manuscripts, this chant displays a striking 

conûïst in style to that of the surrolyiding ûregorian prose chants. Poetic tropes swh as 

Quem non prevalmt exhibit clear htures of what some have described as "medieval 

ecclesiastical song." 

Q u a  nonprevalentwris copied on ff. 5 6  and 57' (beginnùig on the last line off. 

56') and occurs in the middle of the Office of Second Vespers in the feast of Epiphany 

(January 6)- 

T o r  instance, the occurrence of this chant is not included by Lisa Fagin Davis in her forthcoming 
book The Gottschalk Antiphonary: Music and Liairgy in Twelfth-Ccntury Lambach (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, at pms - to appear c. January 2000). w h m  Chapts Five is devoted to 
'"Qum non Pmevalent' and the Importance of Epiphany at Lambach." AAer the completion of my 
manuscript index of CCI. 10 13,I informai Lisa Davis of this trope in the Klostemeuburg source, and she 
TeciprOcatcd by scndmg me a h f i  copy of the relevant chapter in ha book. 



n i e  text of Quem non prevalent comprises thirteen verses, of which the first 

twelve are paired both textwlly and melodically in double stanzas to create six couplets 

and one final verse. 

FULL TEXT OF Q u '  NONP.VALENT 
1 a Quem non prevalent propria magnitudine 
1 b Celi terre atque maria amphisepere 
2a De virgineo natus utero ponitur in presepio 
2b Ut prophaicus semo nuntiat stant simul bos et asinus 
3a Ex oritur stella lucida prebitura domino obsequia 
3b Quam balaam ex judaica orituram dixerat prosapia 
4a Hec magorum oculos fulguranti lumine prestrinxit providos 
4b Atque ipsos previa Christi ad cunabula perdwtit vilia 
5a Illum exiguis adorant obsitum pannulis 
5 b Afferentes regia aurum thus et mirram munera 
6a Ista sed tamen mysticis non carent munera figuris 
6b A m  ut regi thus deo et magno offerunt sacerdoti 
7 Aique mirram in sepulturam 

The text shows clear associations with the Epiphany feast, as verses 2a to 5b 

provide details concerning the humble birth of Jesus, the joumey of the Magi, and the 

gifts which they brought for the infant King. According to Gunilla Iversen, this content 

follows a compositional structure typical of Aquitanian sequences of the transitional type, 

where the central part nomally develops the theme of the actual feast.1° Commentary on 

the Epiphany feast surrounds the details of the story: in verses 2b and 3 b, the fultillment 

of the prophecy of Christ's birth is amounced, and in the last two verses, the foretelling 

of the events of Good Friday is suggested in a symbolic portraya1 of the gifts brought by 

the Magi. Gold was brought for Jesus the King, hikhcense for Jesus as a great priest, 

and myrrh for his burial. There appears to be no regular pattern of texnial accents in 

Qumi non pmdenl; UUs suggests either that the text dates fiom a relatively early stage 

in the introduction of poetry to the liturgy (perhaps the tenth or eleventh century), or 

'OGunilla lversen, "Supero a@mam Angels and the celcstial hierarchy in sequences and tropes. 
Examples h m  Moissac," in Li- and the Arts h~ the Middle Ages, edited by Eva Louise Lillie and Nils 
Ho@ Pctmen (Copenhagcn: Museum Tusculanum Pnss, 1 996), p. 101. 



simply, that texnial accent was not of primary concem in the composition of this text. 

Although it is clear that Quem nonprevalent is a chant with poetic text for 

Epiphany, its identification as a responsory trope is problematic, for it is the hymn incipit 

for Ho& ratber than a responsory chant which precedes Qum non prevalent on f. 56''. 

CCL. 1013: 
FOLIO INCIP~T -- OFFICE GENRE POSITION 
56' Tecurn principium* Second Vespers Antiphon 1 
56' In colwnbe* Second Vespers Responsos, 
56' Hostis* Second Vespers Hymn 
56' Qwm non prevalent propria Second Vespers 
57' Reges Tharsis et insule* Second Vespers versicle 
57' Tribus miraculis ornatum diem Second Vespers Antiphon Magnificat 

The only rubrics given to identify this chant are the rather genenc abbreviations for 

venus before each of the verses ("vss" before verse la, and a lower-case "v" before each 

of the others). The chants which follow Quem nmprevalentare those which are usually 

found near the close of Vespers: a versicle (Reges ~m1S et insule) and the Magnificat 

antiphon (Tribus tIlljaculr's omafum). The chants in this Onice, with the exception of the 

Magnificat antiphon and Quem non pzvalenr itself, are given only as incipits; of these 

abbreviated cues, only the hymn incipit is provided with notation. The questions arise, 

with what chant was Quem nonprevalent to be Sung (if any), and where does its 

performance fit in the feast of Epiphany? 

The answer appears to lie in the responsory incipit copied before the hymn Hostis 

on the line above Quem am prpvaleot. The omate responsna prolxa are usually 

associated with Matins, but a single responsory is also Sung in the Office of Second 

Vespers. Although the abbreviated incipit in the feast of Second Vespers does not occur 

directly before Quem non pnvalenc it is reasonable to assume that this responsory, la 

coIumbe s w i e  spIn'lus, was intendeci to be its "host" responsory by scribes who, as a 

matter of course, did not recopy a chant which was given completely on an earlier folio. 

h cofumk is written out completely on the previous folio (557 and is included for 

Epiphany as the third responsory in the third noctum of Matins. The absence of a 



directly-neighbouring "host" chant would have presented no dificulty for the medieval 

canton, as early tropes were reguiarly copied, without cues, in separate sections of 

antiphoners or in entirely separate volumes. Melodic analysis of the responsory lo 

cofmbereveais a second-mode chant with a standard verse-tone followed by the 

xepetendum, a verbal cue for the partial repeat of the Respond. This standard temary 

structure may have incorporated the lesser doxology, Glon'apitn; as a second verse in 

perfomance, and might also have incorporated a troped prosa before the fuial 

repetendum. 

It is interesting to obsewe that, in the cathedra1 practice, the final chant of the last 

nocturn of Matins (the position of the complete entry of In columbe) is the one most often 

provided with embellishments. This initial placement of In cofmbe suggests that the 

trope Quem nonprevalent may have been intended for Matins - an Office much more 

musically-important than Second Vespers - and that it was simply copied in the wrong 

place. On the other hand, fK 56' and 57r do not end any physical section or gathering 

within the manuscript (that is, where addenda might be placed), and there is no apparent 

change in hand or format in either the text or music of Quem nonprevalent It also mua 

be noted that the responsory In columbe is found in CC!. 10 13 four more times as an 

abbreviated incipit during the week &er Epiphany .' ' The text Quem non prevalenr does 

not occur with any of these citations. It would appear, therefore, that the inclusion of this 

chant was fully intended for Second Vespers of Epiphany in CC1. 10 13. One is left to 

wonder why it is the only one of the five Klostemeuburg antiphoners which record the 

feast of Epiphany to include this trope. 

The confimation of the genre of this chant involves not only its position relative 

to othcr chants, but also its sîylistic fcahires. The setting for Quem nonprevala~is 

almost completely syllabic; this is a distinguishing feature of sequences and prosae. The 

"These occurrences are as follows: on t 58' as the îhud Matins mponsory for the fifth day of 
Epiphany (January IO), on f. 59' as the thud Matins rcsponsory for the seventh day of Epiphany (January 
12), in the Octave of Epiphany (January 13) on f. 59' as the responsory in First Vespers, and on f. 59" in 
the same position as on Epiphany (January 6), namely as the third responsory in the third n o m  of 
Matins. 



only exceptions occm near the end of the chant, with the intrusion of a three-note neume 

near the beginning of verse Sa and a two-note liquescent neume in the middle of verse 5 b 

over the word mg>. Pitch sources for troped texts, especially those which are set one 

note per syllable, cm somehes be traced to lengthy melismatif sections near the ends of 

the Respond portions of the nsponsories which the tropes accompany. Although there 

are no lengthy melismatic passages which might have served as a source for the pitches of 

Quem non prevalens the appropriateness of its poetic text to the feast of Epiphany, the 

textual and melodic pairing of double stanzas, the clear D-mode (at least in the opening 

verses), as well as the proximity to the Vespers responsory incipit, support the conclusion 

that Q u m  non prevalent is a prosa to be Sung with the responsory In columbe specie 

spuitus. 

' ~ u c m  non pre - va - lent pro - pri - a mag - ni - tu - di - ne 

- 

Cc - li ter - re at - que ma - ri - û am - phi - se - pr - rc 

De vir - gi - ne - O na - tus u - te - ro po - ni - tur in pre - se - pi - e 

Ut pro - phe - ti - cus ser - mo nun - ti - at stant si - mu1 bos et a - si - nus 

Ex O - ri - tur ael - la lu - ci - da prc - bi - tu - n do - mi - no ob - se - qui - a 



8' 
Hec ma - go - rum o - CU - los ful- gur - an - ti lu - mi - ne pre-suin - xit pro - vi - dos 

At - que ip - SOS prr - vi - a Chri - sti ad CU - na - bu - la psr du - sit vi - l i  - a 

- ' II - lum ex - i - gu - is a - do - rani ob - si - tum pan - nu - lis 

œ ' AC - Tc - ren - tes rç - gi - a au - mm thus et mirr - am mu - ne - ra 

8' 
Is - ta scd ta - men my - sti - cis non ca - rént mu - ne - ra fi - gu - ris 

A * 0 1 - I - w a 

m - œ m m m m - -  
O a - 1 ' Au - rum ut re - gi thus De - O et ma - gno of - fe - runi sa - cer - do - t i  

' At-qucmin-am in se-pul-tu-rarn 

The first verse (1 a) of Quem non prevdeai; containing thirteen syllables, and the 

second (1 b) of fourteen syllables have end assonance on the words mwhrdr'ne and 

amphisepere. Assonance is typical of west-Frankish pieces fiom the so-called "first 

epoch" of seqwnce composition. The first two verses of Quem nonprevdentcan each 

be divided hto two phrases of 8 + 5 and 9 + 5 syllables. Whether or not by design, the 

fim phrases of each verse have two-syllable end-rhyme between the words pmpna and 

manà 

Melodic considerations generally mirror the parallelism observed in the text of 

Quem noopr~va/enc; In each of the first four paired verses, the text breaks into two 



phrases between repeated pitches. This occurs, for example, in verse la  between the 

repeated Gs over the last syllable of pmpnb and the first of magnittrdine, and in verse l b 

between maria and mphisepere. Verse 1 b is the only one of the paired verses in Quem 

mpnvakntthat does not repeat the pitches of its cornterpart. Although the verses do 

not begin with liLe pitches. however, melodic similarity cm be seen between la and I b 

through theu iast nine syllables. 

Although the next two verses do not share any obvious rhyme or assonance, they 

each have eighteen syllables divided into phrases of 10 + 8. The first verse of this pair 

(2a) displays so-called "leonine" rhyme fiom its mid-point to its end, between the words 

utem and p-o. The exact agreement of pitches between verses 2a and 2b is 

consistent with the remainder of the paired verses in Quem non prevalent In addition, 

verses Za and 2b share with the first two verses the same approach to the cadence; this 

five-note cadential pattern recurs a third higher at the ends of verses 5a and Sb. 

Verses 3a and 3b each have twenty syllables divided into phrases of 9 + 1 1. 

These lines display both end-rhyme of two syllables between the words obsequia and 

pmsapia as well as assonance at the ends of the first phrases. The fint five pitches of 

verses 3a and 3b are identical to those at the beginning of verse 1 b. 

Verses 4a and 4b also contain twenty syllables each; these verses are divided into 

phrases of 7 + 13 syllables. There is no end-rhyrne or end-assonance between these, but 

both display a "leonine" assonance. 

"Leonine" assonance is also a feanire of verses 5a and 5b. Verse 5a has fifieen 

syllables divided into phrases of 6 + 9, with assonance between exiguis and pannulis, and 

verse Sb has sixteen syllables divided into phrases of 7 + 9, with assonance between regia 

and mmmz With the exception of the liquescent neumes (marked as white noteheads on 

the tramcription), the pitches for these verses are also nearly identical. However, the 

text-setting does not coincide with the melodic pattern established in the previous four 

pairs of verses. Here, the division into phrases, which has been determined by texnial 

assonance, does not occur between repeated pitches, yet there are repeated Cs in the 

melody just thee syllables later. 



Verses 6a and 6b decrease in regulxity fiom those which precede them. A phrase 

structure of 8 + 9 and 8 + 10 syllables cm be imposed on these two verses if the "leonine" 

assonance in verse 6a betwepn the words mysticisand figuns is accepîed. Verse 6b 

offers no features of rhyme or assonance in the text to guide an analysis of phrase 

structure. Verses 6a and 6b reach a climax with the use of the highest pitches in the 

piece. Indeed, the melody of Quem non prevdentextends through a large range; the first 

three verses tend to remain moderately low (within an octave above C), while the fourth 

to sixth vetses do not extend below F, but reach to A a tenth above. Richard Crocker 

notes that differmtiation of phrases tiirough range is one of the important fmtures of the 

"festd" type of earlier sequences.'? 

The last verse (7) of Quem non p~vaIent deviates fiom the regular paral lelism of 

the previous twelve lines - there is no texted repetition of this nine-syllable phrase. The 

result is an odd number of verses in this otherwise fairly symmetrical text. Irregularity 

such as this is characteristic of early sequence texts. A melismatic passage which twice 

repeats the pitches of this short verse occm after the last word of the chant, sepu1hu;vn. 

The melisma was presumably Sung on the final syllable. 

As Victoria Gonc harova observed in her analysis of the prosa A dest hecelsa 

Cunctis for Mary Magdalene, 

The degree of freedom with which Adestpraecfm regards the conventions 
of strict parallelism and syllabic word-setting, and its fiequent departures 
fiom the presumed model, suggest that this sequence may be a product of 
an earlier, rather than a later stage in the "first epoch" of sequence 
composition. l 3  

This obsewation follows Crocker's analyses of early sequences, as well as those of 

several other chant scholars. The apparent decrease in structurai regularity towards the 

"Richard Crocker, "The Sequence," in Gamgen der Muslï IR Eioa/dsmlungm: 
GcdeIlksconAb Scliradc( ed. by .WuIf Arli, Emt Lichtcnhahn, and Hans Oesch (Bern: Franck, 1973), 
p. 291. 

"Victoria Goneharova, "The Prose A d e ~ r k c h  Cuncûs for S t  Mary Magdolcne in 
Manuscript Lat. Q.V.1.51 of the Sahykov-Shchedrin Library, St. Petersburg," in Labom tiam uI mm: 
F c s ~ s c ~ f )  k l 6  Dobszay m m  60. Geburtstr,~, cd. by Janka Szcndrei and David Hi tey (Hildesheim: 
Wcidmann, 1995), p. 69. 



end of Quem non prevalent affirms the eleventh-centu~y dating of several manuscript 

sources which contain this chant, as listed in the Analecta H&ca.14 

Since Quem non prevdent was not copied into the later Klostemeuburg sources, 

one might assume tbat this early sequence fell out o f f  vour afier a relatively short penod 

of time. Its swcity of appearance in other medieval chant manuscripts supports this 

conjecture. A search for this trope in the CANTUS database, which currently holds 

complete indices of the chants contained in fifty-seven Gregorian chant antiphoners and 

breviaries comprising a total of over 200,000 individual chants, reveals only one match; it 

occurs in the Fragments commonly known as "the Gottschalk antiphoner."" This source 

has been dated to the late-twelfth century, and was copied by the prolific scribe 

Gotîschalk of Lambach for Lambach Abbey in Austria. The manuscript was dismantled 

in the late-fifieenth century and the folio fragments were dispersed for various uses, 

including binding materials such as flyleaves and pastedowns. At present, there are only 

thirtyone known surviving folios which are housed in six different locations around the 

world. l6 Quem non prevalent occun on the verso side of the second folio in the third 

quire. 

%.M. Dreves, Lir~rgcbc  Rehnoficien des Mitieldtem Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi, vol. 5, 
(Leipzig: 1889. Reprint Frankiùrt am Main: Minma, 196 1 ), p. 10. 

"The index is available on the C M S  website. The CANTUS index of the "Gottschalk 
antiphoncr" presmts as closely as possible the manuscript order of the original source. Rather than folio 
numbcrs, cach fragment has ben  assigntd a position wiîhin the extant quirc, if known. 

'Hew Haven (Connecticut), Yak University - Beinccke Rare Book and Manuscript Library [US- 
NHub], 48 1 .S 1.1 to 48 1.5 1.17; SC. Paul-im-LavanttaI, Sti AsbibIiothek, Frag. 54/8, 1-2; Larnbach, 
Benediktincr-S ti fi Lambach - Bibliothdc [A-LA], Ink IY 1 Ti, 1 -4; Lambach, Benediktincr-Sti ft Lam bach - 
Bibliobick, Ink. Y95,14 (flyleaves); Larnbach, Benediktiner-Sti ft Larnbach - Bibliothek, Ink. 11/36, 1 -2 
(pasteâowns); Cambridge, Massachusetts, Houghton Library (Graphic Arts), Pf MS Typ 704,Sd; 
Bagdastcin, Private Collection (no siglum); St. Louis, Public Libmy, Rare Books and Special Collections, 
Grolin #44 



~llustration 1 7: Leaf h m  the "Gottschalk" Antiphoner - Yale Univem'rv, Tae Beinecke RE Book and 
Manwcnpt L~'brary, 4881.513 

"GOTTSCHALK" ANTIPHONER 
 FOLIO^ INCIPIT OFFICE GENRE POSITION 
32' In columbe specie spiritus Matins Responsory 3.4 
32' Celi aperti sunt super eum Matins Verse O1 
32' Quem non prevalent propria Matins Prosa 
32' Ante lucifenim geninis et lnuds Antiphon 1 

In coneast to the version of this trope found in CCl. 1013, each of the texted 

verses of Quem nonprevalent in the "Gottschalk* hgments is followed by a melismatic 

repetition. The perfomance of such melismatic counterparts is generally thought to have 

been the role of the choir in response to a soloist who sang the text. Lisa Fagin Davis 

"These folio indications arc based on the CANTUS index. Sec note t 5 of this chapter for more 
daails. 



writes, "Because the syllabic and neumatic melodies are slightly different, verse and 

melisma could not have been Sung simultaneo~sly."'~ 

Helma Hohaan-Brandt included Quem non prevalent in her dissertation on 

responsory tropedg The text (# 539) appean again witb only one manuscript source. It 

is interesting to note, however, that although Hofinam-Brandt includes CCl. 1 0 13 arnong 

her manuscript sources for this study, this is not the source manuscript listed for Quem 

non prevalent Perhaps the uncornmon placement of this trope was the cause of the 

oversight. The single source given by Homiam-Brandt is another fiom a Geman- 

speaking area of Europe: the manuscnpt no w known as Prague, Metropofitankapite? St. 

Veit (knihovna kapitufini), P. P.. 1." Hohann-Brandt identifies the trope as "lndeed, a 

' borrowed' sequence.'" ' 
"Diese Sequenz" is also the terminology used in Volume 5 of the Anaiecta 

H ' ' a  in descnbing the text Quem non prevaient2' Six manuscript sources are listed 

dong with a standardized spelling and a description of the textual variants between 

sources. These include an eleventh-cenniry prom hm the Benedictine monastery ai 

Tegemsee, just south of Munich, now London, BniM L i b q ,  Cod Add 19768 (Pm 

II),= an eleventh-century passionale, also from Tegemsee, now Munich, Bayensche 

"Lisa Fagin Davis, in Chapter Five of drafi copy: ne Gomchai'k Ant~phonary, pages 
umumbered. 

I9Helma Hofmann-Brandt, "Die Tropen ai den Responsorien des Officiums," 2 parts (Inaugural- 
Dissertation der Philosophischen Fakulat der Friedrich-Alexander-Universitat, Erlangen-Niiniberg, 197 1 ), 
p. 108, 

'%s antiphoner from Prague has been &ted to 1363, and contains chants from Advent to Easter. 
The text Quem non prevafcnf occurs on fi. 26' to Uû", and is associated, again, with the responsory in 
c o l . . &  sp#:ie spvitils. [Hofmann-Brandt, p. 108.1 

2''L... wohl eine ausgeliehcnc Squenz" Also, in addition to citations of Coussemaker and 
Chevlicr, HomiamBrandt lists this chant as incipit #577 in P. Rado, Répto ik  (Hofinarm-Brandt, 
p. 108.) 

%va, incipit #Uî7l,  p. 10. 

This source is included in RiSM Series B, Volume V', pp. 152-1 54. The sequence occurs in 
imhcigtitcncd names on ff. 70-7 1. 



StaafsbibIiotlllek, Cfm. 18955; an early twelfth-cenhuy troper fiom the Benedictine 

monastery of St. Emmerarn in Regensburg, now Munich, Ch. 14844,24 an eleventh- 

century manuscript written in Geman notation, now Leiden, Gmnov. Cod. 770, and a 

fifteenth-century hymnbook from the cathedra1 of Zagreb, C d  LXIU 1. Owing to the 

provenance of the manuscript sources, many of which originated in German-speaking 

areas of Europe, G.M. Dreves speculates that this text was composed in the area of 

southem Germany. 

The basically-interchangeable term "prosa" is used by Ulysse Chevalier in his 

Reperton'um h@ogicm ( 1  892- 1 92 1 ) to describe Quem non prevalent? Chevalier 

Iists five other sources for this text, al1 of which are printed anthologies of verse dating 

from the mid-sixteenth to the nineteenth ~entury.'~ A single manuscript source, Pars, 

Bibfiorheque nationafe, lat. 11383, was added in the Adden& et comgenda voolume." 

The association of this text with Epiphany reaches beyond its use as a sequence 

and as a sequence adapted for use as a responsory trope. Quem nooprevalent is also 

found in a drarnatic contea within Magi plays. William Smoldon wrote that the text of 

this ancient sequence appears in the scene in Herod's court "in a balanced, apparently 

rhythrnic setting which has plainly nothing to do with the original one and may represent 

a version unique to this drarna.''28 The incorporation of at least portions of this sequence 

text into the Magi drama is found in sources such as the eleventh-century manuscript 

"This source is included in REM Series B, Volume VI, pp. 79-8 1. 

2SUlysse Chevalier. Reperton'um hymnofogicm: Car;alogue dcs chants, h m = ,  pmses, 
s&umœs, m +  en usage daas Jkgii3e Iatutc, vol. II (Louvain: Polleunis & Ccutcrick, I W ) ,  incipit 
#16303, p.401. 

26Clichtovcus, E'ucrilator ccy:fsiast. (1 S8), p. 22h; Hymni Eccfsiiu e b~wdniS Romano 
(Sarisburiensi, Eboracensi: 1 83 8), p. 30; Neale, Sequcntrae ex Missal~'bus (1 852), p. 262; Daniel, 
Thcsaunrs hymnofogicrts, vol. V (1 84 1 -S6), p. 1 80; Kehrein, Lateinischc Squenzcn ( 1 873), p. 4 1. 

nChevalier, Repertonnum hymnoIogicm, vol. l. f russels Societd des Bollandistes, 192 1 ), 
p. 328. 



PansJ BiblioWque nationaley lat. 16819, ff. 49' - 49' from C~rnpiègne,'~ Monrpeflier, 

Bibfiothéque de la Facuité de Médeciney H 304,'' Madiid Biblioteca N a c i d ,  289 

(olim C 153): as well as in new musical settings like the Officiwn Stelfae found in the 

so-called "Fleury Piayboo~a twelfth-cetlhuy manuscript fiom the abbey of Saint- 

Benoît-sur-Loire now in Orféans, Bibiiotbeque de la VileJ Cod. 201 (ohm 178), pp. 20.5- 

214 - a portion of this source, including the trope Quem non prevdent was transcribed in 

Edmond de Coussemaker's m e s  ~ihilgiques?~ 

II. VMGNEI FLORIS NOMEN AND O PANIS VITE VENERANDA 

Two other chants in the Klostemeuburg antiphoners whose genres remain 

something of a mystery both occur &er the Magnificat antiphons in Vespers of their 

respective feasts. Neither is included in Hofmann-Brandt's listing of responsory tropes, 

Chevalier's Reperton'um byndogicum, or Andrew Hughes' Late Medieval Litqgicaal 

Offices (1994)?3 However, both texts display feanws of accent, assonance, and rhyme, 

and both are copied in the Klosterneuburg antiphonen in a manner which suggests that 

their poetic structure was considered significant, such as might occur in the copying of a 

troped poetic text. 

VigiineiffoRs nomen appean at the end of the feast for Catharine of Alexandna 

(November 25). In the corpus of Klostemeuburg Office antiphoners dated before 1400, 

there are four occurrences of this chant. These include the twelfth-century manuscript 

CCl. 101 2 on f. 152" where the chant is written in a hand later than the main body of the 

"Young, VOL 2, p. 61. 

'9. de Coussemakcr, Drames Linugr'Ques du Moyen Age: A Famunile of the 1860 Remes 
Editiooa (Rennes: H. Vatar, 1860. Facsimilc Reprint New York: Broude Brothers, l964), pp. 1 53-1 54 and 
pp. 163- 164. The refcrtncc of QUM non in this manuscript is included by Drcvts, incipit #U27 1, p. 10, 
and Smoldon, p. 2 1 O. See also, Young, p. 446. 

33AndrC~ HU*, LslC M i c d t i ~ E a l  Offiks: Resoums for cfdcm~c mtaflcb; Tab 
(Toronto: Pontifical institutc of Mcdiaeval Studics, 1994). 



manuscript, and these dated to the late-thirteenth and eariy-fourteenth centuries, CCl. 589 

onff. 116'- 114, CCI. 1011 onff. 229'-230r,andCCI. 1015onK 176'- 176'. 

CCL. 1012 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
1 52' Jarn Christi thalamum scandit 
152' Surgevirgo 
1 52' Inclita sancte virginis 
152' Virginei floris nomen 
152' Adoremus virginum regem in 

CCL. 589 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
I 16' Jam Christi thalamuni scandit 
1 16' Surge virgo 
1 16' Inclita sancte virginis 
1 16' Virginei floris nomen 
1 16" Adoremus virginum regem in 

CCL. 101 1 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
229' Jarn Christi thalamum scandit 
229' Inclita sancte virginis 
229' Virginei floris cunctis 
23W Adoremus virginum regem in 

CCL. 1015 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
175' JarnChristi thalamumscandit 
176' I n c h  sancte virginis 
178 Virginei floris nomen 
1 76" Adoremus virginum regem in 

OmcE 
Vespers 
Vespers 
Vespers 

Compline 
Matins 

OFFICE 
Vespers 
Vespers 
Vespea 

Compline 
Matins 

OFFICE 
Vespers 
Vespers 

Corn pline 
Matins 

OFFICE 
Vespers 
Vespers 

Compline 
Matins 

GENRE P O S ~ O N  
Antiphon 5 

Respomry 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon? Nunc dimittis 
Invitatory 

GENRE POSITION 
Antiphon 5 

Responsory 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon? Nunc dimittis 
Invitatory 

GENRE POSITION 
Antiphon 5 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon? Nunc dimittis 
Invitatory 

GENRE POSITION 
Antiphon 5 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon? Nunc dimittis 
Invitatory 

The text is comprised of eight verses, each of which has been copid in CCl. 101 1 

and CCL 1 O 1 5 with a capital letter at the beginning. Although the neighbouring chants to 

Virgu>eiffonk nomen are also poetic, since they are al1 part of this later-medieval rhymed 

Office for Catharine, the poetic structure of the other chants in this Office is not 

emphasized in this striking way. The plan of the text is roughly as follows: verses 1 - 4 



proclaim the revered prominence of Catharine among the saints, and the last four verses 

reveal that her divine conscientiousness will extend to the faithful if they pray to God 

through her. 

FULL TEXT OF VIRGMEI FLORIS NOMEN 
1 Virginei floris nomen admirabile 
2 Martyrii &cus cunctis venerabile 
3 Admiremur veneremur in virgine Kathenna 
4 Que laudatur adoratur meritis in monte Syna 
5 Huius quidem aput nos magna est religio 
6 Sed pro nobis eius sit iugis intercessio 
7 In cuius preconio benedicamus patri supremo 
8 Eiusque nato unigenito pneumatique domino 

There are no rubncs for Vugineitbik nomen which might indicate the intended genre or 

usage in any of the Klosterneuburg sources. The nibric "A" which appears before the 

word Admtremw in both CCl. 10 1 1 and CCl. 10 15 is presumably in error in both 

manusmipts; these sources, though probably not copied fiom each other, are similar in 

many respects and seem to have been copied fiom the same model. 

The sening of Vigkeiflo~s n o m  is generally syllabic with occasional 

neumatic tendencies. There is obvious textual painng of the eight lines, both in common 

syllable counts (2 lines of 13 syllables, 2 of 16,2 of 14,2 of 17), as well as in the use of 

end-rhyme of three syllables for the first pair, end-rhyme of one syllable for the second 

and third pairs, and end-assonance for the last pair. In addition, within each pair, there is 

intemal assonance half-way through each phrase. For example, f l d  and decus in the 

first two lines, veneremwand adoratmin the next two lines, and so on. Even so, these 

intemal rhymes do not aiways correspond with the musical setting. 



K!ostenieuburg, Augustimr-Choherrenstift - Bibliothek, 589, ff. 1 16' - 1 16 ' - 
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1n CU - jus pre - CO-ni - O be-ne - di-ca 

E-jusque na-to u - ni-  ge-ni-10 pneu-ma-ii-pue do mi-no 

Although present in some respects, the pairing of lines is not as obvious when 

considering features of the musical setting of this text. Lines one and two, for example, 

begin a fifth apart, but maintain the same general shape for the first half of each line. In 

the second half of iine two, the pitches fa11 to match the E-DE of the first line; the 

melodies are then identicai to the ends of these l k s .  As weli, the use of single or 

multiple neurne-foms is consistent between lines one and two, cven though the pitch 

levels are different at the beginnings of the lines. 

The disc~pncies of pitch observed in lines one and two are echoed in a similar 

cornparison of lines three and four. in this case, line three begins an upward ascem by 



thirds and remains at a higher pitch Ievel than the fourth line until the word wigine. At 

the corresponding location in line four, at the word menfis, the pitches become identical 

and remain nearly so for the second halves of the lines. 

Lines six and seven, on the other hand, are identical both in pitfh level and in the 

appearance of neume fotms. This "regular" setting appears rather out of place alongside 

the other lines in this chant, particularly beside the last two, where any similarity of pitch 

or use of common neume f o n s  is dificult to see. The final word of the chant, domino, 

reaches a climax in its setting to a striking nearly-scalar ascent followed by a eight-note 

cIimacus. 

The features of this chant are as follows: it is copied &ter the Magnificat. it has a 

generally syllabic setting, it has obvious poetic features, and it displays melodic 

similarities between paired lines. To what genre does this chant belong? No 

conesponding incipit can be found in any of the standard sources listed above; neither is 

it found in the M e c @  H w c a  or the CANTUS database. Matters are M e r  

complicated by the presentation in two other Klosterneuburg sources, CCl. 101 2 and CCI. 

589. In these, there is no obvious division of the text into poetic verses; neither nibrics 

nor capital letten. This, however, is the only major difference between the four readings. 

Without rubrication (and even sornetimes with), it is dificult to differentiate 

between the various genres of chants with poetic texts, and to detemine the intended 

liturgical uses of specific chants. Wrginei fforis nomen displays features common to 

sequences, prosae, antiphons, hymns, venus, processional chants, and others. If the test 

for VirgUlei BoRs nomen were not specific to Catharine, it might even be a substitute for 

the Marian Compline antiphon for the season before Advent, Salve Regina mate< sung at 

the close of Cornpline. Assignment as a hymn c m  be ruled out b a s 4  on the melodic 

structure of the piece. As Fassler states, "Unlike hyrnns, which have the same music for 

each successive strophe, late sequence melodies change with each successive strophe."3' 

V-ei flm3 nomen, therefore, appears closer to sequence than hymn. Perhaps, as was 



seen in the case of Quem non prevalent, this text is an appended prosa intended to be 

Sung with a responsory which has been copied elsewhere in the manuscript. This chant, 

however, has k e n  placed consistently without a "host" responsory in the four manuscript 

sources, and there are no mbrics mdhthg performance practice or abbreviated chant 

inci pits anywhere in the vicînity of Virginei flmis nomen. 

This chant may have been part of a liturgical procession. Antiphons, hymns, or 

other special pieces were Sung during processions, which led to a special altar in a church, 

to a chape1 outside a church, or to another significant location. Viginei flonk nomen 

may, too, be a rnonophonic conducm. Although usually found in polyphonie settings, 

conductus are generally considered to be newly-composed sacred songs in Latin verse. 

As the Latin suggests, these chants accompanied or "guideci" movement of someone or 

something, as might occur in a procession. Janet Knapp writes, "Conductus are 

associated, in one or more of the Offices, with the readings for Matins and the Mass, the 

medieval drama, the dismissal following second Vespers, and with the festive meal at the 

close of the  da^."^' These pieces can be either syllabic or melismatic, and the musical 

setting ofien reinforces the characteristic repeated structures of the poetry. The venus as 

a genre, new in the eleventh century, cannot be completely discounted either. Rhyrne, 

accentua1 scansion in the text, and clearly-âefined phrases are features of Virginei floris 

nomen that bring its appearance closer to the versus. Even so, these are the so-called 

"distinguishing features" of many of the later-medieval poetic musical genres. 

The most obvious genre, and that which would be nearly unquestionable if the 

verse structure were not emphasized in CCl. 10 1 1 and CCl. 101 5, is that of antiphon. 

The placement of this chant suggests that it might be either an altemate Magnificat 

antiphon or the antiphon in Cornpline for the Nwc drinints. Aithough not particularly 

common in the Klos~meuburg mnuscripts, proper Cornpline aatiphons do appear for 

some feasts. A cornparison with the MagaXcatantiphon Mira sacte vfiguiis, which 

precedes Vipnei flons nomen, reveals a musical setting and fom somewhat similar to 

"Janet Knapp, S.V. "Conductus," in Ilk New Gmve D i c t i o n ~  of M w c  a ~ ~ d  MUsicians, ~01.3, 
cd. by Stanley Sadic (London: MacMillan, l98O), p. 65 1. 



the chant in question. Although not as regular in occurrence, features of assonance, 

rhyme, and texhial accent are present. As well, some of the paired lines show some 

degree of melodic repetition. The pitches deviate approximately to the sarne extent as 

those in VZpnei no& nomea. Aithough features of other poetic genres are present in 

Virginei fl& nomen, it appears that this chant may be merely a later-medieval antiphon 

typical of those in rhymed Offices; even so, the scribal emphasis placed on the poetic 

scheme of V'neif lonk nomen- the cause of the striking change in appearance among 

the other chants of the sarne Onice - remains unexplained. 

A case nearly identical to that just described occurs for the chant Opanis vite 

venetanda in the feast of Corpus Christi. There are three exarnples in the Klostemeuburg 

manuscripts: CCI. 589 on f. 45', CCI. 101 1 on ff. 240' - 24W, and CCl. 101 5 on f. 185'. 

There is no change in hand for this chant in any of the sources. 

CCt. 589 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
55' Ego sum pais  vivus qui de 
45' O sacrum convivium in quo 
45' O panis vite veneranda 

CCL. 101 1 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
240' Ego sum panis vivus qui de 
240' Ad sacrum convivium in quo 
240' O panis vite veneranda 

CCL. 1015 
FOLIO INCIPIT -- 
185' Ego sum panis viws qui de 
185' Ad sacnmi convivium in quo 
185' O panis vite veneranda 

OFFICE 
Lauds 

Second Vespers 
Compline 

OFFICE 
Lauds 

Second Vespen 
Compline 

OFFICE 
Lauds 

Second Vespm 
Compiine 

GENRE - POSITION 
Antiphon Benedictus 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon Nunc dimittis 

GENRE POSITION 
Antiphon Benedictus 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon Nunc dimittis 

GENRE POSITION 
Antiphon Benedictus 
Antiphon Magnificat 
Antiphon Nunc dimittis 

Opanis vire is placed in al1 three sources &er the Magnificat antiphon of second 

Vespm, and its four-line text has features of accent, assonance, and rhyme. In CCI. 101 1 

and CCI. 101 5, both upper-case letters and the rubric 'V' define each poetic verse. This 



striking change in the manner of copying sets Opanis vite apari from its neighbouring 

chants in the same way as happened with Vir2pinei flmk nomen. 

FULL TEXT OF 0 PANIS VITE VENERANDA 
1 O panis vite veneranda refectio rite 
2 Ens c m  sincera verbum patris hostia vera 
3 Nosmet inherere tibi fac deus et homo vere 
4 Atque tui Jesus pie nos d e  corporis esu Alleluia 

The text, with its invocations of "the bread of Me" and "genuine flesh," is 

appropriate to the feast of Corpus Christi. Each of the four lines displays "leonine" 

rhyme only. Based on this interna1 rhyme, each line can be divided into two phrases: the 

first of 5 + 10 syllables, the second of 6 + 9, the third of 6 + 8, and the fourth of 6 + 10, 

with an additional alleluia. The text-setting is one of the only differences between this 

chant and Virginei noris nomen in terms of determining genre; Opanis Mre is generally 

neumatic, and tends towards melismatic. 

A Klostemeuburg, Augustiner-Chorherrensti fi - Bi bliothek, 1 0 1 1, ff. 240' - 240 ' 

' O pa - nis v i te ve - ner - an - da re - fe-cti-O vi  - te 

ca - ro sin -ce  -ra ver - bum pa - tris ho-sti - a ve - n 

NOS-met in he - re-re t i -b i  fac de - us ac ho-mo ve - rc 

' A i - q u e t u  - i Jc - supi-e  nos a- le cor- po-ris e  - su 



Again, owing to the scribal emphasis on poetic structure, a genre other than those 

standard for the Office is suggested. Opmis vite could be any of conductus, hymn, 

versus, processional, or another poetic genre for reasons similar to those given above for 

V-ei flwis nomen. The text is appropriate to the feast, so an alternate to the Marian 

antiphon is unlikely. Thaî it is an isolated prosa inîended to be sung dsewhere with a 

responsory seems doubtfbl. 

The solution to this quafldary appears to be found in the third example of this 

chant in the Klostemeuburg sources, in CCI. 589. In this instance only, a differentia 

appears in the margin: this chant is an antiphon, or at least, was used as an antiphon when 

CCI. 589 was copied. This conclusion is confirmed both by the entry in Andecta 

Hymnica, which shows this text as the Compline antiphon for the Nunc dirnitt~k,~~ and by 

the single occurrence in the CAMUS database in the fourteenth-century manuscript 

Einsiedeeln, SStiRbibiiothek, 611. In this source, Opanis w'fe occurs as the antiphon for 

the third nocturn of Matins. It is interesting, however, that although Opmis vire has been 

assigned a differentia and therefore acts as the antiphon for the third nocturn of Matins, 

another antiphon, Homo q~u'dam, has been entered in abbreviated form as an altemate for 

that position. 

EINSIEDELN, STIFTSBIBLIOTHEK, 6 1 1 
Fotro INCIPIT -- OFFICE GENRE POSITION 
12 1 v Accepit Jesus calicem Matins Responsory 2.4 
122r Memoria memor ero et tabescet Matins Verse O1 
122r Gloria patri et filio et Matins Verse 02 
122r O panis vite veneranda Matins Antiphon 3. 
122r Homo quidam Matins Antiphon 3. (altemate) 
122r Educas panem de terra Mains versicie 3. 

The confirmation in two sources of Opanis w?e as an antiphon, not only in the 

Compline position but also in Matins, gives weight to the assignment of VUgioi fions 

nomm as the antiphon for the Nmc &tas. Although the chants share the textual and 

36Drtves, vol. 5, p. 22. 



melodic features of tropes and liturgical songs, these latter two examples appear to be 

merely two of the usual antiphons Sung in the Office Hours. 

Conceming the ïiewn works of eleventh-century Frankish composers, Richard 

Crocker writes, "... their works seem to reveal a strength of individual conception, a sense 

of purpose equal to the ta& of giving new impetus to Western music."" It has ofien been 

observed that this repertory of "new" music was, for the most part, a product of artistic 

impulses rather than liturgical ones. The apparent disassociation from "host" chants of 

monophonie chants wiîh poetic texts supports the suggestions, made by several scholars, 

that texts and music initially conceived as tropes to existing chants may have been 

recognized as independent entities, or "spirinial songs." The separation in the manuscnpt 

of Quem noaprevalent fiom its "host" responsory causes it to appear much more as an 

independent Song than the other responsory tropes in the Klostemeuburg antiphoners. It 

is not unreasonable to suppose that Quem non prevaleat might have been sung alone. 

The scribal emphasis on the poetic nature of Virghei Bons nomen and O@s vite 

venerst13ad;e points also te the "song-like" features of these chants. Indeed, the inscription 

in a late tenth-century manuscript containing mostly tropes fiom the monastery church of 

Prüm (now P h ,  Bibliiotequena~~onale, lat. reads "codicem cantus modulamine 

plenum" - hill of beautiful ~ o n g . ~ ~  

3 W v a  Jonson, "The Liturgical Functîon of the Tropes," in Research oa Tropes: P m d i n g s  of a 
symposium organked by the Royal Academy of Litmm,  Hisrory and Anu~uiaès and the Corpus 
T- Srockliok JmK 1-3, 1981, ad. by Gunilla Ivcrscn (Stockhohn: Almquist & Wiksell, 1983), 
p. 99. 



ANTIPHONS AND THE APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT~AE IN MEDIEVAL PSALMODY: 
A CASE STUDY OF CCL. 10 17 AND 10 1 8 

From the earliest days of Christian gatherings, the recitation of psalm texts has 

held great importance, both as a principal smiptural source for prayer and worship, and as 

a thread linking the new cult of Chnstianity with the ancient traditions of Judaism. The 

formuîaic "tones" of the eight ecclesiasticai modes to which psalm texts were chanted in 

the so-called "Gregorian" or "Franlcish-Roman" rite regularly operated with varied 

endings, called diferentiae in Latin. The selections and applications of these 

"differences" by the medieval cantors have been accounted for in various ways by many 

modem scholars. However, whether based on modal theories or melodic movements 

between psalm-tones and their associated antiphons, these explanations are often 

insuffcient. Although psalmodie recitation formulae appear in some of the earliest 

notated chant sources, tracing the history of early psalmody is a dif'fïcult task owing to a 

lack of specific idonnation conceming the primarily oral tradition of the Gregorian chant 

repertory before the ninth century. An examination of the applications of differentiae in 

psalm-tones and the relationships of these differentiae to antiphon melodies in two of the 

fourteenth-century Klostemeuburg antiphoners, CCl. 101 7 and 101 8, may begin to clarify 

the problematic assumpûons concerning the practical applications of these psalrn-tone 

teminations. 

In medieval Christian worship, the centuries-old oral tradition of psalmody 

fomed the basis for the daily Hours of the Office. 

THE USUAL DAILY HOURS OF THE OFFICE IN THE LATE WDDLE AGES 

1 Lauds 1 laudes 1 at sunrise 1 1 
Matins mat?itiaum be fore sunrise The Night Oflice 

1 



Prime at 6:00 a.m., first hour of Roman l daY 
The Little Hours 

Terce 

Sext 

1 

None 

Although they comprise the fundamentai elements of the Onices, chanted psalm 

texts are by no means restricted to these services; they are also found in the M a s  in such 

pieces as the Inîroit and Communion. It must be remembered, îhough that j ust as the re- 

enactment of the Last Supper is the significant moment in the Mass, it is the singing of 

the psalms that is central to the Offxe. 

- 

Compline 

EARLY PSALMODY 

Owing to a lack of musical notation, or more accurately, the persistence of a 

strong oral tradition for nearly a millennium, the history of Christian psalmody is 

incomplete before the ninth century. The evidence for psalm recitation in the early 

church is found in written documents of varying types, such as Biblical passages, 

liturgical treatises, letters, and accounts by witnesses to a foreign tradition such as might 

ad t e d m  
h o m  

ad sextam 
h o m  

ad nonam 
h o m  

be written during a pilgrimage. Many of the early accounts speciQ prayer at several times 

of the &y1 or even "constantiy" (1 Thessalonians 1 :2, and 5: 17);' though it is unclear 

at 9:00 a.m., third hour of Roman 
 da^ 
at 12:OO p.m., sixth hour of Roman 
day 

at 3:00 p.m., ninth hour of Roman 
day 

J 

compleonnim 

'The Vutgate tcxt of Acts of the Apostles 2:46 rack, coaadie quoqueperduranrcs unimimiter in 
runplo et 6adgrntes c k  domos pancm sumebant cibm c m  dtat ione et Suapliciaire cordr's ("And 
they, continuhg daily with one accord in the temple, and breaking brcad h m  house to house, did eat their 
meat with gladness and singlcness of heart" [translation fiom the King James' Version]). The Hache, 
dating fiom the middle of thc fust century, specifies the praying of the Lord's Rayer "Our Father" three 
times a &y. p. 13.1 Also h m  the first cenniry is a letter by Clcmcnt of Rome to the Corinthians 

before retiring 
- 



whether the latter is intended as an acnial petiod of hearcfelt prayer or merely a proposed 

state of mind. The use of psdm texts in goup prayer or worship, rather than in private 

devotion, is detailed by the third century Roman author of the ApostoIic T'.ilion. 

Alîhough this document s u i v e s  only in disjointeci fragments, and has been p i e d  

together fiom manuscripts dating across several cenîuries, the writer specifies the saying 

of psalms in severai different contexts. For example, a description of an evening worship 

service includes the reciting of psalms after some introductory material praising God and 

giving thanks for the day. The text reads: 

They shall rise, then, after supper and pray; and the boys and the virgins 
shall say psalms. And then the deacon, when he receives the mixed cup of 
the offering, shall Say a psaim fiom those in which "Alleluia" is written, 
and then, if the priest so directs, again fiom the same psalms. And after 
the bishop has offered the cup, he shall Say the whole of a psalm which 
applies to the cup, with "Aleluia," al1 joining in. When they recite 
psaims, ail shall Say, "Alleluia," which means, "We praise him who is 
God; glory and praise to him who created every age through his word 
aione." And when the psalm is finished, he shall give thanks over the cup 
and disiribute the fragments to ail the faithful.' 

Although the author d e s  that the psalms shall be "said," it is generally accepted that 

these poetic texts were recited (sung continuously to a tone) or sung, as was the practice 

of the ancient world in the execution of texts with elevated language. The word itself, 

"psalm," is denved fiom the Greek "psalmos" (JraAp6~) meaning "a Song to the h a r ~ . ' ' ~  

which includes the direction for praying "at set tirna" (kata keimus tetagmenous). [Taft, pp. 13-14.] 
Other witnessu of early Christianity, including Clement of Alexandria (No& African, d. ca. 2 1 S), Origen 
(North Afrim, d. ca. 254), TaaiIlian (North Afiican, d. a h  220), Cyprian (North African, d. ca. 258), 
and the writer of the Apostolic Traâition (Roman, ca. 2 15) specify in varying degrees of detail the multiple 
times daily wben Christians pray, or ought to pray. 

rihc W@e tcxt of 1 Tb#ssloaiaas 12 mds, gna insqgk  lko sempwpm omnibus vobk 
memonhm îkimtes h o~?bbd~hs usdmaiF S ~ ~ E R M I S S ~ O N E  (emphis  mine - '%ithout intemption"). 
I Thess. 5: 17 commands, sine intcrmissii onte ("Pray without ceasing"). 

'lt must be m m m b a 4  however, that interprctations of ancient tex& can be waylaid, in our 
modem view, by a lack of impmise terminology. For example, the distinction between "hyMi" and 
mn is unclair m some writings, as psaims arc somniws identifieci as 'Piyimrr of praise;'' it is 



Numerous other accounts h m  the Eastern chwch were written in the centuries 

following the Edict of Milan, issued in 3 13 C.E. by the recently-converted Emperor 

Constantine. This act extended toleration to the hitherto persecuted Christians. Details 

conceming the monasîic cammunities of the western church are contained in several 

documents which survive fiom the years following the so-called b'Barbarian" invasions of 

the Goths and the Germanic tribes in the fifth cennuy. Of these, the Ordo Monasteni is 

perhaps the oldest, providing the first detailed account of the western monastic cursus.' 

This text dates from late-fourth-century Northern Afnca, and is therefore presumed to be 

contemporary with the writings of Augustine; the importance of the Ordo MonastenY lies 

in its use as a mode1 by several authors for their own writings of monastic "Rules." 

These extant writings fiom various regions and traditions within the westem 

church provide increasingly detailed accounts of both the elements of Christian worship 

and the allocation of these elements throughout daily services. In the Middle Ages, the 

150 psalms of the psalter were divided beîween the Hours in a repeating cycle, with a 

specified number of psalms king perfomed at each service. According to the various 

"Rules" and liturgical traditions or "rites," such as the Ambrosian (Milanese), Gallican, 

Mozarabic, and others, the psalter was recited over varying periods which lasted from 

several days to a number of weeks. Local practices within cathedrals and monasteries 

determined the period over which the psalter was spread, as well as the distribution of the 

psalms throughout the Offices. 

Benedict, one of the most influentid figures in the history of the western church, 

wrote in his Regula (c. 530) that, "Our spiritual fathers perfomed with detemination in 

one day what we now take a whole week to do.'* The ecclesiastical historian Robert Taft 

questions Benedict's statement as he comrnents, "But 1 know of no early evidence to 

particularly helpful in the study of carly psalrnody if the writer has spccified thc author o f  the poetic texts 
as navid," or provided a textual incipit to clarifi the sourcc as a Bibliwl psalm. 

me RUIC of St. BmodZ'c~ trans. by Anthony C. Mcisel and M.L. del Mastro (New York: 
Doubltday, 1975), p. 68. 



support Benedict's assertion that, apart fiom the occasional agrypinia or all-night vigil. it 

was usual to do the entire psalter evey single day."' Even so, the Irish monastic cursus, 

as recorded by Columban (ca. 543-61 5) in his Regula mooacio~m, incorporates a great 

number of psalms especially during the longer winter nights; this "de" approaches 

Benedict's premmed ancient ideai. Colurnban specifies that the first two night Ofices 

had twelve psalms each, and Matins had thirty-six psalms on winter weekdays, a number 

which was decreased to twenty-four in the summer. The Matins psalms on Saturdays and 

Sundays totalled seventy-five in the winter, and thirty-six in the summer.' According to 

Columban's monastic rule, therefore, monks were required to recite ninety-nine psalms 

on weekend nights during the winter, in addition to the nine psalms assigned to the three 

&y Offices, a total of 108 psalms per day on wlnter Saturdays and Sundays. 

In Benedict's own guidelines, a Iess extreme approach was taken in which the 

cornplete psalter was chanted only once a week. Benedict does warn, however, that "... 
monks who in a week's tirne sing less than the full psalter with the customary canticles 

betray extreme indolence and lack of devotion in their service?' 

The use of this Benedictine, monastic cursus of the Gregorian rite was widespread 

throughout western monasteries. In the secular (also "Roman" or cathedral) cursus, used 

by cathedral clergy, the psalms were also distributed over a single week. Yet, even 

though the period of psalm distribution in the secular cursus is the same as that for the 

monastic (i.e., 150 psalms over one week), the specific assignment of psalms to each 

Office is different. For instance, four psalms plus antiphons are recited at monastic 

Vespers, but five are sung at the cathedral Office. Although in the monastic cursus the 

psalms are assigned generally in sequence (i.e., numerical order), psalms or sections of 

psalrns were ofien chosen for particular Offices in the cathedral liturgy because of the 

suitability of their texts. For exampk, Pr 133 is used reguiarly at Compline, since the 

'Taft, p. 115. 

'Taft, p. 114. 

7. Fry, ed., iae Ruk o f S ~  Bmedr'ct Q L a h  aud E0gIW.b wk6 Notes (Collegeville, MN: The 
Linrrgicai Prcss, 198 l), p. 2 15. 



text refea to the appropriate time of day: "Behold, bless ye the Lord, al1 ye servants of 

the Lord, which by night stand in the house of the Lord." in addition to these ritual 

differences in psalm allocation, specific usages in the Gregorian liturgy had been 

developed by the later Middle Ages to accommodate the psalm recitation for three types 

of liturgical occasions: those of the Tempode (the feasts of the Lord throughout the 

church year, such as Chrismias, Easter, Pentecost, including the seasons of Advent, Lent. 

etc.), those of the Smctorale(saints' feasts of varying classes and types), and the ferial or 

weekly cycle (chants to be used on ordinary days when no other feast takes precedence). 

PSALMODY AT KLOSTERNEUBURG 

The Klostemeuburg liturgy, hailing fiom a monastery of uncloistered Augus~inian 

canons founded in the twelflh centwy, follows the secular cursus. U~ota t ed  textual 

incipits for the psalms, merely cues to a particular text in the psalter, occur in the 

Klostemeuburg manuscripts, for the most part, following the antiphons with which they 

are to be sung. Although the psalm texts are used many times throughout a year, they are 

usually accompanied by different antiphons. The majority of antiphons in the Office are 

sung with the liturgical cycles of psalms and canti~les.'~ Antiphons are generally specific 

to their linirgical purpose, whether that be a common ferial &y or a particular feast. 

Owing to their "proper" nature, antiphons often number in the thousands for a complete 

year. This is certainly the case in CCl. 101 3 and 10 12 which together record al1 the feasts 

of one yearly liturgical cycle; of their 5054 chants, 2304 are antiphons. The proportion of 

antiphons is nearly the same in the Klostemeuburg manuscripts dated two centuries later 

which aiso record the Sung liturgy for a full year: of the 5011 chants in CCI. 1017 and 

101 8,228 1 are antiphons. 

With reference to the textual psalm cues which follow the notated feria1 antiphons 

(i.e., the antiphons sung on ordinary days, when no occasion of the Temporale or 

Smctonde displaced the regular weekly cycle), the sequentiai psah cursus used at 

'oCanriflcsuebiblic?lpanragrcofapoaif~aiidareunullyrccitcdhthyune~ap 
the psaims. 



Klostemeuburg can be reconstnicted. In coneast to CCl. 1013, which provides nearly 

every psalm incipit for the ferial cycle, the other four antiphoners which record the ferial 

Office do not provide complete psalm cues &et the antiphon texts. However, the order 

and usage of the psalms throughout the ferial cycle could have been ascertainerl fiom the 

liturpical psalter; it is fairly standard among cathedra1 or "secular" sources. Despite some 

missing cues, the psalm indications in the antiphoners fiom Klostemeuburg are complete 

enough, with reference only to these manuscnpts, to confimi the Klosterneuburg psalm 

cycle. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 150 PSALMS AT ~OSTERNEUBURG:  
THE SEQUENTIAL CURSUS 

(as reconstnicted by textual cues in the antiphoners 
CCl. 1010,101 1,1013,1015 and 1017) 

50 
(92)12 
62,66 
canticle 
148,149,150 

' 'Pralm 94, Vcaie u s u i ~ u i c  Domin4 has a special huiction as the psalm which is recited with 
the Invitatory Antiphon. This psalm is sung to different set of tones chan those of the eight-mode system 
for ordinary use. 

'Psaim 92 is not actually specified in any of the Klostemeuburg antiphoners listed above. 
However, its use in mis position is highly Iikcly. The other pralm numkrs which are misshg h m  this list 
are mitCd rcgularly as ''ordhary" items of cerîain Offices and can k accountcd for in Beneùict's ReNa 



50 
42 
62,66 
canticle 
l48,Mg,l5O 

50 
64 
62,66 
canticle 
148,149,150 

50 
89 
62,66 
canticle 
148.149,150 

- - 

50 
142 
62,66 
canticle 
l48,149,I5O 



Those psalms listed in the preceding table on a single line separated by cornmas 

are grouped together and Sung to a single antiphon. Any of the 150 psalms of the psalter 

not accounted for in the above table (Le., not specified in any of the five Klostemeuburg 

antiphonea listed above) are those texts which werc not included in the sequential cursus 

because they were sung as a matter of coune in other parts of the Office. Terence Bailey 

writes, "The Psalms missing in the Roman ferial cursus are those that Benedict said were 

'reserved for various ~ffices.'"'~ Psalms for many of the Day Hours and for Compline, 

for example, are not specified in the Klostemeuburg manuscripts, nor are their 

accompanying antiphons. It was usual for the antiphons of Compline to be grouped 

together by season in manuscripts; these were common items that would have been 

repeated fiequently throughout the year, so the correct usage was known without need of 

a textual reference at this location in the manuscript. (One woüld assume that the entire 

ferial Office the psalter were well known "by heart" among the clerics - 
memorization of the psalter was required in monasteries - so the references made to the 

psalm cycle within the antiphoners may have been merely archival.) Along with the 

lengthy Psaîm 11 8 which is split into as many as twenty-two octanaria and Sung during 

the Day Hom of Prime, Terce, Sext, and None, Psalms 21,22,23,24,25,53 and 1 17 are 

also spread among the Offices of Prime throughout the week." The Office of Compline 

regularly employs Psalms 4,30,90,lS and 133 grouped under a single antiphon. 

"Tacnce Bailey. hiphon m d P !  IR the Ambmsim Ollin (ûttawa: The lnstitute of 
Mediacval Music, 1994), p. 185. Bmedict spccifies these psalms in Chaptcr 18 of his Regrila 

" ~ n d m v  Hughes, MsdievalMmuscnpr$ p. 234. 

lsThe Nvaf DUdittis anticle take the p l r c  of Psah 90 during Esncr w d .  w11cy, p. 30.1 



The major canticles, which are intoned throughout the year to mostly proper 

antiphons whose texts refer to the readings of the day, are those of the New Testament. 

These include the canticle of the Blessed Virgin Mary fiom Luke 1: 46-55, beginning 

A t Q g d i 2 c a t e  merr Damiam sung near the end of Vespers, the anticle of Zachary 

fiom Luke 1 : 68-79, Benedccis Dominus Deus I s d  sung near the end of Lauds, and the 

canricle of Simeon for Cornpline with text fiom Luke 2: 29-32, Nmc dimitas semm 

tuum Domine. The texts of the lesser canticles, refened to in the above table as the 

foiirthrecited text for Lauds each day, are taken from the Old Testament. niese include 

the canticles of: 

t n i e  Three Youths in the Fiery Fumace, fiom Daniel 3: 52-57, Benedictus es 
Domine Deus pamm (the second part starting at verse 57 begins Benedicite 
omnia open) for SundayI6 

t Isaias, fiom Isaiah 12: 1 -6, Conf i eh  tibi Domire for Monday 
t Ezechias, from Isaiah 38: 10-20, Ego dixi in dimidio diemm for Tuesday 
f' Anna, fiom 1 Samuel 2: 1 - 10, Exsultavit cor meum in Domino for Wednesday 
t Moses, fiom Exodus 1 5 : 1 - 1 8, Cmtemus DomUlo gion'ose for niursday 
t Habakkuk, fiom Habakkuk 3: 2-19, Domioc audiv'audr'tzm for Friday 
i Moses, h m  Deuteronomy 32: 1 -43, Audite caeli quae loquor for Sanirday 

PS ALM-TONES 

The melodies, or "tones," which eventually becarne standard in the recitation of 

psalm texts for the Gregorian Ofices follow a basic plan comprising several formulait 

elements. The reciting tone (also called tenoror tuba) is inflected at its beginning 

(intonation, ioitium or lntonario) for the first verse of the psalm, its midpoint (mediant or 

mediario), and its final cadence (temhatio). This ending is identified with the ternis 

'This is the only one of the seven OId Testament canticlcs that is not citcd by name in the 
Klostcrneuburg antiphoners. Although the canticle of the Threc Boys (i%spum] is a standard text for this 
position in Sunday Lauds, it is unfortunate that thm is onIy one cornplete listing of Lauds antiphons (in 
CCI. 10 13) for which a spccific citation couid have ken made. It is often the case that a missing entry in 
one of the five Klostemeuburg manuscripts referenced here will be entered into another, thereby allowing 
confirmation of tbc liturgical traditions at this monastcry. 



diffexrnûk, di~ancfitio, and ndffinitio," and is the most variable element of the psalm-tone 

formula. These psalm-tones have the fundamentally practical purpose of conveying the 

psalm tex.. They are adapted and repeated for every verse of the psalm, as well as for the 

lesser doxology (Glaris paa?) whkh, rhrough ancient practices, has trriditionally been 

added to the end of each of the psalms. 

In the Klostemeuburg sources, psalm-tone formulae are rarely written out M y  in 

manuscripts. Indications for psalms in service books are normally just bief textual 

incipits written afier the antiphons, as full psalm texts were available in psalters. Since 

the only varying pitches of the psalm-tones within each mode are in the differentiae, 

psalm cues are generally accompanied only by a short pattern of neumes representing the 

correct ending to be used in the performance of the psalm-tone. In many antiphoners, the 

differentiae are found notated over the letters E-U-O-U-A-E, which is the conventional 

abbreviation for sgcgf~ern -mgn. These six syllables comprise the final words of the 

Gîoniapabidoxology, and so, are recited at the final cadence of every psalm recitation. 

In some manuscripts, the pitches for only two syllables of the formula are provided over 

the word Amen with the assumption that these neumes were distinctive enough for the 

singers to detemine the proper performance of the psalm-tone and its cadence. 

Within the eight-mode system, which, since the eighth century has govemed the 

classification of Gregorian chant, there is one psalm-tone formula for each mode, 

although, of course, with varied endings. These tones, as applied in this modal system. 

are dependent on the modal classification of the antiphons to determine many of their 

characteristics; the most obvious is the reciting note. The tendency of the later-medieval 

canton was to recite a fi!lh above the final of the antiphon in authentic modes and a third 

above in pl@ modes. 

Ahhough recitation on the note B in die third mode was acceptable ai the tirne of 

the eariiest suMWig writings on psalrnody, such as in the early tenth-century didactic 

 round the ycar 1000, d i w o  (deti'axo) meant'%ndmg" c. 1320 it is recorded with the 
meaning "to corne to an end." [R.E. Latham, Rewsed Medevaltarrii Wod-List(London: Oxford 
University Prcss, 1965), p. 136.1 



text, the Commemorabo B '  de tank e t p s d '  rnodd~adr's,'~ this reciting note was 

replaced by C in later sources of the Gregorian rite.I9 This received general agreement by 

the time of the twelfth-centus, treatise De musica of John of Aflighem, where recitation 

on the note B is a~o iûed .~~  The association of this îreaîise with the area around SL Gall 

(Le., a region of Genan influence) seems significant, since the avoidance of B (the lower 

pitch of the semitone step) recalls the features of the so-called "Gennanic chant dialect." 

However, owing to both the substitution of this tone in regions extending dl over Europe, 

as well as the appearance of B rather than C in early sources h m  al1 regions, including 

Germanic ones, Maria-Elisabeth Heisler refbtes any direct conneccion between the east- 

Frankish melodic tradition and the recitation on C instead of B? 

in the modal system in use during the later Middle Ages, then, there were only 

four reciting notes available for psalms (A, C, D, or F). This resulted in cornmon 

characteristics and some duplication within the eight psalm-tones. In the Cornmernoratio 

BmM$ the author writes that, "h sixth mode is like the first, and the last like the 

second'" This overlap cm still be found in modem books of reconstructed chani. such 

as the Liber UsuaIis, where the sixth tone is identical to the first until the last few notes. 

those of the differentiae? 

MODAL DETERMINATION 

The irregularities in the system of psalm-tones can be better understood when it is 

"See the example on pp. 48-49 of Terence Bailey, ed., Commmomuo Bevis de Toms et Psafmis 
Modulandis: fnducbon, Cnad Ediaon, TmsIatio'on (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1979). 

I9It should be noted that recitation on B was retained in Milan. 

20John, "On Music (Zk musii)," m Palisca, cd., HucWd: Gui'do, and John on Mwiç p. 1 18. 

""Eh direkîer Zusarnmcnhang nvischen Re~tationstonverschiebung von h nach c und d m  
'gennanischcn Choraldialek' (sic) besteht nicht." [Hcister, t 986, p. 57.1 For more on the recitation m the 
third psalm-tone, sec Heislcr's sumrniuy of previous mearch and cornmentary on pp. 54-57. 

%e Monlrr of Solesmes, eds., Iae hkr mmz& (Toumai, Belgium: DaclCe, 1%3), pp. 1 12-1 17. 



remembered that the eight-mode system was imposed on an existing repertoire of chant at 

the Frankish court. Michel Huglo States that, "When, in the late eighth century, the eight 

Gregorian psalm-tones were adopted for the singing of the ... Offices, it was found 

difficult to fit them to the Psaiter antiphons ... the= the psalm-tones had to be imposed on 

the antiphons indiscriminately, and they are at times at odds with them."24 The 

suppression of the Gallican liturgy in Frankish lands and its replacement by the Roman 

liturgy occurred a e r  753 through the determination of Bishop Chrodegang of Metz (742- 

766) and the Schola Cantonun Mettensis (Schola Cantorum of Metz) which he founded. 

Chrodegang was influentid in the development of "Gregorian" chant, and his Regula 

Ci11301~1'co~lllf was followed in al1 Frankish cathedrals for the Office Hours. This rule is 

largely based on the Benedictine guidelines, and was approved by the Council of Aachen 

in 816.25 

Since the choices of psalm-tone formulae were based on the modes of the 

antiphons, any dificulties in identifiing those modes made the resulting psaim-tone 

determinations problematic. The ofien-troublesome task of modal detemination 

encountered by the early medieval canton is alluded to in the Cornmemoratio Brevis, 

where Terence Bailey observes that there are a good number of what he terms "special 

tones - the remnants, evidently, of an earlier practice," tones which do not follow the 

standard recitation  pattern^.'^ The author of the Commemoratio Brevis writes, "ln 

addition to these [standard] psalm intonations, which are suitable in most instances for 

the modes mentioned above, there are others which may be used."" These "special 

tones," which are usually identified by the chants which they accompany (i.e, not 

specifically by modal number), were applied to antiphons whose musical characteristics 

"Michel Huglo, S.V. "Amiphon," in me New Gmve Dikûonary of Music aadMuicihm, vol. 1, 
cd. by Stanley Sadit (London: Macmillan, 1980), p. 477. 

aWdther Lipph~dt, cd, fkrhiinpkcbe Tonar von Me&(Mûnstcr: Aschendorff. 1965), p. 1 .  

27b'Extra has quoque ad plaosque daupradictis toak et aiiae psalmolzun modulaiioncs aptanhir 
... ," [Bailey, al., C o ~ o m t i o  BmvrS, pp. 50-5 1 .] 



made modal amibution problematic. This accounts for several irregularities that survive 

in the psalm-tone formulae which disobey the d e s  of "Gregorian" psalmody.'" 

DCFFERENTME 

A variety of cadences was available for most psalm-tones. This was, however, by 

no means a standard arrangement, as medieval sources regularly differ on the number of 

differentiae they provide for each tone. The author of the Cornmernoho Brevis States, 

"Furthemore, because of the diversity of the antiphons associated with the psalms, the 

verse endings of nearly al1 of the eight [reguiar] melodies are ~ariable."'~ Although there 

c m  be great diversity in the treatment of differentiae between sources fiom different 

liturgical centres, there is a similarity in the appearances and applications of these 

formulae throughout the eight Klostemeuburg antiphoners under investigation here. For 

the majority of antiphons, the psalm intonations are indicated by neumes which were to 

be sung with the six syllables of saecuIonun amea; these patterns are marginal additions 

to these antiphoners, and are accompanied by no text or letten. In these service books, 

the notation of the differentiae does not generally correspond to the staves of the main 

body of chants, even if F-lines (coloured or not) appear, as they rarely do, in the margins. 

Even so, the neumes of each pattern are heightened so that the correct melodic shape of 

the differentia can be identified. Since al1 performen were farniliar with the psalm-tone 

formulae and the various differentiae for each mode, these brief rnelodic outlines would 

"Even so, there appears to have been a misunderstanding in modern chant researches concaning 
the tone commonly identified as the tonusperegn'nus ("wandering" or "alien" tone). An example of this 
psalm-tone, which is applied only to a smal l number of ant iphons, is included in the C~fnmWY~nJb'o Brevis 
as one of its "speciar' tones [p. 551. However, the psalm verse useci in this example is so short that thcre is 
no noticcable repctition of the standard reciîing note in îhe second half of the psalm verse. This has 
rcsultcà in what apptars to be a misteadhg of the pdm-tone formula; many modem scholars, including 
the monks of Solcsmcs, have ben Icd to believe that the tonuspeqnnus has a diffcrcnt reciting note for 
each half of the psalm verse, yct this is not nccessarily the case. The point is moot with respect to this 
study, howcver, as thcrc are no occurrences of the so-callcd tonuspengnim in the Klostemeuburg 
antiphoners. 

2~'Preterea pro diuersitate antiphonarium quac psalmis adiunguntur, per omnes pene octo tonorum 
melodias finis uasuum uariatur, quanim diuersitahim in primo tono hae forma siuit ...." [Baiiey, ed, 
C o ~ ~ m ~ m b ' o  pp. 56-57,] 



have been sufficient for the identification of the cadential formulae. 

In a seemingly isolated occurrence in CCl. 101 7, the method of indicating the 

correct psalm intonation is not by differentia patterns, but rather by the initia of the 

psaim-tones combined wiîh Roman d s  which provide mode numbers placed in the 

margins. This alteration of technique coincides on ff. 72' - 73' with the stnking change of 

notation hand to what appears to be an older neume style. Ironically, such a system using 

Roman numeral s instead of di fferentiae to distinguish mode and psdm-tone formulae 

seems to be a later form of identification. 

The following is a composite listing of al1 the differentiae encountered in the eight 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners under investigation. As can be seen, the variety of cadences 

used in the Klostemeuburg antiphoners includes six differentiae for the seventh and f'nt 

modes, four each for modes IU, IV, and VIII, two for mode V, and one each for modes II 

and VI. There are, therefore, twenty-eight possible variations of the psalm-tone. Of the 

twenty-eight differentiae, twenty-three occur in ail of the manu script^.^^ These 

differentiae are identified by both a letter and a numbc the letter indicates the pitch on 

which the formula ends, and an arbitrary number distinguishes formulas that end on the 

same pitch within a single mode. 

DIFFERENTIAE USED M THE KLOSTERNEUBURG ANTIPHONERS 

'9he exceptions includc: Mode II1 C 1 is fowid only in CCI. 1010,101 1,1012,1013, and 1017; 
Mode ïiï A2 occws only in CCl. 589,101 1,1012,101 5, and 101 8; Mode IV Al occurs in CCI. 1010, 
101 1,1012,1013,1015, and 1017; Mode VI1 C3 is found only in CCl. 589,1010,1012, 1013,1017, and 
1018; andM&VIl B2 occurs oniy in CCL S89,lOl2,lOlï, and 1018. 



This Klostemeu burg practice can be compared both to the ninth-century tonary 

fiom Metz now known as Metz; StadtbibIiothek, 351 (ohm 869) which has eleven 

31~lthough the square notaiion used to represent these pitches docs not reflect the appariane of 
the Klostemcuburg manuscripts, 1 have chosen this "Meinrad" chant-notation font over modem noteheads 
on a five-line staff in order to more closely represent the neme groupings without having to resort to 
modem slurs or manual spacmg of the pitches. 



different differentiae for mode I,1 for mode II? seven for mode m, ten for mode IV, 

three for mode V, two for mode VI, thirteen (!) for mode VII, and seven for mode VIII,~' 

as well as to the modem chant book, the Liber Usualis, which lists ten possible endings 

for mode I, five each for modes III, IV, and VII, three endings for mode V a  d one 

each for modes 11, V, VI, and the pexgnhs tone. Around the year 900, Regino of Prüm 

complained that there were too many diviiones (differentiae), and he consequentiy 

reduced their number in his own tonary." In a cornparison of "Gregorian" to "Old 

Roman" sources, Thomas Connolly observes that the surviving Old Roman antiphoners 

far exceed the Gregorian books in the number and variety of their endings, with more 

than twenty, for example, for both the first and eighth tones.)' On the other hand, the 

Cistercians reduced the number in their books to only one differentia for each mode. 

It is clear, then, that medieval practice was not uniform in the performance of 

psalm-tone cadences. Along with the diversity in numbers and types of differentiae, 

some sources indicate that aaention was paid to the accentuation of the text being sung, 

while others show these cadential fomulae king applied c~rsively.'~ This creates an 

even wider divergence among local practices. The question is raised then, why are there 

so many differentiae? Some scholars have speculated that a proportional distribution of 

"Two differentiae are provided for mode Il, but the pitches are generally the same - one of the 
versions has a significative letter over the last neume. [Lipphardt, Der Karolingische Tonar, p. 32.1 

I3The antiphons associated with each of these differentiae are listed in Lipphardt as follo~vs: 
mode 1 on pp. 2 1-32, mode II on pp. 32-33, mode III on pp. 33-36, mode IV on pp. 36-40, mode V on 
pp. 40-4 1, mode VI on pp. 41-42, mode VI1 on pp. 42-49, and mode VI11 on pp. 49-60. 

"Thomas Connolly, S.V. "Psalm," in me New Gmve Dictionary of M&c and Musicims, ed. by 
Stanley Sadie, vol. 15 (London: Macmillan, 1 %O), p. 328. See, for cxample, the comparisons made by 
Lipphardt between the number of differentiae per mode in the Metz tonary (Metz, Stadtbibfiothek, 351) 
and thoso spif i td  by k g i n o  and Aurclian. [Lipphardt, DwKen,i'ngis&c T m ,  pp. 222,227,23 1,235, 
236, and 24 1 .] 

3 6 ~ n  ACCENTüAL CADENCE involves îhc d l  placement of the last accented textual 
syllable on a pmicular note in the differentia. Accmts normally correspond to pitches in a chant that are 
hi* than those of neighbouring syllables. A CURSIVE CADENCE is the simple mechanical 
application of text to notes without any concem for a corresponàence of the  te^ with the melody. 



the differentiae throughout the modes may have govemed their numbers, with the modes 

containing the fewest number of antiphons (usually the fiflh and sixth) having the 

smallest number of differentiae, and the mode with the moa antiphons (usually the first) 

having the most difirentiae. The theory that these endings may have multiplied in 

proportion to demand cannot, however, find support in the Klostemeuburg manuscripts. 

A division of the antiphons by mode in CCl. 1 0 1 7 and 1 0 1 8 reveals that the largest 

nurnber of antiphons are in the eighth mode, with the fewest in fifth mode. 

Mode U 1 138 1 71 

CCl. 1017 and 1018 ANTlPHONS BY MODE" 

Mode iII 1 110 1 101 1 

NWER OF ANTIPHONS 

Mode I 433 

Mode N 1 262 1 226 1 

ANT~PHONS W~TH 
DEFERENTIAE INDICATED 

383 

Mode V 1 70 1 53 1 
Mode VI 1 117 1 82 1 
Mode Vn 1 280 1 244 1 
Mode VIII 1 507 1 433 1 

The most differentiae occur not in mode VIII, but in modes VII, I, III, and IV, while a 

single differentia is found in modes II and VI. The Klosterneuburg manuscripts, 

therefore, do not offer proportional modal distribution in theu differentia assignment.'" 

"A small discrcpancy b*wecn the total of thse figures and the nurnber of antiphons listed earlier 
is owing to those antiphons whose mode could not be determined as a result of eithcr a lack of notation or 
indccipherable pitch content. 

"lt must be note& however, that hterpretations may vuy h the number of actua1 differentiae used 
in the Klostemeuburg mnnuscripts, since there are sevenl differentiae patterns which contain only slight 
differences h m  other differentiae of the same mode. For exampk, B 1 and B2 in the seventh mode differ 
only slightiy. Ahhough their indcpcndent laklling has kai maintained owing to repcated use of chose 



This nul1 resuit provides some evidence that these fomiulae existed before the artificial 

imposition of modes on "Gregorian" chant, since such a measurement based in the newer 

(i.e., modal) system reveals nothing. With respect to the use of differentiae, one wonden, 

too, why the scribes diligeniiy copied the difkentisi patterns far modes which have only a 

single differentia (modes ii and VI). The mode number would have been determined by 

the range of the melody and the fi&& and as there is only one cadence, there would 

have k e n  nothing fiom which to distinguish the single differentia. Such a force of 

scribal habit to continue copying unnecessary information suggests that the differentiae 

were in place long before the imposed modal system. 

THE RELATIONSHIP TO ANTIPHONS 

In their studies of differentiae, scholars have attempted not only to explain how 

these endings developed in number, but also, how they came to be associated with 

panicular antiphons wiuiin each mode. Most scholars agree that, at least by the later 

Middle Ages the performance of psalm-tones and their antiphons consisted of the 

antiphon, followed by al1 verses of the psalm, h e d  by a repeat of the antiphon. In 

earlier practices, there is clear evidence that at least some psalm performances involved a 

repetition of the antiphon between each verse of the psalm; this procedure is mentioned 

by the author of the Cornmernoratio Brevis (c.900); he writes, "The repetitions of the 

antiphons which occur between the verses should be at the same speed as the psalms ... .j9 

This leisurely practice was curtailed in the following centuries. 

In any case, the psalm-tones and antiphons were perfomed successively, which 

has Icd many scholars to the conclusion that these cadential patterns must have been 

chosen based on the opening note or notes of the antiphon. Walter Frere, who made a 

pioncering study of the S'mm Anbpbonm, staks, "... the proper tone-endings are 

particular pattern, thcsc slight differmccs may be a result of casual or accentua1 variances. In any case, 
taking these similarities into account still docs not by any means crcate a proportional distribution of the 
diffctentiat m the Klostemcuburg manuscripts. 

"'Repetitio antiphonarum quae in fine uasuum inter captandum fit cadem qua psalmus ceferitate 
percurrat ... ."[Baiiey, ed, Commcmorab'o Bfm& pp. 1W107.] 



pmcribed for the different antiphons, according to their openings, so that (1) the antiphon 

cue when sung at the beginning will suggest the tone-ending, and (2) when the antiphon 

is Sung at the close, the ending will lead easily up to it.'*' in other words, to prevent an 

awkward transition fiom the psalm-tone to the repeat of the antiphon, the ending of the 

psalmtone is thought to have been adjusted to correspond in some way with the opening 

figure of the antiphon. The "smooth transition" implied here fiom the differentia to the 

antiphon need not be a unison note with the opening of the antiphon, since the Afia 

musica, a tenth-century treatise, refers to the transition not through a unison link but by a 

"suitable interval? It is interesting to note that both Willi Apel and Peter Wagner have 

declared that this "smooth transition" theory is irrefutable proof that the original purpose 

of the antiphon was to punctuate the psalm verses as a refrain, and not just f'rame the 

entire psalm. They Say that the antiphon must have been repeated between each vene of 

the psalm, since the differentiae would only be necessary with the last vene of the 

doxology, but they are found with each verse of the psalm.'' 

Since the psalm-tone not only preceded the repeat of the antiphon, but dso 

followed the initial penormance of it, it may seem odd that there are no variations or 

'Walter Howard F m .  Antiphonalc Sansbmnse, wirh a Dissertation and Analpicai Index, 
Vol. I (Westmead: Gregg Press, 1966), p. 65. 

' 'Co~olly, p. 328. See, for example, the explanations of the eight modes in sections IV to XXI 
of the Aiia musica, where the author uses the term diffe~ntia to denote the varied endings of the tones and 
locum for the beginning notes of the noeane formulas. He writes conceming the first mode, 
'Conciuùhque hujus ûvpi forna htra htegrum diapente: et singuiae chordse singui' refinent 
diffuur& e r p d  diffulfllaa duo habct IOCB, secunda mk, rem8 unum, quarts unum, quinra duo. Unde 
constar; ut hic ùvpus quinquc habcat diflemtiàs, et novem loca in nochynis. * m i s  is translat ed as, "The 
form of this s a l e  is confined within the complete fiAh, and single tones sustain single diFerenthe, and the 
h t  dinêtrii has two laça, the second three, the third one, the fourth one, the fifth hvo. Whence it stands 
that this scalic pattern has five d i f f w u ~ h a n d  nine loca in the Evming Service." [Translation fiom 
Edmund Brooks Heard, "Alia m W i  A Chapter in the History of Medieval Music Theory" (Ph.D. 
Dissatation, University of Wisconsin, 1966), pp. 147-148. See also, Jacques Chailley, A h  hfusica (Tiillié 
de musique du IÀC siécle): kdition cribque commentée avec une htrvdiaction sur I'or;sine de la 
nom~~~lci'aturr modalepseud0-~uc au Moym-Age (Paris: Centre de Documentation Universitaire, 
1 965), pp. 183- 196.1 

Willi Apel, Gqapnnm Clniat(L0ndon: Bums & Oates, 19581, p. 188; sec also Pctcr Wagner, 
b&tniucioa to the Gregonân MeIodie part 1, trans. by Agnes Orme and E.G.P. Wyatt (London: 
Plainsone & Medieval Music Society, 190 1 ), p. 1 30. 



elabrations for the intonation fomulae such as there are for the cadences. In an attempt 

to parailel the concem for a smooth transition at the end of the psalm-tone, Huglo States, 

that "composers of antiphons regularly adopted intonation formulae in the psalms 

&si@ to follow the final note of the antiphon rnelody?" This may hdeed be me. 

since d l  antiphons of each mode are required to end on the final of that mode. With the 

assurance of identical antiphon endings, the standard intonation fomulae may have been 

developed with a smooth transition from antiphon to psaim-tone in mind. 

However, since antiphons begin on almost any note, even within a single mode, 

and the differentiae patterns appear to end on almost any note in various sources, there 

seems to be no easily recognizable way to determine the assignrnent ofdifferentiae in 

terms of opening or closing notes, whether it be to modes, or to antiphons. Even more 

perplexing is the fact that within each mode, there are often several differentiae which 

end on the same note. In addition, if the transition between chants was of great concem, 

why is there such variety in the 'bacceptable'' interval differences? For example, within 

the first four chants of CCl.lOl7 which use the G2 differentia in mode Vm, there are 

already three different intervallic distances between differentia and antiphon opening. 

The differentia ends on G, and the antiphons with texts beginning Tu es qui vennuus es 

an (CAO 5209), Beatam me dicent ornes (CAO 1 574), Ponam in Sion sdutem et ijl 

(CAO 4302), and Missus est GabneI angelus ad(CA0 3794) start on the pitches F, G. F. 

and E, respectively. There are just as many intervals found in the uses of the D 1 

differentia in mode 1, and similar unexplained varieties of transitional intervals occur 

throughout many of the other modes and their differentiae. 

A more detailed examination of several eighth mode antiphons of CCl. 101 7, 

which are divided between four dflerentiae, reveals several interesting features. The first 

antiphons to use the differentiae G1 and G2 begin on varying notes from G d o m  to D, 

and do not appear at fmt glance to have many simihties, neither between, nor within 

their differentiae groupings. However, the eighth mode antiphons wiîh the C 1 differentia 

"Huglo, S.V. "Antiphon," in ï71e New Grove Dictionary, p. 472. 



al1 begin on C, and do appear to have some common melodic charactenstics. This is 

especially obvious in the identical opening incipit of the antiphons Dum venent Iilius 

hominis (CAO 2476) on f. 2 1' and Beam es et bene tibi en1 (CAO 1 623) on f. 84'. 

1 l lustrat ion 1 8: Kïosremeuburg. A ug~tiner-ChorhemstiA - ~iiiothek. 101 7. h m  f. 2 1 

Illustration 1 9 : Klosremeuburg, A ug~f~ner-C/romierrenstr~ - Bibhthek, 101 7, fiom f. 84' 

However, the most important notice should be taken when exarnining the mode 

VI11 antiphons employing psalm-tones with the differentia A l ,  since, as well as eshibiting 

some similar melodic tendencies, al1 antiphons grouped under this differentia begin on 

the note C, which, Mque to these eighth-mode antiphons, is np! the last note of the 

differentia pattern. Antiphons using the tluee other eighth-mode differentiae, although 

not totally uniform, do tend to begin on the same pitch on which their differentiae end. 

With respect to the "smwth transition" theory, it is vitai, therefore, not to assume at first 

glance that there is a direct relationship betwetn differentiae and the opening pitches of 

antiphons; the unifonnity of the Al antiphons suggests othenvise. It is unfortunate, 

therefore, that this tkmy conceming the purpose of differentiae has held so much 

scholariy attention, since it appears, at l e m  in the antiphons of CCl. 10 1 7 and 10 1 8 that a 



b4smooth transition" was not a priority to the medieval clergy. 

A more systematic and comprehensible approach to differentia assignment may be 

found in an organization of antiphons similar to that found in tonaries, where antiphons 

within a mode are divided into groups, and each group is assigned to a particular ending. 

Connolly writes, "Since most antiphons are based on melody-types and can be classified 

to some degree by incipit, such subgrouping does produce a satisSing conjunction of 

psalm and antiphon.'* In looking at the antiphons in melodic "families" according to the 

differentiae which they employ, it is evident immediately in the Klostemeuburg 

manuscripts that there is some kind of connection between the antiphons and the 

cadentid assignment of their accompanying psalm-tones. 

Similar characteristics among antiphons which employ the same psalm-tone 

termination have already been observed in the earlier discussion conceming antiphons of 

mode VIII. Relationships of this type c m  also be found in the differentiae groupings of 

other modes. For example, the first mode antiphons using the A2 differentia generally 

begin with a leap of a fiflh fiom D to A. As well, within al1 of these melodies, there is a 

predominance of the ascending interval A to C. Different charactenstics are found in the 

first mode antiphons which are associated with the G3 ending. These chants generally 

begin on F or G and have mostly stepwise motion. An interesting case of centoni~ation'~ 

within this differentia grouping can be found in the antiphons Apenis thes& suis 

(CAO 1447) in CCl. 10 1 7 on f. 62' and Dominus quidem Jesus postquam (CAO 24 19) in 

CCl. 1018 on f. 42) where an identical ten-note musical formula occurs in both chants. 

Compare the newnes at suis obniIenutt in the fim example with those at eis ascendir in 

the second: 

45C't~nizatiion, from the Latin word cenfo meaning "patchwork," descnis the compositional 
mcthd of combining existing mclodic uni& into a new chant. Ccntoniiizaoo< occurs largeiy in repertories 
where matcrial is transmitted omlly. 



Illustration 20: K!osterneuburg, Augustner-Chorhemns~%t - Bibliotliek, f O1 7, fiom f. 62' 

Many other similarities are evident in mode 1 antiphon "families," such as the large leaps 

near the antiphon openings characteristic of the Dl "family," and the repetition of three 

notes ascending, such as D-E-F, or F-G-A in the G1 "family." 

Melodic similarities are fundamentai to antiphons, as seen in Frere's introduction 

to the Sanun AotxPhonec where he has compiled a îhorough analysis of the antiphon 

melodies of each mode as recordcd in the existing manuscripts of the S a m  rite. Similar 

melodic wdencies, as obsmed in select4 groups of antiphons, can be explained by the 

methods us4  to construct these chants, since composers often bomwed elements of their 

compositions h m  pre-existing models. As a result of the familiarity with a large body of 

chant which is necessary in an oral tradition, sometimes melodic figures which are 

associated with a particular word or phrase are borrowed into chants. An instance of this 



type of borrowing can be fond in CCl. 1017 on f. 25', where the similarity is between 

the antiphons De Sion venief domious (CAO 2 120) and De Sion venief qui regnatzms 

(CAO 2121); these two chant melodies are identical for the first six syllables of each text. 

Regardles, howcver, of these superficial melodic borrowings, Frere is able to 

identiQ numerous melodic groupings as well as representative melodies within each of 

the ecclesiastical modes in his analysis of the antiphons of the S a m  rite. In comparing 

the Klostemeuburg antiphon groupings to those of Frere's highly detailed, in-depth study, 

it appears that characteristic 'Yamily" groupings are working behind the differentia 

assignments, but that there must also be sub-groupings within several of these "families" 

to account for the varying melodic types (perhaps an indication of a decaying tradition) 

which are evident in several of the differentiae categones. For example, the lack of 

apparent similarity between the eighth-mode antiphons which use G1 and G2 can be 

explained if these two families are comprised of several of what Frere terrns "themes." 

However, Frere wams, '... it is a dificult and delicate matter to decide the precise degree 

of resemblance that shall be required: and it is not possible to keep a uniform  tand dard."“^ 

A suggestion of the tendency to associate similar melodic formulae is found in the 

Comemorabo B'MS. The author cautions his readers, "... certain antiphons not 

belonging to the sarne mode have such similar begimings that to continue one with the 

melody of the other would seern quite natcral; special attention must be paid to the 

ending of each chant, where the indication of its mode appears most ~learly.'"~ It is 

interesting to observe, that even though similar characteristics may be apparent in a chant, 

characteristics which suggest a "family" grouping? the author of this tenth-century treatise 

instructs his readea to determine the mode in the accepted (Le., imposed) manner: by the 

nnal note of the chant. Just shortly before the Commemonao, Regino of Prüm had 

recommendeà to his readers, "with respect to mode, the howledgeable singer should 

"'HOC uero admonendm quia quedam non eiudaa toni antiphonac indiscretam hiciarum 
sirnilitudinem haknt, ut in squentiis cui me10 quaeque aptanda sit uideatur, et maxime cuiusque canrus 
atttndahp finis in quo culusque toni proprietas euidmtlir clarct uubi cauco - ." mky, Y,., 
C0~ca30~l l 'o  Bmk, m. 98-99.] 



always diligently take heed of the beginnings of antiphons, introits, and communions, 

rather than of their ends? 

It appears, then, that the antiphons of the yearly 1iRugical cycle originally had an 

organllation quite differenî fkom the eight-mode scheme imposed in the eigbth century at 

the court of Charlemagne. The earlier tradition, however, was overpowered by the 

theorizing zeal of the F d s h  musical scholars, and its original modality has been 

forgotten. Although the search for the motives governing differentiae distribution among 

antiphons may not reveal much at fvst glance, the task should begin with an investigation 

of the melodic-type groupings of antiphons, regardless of the theoties that a "smooth 

transition" fiom psalm to antiphon was favoured. 

David Hiley surnmarized in his Hmdbook of Western Planchan< ". . . if antiphons 

are to take the same tone and differentia, it is suffifient for their opening and their final to 

be similar: what happens in between is another rnattedA9 Unfortunately, the issue is not 

this simple, since the intemal rnelodic characteristics of the antiphons (at least those of 

the earlier Middle Ages) suggest not the mode, but rather the choice of differentiae. If the 

psalm-tones found in extant notated manuscripts actually existed before the imposition of 

modes on chant, it may have k e n  these melodic traits that governed a "family" grouping 

of antiphons, each of which employed a particular differentia pattern. If this were the 

case, then Frere's comment that the opening of the antiphon suggests the tone-ending, 

may indeed be accurate, since the opening incipit combined with the intemal structure of 

the antiphon would have been enough to give the singer the charactenstics of the 

antiphon family, which, in tum would have told him the ending to use for the psalm-tone. 

If the imposition of the eight modes interfered with such a system organized by farnilies 

of melodies, the assignment of the modes to antiphons could have been accomplished by 

grouping several fmilies together. The differentiae would have remained with their 

""Illud autem surnmopcre pmdens cantor observare debet, ut semper magis principium 
antiphonac, ineoitus vel communionis mendat in toni sonoritate, quarn fmern." Regino of Ptiim, in 
Gerbert, cd, Swrorrs, vol. 1, p. 23 1 b. Set also Thcodorc Karp, Aspecs of Orale and Fornuhi@ m 
Gk,gonnm Chmt(Evanston, Ilimois: Norihwestem University Press, W 8 ) ,  p. 227. 



antiphons, but the roles of these patterns would have been altered, since, especially after 

the introduction of notation into the performance of the liturgy, the differentiae became a 

visual means of identifjing the modes of the antiphons, in addition to their earlier role of 

seflectirig the -tic melodic groupings of these chants 



CWAPTER 9 

RESPONSORIAL CHANTS IN THE OFFICE 

Although no direct musical evidence survives fiom the earliest centuries of 

Christian worship, scholan agree îhat music, speciflically singing, was an important part 

of any ceremony, and that by the sixth century at least, some of this singing was 

performed responsorially in the Daily Hours of the Divine Office in both eastem and 

western liturgies. Later exarnples of this ancient performing tradition are found as the 

various types of responsorial chants in extant medieval antiphoners, such as those from 

Klostemeuburg. Examinations of both the structures and usages of later-medieval 

responsories, in particular the work of Walter Howard Frere and René-Jean Hesbert, have 

revealed much about melodic "family" relationships and manuscript affinities. Before the 

results of these researches, with regard to the Klostemeuburg antiphoners, are presented, 

an explanation of the forms of responsorial chant Sung in the later-medieval Office will 

be undertaken. 

MES OF RESPONSORIAL CHANT 

The shortest of the responsorid chants in the westem church is the versicle.' 

These bief texts, often with only a few words, were intoned by a soloist using a simple 

melodic formula, and were followed by an equally short choral response. They were Sung 

either in series or singly at several places during the Office Hours, as illustrated in the use 

of the veaicle Benedicamus Domino, with response Dm graria this veaicle alerted al1 

to the close of each service? 

Responsorial singing was also involved in the responsoria bevia; these are 

relaîively shori chants, as their name implies. This group of chants has a small melodic 

repertory, since singie nsponsories were used for entire seasons of the year. The simple, 

luVmiclc" is dcrived fiom the Latin word vmiculus mcaning "small verse." 

%a Chapter Eight for a listing of the Daiiy Hours. 
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chiefly syllabic style of the main body of mpunsoria brevia accommodated easy 

adaptation to a variety of psalm texts, thereby allowing chants sharing identical melodies 

to reflect appropriate textual passages for the day. There are only three main melodies: 

one for Advent, one for Paschal T h e ,  and one for the re- part of the year. 

However, as David Hiley observes, some sources have more flond versions of the usual 

simple melodies, newly-composed phrases, or melodies adapted fiom the so-called 

"Great Resp~nsories."~ The simplicity of the "usual" melodies has encouraged 

speculation that a very old tradition lies behind these chants, a history much older than 

the first notated manuscnpts." Supporting this claim is the observation that these short 

responsories have no obvious comection with any eight-mode system,' and therefore 

must predate the imposition of modality on the chant repertory Sung in Frankish lands, a 

modification of the existing method of melodic classification which occurred in the 

eighth and ninth centuries. 

The more musicdly-involved type of responsonal Ofice chant has been given the 

name responsoria prolixa, these chants are commonly known as "Great Responsories." 

These are elaborate chants, as indicated by the Latin word prolixus, rneaning wide and 

long. Their complexity suggests that they may not always have had the form in which 

they appear in the earliest notated manuscripts; they rnay have evolved fiom a simpler 

chant. This group is by far the most important in responsorial singing, as indicated by the 

impressive nurnbers of surviving chants. 634 of these so-called "Great Responsories" are 

included in the earliest-notated Frankish antiphoner copied by the monk Hartker of St. 

Gall around the year 1 000.6 This number increased to over 1000 in later antiphonen. For 

'For example, in the C m S  indexing format, these short mpommies arc assigned a modal 
indication of "r" (recitation formula) raîher than a modal number of 1 to 8. 

9)om Jacques Fmger, ed., Aab@boaaut de l'Office Monastique, tmmcn'rparH,er, MSS Saint- 
Ga113W-391(98û-1011), Paléographie muride, 2nd serin, vol. 1 (Berne: Herbert Lang & Cie SA, 
1970), pp. 7S8-W. 
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example, the twe1fI.h-century paired antiphoners CCI. 1 0 1 3 and 10 12 include 10% of 

these chants, while those fiom the fourteenth century, CCl. 10 17 and 10 18, record 1 122. 

There are two distinct parts of responsories in the written tradition; the group sang 

the Respond [RI and the soloia intond the Verse [VI. The usual forms of both 

m~poasonk p d k a  and responssria bnvia include these two elements followed by a 

partial repetition of the Respond Sung by the choir, called the repeendum [r]. The latter 

repeat creates a temary structure within the chants [R - V - r]. It is curious that the refrain 

[RI is Sung first, since a "responâ" is usually thought to be an "answer." (The Latin word 

respoam, fiom which responsorium is derived, means "an answer.") However, this 

structure may have ken  an abbreviation of a more elaborate practice where the Respond 

[RI was Sung first by the soloist and then repeated, or "answered," by the group. 

The repetendum [r] is usually the second hdf of the Respond [RI, and is indicated 

in manuscripts either by a special marking at the start of the repeat, or by the first word of 

the repeat placed afler the verse as a cue. Such repetendum "cue" words, which indicate 

the place h m  which to repeat the Respond section, can be seen throughout the 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners. See, for exarnple, the third line of Illustration 4 (CCI. 101 3. 

f. 633: the cue "Dns" [Dominus], which occurs after the verse portion of the responsory. 

indicates that the repetendum should start on that word in the first line of the Respond. In 

the Klostemeuburg antiphoners, rubrics for repetenda occur &ter almost every 

responsory. Neumes notated over a repetendum are necessary in only a few places in the 

Klosterneuburg antiphoners to differentiate between more than one occurrence of the 

repetendum cue word within the Respond text; this occurs, for example, in CC!. 101 7 on 

f. 72'. 

THE USAGE OF RESPONSORES 

Both short and long respollsories have the function of musical postludes to 

lessons. The nqponsonk &revit follow short lessons which are known as capitula or 

chapters, and generally comprise no more than a single verse of scnpture. Chapters with 

short responsories are found regularly in the Offices of the Linle Hom, narnely Prime, 



Terce, Sext, and None. The much larger repertory of the responsonk prolixa was Sung 

primarily during the night Ofice of Matins, although these elaborate chants are also 

found in sorne Vespers Offices. In general, these omate chants were Sung &ter lengthy 

sections of scriptwe, IIE he~!oaes or lessons. As a resdt of their close association, the 

nurnber of lessons in each nocturn, combined with the number of noctums in each Office, 

determined how many responsories were Sung. Inconsistencies in the number or usage of 

responsones in swiving liturgical manuscripts, therefore, are owing to local practices 

and differences between secular and monastic services. 

MUSICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Although it is the text of responsories that carries their liturgical importance, as 

the text usually reflects the readings of the day, studies of the music in later notated 

responsories have been undertaken by many scholan. nie pioneer in this field was 

Walter Howard Frere, who analysed the responsones used in the Sarum rite and included 

his fhdings in a detailed introduction to the facsimile edition of the S a m  Antiphoner7 

Frere identified and labelled recurring musical figures within the phrases of the 

responsories and grouped these chants within each of the eight modes by cornparhg the 

melodic motion of the opening phrases, which he labelled as "O." Similar opening 

phrases were labelled with the same superscript leaer ("O~Yor example). For the 

remaining phrases of the chants, Frere found similarities among them and labelled them 

according to their last notes, such as Dl, DZ, and so on. In this manner, Frere established 

up to ten groups of "typical" melodies for each mode. This assembly of information was 

a monumental task, and is still considered an exemplary work. Frere stated, "Anatomy 

may be a duli proceeâing, aiid formulas rnay be repellent: but, as in mathematics and in 

chemistry they r e v d  the secrets, so it is hae."' 

What becomes clear thmugh Fm's work is that many of these melodies are 



composed using basic formulae in the process known as "centonization.'" Frere cautions 

in his dissertation, that although it may appear that the composition of responsories was a 

very mechanical affair, a mere combination of "certain clichés," this was not the case at 

dl. Greaî ski11 was involved in artistically adjushg each grouping of nemes to the 

words of the c h a d 0  Even so, there are some melodies in each of the modes, "which owe 

little or nothing to existing fornulas, but are fieely composed for the words."" 

Even though responsories are usually proper to a specific feast or day, there was a 

certain arnount of reuse within weeks or seasons. For those parts of the year where nine 

responsories were sung on Sunday and three on each weekday, as found in secular 

Matins, the responsones were nomally distributed in sets of three throughout the week 

following that Sunday or feast. Hughes notes that the last responsory of the last Sunday 

nocnini may be replaced by an alternative during the ferial cycle. This responsory was 

usually included immediately after the others, as if it were a tenth responsory, but it was 

sung in place of the Nnth during the week:12 

Sunday abc def ghi Li ferial] 
Monday abc 
Tuesday def 
Wednesday &j 
Thursday abc 
Friday def 
Saturday ghj 

A tenth responsory in the series for Sundays (Le., "j") fiequently occurs in the 

Klosterneuburg sources. Although its usage either on the Sunday or throughout the week 

The tcrm "Ccntonization" is dcrivcd fmm the Lath word m t o  meanmg "patchwork," and refers 
to a method of composition wherc pmxisting musical units am brought together in a new form. 

"Fme, p. 5. Frcre refm not to a type of word-painting, but rathrr to the accentuation of syllables 
in the text. 



is not entirely certain as there are no rubrics speciQing its status as either "altemate" or 

part of the regular series, this tenth responsory has ken  generally considered as an extra 

chant, owing to the standard cathedra1 practice of three lessons per noctum. In the 

manuîcnpt i n v ~ t o r y  listings in CANTUS farmaf included as Appendices 1-VIIi on 

diskette, therefore, this tenth responsory has been nurnbered with a position of" 1 O" rather 

than a 'hocturn-position" number as is provided for the first nine responsones in the 

series, such as "1.1" for the first responsory in the first noctum, or "2.3" for the third 

responsory in the second noctum. (In other words, the "noctum-position" of "3.4" has 

not been employed in the Klostemeuburg antiphoner indices since it suggests a usage 

other than that described above.) 

Despite these general principlrs, Hiley recognizes that the order in which the 

responsones were assigned to noctums varies greatly among the sources that survive. He 

admits, however, that this appears to have been a benefit to some fields of research, since 

relationships between sources can be detected by comparing the order of respon~ories.'~ 

THE ANALYSIS OF CHANT SERIES AS A TOOL FOR DETEWMG AFFILIATION: THE 
EVDENCE PROVIDED BY HESBERT IN C O R P U S ~ I P H O N A L I U M  OFFICU 

The usefulness of chant series in comparative analysis has k e n  definitively 

proven by René-Jean Hesbert in the six-volume Gregorian chant reference work, Corpos 

Antiphonaflium Olffcii(CA0). In addition to editing four volumes of transcribed chant 

texts, Hesbert undertook the monumental task of recording hundreds of series of 

responsory chants in order to determine maninuscript affinities, and ultimately, the rather 

old-fashioned notion of a chant b'archetype." Regardless of the fatigued ''archetype" 

theory, several of the Klosîerneuburg amiphoners were ioçluded in Hesbert's initial 

memdi, and the results of the " f d y "  groupings among manuscripts support an 

association of these Kiostemeuburg manuscripts with other sources fiom regions of 

Gerrnan influence. 



CORPUS ANTIPHONALIUM Omcrr 
The first four volumes of CAO present the full, edited texts of twelve early 

antiphoners; six of these manuscripts follow the monastic cursus in their presentation and 

orderhg of chants, and the o k  six foilow the secular cursus. In volumes five and six, 

Hesbert's objective was the reconstruction of a chant archetype" based on occurrences of 

chants in sUnnving manuscripts, in order to create a standard edition of the "Antiphonale 

Officii." Such a goal of determining the "Ur-fom" of western lihugical chant either with 

respect to texts, music, or usage of particular chants within series is now an outdated 

concept and no longer of prime importance in chant research. It should be noted, 

however, that although there has been much criticism of this "archetype" theory fiom 

modem scholars, Hesbert's reputation has remained untamished. 

Despite its few divergences into somewhat "old-fashioned" research approaches, 

the importance of CAO as a resource for chant study cannot be overestimated. Research 

into srirviving antiphoners, the books which record the chants Sung diiring the Daily 

Offices, has been a more ment interest of chant scholars than studies of graduais, the 

books which preserve the music of the Mass. Although manuscripts of antiphoners 

appear no more or less confusing than do other medieval liturgical books, detailed 

research into the antiphoner and its history has posed special problems and complexities 

for the researcher. For example, as recently as 1975, in his Introduction aux sources du 

Moyen Age, Cyrille Vogel abandoned a demonstration of the transmission of the 

antiphoner and stated, "At present, given the complexity of the situation, it would be 

impossible to provide a description of the status quaestionis on the history of the Liturgy 

"Hesbert (as did other scholars of his day) sought to reconstnict the most ancient, most authentic 
and the purest stage of chant in the Roman tradition. Modem chant reseatchers generaUy acknowledge that 
this concept is unattainabb. Harünut MUllcr, for example, criticizcs Hesbert's approach. Hartmut Miiller 
writes, " ... the obvious problems of Hesbert's archetype calculations lay in the approach he adopted; that is 
to say, office configurations simply cannot bc statistically compareci, either by Hesbert's 'distance formula' 
or by any othcr differmtiating procedure." [Hamut MUtler, "R-h on the Antiphoner - Roblems and 
Perspectives," J o d  of the PlaUlsong aod Mnfitval Society 10 (1 987): p. 1 .] For thc most part, schoirus 
agree that al1 foms and sources of chant, "corrupted" or not, are valuable items for study. Each has its 
mcrits, whether it be for a study of texts, melodies, transmission of repertories, local traditions, veneration 
of saints, etc. 



of the Hours and its various components in the Middle ~ges."'" 

It was not until the momentous and now standard reference source, CAO, that 

examinations into the Office repertory becarne feasible modes of investigation. Hamiut 

MBller ~~ "... with the completion in 1979 of the six-volume Corpus Antiphonaliurn 

Officii (=CAO) of  René-Jean Hesbert, the foundations have been laid for al1 future 

histoncal research on the ongins of the Roman osce  Moller lists several 

reviews of CAO, and writes, "Among the various views, reviews and analyses of CAO so 

far, unanimity has prevailed as to the significance of the volumes as an indispensable tool 

and collection of data."!' 

RESPONSORY SERIES 

The by-product of the chant *'archetype" research, contained in the fint portion of 

the fifth volume of CAO, involves the cornparison of series of responsones for the 

Sundays in Advent. Before work on CAO began, Hesbert initially compared the Advent 

responsory series of twenty-five rnan~scripts.'~ This work proved successfùl, and Hesberi 

undertook the study of 800 sources, primarily antiphoners and breviaries, to find affinities 

between certain groups of manuscripts. 

For each of the 800  source^'^ (of which there are five Klosterneuburg 

antiphoners), Hesbert recorded both the number and the ordering of the responsory texts 

chanted during Matins Ofices for each of the four Sundays during Advent. These data 

"Cyrille Vogel, Medieval fi-: An Intnniuction to the S o m  revised and iranslated by 
William G. Stotcy and Niels Krogh Rasmussen with assistance of John K. Brooks-Leonard [Translation of 
incroducb'an aux soumts de I Bistotre du culte chré~rèn au moyen ige (S poleto, 1975)j (Washington, D.C. : 
Pastoral Press, l986), p. 363. 

"Reni-Jean Hakrt, "Les séries de répons des dimanches de Pavent," Qucsaons Iiluqpques et 
paxvissiales 39 ( 195 8): pp. 299-326. 

"Of the 800 sources, 149 (19%) are anriphoners and 623 (7!%) are bmviaries. 100 manuscripts 
arc datrrl kfort the ytar 1200, and the olhcr 7 0  arc latn sources. 



are presented in long l i ~  at the beginning of the volume five. In order to determine 

manuscript relationships, Hesbert compared each series, manuscript by manuscript, for 

each of the four Sundays. Cornparison was made in three stages, or "classifications." In 

the first stage, the usage of particrilm chant tex6 was determuled a d  matches (eiîher 

identical or partial) were identified. in the second stage, more detailed cornparisons were 

made &ou& a study of the relaîionships within a panicular series: chants in a series 

were grouped in pairs or "couples" and their ordenng with respect to one another in the 

series was the focus of the shidy . This "coupling" of chants reveals some affinities that 

might not othenvise be recognized. For exarnple, an order of five chants labelled 

A,B,C,D,E compared wi th A,C ,D,E.B initially appears unrelated, as the positioning of 

each item (as first, second, thirà, etc.) does not coincide. However, although the 

positioning is off by one place, the order of C,D,E in the second case is matched in the 

first. A cornparison of matches by pairs, (Le., A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E for the first case, and 

A-C, GD, D-E, E B  in the second) shows a relationship of two out of four matches. In 

this way, Hesbert identified groups of manuscripts which share common items, as well as 

isolated unique sources or unique usages of certain responsory texts. The statistical 

analysis used in the third stage to calculate the coefficient of the agreements and 

disagreements M e r  isolated manuscript sources into particular groupings, yet this 

rather complicated stage of research was aimed at narrowing down sources which 

represent as closely as possible a chant archetype. This avenue of investigation wiii not 

be pursued hem. 

THE PLACE OF UOSTERNEUBURG ACCORDING TO CAO 

ï h e  data collected for Hesbert's Advent respoasory study and the results of the 

fîm stages of his research are valuabIe with respect to the placement of the 

Klostemeuburg antiphonee within the whole body of western-European Gregorian chant. 

Since Hesberî's work is limited to Advent chants, only five of the Klostemeuburg 

antiphonm (i.e, those which record the chants of the pars himallis) have ken  included 

in the study. These have been assigned the following numbers: 



One of the obvious advantages of studying Advent chants in Office antiphoners is 

their usual placement directly at or near the beginning of manuscripts, since Advent is the 

f i s t  season of the linirgical year. As medieval books were al1 copied by hand, each 

volume is unique and specific contents Sung throughout the year are sometimes difficult 

to locate within the leaves. (The aim of the CANTUS manuscript indexing project is to 

create 'btables of contents" for antiphoners to facilitate more effective research into 

primary sources.) Unfortunately, the disadvantage of studying Advent chants also 

concems their placement in manuscripts, since damage to extant sources and lacunae of 

any nurnber of folios occur most ofien at beginnings and endings. Such has occurred, for 

instance in CCI. 1 O1 O and 101 7; these manuscripts are misshg the opening folios which 

at one t h e  contained the chants for the fust two Sundays of Advent. Owing to this 

lacuna with respect to the Klostemeuburg data, a surnrnary of Hesbert's results for oniy 

the third and fourth Sundays of Advent will be presented here. 

In the tmt stage of rrsearch, compared with other chant series for the third Siiiiday 

of Advent, Hesbert found identical chant senes between CCI. 10 10,lO 1 3, 10 1 7 and seven 

other manuscript sources20 including: 

CAO - 
221 
333 
334 
336 
442 

532 

SCRIPT NAME AMI IDENTIF~CAT~ON 
Dooaueschgen, 315(brrviary fiom Passau, dated 1489) 
Mwlf'ch, Ch. 5306(breiary h m  ?Freising, dated 1 45 8) 
Munch, Clm. 5349(fifieentkennuy breviary fiom Salzburg) 
Mmcli, Ch. 56M (fifteenth-century breviary h m  ?Augsburg) 
Pa*, Bibfiotbèque nabonde, na.& lar. 4W (fi fieenth-centwy breviary f h n  
Passau) 
Stuttgarl; LandesbibiiotheA; HB.LS2 (fourteenth-cenniry breviary fiom 
Bischo fszell) 

20Se~ gr~up "hW in Hcskt ,  CAO, vol. 5 ,  p. 105. 



5 8 7 Vieana, NationalbibIiothek; 1 71 l(twelfb- or thirteenth-century breviary of 
uncertain provenance 

The Klostemeuburg antiphoners CCl. 101 0,10 1 3 and 10 1 7 and the manuscript sources 

listed above, al1 fiom regions of Gennan influence, share the same usage and ordering of 

TEXN AL INCIPIT: 
Ecce apparebit dominus super 
Bethleem civitas dei summi ex 
Qui ventunis est veniet et 
Suscipe verbum virgo Maria 
Aegypte noli flere quia 
Prope est ut veniat tempus 
Descendet dominus sicut 
Docebit nos dominus vias suas 
Ecce radix Jesse ascendet in 
Veni domine et noli tardare 

CAO NU-MBER~' 
6578 
6254 
7485 
7744 
6056 
7438 
6408 
648 1 
6606 
7824 

The chant series for the Klostemeuburg antiphoners CC]. 1 0 1 1 and 1 0 1 5 diffm 

by only one chant from that listed for CCl. 101 0, 10 13, and 101 7: the first nine 

responsories are the sarne, but there is no tenth in the series. The chants in CCI. 101 1 and 

101 5 for the third Sunday of Advent were found by Hesbert in an identical ordering" in 

the following sources: 

CAO - 
118 
141 
146 
195 
196 
206 

MANUSCRIPT NAME AND IDENTIFICATION 
A ugsburg, S~ladtbibfiothek, 461 ( fourteenth-century breviary from Freising ) 
Berlu, theol. lat. fol. 40 841 (fifieenth-century breviary from Hildesheim) 
Besanqon, 67(fourteenth-cenhuy breviary fiom Besançon) 
CiwMMe, XCl(twelfth-century breviary from ?Cividale) 
Ciddle, XClll(twe1fth-century breviary fiom Aqulieia) 
Copenlisgq Bib. Royal' NykgL S. 1374 (fourteenth-century breviary from 
Bavaria) 
Mwch,  Ch. 5689 (breviary fiom Bavaria, dateci 1421) 
Me& Ch. 8881 (fifteenth-centwy breviary fiom Freising) 

2"fhesc four-digit identification numbcrs have b e n  u x d  ttiroughout this Klostemeuburg icpertory 
study. The CAO has beai drawn upon for full textual transcriptions in the course of the current project. 

%CC gmup "eW in Habat, CAO, VOL 5, p. 105. 



3 39 Munich, Clm. 16141 (thirteenth- or fourteenth-century antiphoner from St . Ni kola 
in Passau) 

4 1 2 P h ,  Bibiiotliéque nafzonafe, IaI: 1272 ( fifieenth-century breviary fiom Sées) 
428 Pms, Bibliothèque naîto~~ale, fat. 13243 (fifieenth-century breviary from Sées) 
478 Rome, BibIioteca Vatirna, Ottob. lat 672 (breviary fiom Besançon, dated 1452) 
492 Rouen, Y. I66(fif'teenth-cenniry breviary fiom Sdes) 

In the comparison of responsory texts for the fourth Sunâay of Advent, the 

Klostemeuburg sources CCl. 10 10, 10 13 and 1 0 17 were found to share identical senes 

with only each othep for the following 

TEXTUAL INCIPIT: 
Canite tuba in Sion vocate 
Non auferetur sceptnun de 
Me oportet minui illum autem 
Ecce jam veniet plenitudo 
Virgo lsrael revertere in 
Juravi dicit dominus ut ultra 
Non discedimus a te 
Inhiemini quantus sit iste 

eries of eight chants: 

CAO NUMBER 
6265 
7224 
7137 
6596 
7903 
7045 
7227 
6983 

CCI. 101 1 has a ninth chant (Vicesima quarta die decimi - CAO 7886) added into the 

series at the second position; this manuscript shares this chant series of nine responsories 

with 100 other sources.?' CCI. 10 15 is listed by Hesbert in a grouping along with forty 

other r n a n u ~ c r i ~ t s ~ ~  which, he indicates, share nine responsories in a different ordering. 

However, the series in CCl. 1 0 1 5 for the fourth Sunday in Advent is actually identical to 

shat found in CCl. 1010, 1013, and 101 7. The manuscript CCI. 101 5, numbered as 268 in 

CAO, should, in fact, be a fourih in the group "bb" along with CCI. 1010,lO 13 and 10 17. 

These four Klostemeuburg manuscripts share the senes of only eight responsories, listed 

above. 

The association of the Klosterneuburg antiphoners with otha sources mainly of 

=Sec group "bb" in Hesbert, CAO, vol. 5, p. 128. 

2'See group "a" in Hesbert, CAO, vol. 5, p. 128. 

=Sec group "b" in Hesbtrt, CAO, vol. 5, p. 128. 



Gennanic provenance is important in the placement of the Klostemeuburg reperiory 

within the German orbit. That some chant series match those of sources fiom other 

regions of western Europe provides evidence that various regional foms of chant are 

descended fiorn a imified tradition, and confirms that the imposition of Gregorian chant 

on northem lands was successful to some degree. It should also be remembered that 

usages cm be local to the level of arch-diocese, diocese, monastery or cathedral; the lack 

of agreement between sources, therefore, does not necessarily denote any large 

geographical or regional division. The results of Hesbert's work combined with series 

cornparisons taken with another set of readings (Le., fiom another liturgical season or 

usage, such as the Sundays in Lent, or the chants of the commune) would most likely 

reveal even more distinct manuscript affinities and clariQ the associations among sources 

listed by Hesbert in the larger groupings, which represent more cornmon usages for the 

Advent chants. 



THE REGION OF GERMAN INFLUENCE AND THE 
MANUSCRIPT SOURCES CONSULTED FOR THE COMPARISON OF WLODIC CHANT DIALECTS 

nie preliminary results of Hesbert's study of Advent ~~sponsory series, detailed in 

Chapter place the Klostemeuburg antiphoners within the Gemuui orbît with respect 

to manuscript afWations. A Gennan association is not surprising, since the monastery of 

Klostemeuburg lies within a political temtory ruled by German kings since before 

medieval times, as well as in a Geman-speaking area then and now. The question raised 

now concerns the extent to which the Germanic influence extended to the chant melodies 

as sung at Klostweuburg and recorded in the extant antiphoners. Do these books 

contain the est-Frankish dialect? 

The previous research of Wagner, Heisler and others on the est-Frankish melodic 

tradition has suggested that medieval chant manuscripts fiom regions of a Gemanic 

influence share cornmon melodic charactenstics. Although the chant melodies are similar 

in sources fiom across western Europe, the venions recorded in east-Frankish sources 

dif%er in consistent ways fiom those sources originating fiom west-Frankish regions, such 

as modem England, France, Spain, and Italy. 

In order to determine if the Klostemeuburg antiphoners exhibit the so-cailed east- 

Frankish melodic charactaistics, 1 have exarnined the melodic tradition as found in the 

series of ferid antiphons contained in the five Klostemeuburg antiphoners which record 

theparshiemalis(CC1. 1010, 101 1, 1013, 1015, 1017), and compared these chants with 

those found in twenty other antiphoners. The results are included in Chapter Eleven. 

THE REGION OF GERMAN INFLUENCE 

Before results concerning regional divisions within the ûregorian chant repertory 

cm be ârawn fiom melodic comparisons, it is necessary to resolve which manuscript 

sources are considerrd as beloaging to each geographical area or regional group. The 

identification of an east-Frankish chant tradition implores the question, where exacdy is 

this area? Are features of this tradition characteristic of chants from Gennan-speaking 



lands of Europe? From which cities, towns, or monasteries might one expect to find this 

German chant tradition? Moreover, once the geographical boundaries of this area are 

established, is there any evidence in the manuscripts fiom within this region of a common 

tradition that is indeed distinct fiom neighbouring geographical areas? Since previous 

research has suggested that the est-Frankish tradition does exist, one wonders if this 

phenornenon is consistent thoughout a region of German infiuence, or if such a 

divergence in chant traditions is based in some element other than a geographically-, 

linguistically-, or culturally-defined area. 

DETERMINING THE BORDERS 

The location of precise geographicd borders for each linguistic or cultural region 

of Europe would be extremely useful in determining if the so-called Gemanic dialect has 

a geographical centre in a linguistic or cultural zone or if the tradition does indeed exist 

but has some other associative feature. Presumably, if there is indeed a Germanic chant 

dialect, it should become obvious to which tradition each manuscript belongs during the 

analyses of manuscript contents. 

ùi establishing regional boundaries, severai distinctions must be observed; these 

include locating self-contained political units, recognizing ecclesiastical boundaries (i.e.. 

archdioceses), identifying bilingual areas (presumably belonging in some regard to the 

ethnic and cultural traditions of more than one area), noting areas of different common 

and court languages, and for this particdar study, granting importance to geographical 

areas of common styles of music notation. 

Hendrüc van der Werf details some of the difficulties in defining geographical 

regions for the medieval period. He writes, 

nie presently existing borders between the European countries were not 
yet in effect at the time under consideration. Accordingly, the terms used 
now to indicate c o d e s  and nationalities are rather inappropriate for the 
fm millennium of our era. Even language borders have shified here and 
there, especially in what is now France, w h  several independent 
languages have virtually disappcared, and where the majority of the 
population now speaks a language which, as liale as a few centuries ago, 



was the native language of a minority in that areal 

THE GERMAN LANGUAGE 

The definition of "German-speakuig" itself is somewhat abstruse. Owing to the 

flexible nature of language groups in general, the boundaries of the German speech area 

are vague and incorporate much overlap with neighbouring areas. Ge&c languages of 

the Indo-Ewopean language f h l y  are often divided into three groups: 1. West 

C?enn~cuic, including English, Frisian, German, Dutch, and Flemish; 2. North Gemanic. 

including Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Faeroese. and Norwegian; 3. East Genndc, noow 

extinct, compnsing the languages of the Vandals, Burgundians, and a few other eibes. 

Of al1 of these "lodgemaruscscbe Sprachen, "ody those of the West Gemanic family 

play a role in the present study. During the Middle Ages, this family was comprised of at 

l es t  twenty-two spoken dialects, several of which appeared in written German during the 

later Middle Ages. These dialects have been grouped regionally as MitteI~~iederfhndisch 

(Limbwis4 Bmbaoaakh, F . ! s c h ,  HoIIatIds4 Fneskcb) used in the Netherlands, 

Mit~eIfueder&utscb (lVordaieàbdeutsch, Osttueda&utsch, Wesfal'scb, OstiLilisch, 

Elbosâdisch, and Kofonides Niederdeutrsch] f o n d  in northem Germany, and 

MitteIhochdeutsch (Bainsch, A iemannisch, Ostfiankisch, RheinWisch, 

MirteIXS&sih, M o s e l ~ s c h ,  ~ptmusch, ïltun'ngiscb, Obersrlchsisch, Schlesischy 

Schwabisch) used in Southem Gemany, Austria, and parts of modem-day Switzerland.' 

The relative "standardization" of modem High German during the sixteenth-century was 

pnmady a result of the wide circulation throughout the G e m  speech area of Martin 

Luther's translation of the Bible. Luther used a Middle German dialect fiom which 

standard modem High German developed. This study will consider as "German" al1 

areas whae the above-mentioned dialects were spoken. 

'van d a  Werf, vol. 1, p. 2, fh, 1. 

2Wema Ktinig, DTV-Atlas zur deutschm Sprache: Tafcln und Texte vol. 3025 (Munich: 
Derrtscber Taschenbuch Verlag, 1 W%), p. 76. 



PROPOSED BOUNDARIES OF THE "REGION OF GERMAN INFLUENCE" 

Based on the fimits proposed by histoncal linguists, those imposed by the church, 

regulated by political entities, or influenced culturally, these geopphical boundaries 

have been determined for the purposes of this study of chant traditions. The region of 

"German influence" extends roughly fiom modern-day Holland and Belgiurn in the north- 

West, to Vienna and Graz in the south-east, and from Verden and Hamburg in the north as 

far south as northern Italy. Those manuscripts from well within the defined area have 

k e n  identified securely as "German." Those on the periphery have been considered with 

care as "borde~g" or ''transitional" sources. in some cases, more specific boundaries 

have clarified these sources as either "Gennan" or outside of the defined area. 

To the WEST: 

The border lies approximately at the modem political division of France and 

Germany. In the south-west region, the boundary follows the Mine to include such 

places as Basel, Strasbourg, and Koblenz; M e r  north, this area near the archdiocese of 

Cologne3 extends as far West as Metz and Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle) to encornpass the 

Saar lands, Trier and Cologne. The westemmost points in the south-west are Basel and 

Bem; Fribourg has been considered Frenchspeaking. 

To the SOUTH: 

The places in question are Sion (Sinen) on the Rhône, which is perhaps too far 

south, and centres in northern Italy (including such areas as Chiavenna, Ivrea, Bergamo. 

Cividale, Moggio, and Udine), where evidence of Geman influence across the AIps is 

suspected. These centres are considered as "bordenng" a region of "German influence." 

To the  NOR^: 

For purposes of this study, Scandinavian lands will not be considered as German. 

Even though the languages used in these places belong to a Gmanic  farnily, their 

'F. C. Sûeit. CSPrbolic WorldAtl& 2' ed. (New York: Society for the Propagation of the Faith, 
1929), map 9. 



relationships to the speech dialects of central Europe are too distant.' Therefore, centres 

only as far north-east as Hamburg, Verden, and Bremen will be admitted into the 

designated area. To the north-west are the Low Countries, where "... the problem of 

linguistic bounùaries is so wmplex that it has thus far received a number of quite 

different solutions. Jan Goossens, in particular, has shown that it is impossible to 

establish a genuine linguistic boundary between the Netherlandic and G m a n  speech 

areas."' These areas will be admitted as "German," then, owing to the use there of  

dialects fiom the West Ge&c farnily. It is generally agreed that areas to the north of 

Brussels are primarily Gennan-speaking. Therefore, such centres as Amsterdam and 

Utrecht, but not M e r  south than Maastricht (Le., not Liège), will be considered in the 

"Gennan" region. In Brussels and Leuven, French was adopted by the nobility and the 

bourgeoisie during the later Middle Ages, but the cornmon people continued to speak in 

Germanic dialectse6 

TO the EAST: 

During the Middle Ages, German dialects were spoken in lands as far south-east 

as Vienna as well as in areas fiirther north-east towards Breslau (Wrodaw, Poland). 

However, German-speaking areas around 1400 did not include the modem region of 

Czechoslovakia.' Sources from these eastem regions (i.e., modem Poland, the Czech 

Republic, and Slovakia) have been excluded fiom the present study based partly on 

notational styles and partly on cultural distinctions. Janka Szendrei has written that 

although German neumatic notation was used in Prague until the twelfth century, staff' 

'Even so, Alexander BlachIy writes that similar variants to those comrnonly identified as 
"Gmnan" arc found in sources ftom Scandinavia. [Blachly, p. 88.1 As wcll, the 1923 dissertation (cited 
earlier) by Erik Abrahamsen (a student of Petcr Wagner) identificd some Germanic elernents in Danish 
books. These tcsuk have not bcm intentionally neglcctcd - acccss to primary sources h m  
Scandinavian lands is the difficulty h m .  

'J. Goossens, Waf ai Noderfandse Did&m?(1968), as cited m A. Wcijnm, ed., Aths 
Lhguanua EwpacfAssen, The Nctherlands: Van Gorcem, 1975), p. 53. 

'Philippe Rossfllon, et al, AUar de la Langue Fm@e (Paris: Bordas, 1999, p. 54. 



notation was applied in the tenitory of Poland only by the reformed monasteries at a time 

when the entire stock of codices was rewritten. Szendrei remarks that sources fiom 

Prague are in p w l y  Messine script with no Geman elements, and the notation in other 

regions became specifically Czecb8 AAer Prague beûune an archbishopric in 1344 out of 

the jurisdiction of Mainz, Olomouc (OlrnUtz) became a dependent; therefore Czech 

notation was also used there? On culturai grounds, Czechs rather than Gemans occupied 

the regions of Bohemia and Moravia, Poles lived in Western Galicia, Ruthenians in 

Eastern Galicia, Slovenes were south-east of the Alps, Italians and Ladins were south of 

Tyrol, Serbians and Croatians occupied the regions of Bosnia, Herzegovina, Dalmatia, 

Croatia, and Slavonia, Romanians were in Transylvania, and the Magyars were centred in 

H W W -  

This region generdly agrees with the boundaries set out by scholars in fields of 

both chant and linguistics. For exarnple, Werner Konig provides a geographical border 

between Gemanic and Romance languages with regard to the regional alterations in the 

word for "wine press.""' His border extends eastward fiom the Dutch Coast through 

Brussels, and then tums south at a point midway between Brussels and Cologne. This 

line continues south through Bem and extends slightly beyond the Rhône before turning 

east to just south of Chur in the Alps. The boundary continues to the east just north of the 

ltdian Alps and tums south at the border of modern Italy to reach the Adriatic Sea. The 

"Geman-speaking" areas lie to the north and east of this line. 

Jiirgen Eichhoff conducts a similar study on the use of either "nach Hause," "m 

Hause," or %eim for the English "[going] home." His display of Geman speech 

'Szendrci, "Introduction," p. 3 12. 

'Evm so, the qwstiai of Czech or Bohernian influence on centres in eastcm Austria is inûiguing. 
Stefàn Engels bnefly mentions this eastm "invasion" phdringm] in order ta explam the appearance of 
severai 'bOstIandisch" neume f o m  in manuscripts writtcn in Klonaneuburg. He refers to the influx of 
Bohcmian Cathoiics, arnong them monks, who fled as a result of the Hussite wars in the early fifieenth 
century and settled in Aunria and in the scriptoria thm. "Es liegt nahe, daB viele behrnische Kathoiiken, 
auch Mtinche, durÊh die Hussitenkricge von Bi3hmii nacb dstcmicù geflohca waren und Spuren ihrer 
Tiitigkeit in den dortigen Skriptorien hinterlassen haben." Engels, "Die Notation," p. 50.1 



dialects provides distinctions between geographicai regions within Germany only, but 

shows the extent to which the German language, in whatever dialect, is spoken in 

~urope." The most westerly cities of German-speakers included in his results are 

Aachen, Prüm, Trier, and Saarburg. The southemmost centres are the Swiss t o m s  of 

Zermatt, Visp, and Brig in the west, Bozen (Boizano) in the Italian Alps, and the Austian 

t o m s  of Hennagor and Villach in the east. Eichhofl's eastem edge extends only to the 

present German and Austnan borders. The regions of modem Poland and 

Czechoslovakia are not represented. 

%es pays gemrmiques~ks identified by Rend-Jean Hesbert in CAO generally 

follow the Rhine as their western border, with Verden in the north and the regions of 

Bohemia and Austria in the east. Even so, Hesbert is careful to qualify this description 

and extend his "German" area in several places owing to manuscripts from outside the 

central German block which share common elements to those within it.I2 These sources 

include about a dozen Swedish manuscripts, some sources from as far West as Compiègne 

and Tours (thereby encompassing Metz. Langres, and Dijon), and several fiom jua north 

of the Itdian peninsula fiom such places as Monza, Brescia, Verona, and Venice. 

This region also concurs for the most part with that proposed by Bruno Stablein. 

Although Stablein mentions that extensive research is still ~utstanding,'~ he separates the 

"eastbb and "west" chant traditions by refemng to linguistic borders to the West and the 

south. In his view, the eastem borders are more dif'fïcult to detennine, as a mix of 

traditions occurs in northem Italy, the slavic regions, and the former Patriarch of 

Aquileia " 

David Hiley's Western PlaUihmt: A Handbuokoffers both an ecclesiastical rnap 

" Jiirgtn EichhofE, WonWhs der dtu~schcn Umgangsspmchca, 2 vols. (Bcrn and Munich: A. 
Francke, 1977), map 28. 

"Hesbcrt, CAO, vol. 6, p. 1 1 S. 

k.. (eingehcndac Untersucbungcn stehm noch aus) ...Y [Stablein, MGG 3, col. 274.1 

'"Mkchgcbia kt das ital.-slowenische Gmzgebiet Friaul mit dan alten Pattiarchat Aquileia und 
r e i m  ital., dcukschcn und slowenisçben Kim.'' [StPbtin, MG0 3, col. 274.1 



of Germany and one of France (Map 1X.1.3 and Map IX.1.4); these show the 

archbishoprics, bishopricr, and monasteries that were active during the Middle ~ g e s . "  

Though not expressly identified as "German centres," the German map includes the 

piace-names of Goac (wesî of Metz), Riim, Stavelot, and Aachen (Aix-la-ChapeUe), and 

those as far no*-west as Liège, Ghent. and Utrecht. The southem limit appears to be 

just beyond Einsiedeln, Engelberg, and Sion (though Sion also appears on the map of 

France). Quedlinberg, Prague, and Vienna round out the eastem edge. Swedish lands are 

not included on Hiley's German map - the place furthest to the north is the bishopric of 

Minden. 

With respect to her analysis of graphical variants (i.e., the differences in 

appearances of neume foms within certain melodic idioms), Heisler concludes that a 

determination of boundarîes based on a geographical point of view is not possible.16 

Although there appears to be a tendency towards a division of "east" and "west" in the 

use of these forms, a wide transitional zone exists." Heisler's conclusions, however, will 

have no effect on the boundaries proposed in the present study, as she later states that 

there is no comection baween rnelodic and graphic variants.18 The present research 

deais with variants of precise pitches with melodic phrases, not variants of neume forms 

in sources which transmit chants in adiastematic notations. 

While Heisler agrees that there is a recognizable separation between "east" and 

"wea," she appears unwilling to propose exactly where these regions might be. Rather, 

she yields to the difficulties associated with local traditions and transitional groups, and 

determines that these cannot be regionally defined through geographical, linguistic or 

IsHiley, pp. 567-568. 

"'Eh B e m g  der graphischen Varianten unter geographischen Gesichtspunkten ist 
offensichtiich nicht moglich." [Hcisler, 1986, p. 73.1 

""Zwar zcichncn sich Tendauen ab, die auf eine ungefCLhre Untatcilung Ost - West deutm, 
eine h i t e  ~ g s z o n t  bleibt aber bestchm.' [Heislcr, 1986, p. 73.1 

'%wischen den melodischcn und giaphischen Varianten besteht kein Zuummcnhg." [Heisler, 
1986 p. 83.1 



po litical boundaries. l9 

The dificulties encountered by Heisler are not to be simply dismissed. Various 

anomalies will surely be uncovered in the following melodic snidy (in Chapter Eleven), 

sucb as a possible connection between Germanie sources and those fiom Engiand, and the 

occurrence of a Romanic tradition in Gennan sources of the various monastic orders 

(those of Premonstratensians, for example). The Romanic dialect as well as a mix of 

traditions has been previously found in varying degrees in sources which originated in 

regions of Germanic influence but were used by the monastic orders of Cistercians, 

Premonstratensians, the Franciscans, and the "Neissener Kre~ztrager."'~ 

Even so, owing to the premises in previous research of geographical or regional 

divisions of the so-named east and West chant traditions, it is necessary in the present 

work to propose regional boundaries, if merely to confirm or deny a regional association 

of manuscripts which exhibit either of these melodic traditions. The assignment of 

particular sources to a geographical region of east, West, or bordering must be made 

before the level of consistency of certain rnelodic tendencies in a group of manuscripts 

separated regionally can be determined. Such categones coincide with the determinations 

of Huglo, who has separated western-European chant manuscnpts into four groupings: i) 

Eastern, ii) Transitional, iii) Western, and iv) Manuscripts of religious orden." 

The present-day Geman-speaking lands (Le., Germany, Austria, and much of 

Switzerland) were, at one tirne, Imperid provinces of the Roman Empire. By the sixth 

centuy, a portion of this region was part of the Frankish Kingdom, which extended fiom 

'g"bnliche Abweichungcn und ObakJngsgruppen khnm aber nich durch geographischc, 
sprachliche oder politischc Grenzen eîngegrcnzî werden." [Heisler, 1 986, p. 89.1 

Weisse (Nysa) is in Poland, wcst of Krakow. Sec Heisler, p. 43. For information, including 
maps, on the founding of the Cistercians, and the expansions of the Prcmonstratensian, Francism, and 
Dominican orciers, sec Hubert Jedin, Kenneth Scott Latourette, Jochen Martin, eds., Arias d%istoiie de 
~'LLgse: ila &gliss &&JUWS hier a atgoLUdï>w'(Belgium: Brrpols, 1990), pp. 39' - 43.. 

''Huglq S.V. uAntiph~ncr," in 7 k  New Griow Dictiodary, p. 484. 



the coast of the English Channel to east of Worms, and south about as fm as Metz? 

Over the next two centuries, the kingdom was enlarged and covered much of present-day 

Europe. The Treaties of Verdun (August, 843) and Mersen (870) resulted in the formal 

partitionhg of the Frankish Carolingian Empire among the thtee SUTViving sons of Louis 1 

the Pious. According to this treaty, the lands east of the Rhine (identified as Francia 

OnieoMis) were given to Louis the German. Portions of modem Belgium, the 

Netherlands, western Gemany, eastem France, Switzerland, and much of ltaly were 

referred to as Francia Media and were possessed by Lothair 1. Charles il the Bald 

received Fmcia Occidentafis, the remainder of modem France. Louis the German's area 

included Cologne in the north, down to Geneva in the south, and the lands east of the 

Rhine. Not included were Liège, Verdun, Lyon, Vienne, Laon, Reims, etc. 

After Lothair's death, Lorraine @art of Fnuica Media) belonged altemately to the 

westem and eastem Frankish kingdoms until925, when it becarne part of the eastem 

kingdom, then d e d  by Gennans. For more than a thousand years, Lorraine and the 

neighbouring Saarlmd have been areas of linguistic variety with fiequently shifiing 

political and linguistic borden. French and German place-names, languages, and cultures 

are intermingled in the area between Metz, Nancy, and Lunéville (on the Mosel) and 

Saarlouis, Saarbrücken, and Sarrebourg (on the Saar). As expected, areas to the West are 

predominantly francophone, and those to the east are German-speaking. However, the 

use of a German dialect in the predominantly francophone areas extended M e r  West in 

the Middle Ages than it does in modem times. Therefore, manuscripts frorn these regions 

have been considered as originating in regions of Geman influence. 

THE MANUSCR~PT SOURCES 

The majority of sources conuilted in this study originated or were used in 

Germanie regions in western Europe during the Middle Ages. Selected sources 

originating Erom other parts of Europe have been hcluded for comparative purposes. 



Although the acquisition of a representative selection of sources has been sought here, 

L i d o  Dobszay reminds his readers, "The swival of sources depends entirely on chance, 

their distribution in time and place is unequai, while the number of liturgical communities 

was enormously high in medieval Eur~pe."~ He continues, "- the sporadic survival of 

the e& sources represents an additional problem. We cannot place the surviving source 

in its original conte~t."~' These difficulties are faced by al1 scholars of medieval chant; 

similar problems are faced by researchers in many other fields. Although there is no 

remedy, it is the awareness of these hazards in selecting sources for consultation that is of 

primary importance. Both despite and in spite of the survival of certain sources, the study 

of the antiphoner in its various regional forms continues 

The criteria used in selecting the sources for the research on the melodic tradition 

detailed in Chapter Eleven involves four restrictions. Firstly, the only type of service 

books consulted consists of those labelled or identified as "Antiphoners." These books 

contain the antiphons and responsories for the chou Office. Aithough the importance and 

value of noted breviaries must not be dismisseci, the focus of this investigation is with the 

Onice as it was chanted in the choir daily, not as it was recited in private devotions where 

a breviary might have been used. It is acknowledged that the tenn "breviarium" has been 

used in different contexts; c. 1300 it meant merely an abridged edition," presumably that 

of the choir Office. Breviaries ofien include, however, the full texts of lessons and 

prayers; their identification as "abridged" or "shortened" works is curious. In the case of 

breviaries which record the chants for the choir, it is presumed that the sarne tradition is 

reflected in those manuscripts as presented in the antiphoners fiorn a liturgical centre. 

Secondly, for purposes of this study, the year 1400 has k e n  designated as the 

mzzuh11sowing to the central position within this research of the corpus of complete 

%obszay9 CXOECE: UA SaItburg (Temporale), p. 14. 

%Dobszay, CAGECE VA Saizburg (Temporale), p. 15. 

=RE. Latham, SV. "brtviarium,n in the RenkdMadievalLatin WodL& p. 5 6. 



Klostemeuburg antiph~ners.~~ The eight Klostemeuburg sources central to this study 

predate the establishment of the Archdiocese of Viema (1469) to which Klostemeuburg 

belonged, and therefofe reflect the liturgy sung at the monastery before the administrative 

change in archiepiscopal sees. The year 1400 also predates the printing of religious 

books. Once this became common, local usage was superseded by that of the diocese 

where the book was printed. A study of regional chant traditions, either in chant series or 

melodic usages, becomes moot unless specific manuscript sources reflecting local 

customs can be detemined. 

Thirdly, only sources which include the series of feria1 chants can be admitted for 

cornparison. These chants are usually recorded in manuscripts between those for 

Epiphany and Septuagesima. Since some antiphoners present the chants of only a portion 

of the liturgical year (such as might occur in a division into two or more volumes of 

Tempode, S~aocraIe, winter, or summer seasons), not al1 extant and available sources 

contain the feria1 cursus. 

Lastly, since the exact intervallic distances between pitches are necessary in order 

to distinguish the melodic patterns and their possible variations in different manuscripts. 

only sources copied with pitch-accurate notation can be considered. The value of the 

many early sources whose chants are recorded with non-diastematic notation or staffless 

neumes is recognized. Although these sources can be analyzed with respect to many 

2The main corpus of surviving medieval antiphoners from this monastety (CCl. 589, 10 10. 10 1 1. 
10 12, 10 13, 10 15, 10 17, 10 18) dates from the fourteenth ccntury and earlier. Several fifteenth-centun, 
manuscripts have been preserved at Klostemeuburg, but many of these are either incomplete or were 
designed to include only certain Offices. These sources include: CCI. 995 (a fourteenth- or fi fteenth- 
century incomplete antiphoner, 72 folios), CCI. 1002 (a fifieenth-century antiphoner, 202 folios), CCI. 
1005 (a fifieenhcntury antiphoner, 136 folios), CCf. 1006 (a fiftecnth-ccntwy antiphoner, 92 folios), 
CCI. 1007 (a fifùenth-ccntwy compendium, 32 folios), portions of CC!. 1009 (a fifteenth-century 
antiphoncr with scventcmth-ccntury additions, 109 folios), and CCI. 10 16 (a fiAtenth-ccntury antiphoner, 
% folios). for purpose of this repatory study of the Klostcrneuburg Office, the cight carlin soums have 
been givcn pnfercnce owing both to iheir complete reprcsentatiow of the chants sung during the entire 
liturgicd year, as well as ta their age which places thcsc manuscripts closa to the twelfth-cenniry founding 
of the monastery. Latcr Klostcmtuburg antiphoners, including those dating h m  the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries (Ca. 998 and portions of CCI. 1 OOg), c m o t  be deemed to accurately reflect the 
chant usage during the Middle Agcs, and thcrefore have not been included in this comparative study. The 
contents of later Klostemeuburg sources must be considered with caution, as the liturgical tradition was 
brokcn for a tirne whm the monastery undenvent a pcriod of Protestant influence. (Set Chapter Six.) 



other elements, including textual variants, usages of chants within a series, notational or 

graphical features and so on, their melodies c m o t  be reconstmcted preciseiy enough for 

this comparative research. In the creation of this source-list, no distinction has k e n  

h w n  between manuscRpts refkcting the cathedra1 (secuiar) or monastic ph. With 

these principles in place, twenty-five sources have ken selected for this study. The 

sources are listed in the table below and described fuily later in this chapter. 

1 Aach 1 Aachen 20 1 

1 Budl ( Budapest 1 1 8 1 
1 caml 1 Lucca 601 1 

Cologne 1 13 7 (K6ln) 

Graz 273 

1 Gra7 1 Graz 28 1 

1 Kas2 1 Kassel 129 1 
1 Klol 1 Klosterneuburg 101 3 1 

1 Klo3 1 Klosterneuburg 1 O1 7 1 

1 Klo4 1 Klostemeuburg i 01 S 1 

1 MaF2 1 Paris lat. 12044 1 
1 Ober 1 Trier 607 1 

1 Utrecht 406 

1 Vie3 1 Vienna 1799 (Wien) 

Worcester F. 160 

Karlsruhe LX 

The sigla assigned in this table are casesensitive four-character codes consisting 

of letters and numbers. These codes represent particular individual rnanuscripts. The 

sigla are based, in part, on the three- and four-character manuscript identifiers of LeRoux, 

which were adopted, in part, by Heisler. These sigla are m the style of those used in Le 



graduelmmain~' but al1 the sources listed above are antiphoners, not graduais. In order 

to maintain consistency in the field lengths of these sigla, a four-digit label has been 

adopted rather than a direct borrowing of LeRoux's sigla; his codes have varying lengths 

and incorporate intemenhg spaces. Manuscripis which were not consulted by LeRoux 

have been assigned new codes based on either their present location or some aspect of 

their provenance, if known. The numbering system for manuscnpts used by Hesbert, 

which involved a rather arbitrary assignment of a three-digit number to each manuscript 

source, has been avoided, since letter codes can reveal at least primary information 

conceming a source (i.e., its present location) without reference to an extemal listing. It 

must be stressed, in addition, that as Hesbert's four-digit numbers used to identify Onice 

chants in CAO have k e n  used in this study, it has been prudent to limit the use of 

ambers in other identifiers. RlSM sigla have not been adopted into the analysis charts 

nor the prose results owing to their varying lengths and inclusion of both punctuation and 

spaces. The value of RISM codes as unique identifias of the locations of manuscripts is 

noted however, and these sigla have been employed elsewhere in this research. 

SOURCES FROM REGIONS OF GERMAN INFLUENCE 

AAC 1 Aachen (Aix-fa-Cbapelle), Domarchiv, 20 

13%enttuy mt~phoner; from Aachen (modem Gemanfi just east of the western border) 

The swiving manuscripts fiom Aachen2' provide a record of the chants sung at 

one of the western-most centres of the east-Frankish realm. Aachen 20, a thirteenth- 

century antiphoner fiom the cathedtal of Aachen, belonged to the canon Francon (d. 

28Thc ciîy of Aachcn (Ger.) or Aix-la-Chapelle (Fr.) kgan as a Spa tom,  famous since Roman 
tirnes for its wann, sulphur springs (Roman name: Aquis Granum). During the Middle Aga, Aachen was 
the northern capital for Chariemagne's vast empire. The cathedra1 was first built during this the,  and later 
rebuilt in the tenth cenhuy. Aachcn becarne a free imperial city in c. 1250, but its Geman connection 
rernaincd strong as it was the cornnation city of Geman kings until t 53 1. In 1792, Aachen came under 
French rule. Tt is prcsently within Gennany at the convergence of ttrc Ncthcrlandish and Belgian borden. 



1 3 1 8),29 and was included by Hesbert in CAO vol. 5 as source '101. It has also been used 

by David Hiley to provide melodic examples in his s w e y  book, Westem Plainchant: A 

~rndbuook.'~ The contents reveal the secular cursus. Aachen 20 also includes a tonary at 

the beginallig of the volume on pp. 1 - 2." 

later-14"entuxy anaphoner and hymnay; 2% parchment folios; '~otbicized" G e m  
neurnes on a /-&inne sr@ h m  Neubug (moàèm G e m y )  

This Cistercian antiphoner fiom Neub~rg)~ dates fiom the second half of the 

fourteenth century. Its 292 parchment folios, which rneasure approximately 450 x 3 10 

mm with a principal writing-space of 355 x 223 mm, are bound in folio format. Their 

contents reflect the monastic cursus and record a nearly complete representation of the 

chants sung throughout the year; this manuscript includes two (!) feria1 Onices (ff. 35' - 
45' and ff. 101 ' - 105"). Graz 28 also contains a hymnary (ff. 27 1' - 2923 and a t~nary.'~ 

These latter items follow an index of feasts (f. 13, the Temporale (ff. 1' - 1243, SmctoraIe 

(ff. 124' - 2253, commune, Office for the Dead, and other chants (& 228 - 2703. 

There are two sets of folio numben in Graz 28: both are in the upper ri&-hand 

corners of the rectos in arabic numerals. The numerals -est to the upper right-hand 

corner appear older in style and have been drawn with a wider nib. The current 

nurnbering, nearer to the principal writing-space, is smaller and was drawn with a fine 

nib. 

Wichei Huglo, Les T o n a i i  Invenm'k, Ana*, Compuwkun (Paris: Heugel, 1 97 1 ), p. 420. 

'OHiley, pp. 87,9 1-93. 

"This tonary is describcd briefly by Huglo in tcs Ton* p. 420. 

'*G1a228was filrned by HMML as projcct 26,063. 1t is listed in the library catalogue: Anton 
Kem, Die Hanakchn'Aen dff U~iversita~sbibfiorbek G q  3 vols. (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1942; Wien: 
Ostmcichischen Staatsdnrckerci., 1956; Wicn: Gcorg Prachncr Vnlag, l967), p. 1 1. 

I3Huglo, Les Tonai- p. 362. The tonaty hm k e n  placed just prior to the hymnary. Huglo lists 
the tonary as beginning on f. 303' yet there are only 292 folios in this manuscript. The confusion has 
multed h m  the two scts of modem folio nurnbering throughout the volume. 



Thirteen lines of text in nmwly-spaced Gothic or "Black Letter"" script appear 

on each folio side, with musical notation in the intervening spaces. Some of the larger 

initials are decorated with red and blue, and miniatures occur on folios Ir, 19', 29', 77', 

89: 1 O@, 144', 163: 1 87"- and 1 W. "Gottiicized" Gennan neurnes with oblong-shaped 

noteheads are used throughout the manuscript on four-line staves (with an extra line mled 

for the text) with F- or C-clefs. The axis of notation is moderately slanted; however, for 

the compact forms of the multiple-pitch neumes, the strokes appear more vertical with an 

angular aspect. The use of custos is inconsistently obsewed throughout the volume. 

-- 

lllustrat ion 22: G m  Unive~sitJ&bibfiothek, 28, from f. 3 Sr 

The present binding is of white leather with tooling and some decoration. The 

folio edges have been rrirnmed to some extent, but there does not appear to be much loss 

of material. Marginal entries are rare; these include, for the most part, textual additions in 

an eighteenth-century hand, such as those found on fE 243". 

GRAO Graz, Universita&bibliothek; 29 (ohm 38/8 P) MSM: A-GU 29 

34Michelle P. Brown, A Gudc to W m m  Histonnd Sm@ h m  Aot%puIy to f &XI (London: The 
British Library, l99O), pp. 82-83. 

"Graz29 was filmed by HMML as project '26,075. It is included in the library catalogue: Kem, 
Die Hudccbn'Rut dw Uni~~151iSfs01'bIiotbck G m  p. 1 1. Because of  the occurrence of polyphony within 
<ha chant manuscripts, physical descriptions of GN 29 and 30 and a detailcd listing of their polyphonie 



30 together preserve the Office chants following the monastic cursus sung at the 

Benedictine monastery of St. Larnbrecht. Graz 29 records the chants Sung during the 

winter months and Graz 30 provides those for the sumer. 

Graz 29 contains 382 parchmea folios, eafh of which measures 435 x 305 mm 

with a principal writing space of 305 x 2 10 mm. Two sets of folio nurnbers with values 

that do not coincide suivive on the leaves of this manuscript: Roman numerals (some of 

which have been partially trimmed) are in the centres of the upper margins of the rectos, 

and the current set of arabic numerals in a more modem hand is in the upper right-hand 

corners of the rectos. 

Graz 29 contains the chants of the Winter Temporale on ff. 1' - 199'. Unusual 

items included in this manuscript are tones for the Lamentations of Jeremial-? (f. 1683 

and the often-discussed polyphonic hymn settings3' (f. 1871. The Winter Sanctorale 

begins on f. 199' and is followed by the Common of Saints (fi. 308' - 3527, the Office of 

the Dead (ff. 352' - 3631, fûily w r i t t e ~ u t  Invitatory Tones (E 363' - 376'), a tonary (ff. 

377 - 3793, as well as more polyphonic hyrnn senings and other added material at the 

end of the volume. 

There are ien lines per folio side of Gothic text3' with a moderately-angular 

aspect. The initials are generally in red, and several are decorated. Some initials have 

detailed illuminations, such as the Irnmaculate Conception (f. 23, the birth of Christ 

(f. 387, the baptism of Christ (f. 563, the martyrdom of John the Evangelist (f. 2293, and 

contents are included in Gilbert Rcaney, ed., R&pcrrorir Inremaaonal des Sumes Musicales: Mmrrscnpts 
ofPoI)ip&omc Music (c. 1320 - f 400J series B, vol. IV2 (München: G. Hcnle, 1 969), pp. 327-333. Heisler 
incIuded Graz 29 (identified with the shelf number 38/8 f) in her dissertation resemh; she assigned this 
source the siglum "Lam." This manuscript has dso been indexed by C.~N~US; see the Cl\rIrvs "About" 
file for more information. 

%harles Downey and Keith Glaeske. "The Music and Text of the Lamentations: A Cornparison 
of Cambrai XVI C 4 and Graz 29, Mesircd Per~pcr:~ves 10 (1 995): pp. 86-100. 

"There is a gnat amount of polyphony surviving firom the rnonastery of St Lambrecht 
Approximatdy sixty h y m ,  conductus, rcsponsory verscs and doxologies have bcen indexed in the RISM 
volume citcd above. 

'1n thc RISM description, the script is labclled "scm-Gothic." mmcy, p. 327.1 



the ANiunciation (f. 3 0 0 .  Square notation on red four-line staves appears above the 

lines of text. The noteheads have small lines extending vertically from each corner (like 

an upper-case "H"). The axis of notation is vertical for both single neumes and ligatures. 

The 

Illustration 23: Grag Unive~~ita.bibIiothe& 29, fiom f. 66' 

Differentiae have been indicated in the margins using a two-letter system (a vowel 

for the mode and a consonant for the ending). This manner of indicating the psalm-tone 

terminations can be found in other sources originating in Switzerland and some regions of 

Germany and Austria. Some differentiae in Graz 29 have been notated on the staff 

instead of, or in addition to, tonary Mers (for exarnple, on ff. 65', 149', 253', 268', 285'. 

and 3443. 

This manuscript may have been copied by a "Fredericus dictus R~sula '"~  who 

died in 1347." A change of hand fiom that of the main body of the manuscript is 

apparent on ff. 199' - 204". These folios are perhaps a later insertion, as they are out of 

liturgical order, are positioned directly before the Saactorale section of the manuscript 

(beginning with tbc Ofnre for Anârew, November 30, on E 205% and contain, primanly, 

a complete Office for St. Agnes (January 21). It is conceivable that the group of folios 



which precedes this presumed insertion (Le., ff. 187 - 198" which contain some 

polyphonie hymn settings) may also have been added to the manuscript between the 

Temporale and Smctode sections at a later date. 

The leaves of Graz 29 are b o d  in foiio foanat and are covered in a brown 

leather binding with some tooling and thick rope bands around the spine. The binding 

rnay date fiom the sixteenth century. The opening flyleaf and f. 1' contain Latin chant 

incipits in a cursive script. The other binding materials are unremarkable. 

G R A ~  Graz, UniversiratsbibIiorhek, 273 (ohm 39/3 f') MSM: A-Gu 273 

13%entury antphone~ 247pwchment folos; CCarthusiàn square no~lion; fiom Seitz 

The antiphoner Graz 273" dates fiom the thirteenth centwy and records the chants 

of the monastic cursus as Sung at the Carthusian monastes, of Seitz. An inscription on f. 

247" reads, "Antiphonariurn hoc est ecclesiae S. Johannis Bapt. in Seyez." The chants of 

the Tempode are recorded on fY. 1' - 173: and those of the Smctode continue fkom 

173' - 201'. The commue, Church Dedication, and Offices for the Blessed Virgin and 

Mary Magdalene are included near the end of the volume. The manuscript is incomplete 

in its presentation of the chants of the church year owing to a iacuna of eleven leaves 

which are misshg h m  the beginning. 

There are at least two layers of folio numbers; both are arabic and both have been 

placed in the upper right-hand corners of the rectos. The smaller numbers, which are in a 

modem hand, are more consistent throughout the volume than the thickly drawn 

numerals. The smaller numben also show the correct folio numbering at the begiming of 

the volume (in its present condition), whereas the older numerals indicate the lacuna of 

eleveu leaves. 

Each of the 247 parchment folios measures approximately 280 x 190 mm, with a 

principai writing-space of 235 x 150 mm. Per folio side, there are eleven lines of Gothic 

"This source was s h e d  by HMML as project 26,190. It is included in the library catalogue: 
Kcm, Die Hmî2sck&n da UaivCISiiaCISiia&b~'bIliomb& Grar, p. 149. 



text with a moderately round aspect and square notation4* on four-line4.' dry-point staves 

in the intervening spaces. None of the dry-point lines has been inked; C- and/or F-clefs 

appear at the lefi-hand edge of each system. Noticeable is the use of more numerous b 

and 4 signs than in other soinces dating f h n  this per id  

Illustration 24: Graz; Unive~si~I;sbibIiotirek, 273, fiom f. 39' 

The initiais are coloured in blue and reù, and several are highly-decorated. A 

square hole througb f. 246 attests to the artistry of whatever miniature or decoration once 

adomed the "C" of "Credo" on its verso side. The leaves of this manuscript have been 

bound in folio format. The present binding is in brown leather and dates h m  the 

seventeenth century. The flyleaves are plain. 

Although Carthusian houses tended to remain small with respect to their monastic 

populations, this volume appears nonetheless to have been well used, even in later 

centuries. For example, the titles of some of the more important feasts have been written 

in the upper margins in Latin in a seventeenth- or eighteenth-cenhiry cursive script. Also. 

there are arabic nurnbers scattered throughout the main body of the manuscnpt which 

serve as cues to the folios where other chants mi@ be found Although the text is clearly 

readable and the leaves appear to be in good condition, some patcbg and stitching 

reveal that the volume has sustained some damage over the centuries. 

%et the square notation typial in sources of this d e r  on aie plate of a Cwhusian Diumal 
mcIuded m Hiley, pp. 432-433. 

West systcms mcludt an additional lme for the ruling of the tan 



ZWE K a r d e ,  Badsche Lmdesbibiiotbek - MusikabteiJung Aug. LX 
RISM: PKA Aug. LX 

Dated to the late twelfi century, the provenance of the well-known antiphoner 

now identified as Karlsruhe Aug. LX4" has, until the last few decades, been debated 

among scholiirs. At various M e s ,  the manuscript's origins have been placed at 

Petershausen, Reichenau, Hirsau, and Zwiefalten. It has recently been confirmed through 

scribal hand cornparisons that this antiphoner originated in Zwiefalten, and was taken 

from there to the abbey of Reichenau early in the sixteenth ~entiny.'~ 

The organization of the chants in this Benedictine manuscript reveals the monastic 

cursus. Its 276 parchment folios, measuring approximately 334 x 230 mm with a 

principal writing-space of 260 x 180 mm, contain the chants for a complete liturgical year 

(ff. 2' - 1 56', winter Temporale and Sanctodle, ff. 1 57' - 206', surnmer Smctorafe, ff. 

206 - 276', commune, ssummr histories, feria1 Ofice, and some other feasts). 

The format per folio side consists of fourteen lines of text in twelfth-century 

rounded Carolingian minuscule, with musical notation in the intervening spaces? In 

addition to the attention devoted to the numerous decorated initials containing figures, 

both the script and notation of Karlsruhe, Aug. LX have been carefully studied, since this 

«This manuscript was includcd by Hesben in CAO vol. 5 as '636, in LeRoux's study as "Rei," 
and in Heisler's dissertation as "Rei 2." Cataloguing details can be found in the library catalogue: Alfred 
Holder, Die Hm&C/ul'A%tcn dM3adsci1u) hdcsbibIiorlrek h rirISruhe, vo1.VIl: Die Reichenauer 
Handschriften (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1973), p. 148. Karlsruhe Aug. LX is also mentioned 
several times by Huglo in Les Tonaries, on pp. 243,255, and 398. 

"Sec the introduction to the published CWS volume by H m u t  Moller: Charla Downey, 
Joseph P. Metzinger, Lila Collamore, Keith Falconcr, and Richard Rice. nit Zwictdrlten Amphoner 
K d r M c ,  BsdrBsdrscbe Landtsbibliotbrbck; Aug. pug. Prhtouts Erom an index in Machine-Rcadable 
Forrn: A CANTUS Index, Musicological Studies, no. LW5 (Ottawa: The Institute of Mediaeval Music, 
1996), pp. vii and viii. 'The index for Karlsnihe Aug. LX is also available in electronic format on the 
CAMUS wcbsitt. 

46See the published colour facsimilt : Ana;;ObonmCVtum: KarIsiuhe, Badischc Lsn&bWiothek, 
Aug. pcrg. 60, FarbrnihfTcheiEditlon, with an Introduction by Harûnut MBller, Codices illuminati medii 
acvi, 37, (Munich: Helga Lengerifeldcr, 19%). 



339 

manuscript was copied by six diffwnt hands and in seven notationai styles spanning five 

centuries." The notation has drawn much interest owing to a musical palimpsest: in the 

thirteenth or fourteenth century, the original musical notation on a four-line staff (copied 

c. 1 165-1 175) was erased and almost completely rewritten in a Gothif style.'' The 

present notation is nearly as heavy in appearance as "Hufnagelschrift." (This name is 

owhg to the resemblance of the Yirga to a nail of a horseshoc.) The virgae and multiple- 

pitch neumes display a vertical ductus, substantial vertical caudae, and rhombic 

noteheads. The puncta are diamond-shaped. The four-line staves are labelled with F- and 

Ctlefi, and, following Guidonian mies, the F- and C-lines are coloured red and yellow. 

Four sets of folio numbering survive; Roman numerals appear only on the first 

twenty-three leaves, and three series of arabic numerals are found throughout the volume. 

The current set is the more recent of the arabic sets, located in the centre of the lower 

margin. The sixkenth-century leather binding shows signs of heavy usd9 

Instead of king fully written out, the differentiae and antiphon modes in 

"The major refmnce source for the study of this manuscript is ail1 Karl Hain, "Ein musikalischer 
PalimpSCSt>' (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Freiburg, Switzerland, 1925). For deîails on the variety of 
scribai hands, see in particular pp. 2 1-29 and 3069. Sec also M6ller's introduction to the published 
C ~ S  volume, pp. ix-xii and xvi-xx. 

4 Hudo, S.V. "Antiphoner," in TtreNew Gmvç p. 484; also Moller, p. vii. 



Karlsruhe, Aug. LX are indicated by the two-letter system used in Graz 29. Other 

associations of Karlsruhe, Aug. LX with "Gemüin" sources have been determined 

tbrough cornparisons of its contents; it appears that this manuscript was involved with the 

Hirsau reform in the eleventh century, as it is closely related to sources 6rom Rheinau and 

other houses founded by Hirsau." 

Kns l Kase4 Laadesbibhkk und MurbamXsche BibIiotbek des Stadr Kasel, neof. 
2' 124 RISM: D M  Theol. 2' 124 

19-le-century antiphoeq 3 78 folios; s&ffnotation; fium Fn'tzfar (modem Gemany) 

The antiphoner now housed in the Kassel Landesbibliothek as Theol. 2" 124 dates 

fiom the thirteenth or fourteenth century" and was used at the church of St. Peter in 

Fritzlar, a t o m  just south-west of Kassel. The ordering and number of the chants 

contained within this volume follow the secular cursus. 

For the majority of the 378 parchment folios, there are eleven lines of Gothic text 

per side with musical notation on five-line staves with F- and C-clefs in the intervening 

spaces. The heavily-drawn Gothic neurnes which appear on these staves are of the later- 

Gennan type commonly referred to as "Hufhagel." The folios have been numbered in the 

upper right-hand corners of the rectos in modem arabic numerals. 

Wide margins on each folio side have allowed both for an occasional extra staff 

line, as well as running titles in the upper margins of rectos; these titles provide 

continuing indications of the liturgical occasion for the chants contained on each leaf. 

'Slskrt, CAO, vol. 6, p. 342. S a  also M6licr. pp. xx -xxk 

9his manuscript was included in CAO vol. 5 as '1 8 1. LcRoux assigneci it the siglum "Kas 1 ," 
and Heisla incorporated it in her study as "Fri." 



Us2 Kassel, hdesbibhothek md Mi i rh~sche  BibIiothek des S W  Kassel. neol. 
2 129 RISM: D-KI Theoi. 2' 129 

~&-ce- anaphoneei; 306 folios; staffnotelion; h m  Fnizlar (modem Germany) 

The 306 parchment folios of Kassel 129'~ contain the chants following the secular 

cursus as Sung at St. Peter in Fritzlar, the sarne church where Kassel 124 was used. On 

each folio side, there are ten lines of Gothic text with thickly-drawn neumes of the 

"Huhagel" type on five-line staves with F- and C-clefs in the intervening spaces. Some 

of the initiais, such as the "V" on f. 1' are decorated; however, the majority of the 

manuscnpt is unadomed. Roman numerals once numbered the folios in the centres of the 

upper margins, but unfortunately, trimming has resulted in the loss of many of these 

indications. 

5 2 h e i l  1 2 9 ~  included in CAO ml. 5 as soince '182, and by LeRoux as 'Kas 2." 



1 Ilustration 27: Kassel, hdesbibiioihek und Murfrdische Bibiiothek des Stadt Kassel, 
2' 129, h m  f. Sr 

COL 1 Koln, Enbischoffiche Diozesan- md Dombibfiothek, 1137 MSM: D-KNd 1 l3 7 

14f%entmy m~lrphoner; 11 1 foios; staffnotation; provenance uncertain 

This late-thirteenth- or fourteenth-century monastic antiphonef13 is identified with 

the title "Antiphonarium Romanum vel Coloniense" and, based on its contents, may be a 

Benedictine source. Cologne 1 137 has 1 1 1 parchment folios which mesure 3 15 x 2 10 

m. These folios have been numbered in the upper right-hand corners of the rectos, and 

contain the chants for the winter months only; this book must have been part of a two- 

volume antiphoner set. The Tempode(ff. 1' - 703 and Sanctorafe(ff. 70' - 893 are 

separated, and the commune sanctomm occurs at the end of the volume (ff. 89" - 1 1 1 '). 

There are twelve to fourteen lines per side of narrowly-spaced Gothic text, with 

musical notation on four-line staves with F- and C-clefs in the intewening spaces. There 

is also a line for the ding  of the text. The German Gothic notation is the type commonly 

referred to as "HufhageIschrifL'' The axis of notation is vertical, and the neumes have 

been drawn with a heavy stroke. The title of the volume and some library details occur 

on the flyleaves, and the fioat pastedown has a dark diamond-shaped stamp in the centre. 

This volume appears to have been well use& since the leaves are quite wom and there is 

%ologm 1 1 37 was filmed m 1994 by HMML as pmject "47,940. 



some damage visible throughout the manuscript. 

An interesting featwe of this source is the evidence of a palimpsest: on several 

folios (such as f. 46', for example), the chants have been written over a previous layer of 

text. This earlier layer was copied lengthwise (Le., the other way) across the folio side 

and appears io have k e n  partially scraped off. The original layer is Latin text only, 

without musical notation, in Carolingian minuscule with a round aspect. (See Illustration 

28 below - in particulûr, vertically dong the right-hand margin.) 

Il lusiration 28 : Koln, EnbischOfliche Diizesan- und ihmbibhothek; 1 13 7, fiom f, 46' 

PM:! Mhchen, Bayerisclte StaatsbibIiorbek, Ch. 1 701 O D-Mbs Clm. 1 7010 

C lm. 170 1 0 is a fourteenthîentury Premonstratensian antiphone? fiom 

UCh. 170 10 was included in CAO vol. 5 as '341. LeRoux assigned this source the siglum "pré 
2," and Heisler foilowed this with a siglum of "Pre 2." 



Schaftlam. The 263 parchment folios ofthk manuscript are numbered in the upper nght- 

hand corners of the rectos with modem mbic numerais. Each folio side has thirteen lines 

of Gothic text with a rounded aspect, and musical notation on four-line staves with F- and 

Gclefs in the intecvening spaces. The notation consists of square neumes with a slightly- 

slanted ductus and small caudae on the puncta. The initials are not highly-decorated. 

Several hands are apparent throughout the volume. 

The contents follow the secular cursus and record the chants for a complete 

liturgical year. Unfomuiately, several of the opening folios have k e n  damaged, and 

other leaves have "blackened," particularly in the outside margins. There is evidence of 

Wear in several stitched repairs to the parchment leaves. 

Illustration 29: München, Bayensche StaatsbibIiorhek, Clm. 1 7701 0, from f. 3 1 ' 

I&century mbphoner; 63Opiir~bmenrpages; 4@ilu~izeâ "Geman neumes on a four- 
line s@ h m  T k  (modem Gemmy) " 

This fourteenth-century antiphone16 from Trier Cathedra1 records the chants for a 

complete liturpicai year. Each of its 630 parchment pages measures appmximately 309 

55Trier (Fr. Tieva) rests on the fowidations of  an ancient Roman settlanent, A u p &  Tmvero~m. 
It was establishad as an cpisc~pal sec in the fourth century and an archiepiscopal see in 815. Its 
Romanesque cathedra1 cmbodits part of a fourthccntury basilica. 

%is manuscript was filmed by HMML as projeci '40,262, and was included in CAO as '546. 
Sec the iibrary catalogue entry: Pcta Siffrin and Richard Laufher, Die Litygiscben Hm- in 
Bisiumüadiv Tn.kr(Tricr: B istumsarchiv Trier, 1 %9), p. 1 62. 
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mm x 224 mm. Numeration has been done in at least two stages. At the beginning of the 

voiume, the pages have been numbered on the rectos and versos with rather large arabic 

numerals in the centres of the upper margins. These are in a lighter ink than the main 

tex& and are in a modem hand AAa p. 3759 the numbering fonthues in the cipper right- 

hand corners of rectos and in the upper lefi-hand comers of versos. 

There are fourteen lines of narmwly-spaced Gothic minuscule per page, with 

musical notation on four-line staves in the intervening spaces. The initials are in red and 

blue, and s e v d  are decorated; see, in particular, those at the start of sections of the 

liturgical calendar, such as the "B" of Benedictus on p. 80 at the start of the Office for the 

first Sunday &et the octave of Epiphany. Either an F- or a C-clef appears at the left-hand 

margin of each system, and the F-lines are coloured. The notation, chough drawn with a 

heavy stroke, is not yet "Hufnagelschrift" but rather a "gothicized" fom of Gennan 

neumes, similar in appearance to the notation found in other manuscripts originating fiom 

areas of Germanic influence and dating from this penod. The slant of the substantial 

caudae on the puncta give each of these neumes the appearance of an inverted "V." The 

axis of notation is nearly vertical, however, for the multiple-note neumes. 

Illustration 30: Ti#, BisRunsarchiv, 480, fiom p. 97 

The binding, which &tes h m  1662," is wood covered in decorated, white, pig- 

leather. The flyleaves are plain. The manuscript appears to have been well use& owing 



to its darkened lower margins and wom upper-outside corners. 

The contents follow the secular cursus. The Tempode @p. 1 -2 88) and 

Smcrorale @p. 289-5 80) are separated. The Smctode includes the usual feasts in 

Rddition to Ofnces for such saints as Barbara (p. 295), Euchario (p. 3 18), Maximino 

(p. 399), Leonardo (p. 497), and Anna (p. 460). Invitatory tones and some hymns appear 

on the last pages of the manuscript. 

There are sorne interesting features of this manuscnpt. In many cases, the 

differentiae which appear over the letters "euouae" within the main body of the 

manuscript are not notated on the correct lines or spaces of the staff. In the absence of 

labelled clef changes at these points, one wonders if the transmission of merely the shape 

of the six-note pattern, rather than the exact pitches, was enough of an identifier to 

detemine the correct mode and psalm-tone ending for each antiphon. Conceming 

notational conventions, even though there are obvious forms of multiple-note neumes, 

there are severai occurrences of two puncta for a single syllable (on "do" of dominus on 

the fifth line of p. 83, for example). This may point to a transitional feahire in the 

notation or transmission of the chant. Other questions conceming chant transmission and 

the adoption of the eight-mode system arise within an examination of the feria1 antiphon 

series, where there are a number of chants with fmals on C which have been assigned the 

cornmon eighth mode differentia C-C-B-C-A-G. Many examples of this "transposed" or 

"ancient" mode and differentia combination can also be found in Utrecht 406, 

This fourteenth-century antiphod' fiom the parish of Oberwesel records the 

''This source was filmcd by HMML as projcft YOf50. It is includd in the Library catalogue: 
Si* and Laufim, p. 245. 



Office chants for a nearly complete liturgical year." The presentation follows the secular 

cursus. The 548 parchment pages,' which measure approximately 320 x 240 mm, 

contain four sets of nurnbering. The first fourteen pages have only Roman numerals in 

the upper right-hand corners of their rectos Anothcr set of niimbering begins witb " 1 " on 

the fifieenth leaf in a modem hand in arabic numerals. These numbers appear in the 

upper right-hand corners of the rectos, and the upper lefi-hand comers of the versos. 

Another of the sets, which assigns numben by page, appears in arabic numerals in the 

lower outside comers (the lower right-hand comers of the rectos, and the lower left-hand 

comers of the ver~os).~' A fourth set, in an older hand, identifies the leaves by folio 

arrangement; arabic numerals appear in the centres of the upper margins of the rectos. 

Each page of Trier 607 contains eleven lines of narrowly-spaced Gothic 

minuscule text. The text in the main body of the manuscript has been provided by a 

single scribe;" other hands are visible on ff. 1 - 14, and f. 247. The titles in the upper 

maigins which identiQ the important feasts are in a later cursive handwriting, perhaps 

dating fiom the seventeenth century. The initials are blue and red. German neumes 

àrawn with a vertical ductus and a thick stroke, almoa as heavy as "H~fhagelschrift,'"~ 

appear between the lines of text on five-line staves with F- and C-clefs. Liquescent 

neurnes are clearly indicated; their shape resembles a small shepherd's crook or a lower- 

case "p." The differentiae are included on the staves within the main body of the 

manuscript. 

19A lacuna accounts for romc of the missing matcrial; although the nurnbmng by page is 
consecutive throughout the source, there is an obvious gap in the earlier folio numbering from the leaf 
identified as f. 94" to that numbcred as f. 107'. 

60pagC 547 is papa. 

6'This seî in aie Iowa butside corners appears to be the most complctc; it is ttiis numeration that 
has k n  followed. 

and Laufher, p. 245. 

Q~lchough the caudae are substmtial, the noteheads on thc p u n a  are not as diarnond-shaped as 
can be sccn in other examples of "Hufnagel" notation. in addition, the multiple-note neumcs have a 
roundet aspect tfian in some "Hufiiagel" examples. 



Trier 607 is presentiy in a wooden binding with a white pigskin covering. Two of 

the original clasps are missing. The manuscript appears to have been well used and it is 

slightly damaged. Particularly wom are the dark, lower-outside corners of the pages. 

12-centwy ant@honec ZSdpmhment folios; Dutch neumes (inixed fom) on a huf-/.ne 
sraff;. h m  Uürcht (modem Netherhds) 

This manuscript from St. Mary's Church, Utrecht contains 256 parchment foliosM 

in its present form. The original layer (ff. 5' - 135' and 152' - 2333 dates from the twelftli 

century; insertions and appendages dating fiom the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifieenth 

centuries are contained in ff. 1 ' - 4: 136' - 15 1 ', and 234' - 25S? 

nie  volume contains a large antiphoner in one han& and segments of several 

treatises and a tonary in another haad The antiphoner section records the chants for a 

%c folio nurnbercd as 'Y 56" is blank. 

b5This manuscript has ban studied nurnmws times. Som eariia descriptions include: Joseph 
smirs van Watsbtrgbe et ai, cds, -hhlurrablurrabd & S - M u U :  Ih ~ m ~ o f M w i c :  
 rom t&e Cvoritgim erp p to 1409 series III B, vol. 1 (Minchen: G. Henle, 1% 1 ), pp. 1 3 7- 1 3 8; and 
Guido of Amro, Mimfogus, ed. by Joseph Smits van Waesberghc (NP.: A m o i m  institute of 
MusKoiogy, 1955), p. 64, w h m  it was giwn the siglurn "W." 



complete liturgical year (ff. 5' - 971 winter Temmeand Sanctorale, ff. 97' - 208', 

summer Temporale and Sanctorale; ff. 208' - 222', commune); the organization of these 

chants follows the secular cursus? Sections of various theoretical treatises are fond on 

& 228' - 233'. These inclde texts drawn fkom Guido's MimIogus Chapters 12- 13, 

Guido's hlogus in AntiphonaRum jalmost complete), Regino of Rlim's Tonmus (first 

section), and pseudo-ûdo's Dialogus de music4 intenpersed with a partially notated 

tonary of Mass and Ofice chants ascnbed to Bemo of ReichenauO6' Wiîh respect to this 

section of Utrecht 406, Paul Merkley writes, "In the case of this source, the subjects of 

the writings are musical, but the manuscript does not seem closely linked to pra~t ice . '~~  

The folios of Utrecht 406 measure approximately 325 x 255 mm, with a principal 

writing-space of 260 x 190 mm for ff. 1'-228' and 229 x 200 mm for ff. 22V-255' (the 

end of the rnan~scn~t). '*~ Two sets of folio numbers survive. The current one is in 

modem arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corners of the rectos; the older Roman 

numbering is found in the centres of the upper margins of the rectos and is not entirely 

without enor. 

The majority of folios display thirteen lines per folio side, with staff notation in 

intervening spaces. The script is in a German variant of Carolingian min~scule .~ The 

66Refer to the CAWS website for more detailed information and a complete index of the chants 
contained in this manuscript. This index has also been published: Charles Downey, An Ubrcht 
Antlphoner: Utrecht, Bibfiotheek der fi~ksuniversiteit 406 (3J 7), printouts fkom an Index in 
Machine-Rcadable Form: A CANTUS Index, with an introduction by Ruth Steiner, Musicological 
Studies, no. LV/6 (Ottawa: The institutc of Mediaeval Music, 1997), î20 pp. 

"The tonary coniained in this manusctipt is desaibed in Huglo, Les Tonam p. 203. 1t was also 
included undcr the s ig lm "UTRECHT" by Paul Merkley in Iralim Tonmies(ûttawa: nie lnstitute of 
Mcdiacval Music, l988), pp. 10% 109. 

"Paul Merkley, M'Ass ignmmt  h Nozthnn Tonanès (Ottawa: The Institute of Mediaeval 
Music, 1992), p. 112. 

%erklcy, MWAssignmcn& p. 1 1 1. Sce also thc introduction to the published facsimile 
dition: Ike dt Loos, UÛscbt Bibfiotheek d u  1pIjksunivcrsitei~ MS 4M (3.J 71, index by Charles Downey, 
ed. by Ruth Steiner, Publications of Mediaeval Musical Manuscripts, 21 (Ottawa: The htitutc of 
Mediaeval Music, 1997). p. vii. 

'Odc Loos, p. vii. 



neumes, which are of a mixed fom with both French and German elements," have been 

set on a four-line staff with coloured F-lines. F- and C-clefs are at the left-hand sides of 

each system." The neumes, which show a distinction between virga and punctum, have 

bem drawn with a quite vertiral ductus (ratber than the more slanted orientation of many 

Gemanic notational styles), long caudae, and a rounded aspect to the initial strokes. A 

remarkable feature of the notation of Utrecht 406 is its use of significative l e m ,  such as 

s (chromatic alteration) and t (possibly to indicate tran~position).~ 

Illustration 32: Utrecht Univer~itei~sbibIiothcek, 406(oh  3.1 71, fiom f. 82' 

Since this manuscript was intended for daily use, it is relatively wiadomed. 

Rubrics are concise with few indications of the service. The edges of the parchment 

folios are wom, and the volume appears to have been well used. The exterior of the 

codex measures 325 x 255x1 10 mm.74 During its most recent restoration in 1988, the oak 

boards and paper flyleaves which had k e n  added to the volume in 1844 (upon its arriva1 

"Sec de Laos, pp. ix-xiv for mon details on Dutch notation. 

saiing on the staff of neumes which werc formerly uscd in campo .pnro is found in many 
manuscripts from areas of G c m  influence. Sec, for example, the sources which cmploy 
"Klostcmuburg" notation. Even so, the introduction of the staff occurrcd in the Nctherlands mainly in the 
sefond baif of the nwclWi century, much carlier than in the mt of the Gmnan empire. 

"de Loos, pp. xiv-xvi. 

"de Loos, p. vi. 



at the University Libtary) were replaced with new covers and parchment flylea~es.~' 

Utrecht 406 has been described by several scholan as a "tmsitional" source76 - a 

manuscript that displays both east- and west-Frankish characteri~tics.~ The importance 

of this source is iuimistakabie. Ruth Steiner writes, "The testimony ü, îhe eastem 

tradition of chant given by Utrecht 406 is particularly valuable because there are so few 

eastem sources with staff notation that are comparable to it in date; thus it can illuminate 

features of this chant tradition that have been little kno~n."'~ 

75de Loos, p. vii. 

'%e, for example, the placement of Utrecht 406 in the "transitional" category of manuscript 
sources in Wuglo, s.v. "Antiphoner," in n e  New Gmvc, p. 484. Sec also the survey of melodies provided 
in Ruth Steiner, "Antiphons for Lauds on the Octave of Christmas," in tahm fiam ti> unum: 
Fes~chnft M d  Dobszriy z m  M). Gebllrtstag, ed.  J .  Szendrei and D. Hiley (Hildesheim: Weidmann, 
1995), pp. 307-3 15. This study highiights the inclusion in Utrecht 406 of bothb'French" and "German" 
melodies for the antiphon Ecce Mmhgenuii(CA0 2523, on ff. 35' and 36') where most other sources 
include onfy one or the other. Other antiphon texts in Utrecht 406 which are included twice with different 
me l dies are: Srephaarrs suvlrs dei quem (CAO 5027) on ff. 3 7' and 3 7"; E ~ U S  Jesus secessir (CAO 
2620) both on f. 74'; S m i t  d'minus de sepulm (CAO 5079) on ff. 10 1' and 10 1 '; Itwum autem videbo 
vos (CAO 3465) both on f. 106'; and Anendite a fdsisprophehs (CAO 15 1 1 ) both on f. 224'. Some 
rcsponsories in Utrecht 406 also have two different verses - on a feast and its octave, for example - 
somctimes with both a standard and non-standard verse formula; thcsc includc Centum quadiaginta 
quamiot(CA0 6273) on ff. 3 3' and 38: h d o  #.cks~k apc;ruri as (CAO 69 13) on ff. 30' and 38', and 
Q u m  ~Mstispaîtons Mre  (CAO 7470) on ff. 22 ' and 36'. (See the CANTUS index and facsimile edit ion 
for furtha details.) 

"In this r e s p ~  it is impatn< îhat during the Middle Ages the present Nethnknds, although 
mending as far wcst as the North Sea, w m  part of the German (Le., east-Frankish) empire. Also, for the 
mrjoriry of the Middle Ag- Utrecht wss a diocae undm the control of the archdiocae of Cologne. 

nRuth Steiner, in the Intmduction to An Umht  Anhphoner: UbtrIrt, Bibfioiheek der 
fij-ksunivusiteit 406 (3.J 7J printouts h m  an Index in Machine-Readable Form: A CANTUS Index, 
Musicological Saidics, no. LW6 ( û t t a w ~  The Inaitute of Mediaeval Music, 1997), p. viii. 



V o ~ l  Vmu, S M  - Bibliothek, 287 (dm XXIX) WSM: A- VOR 287 

Vorau 287," an antiphoner originally fiom Sal~burg,~ dates fiom the first half of 

the fourteenth century. The contents of this manuscript follow the cathedra1 cursus, and 

present the chants for the complete liturgicai year (ff. 1 ' -84', winter Tempode and 

Saocorale, ff. 85'- 224', summer Temporale and Smctoraale, ff. 224' - 29OV, commune, 

summer histones, other feasts; f'f. 29 1 ' -338', added Smctoraie). The beg i~ ing  of the 

manuscript has been lost; the first folio begins in the middle of Christmas Vespen. There 

are four other lacunae throughout the volume." This manuscript includes a tonary with 

antiphons whose melismas outline each of the eight modes (ff. 285' - 2863, as well as 

canticle tones which have k e n  notated to the first verse of both Magnificat and 

Bene~ciuscanticles in al1 eight modes (ff. 286' - 288qea2 

The 339 parchment folios of V m u  287measure approximately 296 x 2 14 mm 

with a principal writing-space of 228 x 170 mm. The folios are numbered in a modem 

hand in the upper right-hand corners of the rectos. There are thirteen lines of narrowly- 

spaced, angular Gothic text per folio side, with musical notation on four-line staves in the 

intemenhg spaces. The "gothicizeci" German neumes have been drawvn with a slanted 

axis of notation and a moderately wide nib. The puncta are oblong, with thin, short 

caudae. C- and/or Ftlefs predominate, though G- and A-clefs are also used. 

'Vorau 287 was filmed by HMML as project '7271. It is listed in <he iibrary catalogue: Pius 
Fank, Catdogus VomwYI~sis (Graz: Sumptibus Canoniac Voravicnsis, 1 W6), pp. 1 62- 1 63. 

*A mi@ of the Saizburg Office tradition (Tempraleonly), of which Vorau 287 is a part, has 
btcn publishcd as part of the CAO-ECE projcct, and is cited above. The CAO-ECE indices display the 
reults of a swey  of a number of relatai sources. The goal of each survcy is to rcconstruct the chant 
tradition of a Qarticular liturgical centre. This analytical trcatmcnt of a numbcr of original sources in 
combination has been designcd with differcnt intentions than the single-source indices produced by 
C m s  which serve as r c d  tools for a nurnber of m e r  applications by scholars of many fields. 

"The CANTUS index of this source is available in electronic format on the website. 

%is muscript is mchdcd m Huglo, Les Tmiimg p. 422. 



During the creation of the index for this manuscript by CANTUS, numerous enors 

made by the text scribe were observed, inciuding insertions, omissions, and incorrect 

words. Many of these errors have been carefully corrected in the manuscript through 

marginal and interlinear annotations, apparently by the music scribe. 

V ~3 Wien, ~stetemichisches NaaonalbibIiothek; 1 799** [Suppl. 2631 
RISM: A- Wn 1799"" 

13'kentuxy antphonrr; 249pmhment rolios; Laon neumes on a &y-point stae 
Cistenim @mveaaoce uctvtzb) 

The 249 parchment folios of the thirteenth-century Cistercian antiphoner Vienna 

1799** measure 413 x 296 mm with a principal writing-space of 306 x 238 mm." The 

contents follow the monastic cursus and include chants fiom throughout the liturgical 

year. Preceding the antiphoner is the text of the "Prologus Bernhardi" in two columns per 

folio side; this is the Cistercian treatise which explains their reform of chant. A tonary of 

invitatories included in the manuscript is in the same German hand as the antiphoner, and 

in the sarne style of notation, but with no dccoration; this suggests that it was included for 

private use? 

Evi&nce of thrre sets of folio tlumerals sumiye despite some trimmhg of the 

"This source was filmed by HMML as project '1 5,13 1. It is included in the library catalogue: 
fabdae Cadcum Manu Scnj~folltm hetrcr GBOS et Onentalès in Bibfio&at Palahha Vindobonensi 
h m a t o n r m ;  vol.1 (Graz: Akademische Druck, 1965), p. 29 1. Viema 1799** is dncribtd by Merkley in 
ModrlAss~ipnmm& pp. 161-162. It is also included in Huglo's Les Tonmies, p. 362. 
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folio edges. On the opening few folios of the antiphoner prope~ are mal1 arabic numerals 

in the centres of the upper margins of the rectos. Many of these have been lost. The first 

thirteen leaves are numbered with mal1 cursive Roman numerals in the upper right-hand 

corners of the rectos The cumnt numeration consists of tiny, lightly-drawn arabic 

numerals in the uppemost right-hand corners of the rectos. This most recent numbering 

extends throughout the volume but is not plainly visible on many of the leaves. 

There are twelves lines per folio side of Carolingian minuscule with a round 

aspect. Many of the initials are decorated (on f. IV, for example); some contain 

miniatures (on f. 17' and 24', for example). The intervening notation consists of Laon 

neumes on a four-line dry-point staff with red F- and yellow C-lines. F- or C-clefs appear 

at the lefi-hand edge of each system. The noteheads are quite small and rounded, and 

there is only a slight slant upwards to the right within the neume groupings. A distinction 

has been made between virgae and puncta. The differentiae are placed within the staves 

over the letters "euouae." 

Illumation 34: Wim, ostmichisches Naaondbiblio~ek, 1 799*9 fiom f. 30' 

The binding is modem and measures 424 x 305 mm. Paul Merkley has 

commented that the cover may be the onginal one restored." The leaves of the volume 

appear to be in good condition. 



SOURCES FROM REGIONS OUTSIDE OF GERMAN INFLUENCE 

m&l&-centmy aatipboneri 324 folios; quadrabc staffnotatio~ h m  Wales 

This manuscript, commonly known as the "Penpont ~ntiphoner,"" preserves the 

chants of the Office following the Sarum rite. It dates fiom the middle of the fourteenth- 

cenniry (c. 1320-1 390) and was prepared for use in a non-monastic church (Le., secular 

cursus) in Wales, probably in the diocese of St. David's." 

The 324 folios of the Penpont antiphoner are comprised of 302 full vellum leaves 

plus three half-pages and eighteen smaller stubs at the end of the volume; these latter 

leaves have been numbered as ff. 303 - 324. There are several lacunae and at lest  one 

binding error: thirty-seven separate leaves are missing, as well as five whole quires of 

twelve leaves," and the imennost leaves in the twenty-fourth quire are incorrectly bound 

(the correct order should be fE 236,238,237,240,239,241).'~ The numbering of the 

folios (which has not been corrected) is in modem arabic in a light-coloured ink in the 

upper-right-hand corners of the rectos. 

nie contents of the Penpont antiphoner include the Tempode (ff. 1 - 157), an 

incomplete psalter with music (K. 1 58 - l76), the Sanetorale (ff. 1 77 - 300), and an 

extremely fiagmentary commune (ff. 301 - 324). The many lacunae of this manuscript 

have, unfortunately, resulted in an incomplete record of the Ofice for a complete 

liturgical year; there is no kalendar, the chants for the whole season of Advent are 

missing, and the commune saoctonua is largely incomplete after the comrnon of apostles. 

'This manuscript has been publishcd in a facsimile cdition: Naa'ondfi'bmy of WaIes, MS. 
20531 ES l'le PcnpoorAna;Ohond, Publications of Mediaeval Musical Manuscnpts, no.22, Introduction 
and indices prcpared by Owain Tudor Edwards (Ottawa: The lnstitutc of Mediamal Music, 1997). It has 
also bccn mdcxcd by CAMUS, and the index of contents is availablc fiom the wcbsite. 

%dwards, p. 5 and CAMUS bcAb~~t"  file. 

'%dwards, p. 5. See also the C ~ S  index of the contents of this source. 



The folios in the main body of the antiphoner measure 385 x 250 mm with a 

principal writing-space of 280 x 190 mm. The manuscript has k e n  formatted with two 

columns per side, and either forty lines of text only or thirteen lines of text with musical 

notation per column. The Gothic suipt has been dated cleariy to the mid- to late- 

fourteenth century, and was executed by at least two hands; Hand A copied the chants for 

the Temporale, Smctomie and commune, and Hand B provided the texts for the psalter." 

n i e  rubrics are red, and the plain initials are generally red and blue. Conceming the 

flourishes and infilling of the larger initials in red, blue or black, Owain Edwards 

remarks, "The decoration of about 1500 large calligraphie initials incorporates a variety 

of human heads or faces, birds, animals, or non-representational pattern~ork."~' 

The notation is conventional and consists of black square neurnes on red four-line 

staves with F- and C-clefs and an occasional G-clef. The differentiae are included within 

the main body of the manuscript over the vowels "euouae." There are at least two 

contemporary notation hands. Edwards mentions the scribes' careful regard io the 

placement of the ligatures over the texnial underlay. Edwards also remarks on the 

tendency in the Penpont antiphoner to make less use of liquescent newnes than in the 

S a m  antiphoner or that fiom Worcester. He writes, "The feature which is normally 

most distinctive with liquescent neumes, the indefinite pitch of their final elements, has 

been abandoned in favour of fixed pitches in a great many cases, though by no means to 

the total exclusion of liquescent i~eurnes."~~ 

Vor more details on the scribal activity, mfcr to Edwards, pp. 5-6. 

9'Edwards, p. 6. 

'%wnk p. 7. 



Illusûation 3 5: Abcryshvyur,, Liytiyel Genediaetho/ C '  (îMa~bna/ Libmy of 
Wdes), 20541 E, fiom f. 4 1 ' 

Aithough there has been some damage to this manuscript fiom rodents and 

dampoess, most of the material is still easily Iegible. Some timming at the top margin 

has resulted in the loss of many of the running titles found after f. 100. The medieval 

binding of this large, heavy book is still inta~t?~ 

BUD 1 Budapest, E~gyetemi KOnyvth (Univenity L i b q ) ,  lat. 118 
R/SM.- H-Bu lak 118 

Budapest 118 ,~  the fim volume of a fourteenth-century antiphoner now housed in 

''This description h a  been hcluded in the frrsimilc edition: "Sem on nine bands in oak boards, 
evidently original. The boards are not mangular ... Eight of the nine thongs survive, reinforceci with 
hanp cord in 1970. The covrr has mtircly gone a p t  fiom a few very small fiagmmis of whitîawed 
leather which arc niIl in sini on both boards; one fragment on the lower board shows traces of pink stain. 
Four sets of nail holes on the lower board probably mark the former prcsmce of bosses." [Edwards, p. 5.1 

%c Budapest antiphona has been filmed by HMML but not assigned a pmject numbet. 
Budapest codices 1 18,119, 121, and 122 have k n  iidaed by CWS; the index of the contents of these 
sources is available in electronic form h m  the CMS websitt. 
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the Budapest University Library , contains the chants of the winter Tempolale following 

the secular cursus. Together with Budapest codices 1 19, 12 1, and 122, the Divine Ofice 

for the entire liturgical year is rocorded. Little is known of the history of these four 

manuscripts before they wae acquired by the library during the reign of Joseph il of 

Hwgary (1780-go)?' Although the exact provenance or use of the Budapest antiphoner 

is unknown, clear association of these manuscripts with the Franciscan Order cm be 

detemined owing to a number of inscriptions in the manuscnpts, the similarity in 

presentation of the materid between these sources and the ordinal prepared by minster- 

generai Haymo of Faversham (c. 1 180 - 1244),% as well as the occurrences of feasts for 

saints especially venerated by that order such as Francis of Assisi, Clan of Assisi, 

Anthony of Padua, and Peter of ~ l ch ta ra .~ '  

Budapest 1 18 contains 249 folios including three interpolated leaves (ff. 85, 135, 

and 235). The manuscript measures approximately 485 x 325 mm, and is currently bound 

in a white leather cover dating fiom the eighteenth century.'' There are seven lines per 

side of large Gothic script with an angular asped9 Several of the larger initials are 

decorated. Between the lines of text are four-line staves with F- or C-clefs and quadratic 

notation which appears throughout the volume to have been copied by a single scribe. 

95See the "About* file on the CANTUS websitc. 

%Andrtw William Mitchell "A CANTUS Index: A Francisfaa Antiphoner h m  Hunpy" 
(Master's thesis, Faculty of Graduaie Studits, University of Western Ontario, 1 W6), pp. 2-3. 

nThe fesrt for Pekr of Alchtara (1499- 1562, canoniyd in 1669) is insated Uito Budapest 12 1 ; it 
is a scvcnttcnth-century addition to the antiphoner. [Set Mitchell, pp. 44-46.] 

-or more detail on the script, see K. Szigeti, "Deniader des Gregorianischer Chorals aus den 
ungarischn Milaltcr," m SWih MILF'IO~B~U) AcdanUc Sciiitr;anm, H e i c i e  4 (1 963): p. 134. 



l llusûation 36: Bualpes4 Egyel~rm' KOnyvtar (Univcmly Library), Iat. 118, from f. 1 08' 

BARN Cembn@e, Unive~siiy L i b v ,  Mm. ii 9 RISM: GB-CU Mm. ii. 9 

The manuscript cornmonly known as the "Barnwell" antiphoner'" dates fiom the 

second quarter of the thirteenth century, and was probably written for St. Giles Abbey, an 

Augustinian house at Bamwell, England. This antiphoner records the chants following 

the cathedra1 cursus and is one of several extant sources representing the Sarum rite."' 

Walter Howard Frere used Cambridgey Univenity Libmyy MmkPas the main source 

""'This manuscript was assignecl the siglum "Sm 1" by LcRoux, and it has bcen indcxed by 
CANTUS. The CANTIJS version has bcen published as: Lila Collamore and Joseph P. Metzinger, eds., 
FR& Index to rhc AntrPhom of ulc Sarum Anapboncir, with an introduction by Ruth Steiner (London: 
Plainsong and Mediaeval Music Society, 1990). Scc also, Lila Collamore, "An Index to the Antiphons of  
the Sarum Antiphoncr Cambridge, University Library, Mm.ii.9" (MA. thesis, Catholic University of 
Amcrica, 1990), and Dom René-Jean Htsbcrt, "The S a m  Antiphoner - Its Sources and Influence," 
J o d  of &c PiamSong and M d a d  Music Sucicty 3 (1 980): pp. 49-5 S. This antiphona was not 
includcd in Heskn's study of mponroy series in CAO, kcuw the pages containhg the Advent chants 
are missing. 

1°'Orha sources of  the SMm, Anîiphoner inclide: Clvabn- UaiMsiiyLibw, A&. &502 
(thc "Springfield Antiphonal"); Oxford: Bodlcim f i b ~ ?  23,25, and 26 London? Bnlish tibrary, Add. 
32427, A& 28,598, Add. 17,#. and Hàricim $958 Du&& Trinity Coflegç fil, 3.4, and 5, as well 
as some printed volumes. 



for his facsirnile edition of the S a m  antiphoner, published as Antiphonale 

~ansbunense.'~~ Unfortunately, this manuscript lacks the fint part of the winter 

Tempode (fiom Advent to Epiphany). In addition to this opening lacuna of perhaps four 

ga(heiings (approximately twenty pages), a gathering contauung . . 
the end of the Tmpode 

and the beginning of the commune is also missing fiom the end of the volume (pp. 609 - 
632). In the facsimile edition, Frere compensated for these gaps by reproducing folios 

from several different sources, among them the Erlyngham Breviary, now housed in the 

Chapter Library at Salisbury.'" 

The 567 pages of the Barnwell antiphoner measure approximately 340 x 240 mm. 

Eleven lines of Gothic text in two columns appear on each side with musical notation in 

the intervening spaces. The notation is square on four-line staves with F- and C-clefs. 

The pages are numbered in the lower margins with hollow, printed, arabic numerals. The 

chants of the Temporale are included on the pages numbered as 101 to 342, and those for 

the Smctorale are fouml on pp. 345 to 608. In addition to the usual saints' OMices is a 

partial feast for the Translation of Thomas Becket (p. 456) and im Office for Edmund 

(beginning on p. 597). 

'%WC, ed., Anaphonale San'sbünense, citcd above. 

ImnY CANTUS index Uiflude only the part of the year containcd ùi the BPnmn amiphonm. 



CAM l Lucca, Biblioeea CepioIm Feliniana e Bibliolca Arcivesc~de~ 601 
RISM: 1-LC 601 

This Camald~lese'~ antiphoner dates from the early twelfth cent~ry.'~~ Its 560 

parchment pages, which measure approximately 365 x 255 mm, show no signs of Gothic 

features. nien are fourteen lines per side of rounded Carolingian minuscule with 

musical notation in the intervening spaces. Some of the initials are decorated; several 

include miniatures, such as those at the starts of feasts, for example. The uncial letten for 

ordinary use are quite simple in design. 

1 llustrat ion 3 8: t ucca, Bibliotcc~ Capitola Fcfinima e Bibfioteca Arcivesw vile, mi, from p. 8 1 

' T h e  Camaldolcsc or&, namcd aAcr its centre of reform (Camaldoli, modem Italy), was one of 
the many lata reformcd orders within Bencdictine monasticism. Otha founding or reforming centres of or 
relatcd to Bcnedictine monasticism includc Cluny, Gonc, Hirsau, Grandmont, and Vallombrosa. 

'MLucca 601 has ben published m facsirnilc: Dom André Mocquereau, ed., with the Monks of 
Soltsmcs (Abbaye Saint-Pierre), Anoplzanaùr MowGue; Xllc siiles CÙùa 601 de la Bibfiorhèque 
Capitulaha? de Lucques, PalCographie musicale, vol. 9 (Tournai: Desclée, Lefebvre & Cie, 1906; Reprint 
Berne: Herbert Lang & Cie, 1974). Lucca 601 was hcludcd by Hesbert in CAO vol. 5 as source '709, in 
LeRoux's study as "cm 1," and by Heisla as "Luc." 



The notation consists of central Italian neumes on dry-point staves with coloured 

F- or C-lines. The music scribe copied the rectangular- or oblong-shaped noteheads with 

a vertical ductus, and made a clear distinction baween virgae and puncta. F-, C-, or A- 

c& are marked at îhe lefi-hand margios. 

At the begi~ ing  of the volume, there are two parchment flyleaves and one 

pastedown. These recycled leaves contain material associated with the cathedral of 

Lucca, but not directly related to the antiphoner proper?" Although Lucca 601 was 

copied for the use of the choir, this volume remains in excellent condition. 

Lucca 601 is without any trace of insertions or deletions. The complete chants of 

the TemporaIe are found on pp. 1 - 320, and those of the Smctode and the commune on 

pp. 320 - 546. The contents provide some evidence concerning the provenance of üiis 

source: as the chants contained in Lucca 601 closely reflect the Benedictine liturgy and 

follow the monastic cursus, it is clear that this manuscript was not written for the chapter 

of canons at the cathedral in Lucca. The editor of the Paléographie muside facsimile 

series, Dom André Mocquereau, has suggested that the presence of this monastic (i.e.. 

unusable) Onice book in a cathedra1 library can only be explained if there occurred at one 

time the suppression of a monastery, and if the possessions of that monastery were 

transferred to the chapter library.lo7 This may indeed have occurred in the fifieenth 

century near Lucca: in an act by Pope Gregory XII in July of 1408, the monasteries of 

San Pietro di Pozzeveri and San Michele di Quiesa were suppressed, and their property 

was confiscated. In the same month, the monastery of Santa Maria di Pontetetto was 

suppressed. 'O8 

It is genedly considered that Lucca 601 was used at Pozzeveri, since this 

monastery was founded in the eleventh fenhuy for canons regular but was tranferred to 

'06Sce Mocquereau, p. 1 1 for details. 

'*Mocquereau, p. 1 1 *. 

'%ocquercau, pp. 11.-12'. 



the Camaldolese order before the year 1095.'" Moreover, the ancient library inventory 

fiom Poveveri lists two antiphoners. Io 

This early-twelfth-century antiphoner"' onginated at the monastery of St. 

Maur-&s-Fossés, which lies just east of Paris and was reformed by Cluny in the tenth 

century. The 241 parchment folios are numbered in a modern hand in the upper right- 

hand corners of the rectos. Each folio side has thirteen lines of rounded Carolingian 

minuscule, with staff notation in the intewening spaces. The notation consists of French 

neumes with a nearly-vertical ductus on a four-line dryopoint staff with F- and C-clefs or 

F- and D-clefs. 

illustration 39: PanS, Bibfiutb&ue nationale, l a ~  12644" fiom f. 29' 

Paris lat. 12044 records the chants for a îiturgid year following the monastic 

'"Paris lat. 12044 was included by LeRoux as 'WaF 2; and by Heisler as "Maun This source 
was filmed by HMML but not auiped a pmject nwnber. It is included in the library catalogue: Ldopold 
Victor Delisle, lavmtaue <ks rmaucm'ts larids conservis 1 la BibJioth&ue naabnale sous les numhs 8 
82.3 - I8 6134 vols. (Nlhkh: Ge- O h s ,  1974), p. 34. 



cursus. The winter Temporale and Smctorale occur on ff. 1' - 143: and the sumrner 

Sanctode is found on ff. 143' - 226'. The commune chants have been copied on & 226r- 

24 1 '. The volume is incornplete at the beginning and end, and there is a short lacuna after 

the foiuth Siuiday of Advent Some miiriiPtPrt folios, such as E 39 (recording the Offce 

for Maunis) which is largely tom away, have caused some imperfections in the 

manumipt. Some of the saints' Offices of local tradition in Paris lat. 12044 include 

Babolenus (f. 1467, Arnulfus of Metz (f. 161 3, Eligius (f. 2 1 87, and the Translation of 

Babolenus (f. 224'). 

Hesbert included a similar manuscript fiom the same monastery, P h ,  

Bibiiocbèque maonde, Iat. 11254, in CAO as manuscnpt "F."'12 Paris lat. 12584 and 

Paris lat. 12044 have much in common, but because Paris lat. 12044 is later, it includes 

material not found in the eleventh-century manuscript transcribed by Hesbert. 

WORC Wmster, Wonester Cahedral- Music Lib~ilty, F. I d 0  (dm 1247) 
RISM: GB-WOF.160 

13%entury &phone 354 folios; Enghsh square notation on M i n e  staves; fiom 
Worwster (England) 

This rnan~script''~ fiom Worcester Cathedml is composed of a number of 

liturgical books of different types and dates. These include: an antiphoner containing 

'I2See Hcsbcrt, CAO, vol. 2. 

"'The Worcester antiphoncr was included by Hesbert in CAO vol. 5 as source *894. Both 
LeRoux and Heisler have assigned this manuscript the siglum "Wor." This source is also described by 
Huglo in Les Tonairson pp. 342 and 472, and it is included in the Solesmes study, LcgntdueIromarn, 
vol. 2 on p. 154. The antiphoner and processional have becn rcproduccd in facsimile: Dom André 
Moquereau, director, Amphonsric Mon~stique XUIc siiIe; Cdex F. 160 de ?a B~'bliorh&ue de la 
CStMdhd" de WOCLXSIW, Paléographie musicale, vol. 12, with an introduction by Laurmtia McLachlan 
(Tournai: Descl&, 1922; Reprint Berne: Herbert Lang & Cie SA, 1971). The Worcester antiphoner has 
also becn indexed by CANNS; the invcntory of contents is available in clcc!ronic fonnat fiom the C w s  
website. The CAMLIS index exists in two fonns: one includes al1 the chants in the antiphoner, 
processional, and hymnal, including the Offices of the Visitation of Mary and Corpus Christi, which w m  
addcd m the foiirtccnth cmtury. (Ahtiough not includcd in the facsimilc cdition, these two Offices are 
discussed in the introduction to it.) The refercnces in this version of the index are to folios in the 
rnanuscript A second version of the index includes only the chants of the antiphoner and refers to the page 
numbers of thc facsimilc edition. 



chants of the Temporale (ff. 2' - 953; a processional (ff. 100' - 1 153; private prayers; the 

Onice and Mass of the Visitation of Mary (ff. 12 1' - 130"); the Onice and Mass of Corpus 

Christi (ff. 1 35' - 142"); a kalendar (ff. 147' - 1 489; a psalter (K 149' - 1 64'); a hymnal 

(& 164' - 169'); a coktarium; an antiphom containhg chants of the Smctorale (ff. 

182' - 282"); an abridged tonary (ff. 285' - 2863; a kyriale; a gradual (beginning on f. 

2943; and a hgmentary proser. 

Both sections of the antiphoner, as well as al1 items fkorn the calendar to the end 

of the manuscript, were copied in the sarne thirteenth-century hand, around the year 

1 230.1t4 The processionai and the gradual were copied shortly afterwards, and the Offices 

and Masses of the Visitation and Corpus Christi were copied in the fourteenth century. 

This compendium-type manuscript reflects the usage of the Benedictine monastery of 

Worcester, and is slightly incornplete (there are a few missing leaves). There is no 

evidence of an ancient set of folio numbering; the cunent pagination of its 354 parchment 

leaves is by a modem hand. 

The chants of the antiphoner follow the monastic cursus. On each folio side, there 

are fourteen lines of text with Anglo-Norman (English) square notation on four red lines 

in the intervening spaces. The neurnes are in black ink, and are clear and regular. The 

axis of notation is nearly vertical, and the caudae on the neumes are substantial. Initials 

altemate between blue and red, and many are omamented. Pen-flourished initials are 

found at the starts of the feasts for Easter, Christmas, Ascension, and Pentecost. The 

beginning of the Advent chants must have had a similar flourished initial; however. that 

leaf is missing. The ment  binding is of red leather and measures 260 x 180 mm. The 

original format was larger."' 

"%aurentia McLachlan, introduction to PalCographie musicale, vol. 12, p. 10. 

" WcLachlan, p. 9. 



Illustrslion 40: Worcestet, Womester CathehJ - Music L i b w ,  F. 160 (dim 1247), from f. 30r 

Worcester F. 160 is an invaluable source, as it appears to be the only medieval 

liturgical manuscript from Worcester that suMved the official destruction of Ofice 

books on April23, 1 549.'16 Important contents preserved in Worcester F. 160 are a 

number of rare Ofices for Anglo-saxon saints; these include Cuthben, Dunstan, Oswald. 

and W ulfstan. ' l7 

"'he Offices for Cuthbert and Wulfrtan arc b M y  discussed by Andrew Hughes in "British 
Rhymed Offices: A Catalogue and Commcntuy," in Miwc15 the Mkd&ed&@khLinrrg~, Suun RnnLin 
and David Hi ly ,  eds. (ûxfmd: Clarendon Press, 1993), pp. 257 and 279. 



THE MELODIC TRADIT~oN AT KLOSTERNEUBURG: 
A CASE STUDY OF THE FERIAL ANTIPHONS CONTANED M TWENTY-FIVE ANTIPHONERS 

The existence of an east-Frankish or Germanic meiodic chant tradition has been 

under sporadic consideration for a nurnber of decades. Following the preliminary work of 

Peter Wagner in the 1920s and early 1930s, several of his students continued his 

investigation into the occunences of melodic variants in sources of medieval chant 

originating fiom the various geograpâical or cultural areas of westeni Europe. Wagner 

concluded that there were consistent differences in the melodic contours of certain 

portions of chants in sources fiom the west-Frankish regions of Europe (France, My,  

England') as compared with those fiom areas of Geman influence, identified as the east- 

Frankish regions (modem Germany, Austria, Switzerland). Further work on the maner of 

regional melodic variants has more recently been undertaken by Maria-Elisabeth Heisler, 

and the subject has been cornmented upon by a number of othea. In the most expansive 

study to date on the east-Frankish chant tradition, Heisler writes, in an explanatory 

analogy, that melodic variants in chant, which cm be seen fiom church to church, are 

comparable to the differences between various dialects of a spoken language.? 

The German chant dialect involves the raising of the peak-pitch in particular 

phrases and the widening of the intenal following that peak-pitch. This appears most 

often as a preference for the singing of a higher note at the semitone steps in the diatonic 

scale. For example, where the pitches D-F-D occur in est-Frankish manuscripts, D-E-D 

is often found in versions of the same chant in west-Frankish books. In other cases, the 

gapped intemai A-C-A is found in sources fiom eastern regions instead of the western 

version of A-B-A or A-B b-A. Previous research has concluded to varying degrees that 

'Sources fiom these regions are grouped as west-Frankish owing to the dissemination of 
Gregorian practices to England and northem Italy via the west-Frankish tcrritorks in the area of modem 
France. 

'"Melodischen Varianten, wie sic sich von Kirche pi Kirche zeigen, smd vergkichbar mit 
Unmschibdm in der gesprochenen Sprache." [Heisler, 1986, p. 139.1 



the regional or geographic divisions of east and West coincide with the various melodic 

venions. While these melodic patterns appear to be the most common variants between 

the chant traditions, there are also suggestions in the literature that more melodic variants 

can be found consistently between east- and west-Frankish sources. For instance, Dom 

Jacques Froger has written that the less-fiequent yet characteristically German melodic 

pattern of D-B-C-B can be found in cadences for second mode pieces opposite the pitches 

D-C-C-B in sources fiom other regions.' On the other hand, suggestions have also been 

made that the east-Frankish melodic tradition is not completely consistent in al1 sources 

which originate fiom within the regional or geographical boundaries where German 

influence occumd during the Middle Ages. Hendrik van der Werf writes, "This specific 

form of the intonation [A-C-A] appears fiequently, although not consistently, in 

Germanic sources but not in o thed4  

Before the Klosterneuburg sources c m  be placed securely within or alongside 

either melodic tradition, it is necessary fint to conduct a s w e y  of the chant melodies in 

the Klostemeuburg antiphoners as well as in al1 available medieval sources in order to 

confirm or deny the existence of such distinct melodic traditions within the whole body of 

Gregorian chant. It must be detennined if there are, in fact, enough significant variants in 

manuscripts which are related geographically to firmly support the notion of an east- 

Frankish melodic chant tradition. 

Unquestionably, the starting point for such a comparative study concerning the 

melodic shape and intervallic content in medieval chants from various regions of Europe 

'"Parmi les particulanihs qui catactbisait le style gcnnanique, il a est une autre que Sidler ne 
mentionne pas, sans doute parcc qu'elle est moins m e n t e  a attire moins l'atîmtion; elle est inverse a 
consiste à baisser respectivement au siou au rm'un db ou un fà authentique. On en trouve des exemples 
dans les formules de cadence finale des p i b  du 2= mode; ainsi dans le mtlisme par lequel se tennine le 
dernier alldluia de I'introit Cibawtca~, les deux clivis consécutives sont rendues, dans l'édition Vaticane 
du Graduel, qui suit en cela les mss dlanuids, par ~&Süd'si, dans la même formule de cadence qui 
îermine les Répons du 2e mode, i'htiphonairc monastique a rétabli le do authentique de la première clivis: 
ré-& do-si" proger, p. 15*, fn. 4.1 

'van der Wd, vol. 1, p. 61. 



is Peter Wagner's summary of regional melodic variants. Wagner presented his theory in 

a numbet of articles which culminated in the introduction to the facsiimile edition of the 

Thomaskirche graduai, "Der germanische Dialekt des Gregorianischen Gesanges."' In 

this work, he provides comparative tabies showing the melodic variants contained in 

ninety-six Mass chants fiom Advent to Septuagesima. These examples are displayed 

each on a single line, with only the ''variant" portion of the melody with its text underlay 

for each source. Wagner laments the enormity of comparing every chant for the complete 

liturgical year, and restricts his study to the chants for the first liturgical occasions of the 

year. He announces, however, that such a limitation has had no effect on the results; they 

wouid be the same if the whole of each manuscript had been compared.6 

Wagner's tables show numerous minor thirds in Germanic sources in places 

where the Romanic manuscripts have a rninor or major second; these constitute the 

majority of differences. Alexander Blachly refers to this feature as a difference in the 

qdityof the melody.' There is no major alteration in the melodic shape, and there is 

rarely a question of the mode. Wagner's results show that the melodic variants occur 

equally in al1 pieces for the Mass, in solo chants, as well as those for the choir; the 

altering of certain pitches was not just a soloist's predilection C4Liebhaberei").' It is 

clear, too, that these variants are not scribal erron, as they occur in the same form in 

multiple verses of the hymn Benedcîus es for ~dvent.' 

In Wagner's prose summary of the variants by mode, he identifies each melodic 

pattern as it occurs in either the lower half or the upper half of each modal scale, and 

specifies whether each is common to a cadential figure or occurs within a melody. The 

6*Die Ergcbnisse *den sich nur zah1cnmaDig &dm, nicht sachlicb" [Wagner, Das GmduaIe, 
P. MI-1 

'Blachly, p. 95. 

Wagner, Das Gmduaie, p. XLV. 



variants aie the same intervallicdly when they occur in transposed melodies. Coupled 

with tbese descriptions is a characterization of the rninor third of the Romanic version as 

"clear and not aggressive," while the perfect fourth of the Germanic version is "more 

certain and b~lder.'"~ In a more old-fashioned approach, he also compares the 'Teminine" 

Romanic version with the "masculine" Germanic forms." 

Although Wagner orders his discussion by the eight modes, the variants contained 

within each are essentially the same. One wonders why he deals with each mode 

individually, except for his comments on the particular "ethos" of each. Wagner does 

conclude, though, that fewer variants occur in sixthmode chants.'' However, he admits 

that he examined fewer chants in the sixth mode than in the others. Even so, Wagner 

emphasizes that the only chant found to be identical between the Germanic and Romanic 

sources was the sixth-rnode Communion In spfend~n~us.'~ He aiso States that the sixth- 

mode chants he did find do not demonstrate the Germanic tradition to the same degree as 

those in other modes.'4 

Owing to the apparent avoidance of the pitches B and E in the Gemianic dialect, a 

number of scholard5 have proposed a pentatonic origin for chant. Wagner dismisses the 

Ib' ... tuhig und unaufdringlich ...:' "... bestmimmter and kühner ... ." [Wagner. Dar Gmduak, 
P. L.1 

"" ... weibliche ...;" "... mhliche ... ." [Wagner, Dar Graduale p. LU.] 

'2Wagner, Das Gnsduale, p. XLV. 

"Wagner, DaiF Graduaie p. XLV. 

'"'... die Gmuen zwischm romanischen und germanischem Dialeln nicht immer genau sich 
absteckcn lassen ... ." [Wagner, Dm Gmdrrafe p. LVII.] 

"For iris- aithou@ Gustave R e  r n b  no refmnce to a Gcnnnnic chant tradition, he 
writcs, "Whcther or not v h l l y  the entire ancicnt rcpcrtoire was based on a pentatonic groundwork, as 
 ha^ beni claimai, the fact rcmahs that a considaibk numkr of Gregorian melodies arc clcarly 
pcntatonic. nit following melody is purcly so, E and b king ornitteci throughout." [See Gustave Reese, 
M d  in tbe Middle Agcs (New York: Norton, 1 MO) ,  pp. 159- 160.1 The example which follows this 
citation is the communion ul spIcndoribus taken from the L z k  mualis. Rcese's commcnts, therefore, 
refcr to the w h i c  body of Gregorian cbanî, not just the chant sung in Gcmanic lands. For rcfcrences to 
the pentatonic nature of chants in Germa sources, see Blachly, p. 98, van der Werf, p. 76, and 201th 
Falvy in his article "Zur Fmge von Diffanucn d o  Psalmodie" 8s cited by Heisler, 1986, pp. 43-44. in 
FaIvy9s opinion, the phenornaion of the Gamanic dialm involves r pentatonic influence which penctrated 



idea, since the pitches B and E are indeed used in melodies displaying the Germanic 

tradition; they occur as structural pitches, and are used as well as passing and 

neighbouring notes. It is the special use of the upper notes of the semitone step (in a 

gapped interval) that distinguish the melodic figures of the Germanie and Romanic 

traditions. Wagner declares that Hugo Riemann' s pentatonic structure is purely 

theoretical. l6 

Wagner nfutes the m e n t  that these melodic variants between Romanic and 

Germanic chants are a result of different pronunciations of the Latin texts." The variants 

are found in melismas, on al1 vocalizations of vowels, and even on syllables with 

different consonants, so they cannot have anythllig to do with specific pronunciations of 

any letter. There appears to be no difference in the occurrence of variants on either 

accented or unaccented syllables, and they occur in both single-syllable and multiple- 

syllable words. Wagner concludes that the root of the Gemanic variants is a merely 

musical one.'' 

Although his results are intriguing, the reliability of Wagner's study must be 

considered since he consulted only one so-called "representative" source fiom each 

region. These include the Italian Codex Vaticanus, Ci& del Vaticane, Amhivro San 

Pietro, 6082, a twelAh-cennuy source fiom Monte Cassino; the English Graduale 

Sarisburiense, Londm, Bnl~sh Libmy, Add 12,194, fiom the beginning of the thirteenth 

centuly; the French graduai from St. Yneux, P d ,  BibIiorh&ue nationale9 903, fiom the 

eleventh century - this source is in Aquitanian neurnes, but the pitches are unclear in 

from east to west: "Das Phhomen des 'germanischen Choraldialekts' ist seines Erachtens durch 
pentatonischcn EhfluB bcdingt, der vom Osten und Westcn her eindrang." [Heisler, 1986, p. 44.1 See also 
Joseph Yasscr, "Mediaeval Quartal Harmony," me Musid Quar t~~ly  XXIII (1937): pp. l7& 197,333- 
366; and XXIV (1938): pp. 35 1-385. 

IL Wagner, Ras GdWe p. XLVI II. See Hugo Riemann, Hmdbuch d u  Musljkgcsciiicht~ vol. 1, 
part 2: Die Mus& des Mittctalters (bis 1450) (Leipzig: Brcitkopf und Hartel, 1920; Reprint New York: 
Johnson Reprint Corporation, l972), p. 62. 



only a very few cases; the fourteenth-century graduai, Le@&, K d - M m -  

Unive~sit&sbibIiothek, St nomas 391 (fomerly Codex 3 7 1 of the S t . Thomas Archives, 

Leipzig); and the modern published book Gnduale Vatcaaum. The use of a single 

source as 'kpresentative" is a questionable pnrctice, as it has been found in the psesent 

study that sounrs fiom the same region and even the same liturgical tradition have 

variant readings. For instance, manuscripts h m  within Gemanic regions contain 

diffmnt variants (refer to the tables, below), and significant melodic divergences have 

been found even between the Bamwell antiphoner and the Penpont antiphoner, both of 

which record the chants of the Sarum rite. 

In the other major study of melodic chant traditions to date, Maria-Elisabeth 

Heisler expands her research base to include both Mass and Ofice chants. In addition to 

her sources for the Mass, Heisler studies nineteen antiphoners of which two are fiom the 

Low Countries, six are French, two Italian, one English, and eight German.19 

As noted by Heisler, Wagner considered the basic difference between the meiodic 

chant traditions to be with the treatment of the diatonic semitone between the steps E-F 

and B-C (or B b-C). Wagner described an exchange of tones, as the German singers 

apparently preferred the higher pitch of the interval: D-E became D-F and A-B b or A- 

B 4 became A-C. Heisler questions this explanation as the determinant of Germanic or 

Romanic tradition, since there are chants which do not contain either E, B b ,  or B .'O 

With reference to the work of Walther Lipphardt and his study of Germanic 

variants in the Leipzig tonary published in the article "Über Alter und Ursprung," Heisler 

shows that through a study of ambitus in the tonary, the existence of a German dialect can 

be infenedO2' Lipphardt studied oniy the initia of Mass chants, rather than their complete 

melodies; Heisler's research is consistent in this respect witb Lipphardt's. 

Iiistcad of a regional division, Heisler opts to idenw Wagner's Gemiaaic dialect 



as "Manuscript Tradition A," and his Romanic dialect as "Manuscript Tradition B.'' 

Heisler determines that although there are formulait idioms that are uniform (i.e., A 

manuscripts have a reading of the pitch C where B manuscripts have B Q or B b ), there are 

discrrpancks benireen these two traditions: some B manuscripts agree in places with the 

A tradition. Of corne, as Heisler herself points out, it is not possible to speak of al1 the 

divergences in traditions, but only of a few examples." Moreover, since it appears that 

the A and B manuscnpt traditions overlap fiequently, Heisler concludes that one cannot 

speak of a consistent A or B tradition in either the Office or the Mass;" one must 

consider these melodic feahires to be only tendencies." Heisler also cautions that where 

manuscript traditions A and B are clearly separate, it is not certain if this is owing to the 

melodic tradition or merely the origins of the manuscripts. It is not easy to distinguish 

these elernent~.'~ 

Tm COMPAMTIVE ANALYSIS 

As t h m  are limitations in Wagner's study - principally, the mal1 number of 

original sources consulted - it seems prudent to ver@ his results despite the fact that 

several scholars have readily accepted Wagner's conclusions. Although Heisler 

expanded on the research of Wagner, her melodic examples include only the initia of 

certain chants. The present study compares full melodies. In addition, since the 

importance of this research lies in the east-Frankish chant tradition with respect to the 

melodies contained in the Klostemeuburg antiphonen, Oflice manuscripts are the focus 

here. And finally, a much greater number of melodies have been marshalled, and fiom a 

wider geographical area. 

2"Es zcigt sich wiederum, da0 man w von ailganeinen Tendenzen rprcchrn kann, nicht aber 
van & 'tomanischen* und & "gamuiishen" Fassung? [Heisler, 1986, p. 92.1 

*Dodi ki diesen lassen sich die Lesarten nicht problemlos nach Obcrliefe~ngs~ebieten oder 
HcrkunA der HanâschriAen trcnnen." pcisler, 1986, p. 93.1 



in order to accomplish within a reasonable time a comparative study of the 

variants contained in ail the available medieval antiphonen, it is first necessary to choose 

a set of chants fiom the liturgy that can be studied in detail. This set must include enough 

chants to provide a basis for cornparison, but not so many that the data are unmanageable. 

For this purpose, the antiphons of the "ferial," or daily Office are ideal. 

FERIAL ANTPHONS 

Feria1 antiphons, dong with the other genres of fend chants, were sung on regular 

weekdays throughout the year (including Sundays) when no other feast took precedence. 

There are several advantages to selecting this group, the first being its frequency of 

occurrence in medieval antiphonea; the ferid Oflice is found in sources from al1 

medievai liturgical centres across Europe. Unlike some Offices recorded in the later 

Middle Ages when the general development was toward "proper" chants (for the 

veneration of local saints, for example), the feria1 Onice is a standard conservative 

element of medieval service books. In addition, since the texts for most of these 

antiphons are denved from the psalms which they accompany throughout the psalm 

cursus, and since that cursus (Le., the reciting of the 150 psalms in a repeating weekly 

cycle) was, for the most part, standardized throughout western Europe, there is a good 

deal of duplication from place to place (in manuscript to manuscript) in the senes of ferial 

antiphons, at least among sources preserving similar practices. For exarnple, manuscripts 

following the cathedra1 cursus often share similar series of chants; similarities can also be 

fomd Obetween sources recording the monastic use. Even though the usages of particular 

antiphons or antiphon series may not be identical from one liturgical centre to another 

(shce substitutions may occur), the multiple occurrences of a large number of chants 

provide a wcahh of information for the investigation of regional musical traditions. 

Owing in part to their inclusion in sources fiom al1 across Europe, as well as 

stylistic considerations, it is presumed that the antiphons of the ferial week are quite 

ancient; this is supportcd by a few generai observations. The f d a l  antiphons, ais0 

identified as "psalter antiphons" since they accompany the sequential cursus, act as 



refhins either amund or within the singing of the psalm verses. The prose texts and two- 

phrase structure of these antiphons ofien denve fiom the particular psalms with which 

they are sung" (often the verse), though some texts are free. The textual association 

with the psalms suppts the theory that the &pie antiphon melodics in the ferial Oftice 

may &rive fiom an ancient practice of responsorial psalmody.*' 

The melodies of ferial antiphons are set syllabically with very few exceptions. 

This is not to presume that simple melodies are necessarily more ancient than 

complicated ones. However, the general lack of meiismatic embellishment or even 

neumatic nuance suggests a functiond ongin in the delivery of liturgical texts, rather than 

an b'aesthetic" purpose. The basic setting of these texts parallels more closely the recited 

psalm tone than the more elaborate, newly-composed "silver age" antiphons for more 

recent feasts. Terence Bailey bas written, 

It cannot be taken for granted that the earliest history of the Offce of 
Psalms bars directly on the liturgical chants found in the medieval books. 
And it cannot be proven that any of these chants preserve the character of 
the rrfhins that acwmpanied the ancient psalmody. But the simple 
refrains of the medieval sequential cursus De. the feni antiphons]do 
have a stnking uniformity of style and feature not found in the antiphons 
sung with the psalms of the Proper, not even in those sung with the psalms 
and canticles that were fixed assignments at Matins and Vespers from 
earliest times. Moreover, îhis donnity is observable in the Roman, 
Milanese, and Byzantine Offces. It is therefore a reasonable hypothesis 
Aat the refrains employed for the numerical series of psalms belong to a 
separate and ancient sftritum of psalmody.*' 

Many of the feria1 antiphon texts are short. Of the over 120 ferial antiphons sung 

during the Offices of Vespers, Matins, Lauds, and the Day Hours at the monastery of 

'60n the usages of icxts fkom particular psalters, set Pierre-Patrick Verbraiceri, 'Zc Psautier des 
tropistts," in Jksemi~ on Ti -  cd. by Gunilla Ivusen (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell, 1983), pp. 65- 
75. 

*lean Clsire har written cxtensively on this. See, for example, Jean Cl&, "Les RCpcnoircs 
liturgiques latins avant I'octoéchos; 1: L'office faial romano-franc," &tudcsgrrigonn~ xv (1975); 
pp. 5-192. 



Klostemeuburg, 92 (over 70%) are between three and six words. The longer chants (i.e., 

with longer texts) are generally those sung with the Gospel canticles for Lauds and 

Vespers, the Beaedictus and the Mapificar, these more elaborate "gospel antiphons" 

derive h m  a diffkent tradition. They are fresuendy ''proper," at least to the season, and 

have not been included in the present melodic s t~dy .?~  

The ferial antiphons generally have a narrow range with few, if any, of the later 

melodic characteristics of particular modes (such as the D-A leap found fiequcntly in first 

mode chants). At least as far as the assigrnent of psalm-tones is concemed, modal 

ambiguity appears to be more of a "characteristic" of this group of chants as a whole. 

David Hiley writes, "... their tonality was somewhat unstable, for one finds different 

versions in different modes in various medieval sources."30 For example, as indicated by 

the differentiae provided, both third and fourth modes are assigned to the chant A viro 

iniquo libem me domine (CAO 1 197). The third mode differentia C-C-B-A-C-A occurs 

in Trier 480, while at least thirteen other sources provide a form of fourth mode 

differentia for a nearly identical melody. Hiley proposes, "This may also be an indication 

of antiquity, or at l es t  of an origin before the advent of the eight-mode system."" 

Melodic instability can also be seen in several of the feria1 antiphons where the 

differentiae provided do not correspond with the f d s  of the chants. For example. for 

the same chant A vim iniquo, four sources record a slightly different melody; their 

version ends on D instead of E. Two of these sources, Klostemeuburg 10 1 1 and 10 1 7. 

'gThc only exceptions are the antiphons whosc texts arc fiom thosc of the canticles; these have 
been consideted as "original" texts, and therefore are not "propef' or associated with the liturgy of the day. 
Also excluded fiom the ptescnt study an the chants whose texts consist entirely of repetitions of the word 
"Alleluia" nie melodies for these chanis are thosc sung to full ttxts during the feria1 week. The source 
melodies often appear in incipit mxt to the fully Wnttcwut "Allcluia" antiphons as a guide to the melody 
for which the repcated "Alleluia" is sung. In some sources, these "Alleluia antiphons" are intcrmingled 
with the usual antiphons for the ferial weck, and w m  presurnably used in place of the rtgular antiphons on 
appropriate days. In the manuscripts swcyed for the pment study, the source melodies have not 
generally bea  listcd. Sincc the identities of these melodies cannot be f m l y  established, their value in a 
comparative study has ben d y  diminished. 



provide no differentiae for this antiphon. The other two sources, Klosterneuburg 10 1 5 

and Vorau 287, maintain the D finals but provide îourth mode differentiae!" At least 

sevm othn fend antiphon chants surveyed here show similar inconsistencies between 

chant finals and assigned differentku~~~ Following Hiley's remarks, ùiis suggests not 

only an origin before the advent of the eight-mode system, but also a different 

organizational concept for the chant melodies. 

Modal instability aside, a survey of the feria1 antiphon melodies also brings under 

consideration the phenornenon of oral transmission of the entire chant repertory in the 

centuries before the advent of notation and its effect on the pitches of the chant melodies 

before and during the transition to a written (or partially-written) tradition. Although 

musings on the oral transmission of chant have been presented in previous studies by a 

number of scholan and are beyond the scope of this work, it is generally considered that 

chant melodies were corrupted to some degree before they were stabilized in written 

form. It is tempting to suppose that some evidence for this theory lies in the sources 

which record entirely different melodies for some chants. For example, at least two 

different melodies (as well as variants of those melodies) are recorded in the various 

manuscripts surveyed in the present study for numerous chant texts, such as those 

identified with CAO numbea 0005,0006,001 1,1253,1390,1498,1533,1536,1682, 

1 732, 1 736, 1744, l824,2 1 14,2 1 5O,2 169,2230, and 2328, among others. There are also 

many cases where a chant is the same at its opening (sornetimes merely transposed when 

compared against the sarne text in other sources) but the melody diverges at some point 

before the cadence and the last pitches ancî final no longer correspond. This occurs, for 

exarnple, in those chants with CAO numbers 1735,1825,2713,45 1 1, and 52 19. (See 

below for a description of the "at a glaace" table.) 

>'ln the Vonu source, th= has bmi an erasun undmicath the prcscnt fouith-mode differentia, 
but the original pitchco m o t  bc determineci. T h m  is no s i p  of any alteration to the Klostmeuburg 
en W. 

''La& of correspondence betwan fmak and differentiae occw, for example, in the chants with 
CAO numbcrs 1 197,1278,1732,1744,1825,S 1 16,2 150, and 2328. 



, The Melodic T r a d i t i o n  - Feria1 Antiphons 
1 Friday Matins - F i r s t  Nocturn 
l 
1 
i T r i 1  
Utrl I 

I i Penp 
I Barn 

Gra2 ' caml ! MaF2 
I 
1 Pre2 
1 Gra7 

i Zwie 
' Vie3 

Worc 
i Budl 
: Ober 

Vor 1 
' Gra6 
: Klol 

E F  E g E  F D  1 AAGFGA 
F F  E g E  f D  1 AAAGGFGAG 

A F a A G F  G E F E D D  1 AAGFGGAG 
F F  G E F E D D  1 G2 

GF F F  G E F  O D  1 FGAAGFGGAG 
GFGAG F G E F D D 1 AAGFGGAG 
G F F  G E f  D O  1 W4GGAG 

F F  G E F E D O  1 AAGFGGAG 
F F  E g F E D D  1 AAGFGAG 
f F  G E F E D D  1 AAGFGAG 
F F  E G f  D O  1 "aq" (AAAGGFGGAG) 
F F  E G f  D D  1 AAGFGAG 

F F G FE DF FF 6 F1 
GF F D C  G G A  6 F1 

F F 6 F1 
6 F1 
6 "Hm 
6 F1 

t Kl05 
t 

6 F1 
1 Klo4 6 FI 
, Klo2 6 F1 
* K l o 3  F G A  g G F E D  F F  F G G F 6 F I  

' 5219 Tu solus a l - t i s s i m u s  super om nem terram - 

-.-- -- 

Illustration 4 1 : "At a glance" table 52 19 

THE METHOD 

Once the chant series to be studied was selected (i.e., ferial antiphons), a 

systematic consultation of original sources was begun in order to isolate the melodic 

variants found among the sources within that series. Following an initial examination of 

each extant source which was available for shidy in either microfilm or facsimile, a list of 

eligible manuscripts for this examination into the melodic traditions of medieval Europe 

was produced. 

The k t  step in either establishing or dismisshg the existence of an east-Frankish 

melodic chant tradition involves the recording of the complete cursus of ferial antiphon 



rnelodies for each manuscript source into some means for cornparison. The eight Offices 

of a typical weekday (Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and Compline) 

contain no fewer than twenty antiphons. A hi11 set of Offices is recorded for each of the 

seven weekdays in the majority of manuscript sources whicb t d  the feRal cursus. 

The number of different ferid antiphons contained in a typical antiphoner ranges 

approximately between 100 and 1 Despite this large number, many of these 

antiphons are common between sources owing to the standardization of the psalm cursus. 

in the course of this research, for example, the over 2400)~ ferial antiphons encountered in 

the twenty-five sources sweyed provide multiple examples of only 203 different chants. 

For each of these 203 different antiphons, a standard four-digit reference nurnber 

was assigned; these nurnbers were either borrowed fiom the cornsponding entry in CAO 

or newly-invented for chants not included in CAO. An individual table was created for 

each of these 203 antiphons in order to store the details of the melodies as found in the 

different manuscript sources, and each melody was transcribed into leîter notation. In the 

initial stages of research, owing to the central position of the Klosterneuburg sources and 

the legibility of the pitches in Klostemeuburg 101 7, the ferial antiphon melodies as found 

in this source were adopted as "base melodies" for comp~son.  This choice was in no 

way intended to imply any superiority to these readings; Klostemeuburg 101 7, as the 

earliest of the clearly legible sources from this monastery, was merely a starting point for 

melodic transcription and analysis. 

The format for each antiphon "at a glance" table consists of a number of elements: 

1) The reference number and the complete text of the antiphon appear horizontally 

dong the bottom line. 

2) The sigîum for the base melody (Klo3 for the majority of chants), with an asterisk 

(*) to the left to dcoote this source as the one used foi cornparison in this table, 

"129 different antiphons were Sung in the Klostemeuburg liturgy. 

'me feria1 amiphon daîabasc contains 2462 mdividual records. Eacb record represents a single 
occurrence of a fcrial antiphon. Each record contains fields for the CAO identification number, the 
manuscript siglum, the hl1 melody in Ictter notation, as well as (most importantly) a division of the pitches 
of the mtlody by thcir corresponding syllabks in thc ta& 



bas been placed at the lefi-hand maxgin above the reference number. 

The pitches, as found for the "base melody," have been entered over the 

comsponding syllables in the underlying text. AAer a few brief observations of 

the dodies to be î m m d d ,  iî was detemiiried lhaf since the ranges of the 

feria1 antiphon melodies are generally quite narrow, and leaps larger than a fourth 

rare, upper-case laters could be used for the transcription of al1 standard neurnes 

regardless of any register shifts. (If any doubts arose as to the ranges represented 

in the original notation, the microfilms or facsimiles could easily be consulted 

again.) Lower-case letters were reserved for liquescent neumes and other 

graphical variants in the event that this distinction might be useful in the future. 

Square brackets were entered to indicate the absence of neurnes owing to a textual 

variant. Square brackets around the word "empty" were entered in the cases 

where neumes are missing but text is present. In the early stages of research, a 

hyphen ') was used to indicate the presence of a Bat sign, and the symbol A 

represented the use of the natural sign. For later manipulation of the data, 

however, it was necessary to change the occurrences of "B-" to "6" and "BN' to 

W." (A rare occurrence of E-flat has k e n  represented with "3.") A question 

mark was entered over any syllable for which the notation was illegible. 

The sigla of other manuscript sources in which a chant occurs have been entered 

above one another at the lefi-hand margin. 

The pitches of these chants have been entered above the corresponding textual 

syllables unly w h  tljcy are diffrear lfom thepitches of the base mefody. ln this 

way, these tables show melodic (or textual) variants between certain sources "at a 

giance." 

Modes and differentiae as found in each source have been recordai at the right- 

hand side of each table. Some of the differentia entries use the codes adopted for 

the indexhg in CANT'US~~ format of the Kiostemeuburg antiphoners. 



Notes and comments, when necessary, have been entered at the bottom of each 

page below the antiphon text. 

The Melodic Tradi t ion - Feri  al Anti  phons 
Wednesday Matins - F i r s t  Nocturn 
Graz 
c a m l  
Worc 
Col 1 
B a r n  
Penp 
V i  e3 
Pre2 

: Gra7 
Gra6 
Vorl 
Budl 
Maf2 
Ober 
Zwi e 
Utrl 
T r i  l 
Klol 
Klo4 
KI 05 
KI 02 
*KI 03 A F A C C C  G B C A A  C 

A ve r t e t  domi nus capt i  v i  tatem pl ebi s suae - 

G1 
G1 
G 1  
G1 
G1 
Gl 
I' w I' 

G1 
G1 
G 1  
G1 
"wu (CCBcAG) 
CCBCBaG 
G1 
G 1  
G 1  
G1  
G 1  
G1 

********************SnhtJnt-******************** 

Note the var iant  on the word "plebis" - ACA / ABA. 

-c 

Illustration 42: "At a glance" table 1 549 

Several of the "at a glancey' tables incorporate more cornplicated rdings than that show 

above. For example, the antiphon CAO 1498 was found to have a textual variant as well 

as a number of different melodic versions and two modal assignments: 



The Me1 odi c Tradi ti on - Feri  a l  Anti phons  
Monday None 

I 
M a F 2  0 D C A C  B A G  A G F G A A G G E  1 7 

Gra2 CB D C A C  B A G A A A A C B G G C  ] 7 / canl C 0 GAB A G A  G f F A A  G G [  ] 8 
Worc D AC B A G  A G F G A A  G G [  ) 8 

t C o l 1  C A G G  A G F G A A  G G [  1 8 
I Vie3 C A G G  A G F G A A  G G [  ] 8 
j Gra7 A G G  a G F G A A  G G [  ] 8 
t B u d l  C C C  [ ] C C  C C C A  B A  8 
l Ober C CS ( I A A A A A C C  8 
1 U t r l  [ I A A A A A C  G 8 

Z w i  e [: ] A C  A G F  8 
Pre2 A C [ ] A  A ?  ? GF G 8 

, V o r l  C C [ 1 A GF 8 
Gr a6 C [ 3 G A GF 8 
K l o l  [ 1 FG 8 
K I  05 [ 1 8 
K I  04 [ 1 8 
Klo2 [ 1 8 
*Klo3 C C B  c A [ 1 G  A C G  A G F  G A A G F G G  8 

DDEOCDC 
DDEDCDC 
CCACDC 
CCACDC 
CCACDC 
CCACDC 
CCACDC 
CCACDC 
A 1 
CCBCBAGGA 
" wb" ( CCBcAGA > 
* 
A l  
"wb" 
A l  
? 
A 1 
A l  
* 

1498 As - p i  ce i n  me [domine] e t  m i  s e - r e r e  me-i domine 

g--- 

H-BU 118 has repeated C f o r  the f i rst 10 p i  tches - - reci t ing- tone l i ke? 

Illustration 43: "At a glance" table 1498 

A close examination of these "at a glance" tables has revealed over ninety 

variants3' of pitches or texts within the ferial antiphons surveyed.j8 Those variants 

already generally accepted as German or east-Frankish (such as that over the word plebis 

in the table for chant 1 549, above) have been identified, and numerous other variants 

have been isolateci As this saidy has its foundaîions in previoris research into the 

"The isolation of this raths lvge numbcr of variants is  h l  in orda to track their appearance in 
manuscripts h m  diffemt regions, monastic ordcn, language arcas, etc. with significant and telling 
rcsults. 1 anticipated that the succtssful detemination of a large number of melodic andfor textual vdants 
would most probabty be sufficicnt to prove the existence of an east-Frankish chant tradition. 

"Clear esrt-Ftankish varianu occur in the Klostemeuburg antiphoners in many of the ferial 
antiphons, including those with CAO numbers 33 17,2773,2349,2427,19 18,128 1 , Z  168,4473,3230, 
3557,2116,2709,3583,2148,3551,128 1,19 18,2168,4473,3230, and 2148, among others. 



supposed regional variety in melodic tendencies within western-Eutopean chant, the 

question posed at this point is not merely concerned with the confirmation of regional 

occurrences of these acknowledged variants, but also, "Are there more variants than those 

generally accepted which demonstrate a consistency in east-Frankish usage?" 

Once the list of potentially significant variants had been created fiom the "at a 

glance" tables, it was necessary to search through the complete set of feria1 antiphon 

melodies in order to determine if the variant melodic patterns occurred enough times 

within the antiphon melodies to be deemed "significant," and if so, to determine if those 

melodic patterns occurred consistently in any group of sources which might be related. It 

has long been realized that, if programmed and manipulated properly, the computer can 

be a tremendous tool for research. For the purposes of analyzing the enomous arnount of 

data collected fiom the twenty-five sources sweyed, as well as for searching through the 

over 2400 antiphons for the variants isolated fiom the "at a glance" tables, a computer 

database (Microsofl Access 97) was employed. 

To prepare for manipulation in Access, both the antiphon melodies and the list of 

melodic variants had to be imported into the database. Separation of the pitches by 

syllables in the text was necessary for accurate searches. For example, the melodic 

pattern AB (a two-note neume) followed by A is distinct fiom the pattern of tluee single 

pitches A-B-A, yet both would be found in a search foi ABA by the full melody. The 

antiphon melodies were taken fiom the "at a glance" tables, but had to be filled out so 

that each database record contained a pitch (or pitches) for each syllable. These pitches 

were entered syllabically in fields named Sylll , Sy112, Sy113, and so on. 

Once imported, the records contained in both tables underwent concatenation (the 

joining of &ta in the syllable fields) and a fufl melody or N1 variant was entered in a 

separate field at the end of each record. It was w i l  these concatenated fields and some 

relatively simple "select queries" in Access that the initial searches for occurrences of 

variants within the feriai melodies were accomplished. 

Next, it was necessaiy to identify the syilabîc positions of the found melodic 

variants within the ferid melodies so an appropriate cornparison by syllable could be 



made. It is important to note the distinction between the preliminary search and the 

cornparison stage of this research. The searches for particular variants extended 

throughout the whole database. Upon the identification of a variant, the cornparison of 

the pitdies of îhat xnelodic pattem had to be limited to the acûïai syllabic positions of the 

neumes within the records which contained versions of that same chant (i.e., the same 

CAO number). 

THE MELODIC VARIANTS 

The following ninety melodic figures, found both during the analysis of the "at a 

glance" tables and suggested in the work of other researchers, have been suspected as 

possible 'inelodic variaats" withia the regional chant traditions in question. At the 

corresponding syllabic locations where any one of the melodic figures occurs in any of 

the fend antiphons under investigation, either the same figure or a different melodic 

version occurs The manuscripts which share identical readings show affinity at the level 

of the melodic tradition. For each melodic variant listed below, the number of diffenng 

melodic versions found at corresponding locations in the chants surveyed here is given. 

Evidence of an unstable transmission of at least portions of chant melodies is witnessed 

in the melodic variants with higher numbers of differing versions. Those variants with 

lower numbers are either ideniid more often when they occur (i.e., more stable) or they 

simply do not appear as frequently within the melodies. A "O" indicates that the melodic 

figure was not encountcred in any of the feria1 antiphons. 



NUMBER 
OF 

DIFFERMG 
VERSIONS 
FOrrrJD AT 

THE 
LOCA~ON 
OF THE 

VARIANT 

1 AB-A-G 1 66 MELODIC 
FIGURE OR 
VARIANT" 1 B-C-A 1 97 

E-D-E D 1 C-A-G 1 113 

1 C-AG 1 61 E-DE-E 1 46 ] 
1 C-B-A 1 106 E-FG-G 1 42 1 
1 C-B-C 1 94 E-G-D 1 A-A-FG-G 

O 

1 C-B-G 1 39 E-G-G 1 25 1 1 A-B-A-B-G 1 C-BC-A 1 50 F-A-C 1 43 1 1 A-B-A-G 1 C-C-B 1 85 F-D-F 1 94 1 1 A-C-A 1 C-C-BC ( 26 F-E-D 1 160 1 1 AC-A 1 C-C-D 1 35 F-E-F 1 130 1 1 ACA 
C-CB-A 

C-D-C 

C-G-G 

F-F-G 1 109 1 1 A-C-A-A 
F-FE-D 1 79 1 

1 A-C-BA 1 CC-A 1 8 1 A-C-C 1 CDF 1 21 F-G-A 1 96 I 1 A-F-A 
F-G-A-F 1 36 1 D-B-D 

D-C-C 
1 A-F-FG 

25 

71 F-G-AFG 1 5 1 A-F-G 1 D-D-D 113 

F-G-GA-F 

1 A-FG-G 1 D-E-D 1 56 1 A-G 1 D-E-DC 1 24 1 A-G-A 1 DEF-D 1 79 1 A-G-A-G 1 D-F-C 1 O FE-D 1 153 1 1 A-G-C 
FED-DEF-D 1 9 1 

1 D-F-E 1 138 1 A-G-F 
G-A-F 1 68 1 1 A-G-G 



G-A-G 1 245 G-E-F 1 116 

1 G-A-G-G 1 146 1 1 G-EF-G 1 71 1 
1 G A G A  1 27 1 1  G-F-A 1 39 1 
1 G-B-C 1 49 1 1 G-F-E 1- 

1 G-FE-D 1 143 1 
1 G-FG-G 1 20 1 

1 GF-GA-B 1 I l  1 

IN SEARCH OF b b S t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  VARIANTS 

Through a series of Visual Basic modules and Access queries (see Appendix IX 

for more programming details), the initial matches of melodic variants within the ferial 

antiphon melodies were placed in more-flexible arrays rather than tables. Arrays allow 

for the return of more complicated data, including the syllabic position for the start of 

each variant. This, in tuni, enables a direct cornparison of particula. syllabic contents 

between records of the same chant as found in different manuscript sources. For 

example, the melodic pattern of A-A-FG-G occurs in 63 of the over 2400 records in the 

feria1 antiphon melodic database. Many of these 63 matches represent multiple 

occurrences of the sarne chants (i.e., t!!ose with the same CAO numbers) within the ferial 

cursus, so the results can be compressed: this melodic pattern occurs in ten different 

chants (CAO 1548,1682,2116,2148,2168,2427,2709,3204,3359,4394) in the 

versions recorded in eight different manuscript sources (Klol, Klo2, Klo3, Klo4, Klo5, 

Gra6, Vorl, and Zwie). At the same syllabic positions where the melodic pattern A-A- 

FG-G occurs in those chants in those sources, twenty-nine other melodic versions occur. 

These melodic variants include AF-AG-FG-G, G-A-G-G, and AF-A-G-G. The following 

table provides a sampiing of the resuits of the melodic cornparisons. 



RIANTS E N C O ~  

TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
OCCURRENCES 

ERED 

IN HOW 
MANY 

S O ~ C E S ?  

IN THE PLACE 
OF THIS 

MELODIC 
FIGURE: 

FOUND 
MELODIC 
FIGURE: 

A-C-A A-C-A Barn, carnl, Col 1, 
Gra.2, Gra6, Kas 1 ,  
Kas2, Klol , Klo2, 
Klo3, Klo4, Klo5, 
MaF2, Ober. Penp. 
Tril, Utrl, Vie3, 

Vor 1, Worc, Zwie 

A-B- A Barn, Bud 1, cam 1 ,  
Col 1, G d ,  Gra6, 
Gra7, Kas 1, Kas2. 

MaF2, Ober 
Penp, Pre2, Tri 1, Vie3. 

Vor 1 ,  Worc 
- -. . - . - . . 

Barn, Col 1, Gra7, 
Penp, Vie3 

A-B- AF 

A-B-A-G A-B-A-G Barn, Bud 1, cam 1. 
Coi 1,  Gra2, Gra6. 
Gra7, Kas 1, Kas2, 
MaF2, Ober, Penp. 
Pre2, Tri 1 ,  Vie3, 

Vorl, Worc 

A-C-A-G Gra6, Klo 1 ,  Kio3, 
Klo3, Klo4, Klo5, 
Ober, Tri 1,  Utrl , 
Vor 1,  Worc, Zwie 

A-G-G Barn, Bud 1, Col 1 ,  
G d ,  G d ,  Gra7, 
MaF2, Penp, PreZ. 

Tri 1, Utr 1, Vie3, Worc 



D-E-D Barn, Bud 1,  c m  1, 
Col 1,  G d ,  Gra6, 
Gra7, Kas 1 ,  Kas2, 
Klo 1, Klo2, Klo3, 
IUd, K M ,  MaF2, 

Penp, Pre2, Tril , Utrl , 
Vie3, Vor 1, Worc, 

Zwie 

D-F-D Klol , Klo2, Klo3, 
Klo4, Klo5, Ober, 
Tril, Vorl, Zwie 

D-F-E cam 1, Klo 1 ,  Klo2, 
Uo3, K l d ,  uo5 ,  

Ober, Pre2, Tri 1 ,  Zwie 

D-F-D Barn, Bud 1, Gra6, 
Kas 1, Kas2, Klo 1 ,  
Klo2, Klo3, Klo4, 
Klo5, MaF2, Ober, 

Penp, Pr&, Tri 1, Utrl, 
Vor 1 ,  Zwie 

D-EF-D Budl, camI, Kfol, 
Klo2, Klo3. Klo4, 
Klo5, Ober, Vor 1, 

Worc, Zwie 

D-F-F Barn, Bud 1 ,  cam 1, 
Gra6, Kasl, MaF2, 
Ober, Penp, Pre2, 
Utrl , Worc, Zwie 

A- A-FG-G 

Barn, Budl, Coll, 
G d ,  Grad, Gra7, 
Penp, Vie3, Worc 

AF-A-G-G Coll, Gra7, MaF2? 
Vie3 



C-A-G 

B-A-G 

C-A-G-F 

F-G-G 

F-GA-G 

F-G A-GF 

Bam, Bud 1, cam 1, 
Col 1,  Gra2, Gra6, 
Gra7, -2, Klo 1 ,  
K l d ,  u03, u04, 
ad, MaF2, Ober 

Penp, Pre2, Tri 1, Utr 1 . 
Vie3, Vor 1, Worc, 

Zwie 

Barn, Budl , c m 1  , 
Col 1, G d ,  Gra6, 
Gra7, Kas 1 ,  Kas2, 
MaF2, Ober, Penp, 
Pre2, Tri 1 ,  Vie3, 

Vorl, Worc 

Barn, Budl, caml. 
Col 1 ,  Gra2, Gra6, 
Gra7, Klo 1, Klo2, 
Ho3, Klo4, Klo5, 
MaF2, Penp, Pre2, 
Tril, Utrl, Vie3, 
Vor 1 ,  Worc, Zwie 

Barn, Col 1, Gra2, 
Gra6, Gra7, Kas 1 , 
Kas2, Kfol , Kl02, 
Kio3, Klo4, Klo5, 
MaF2, Ober, Penp, 

Pre2, Tri 1, Utr 1, Vie3. 
Vor 1, Zwie 

Bam, Bud 1, carn 1, 
Coll, Gra2, Gra6, 
Gra7, Kas2, Klo 1,  
Kl02, mo3, K l d ,  
Klo5, MaF2, Ober, 

Penp, Pre2, Tri 1,  Utr 1 , 
Vie3, Vorl, Worc, 

Zwie 

Bud 1, Gra2, Gra7, 
MaF2, Pre2, ?'il, 
Utr 1, Vie3, Worc 



As anticipated, the results are mixed. For example, for the presumably-opposing 

variant figures A-B-A and A-C-A, several manuscnpt sources record both venions (Barn, 

Coll, Kas1 , etc.). Both gapped and stepwise melodic figures are found in Germanic and 

non-Germanic branches of the Gregorian tradition, and therefme, borh caa be reckoned as 

belonging within the tradition as a whole; the distinction between traditions involves the 

increased fkquency of occurrence of gapped intervals in G e m  sources. It is interesting 

here that the use of either gapped intmals or stepwise figures is more clearly defined 

with respect to eastem or western sources for the intervals A-C-A or A-B-A than for D-E- 

D or D-F-D. 

Owing to their provenance in regions bordenng between east and West, it is not 

particularly surprising that Ober, Tri, and Utrl display both gapped and stepwise melodic 

figures. These sources can be considered as transitional, and appear to have been 

influenced by more than one rnelodic tradition. What is curious, however, is the 

occurrence of both gapped and stepwise readings in more centraîly-located German 

sources, such as Gra6, Kas 1, KasZ, and Col 1. 

During the coune of this melodic analysis, it was found that many of the fenal 

antiphon melodies in Ober are entirely different fiom those in other sources; these 

divergences are not rnerely variants, but constitute completely different melodies. 

Similarities, including some identical readings, were also observed between several 

sources; for example, there is a close relationship between Worc and Pre2, as well as 

between Vie3 and Gra7. There is also a connection between CC\. 101 3, CCI. 101 5, Kas 1 

and Kas2. These Kassel sources are the only othen consulted in this study that present 

the antiphons for Sunday Lauds of the ferial cycle which are found in full in CCl. 10 1 3 

and partially in CCI. 10 15. The occurrence of these seemingly rare chants in only two of 

the five Klostemeuburg antipho~rs which contain the ferial cursus is peculiar. Their 

appearance in the present study in only one other location is stxiking. 

The general agreement of the Ge- sources Pr&, Gra2, Gra7, and Vie3 with 

the wual variants of the west-Fraakish tradition fan be explained with ref'erence to their 

monastic roots: Pre2 is a Premonstratensian manuscript, Gra2 is a Carthmian source, and 



&a7 and Vie3 are Cistercian. A lack of concordance of these sources with others fiom 

regions of German infiuence has been noted by other scholars. Heisler States, for 

exarnple, that pdcularly for the reformed orders, a uniforrn choral tradition was 

introdrifed which a& with the "Romanicw 

INCONSIST'ENCES iN THE ~ ~ O D I C  CHANT TRADITIONS 

The divergences within the melodies, in particular, those which cause difficulty in 

assigrhg some sources to an east- or west-Frankish tradition, remind us of the suggestion 

that not only each region, but each church had its own chant "dialect." Hendrik van der 

Werf writes, 

Not swprisingly, no clear and consistent boundaries can be found to 
separate the three dialect groups of Gregorian chant [Le., Gemanic, 
Southwestem, and central]. The differences between Germanic and 
Southwestem versions are very clear, but, as far as underlying structure is 
concerned, they differ fiom one another only by degree. Moreover, the 
sources of the central dialect group display seemingly Germanic as well as 
seemingly Southwestem features, sometimes even within one rnel~dy!~ 

Alexander Blachly comments, "In fact, no two Geman sources seem to show exactly the 

same variants, but rather vary among themselves in the degree to which they manifest 

Germanic or Romanic elementd*' Heisler adds that one cannot speak even of a uniform 

"French" tradition, much less an entirely uniform "Romanic" tradition." The concems. 

therefore, with respect to Wagner's small number of sources for comparative melodic 

research are obvious, since his results give the impression of a uniforin tradition in both 

Rcfomicn wurde in dieoen Orden cine einheitliche ChoralUkrliefcrung eingefPhrt. 
Diex vminhcitlichtc Oberlicfenmg schlieDt sich mcist der »romanischen<< Fassung an." meisler, 
1985, p. 70.1 

Sevan der Werf, p. 70. 

'' Blachly, 98. 

-Meme Umasuchungm h a h  nm ergch ,  da6 man nicht ohne EmsFtirankung von emer 
»gerrmanischen« odes »fr9ntlsischen« Oberliefcrung s p d n  h, em mht  nicht von einer 
e*hheitlidini >>romanischen<< Oberlicfcllcag." [Hcklcr, 1985, p. 69.) 



Gemanic and Romanic sources." It should be noted, however, that at this early stage, 

variances &etwwa melodic traditions were being sought, not divergences withu, the 

traditions themselves. 

Despite some incomistuiciesi, the chant sources tend towards a division into 

particular melodic traditions. As for the unexplained variances, Heisler names these as 

"arbitrary,'" and Blachly aàmits, bbAdmittedly, there are at this tirne no clear lines of 

descent that would establish how the Romanic and the Gennanic traditions relate to one 

an~ther.'*~ Rather than definitively categorizing as Germanic or Romanic, then, some 

scholars have preferred to assign varying degrees for certain sources. Such an assignment 

occurs, for example, in Johannes Aengenvoort's study of the Mass chants Sung in 

Miùister. Aengenvoort finds a similarity in the use of a German tradition to that found by 

Wagner in the gradua1 fiom Leipzig, and he considers the Münster chant tradition to be 

"enthusiastic" in its use of Germanic  variant^.^^ Some scholars who have, for the rnost 

part, accepted dialect divisions, have adopted the terms 'Romanizing" and 

"Germanizing" to describe the features apparent in particular sources. The suggestion has 

also been offered that the terminology should perhaps be softened fiom "German dialect-' 

to "German tendencies.'*' 

43Wagna finds "Selbstandigkeit." [Wagner, Dac Gmduafe, p. XLV.] 

"Man kann nur von anscheinend willkürlich aumetenden melodischen Vananten sprechen." 
veisler, 1985, p. 7 1 .] 

" ... dnB der Mthsterrehc Chonl in der Bildung germanischer Varianten besonders eifiig kt." 
Amgcnvoort pmscnts thirtten Gmanic variants, and attempts a furtha explmation of the phmomcnon of 
the Gemarnic chant diaiect through a comparative analysis of the chants in manuscripts h m  the regions of 
Mainz, KUln, and Utrecht. He considers the pitchcs c and f to bc the stable "Basist6ne" of the Germanic 
melodic tradition, owing to their special ûeatmcnt as the upper notes of the usual sernitcme stq. [Johannes 
Aengenvoort, in Queifle iidsardiw arr Gscbr'rrhIc dcs ûradde Mon&i~m'we K h e r  BeiDgge au. 
Musikforschung, vol. 9 (Regcnsburg: 1955), as cited by HeisIcr, 1986, p. 34-35. See also, Kohlhase and 
Pauckcr, item 3797.1 

%cc, for exmple, the comments of Aengenvoort as cited by Heisler, 1986, p. 34-35. Heisler also 
mitg "Er schwacht die smogc Tmiaung 'romsnircb' und 'gamaniseb' ab, indem a von 'gemi~iiisehen' 
Teridenzen spricht." [Heisler, 1986, p. 34 J 



THE KLOSTERNEUBURG ANTIPHONERS 

What is significant in the sampling of results s h o w  above is the absence of the 

Klostemeuburg amiphoners within the soum-groupings for the variants A-B-A, A-B-A- 

G, and SA-G. The Klostemeuburg manuscripts are not only uniform among one 

another, but they are consistent (at lem with respect to the melodies of the ferial 

antiphons) in the use of gapped intervals. This evidence contradicts the claim of Stefan 

Engels that CCl. 1 O1 O prefers the E or B h tone to the F or C found in CCl. 10 12 and 

1013.48 

UEngeIs, "Die Notation," p. 4 1. 



It is commonly understood that despite the varied appearances of late-medieval 

chant books fiom many diffant rrgions of Europe, these manuscript sources contain the 

same basic corpus of Gregorian melodies.' Many have cornmented on the uniformity of 

the liturgy across Europe; for example, Alexander Blachly writes, "the high degree of 

concordance between manuscripts that are widely separated by time and place is one of 

the most remarkable aspects [of] the plainchant t~adition.''~ Despite the striking 

similarities among the majority of latemedieval liturgical sources in their usages of 

chants in series or for particular feasts, regional adaptations have been recognized in 

notational styles, melodic contour, the manuscript copying tradition, and specific local 

usages.' Owhg to a convincing consistency of common features in manuscripts from 

western-European regions of German influence, the existence of an east-Frankish or 

Germanic Office tradition can be confirmed. The Klostemeuburg antiphoners, which 

originate fiom within the German region, share common features with other German 

sources and are representative of the east-Frankish chant tradition. 

The elements thought to be more German in Gregorian chant manuscripts from 

western Europe include melodies which employ "gapped" rather than stepwise intervals 

in particular melodic figures, a conservative notational style, the veneration of saints fiom 

'Although the prccisc origins of many of the liturgical chants in the Gregorian repcrtory have been 
under scholarly investigation for many ycars and have ofien remained ratficr murky, it is pariicularly 
noteworthy that the unifonnity of both textual and melodic matcrial was prescrved o v a  many centuries in 
somc ccnbcs, and subseqwntiy adoptai by othen in latcr times. It is wcll undcrstood that not al1 European 
regions wcre Christianiztd simultaneously; for example, it was nat witil the eighth ccntury that the chants 
of the Roman linugy w m  transmitted h m  Rome to Frankish lands, thercby rtplacing the Christian 
Gallican linirgy which had bccn in place h m  the fifth century under the Mmvingians. 

'Clerics in nummus Eumpcan centres customized their lhgics to s m e  cxtcnt in order to 
accommcuiate regional traditions, such as the adoption of an Office or Mass for a local patron saint. 



Geman regions, the use of certain tropes including the extended f o m  of the Visitatio 

sepuichn'Easter drama, the use of chants in the Gennan language, and the use of German 

instructional rubncs rather than the standard Latin. 

Afier examining nurnerous medieval chant books fiom across Europe, I have 

observed that there is a certain conservative tendency in the notation used in manuscripts 

from regions of German influence. For example, the colouring of the F-line red and the 

C-line yellow was recommended by Guido of Arezzo in his Aliae regulae of c .  1025. 

John A. Emerson's survey of medieval manuscripts reveals that most west-Frankish 

sources from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries onwards had abandoned these c~ lours .~  

However, red F- and yellow C-lines are found consistently in the twelfth- and fourteenth- 

century Klostemeuburg antiphoners studied here, in some later manuscripts fiom that 

monastery, and in many other G m a n  sources such as the fourteenth-century 

Thomaskirche gradual (teipz& KarlMm-Uaive~sit~tsbibfiohek, St. niornas 391), a 

thirteenth-century gradual now housed in Trier (see PaI60graphie musicale, vol. 3, pl. 

132), and the thirteenth-century Cistercian antiphoner, Wien, &emichisches 

NatonaibibIiotbe~ 1 79P9**. Strict adherence to Guido's niles by the scribes of the 

Klostemeuburg sources is seen in the addition of a coloured line within a space (rather 

than the mere tracing of a regular staff line) when the clef is in a certain position. 

Scribes using Gemanic notations also retained the staffless neume-forms and 

merely adapted them to the staff, rather than break the scnbal tradition and adopt the 

square neurnes comrnon in west-Frankish sources. With respect to ihis conservative 

featine, Peter Wagner writes, 

The Ge- chant books ... surprise us up to the time of the first p ~ t s  by 
their unbroken adherence to tradition; their musical notation is merely the 
organic end-product of the old neutnatic notation, which scarcely differs 
h m  it in any essential way. The particular neume signs of strophicus, 
oriscus, saiicus, pes quassus, and quilisma, which h m  the twelfth centwy 

'Sa Emerson, 6.v. " S o w F  in ïne New G ~ M .  pp. 627-32. 



on have as gooà as disappeared from the Romanic books to make place for 
more generalized notation, meet us still in the German printed graduals of 
the fifieenth and sixteenth centuries. This dependence on the outer 
appearance of the chant melodies is matched by the steadfastness of their 
cd tivatiod 

The retention of neumes without a staff in German regions later than in the West is 

also evidence of an apparently thnving oral tradition. The scriptorium that produced the 

twelfth-century Klosterneuburg antiphoners was progressive in its adoption of the so- 

called "Gregorian reforms" which included the implementation of the staff for notating 

the precise pitches of chants, for there are Ge- sources still in staf'fiess neumes dating 

fiom the late medieval period. For example, the antiphoner from the monastery of St. 

Florian, St FIonmàn, Augrsther-Chorhemnstiï? - Bibk'iotbek und Musikanhiv, XI. 480 is 

dated to the fourteenth or tifleenth century and displays adiastematic neumes drawn with 

a wide nib. The St. Florian source, though lacking in elegance, is not an isolated 

occurrence of staffless neumes in later German manuscripts. Other sources dating from 

the twelfth century or later with this type of notation include: the twelfth and thirteenth- 

centwy Bamberg antiphoners, Bamberg. St~atsbibliorhek~ Lit. 22, Lit. 23, Lit. 24, Lit. 26: 

the twelfth-century antiphoner within a breviary from St. Dysibode, Engelberg, 

Strl?sbibIiorhe& 103; the thirteenth-century antiphoner from Szekesfehervar, now modem 

Hungary , Graz, Univenititsbibfiothek, Zl i; the twel fth-century anti phoner probabl y from 

the Abbey of St. Larnbrecht, Graz, UNveritit~bibhthek~ 2.56 the twelflh-century 

antiphoner 6rom Franconia, Kolo, Enbischhfliche Dihzew- und Dombibfiothek, 213 

the thirteenth-century Austrian antiphoner, Oxfd, B d e i m  Libnuy? Caoooici Lit. 202 

the twelfth- to fourteenth-century St. Gall antiphoners, St. Galien, Stifisbibliothek, 388, 

389hm Sitten, and 437hm Marbach; the twelfth- or thirteenth-century antiphoner 

h m  W eingarten, Stu#g;trt; Wurtttmbe~sche Landesbibhotliek; Hû.L54, the thirteenth- 

century Cistercian antiphoner, Wiea, ostmeichische ~a&onalbib~iotb& J 799*L, and ihe 

twelfth-century gradual and antiphoner fiom Salzburg, now Wien, ostemichische 

-- - - 

"agna, IkF 0 . c  vol. 1, p. Vn; translation fmni Blachly, p. 105. 



Nab'onalbibliotbek; S. N. 2700. 

Perhaps some aspects of this apparent conservatism can be explained as merely a 

practical consideration. in places where staff notation was introduced suddenly, the entire 

stock of codifes for that church had to be replacerl by books morr expensive than the old 

ones, since music written on staves takes up much more space than the neurnatic scripts 

which had forrnerly been copied above rather narrowly-spaced texts. Although it is 

known that liturgical books were made obsolete by various reforms and that the copying 

of new manuscripts would have been required on occasion, it is also clear that the 

expense of copying a set of replacement books was enormous. As it was apparently not a 

heretical act to counter or refuse to adopt the "notational refom" of the staff, the 

retaining of the "old-fashioned" neumatic notation as long as possible would have 

preserved many of the resources of a particular monastery or church. This trend, then, in 

addition to suggesting that the oral tradition was still functioning, might be considered a 

result of Gennan thrihess. 

CONSERVAT~VE TENDENC~ES IN O ~ R  FEATURES OF MANUSCRIPT PRODUCTION 

With regard to the entire chant repertory, the extant documents show a strong 

inclination to preserve established traditions. Gustave Reese writes, for example, 

"Keeping the chant intact was long regarded as a religious duty, the respect for which 

seems not to have diminished notably until after the advent of p~lyphony."~ Although 

west-Frankish manuscripts display this quality to a certain degree, the inclination to resist 

change appears to have been stronger in sources from Gemüui regions. For example, 

earlier sources for the Office fiom both east- and west-Frankish lands tend to have their 

Temporale and Smcfotale chants intermingled by calendar date. Dom Joseph Gajard 

d e m i  this f e a ~  in the tenth-cennuy Mont-Renaud anîiphoner from Noyon, and 



remarks that this organization is often found in older rnanuscripts? Whereas younger 

sources fiom France, Italy, and other west-Frankish regions often have the chants for the 

Smctodegrouped together either in a second volume or in a separate section after those 

for T m p d e ;  many lata Gcxman manuscripts, including those h m  Klostemeuburg, 

retain an intenningling of al1 the chants for the liturgical year. 

Cowrvatism in Gmnan manuscript production is also displayed in the 

combinations of letters to identiS, modes and differentiae; this system is more ancient 

than the use of neumes written out in the margins for differentia patterns. Although not 

used in the more progressive "Klostemeuburg notation," many German sources fiom the 

later Middle Ages, such as Karlsruhe Aug. LX and Graz 29 and 30, have Greek vowels in 

the margins to designate the mode of each chant, combined with Latin consonants to 

indicate the differentia. The vowel "a" indicates mode 1, "e" mode 2, "i" mode 3, "O" 

mode 4, "u" mode 5, " H  mode 6, "y" mode 7, and "w" mode 8. The consonant "b" 

identifies the first differentia of any tone, "c" the second, "ci" the third, "g" the fourth, and 

so on. This system was recommended by the Gennan writer John Cotton in his De 

musica of c. 1 100. In this treatise, John writes, 

One should also know that by some the phthongi - that is, the tones, - 
are designated by vowels, and the differentiae of the tones - which some 
wrongiy cal1 diffinitiones [differing endings] - by consonants, in this 
way: a denotes the first tone, e the second, i the third, O the fourth, u the 
fifth, Greek H the sixth, y the seventh, and o the eighth. And b indicates 
the first differentia of any tone, c the second, d the third, g the fourth. and 
so on, with the mute consonants in alphabetical order."' 

One wonders, too, if conservative tendencies are responsible for the gapped 

intervals of the east-Fraakish melodic tradition. Although the idea is widely disputed, 

'"Le Graduel suit le même ordm que les plus anciens manuscrits. Les fëtes de saints n'y sont pas, 
comme dans notre Graduel moderne, grouph a la fui du livre en un sanctoral unique et complet; elles sont 
au contraire dpartics parmi les messes du temps!' [Dom Joseph Gajard, dircctor, te  Manuscrit du Monr- 
&n& A? SI* Gnsdual erana;pb4DBUC de Noyoa Paléographie musicale, vol. 16 (Sarthe: Abbaye 
Saint-Pimc de Solesmes, 1 9 5 3 ,  p. 19.1 

a John, 'De Mwica," in Pilisca, cd., HUM& Guich, and hh on Mwi$ p. 1 2 1. 



some scholars propose an underlying pentatonic structure for early chant. If this were, in 

fact, the nature of chant before the written tradition, and if such a structure had been 

retained longer in the Ge- books than in sources fkom other regions, it might explain 

the me1od.k divergences between est- and w e s t - F d s h  sources. 

A number of scholars have developed other theories to explain the distinctive 

melodic content of est-Frankish books. Following his discussion of the oldest notated 

collection with German songs, the Jena manuscnpt, compiled in the middle of the 

fourteenth-century, Hendrik van der Werf writes, 

Despite the time lapse between the earliest sources of Gregorian chant in 
the Germanic dialect and the earliest extant German Song collections, it is 
possible that the many open thirds and fourths in the Gennanic dialect of 
Gregorian chant reflect an indigenous liking for intervals wider than a 
second? 

In the opinion of Ekkehard Federl, an important indication of the Germanic chant dialect 

is in the notation. He suggests îhat chants written in square notation follow the Rornanic 

tradition, while Germanic forms are notated in Gothic "Hufnagel~chrift."'~ Heisler argues 

this point, and states that the use of a particdar notation is no criterion for the Germanic 

melodic dialect.' ' 
Whatever the origin, owing to the consistent occurrences of certain melodic 

variants in manuscripts fiom within east-Frankish areas as opposed to those figures in 

sources fiorn west-Frankish areas, a legitimate melodic tradition, identified as east- 

Frankish, can be confirmed. David Hiley writes, 

The importance of cornparison of musical variants cannot be 
overestimated. Not only do they act as a litmus test for the relationships 
between sources, they constitute valuable evidence as to the mode of 

9van der Werf, vol. 1, p. 160. 

W s  ist ntimlich im allgemeinen die Regel, dai3 die lateinische Ltsart in rtimischer 
Quadratnotmschrift, die gcrrnanische Qgegen in gotischa Hufnagclschrift noticrt kt." Ifderi, as cited by 
Heisler, 1986, p. 30.1 

Y.. QD die Notauchrift kcin Kriterium fiir die Lcsart des Gesangs sein kann." meisler, 1986, 
p. 31.1 



transmission of chant. ... This work is laborious, for its effectiveness 
depends both on the accumulation of a large number of points of musical 
variance and their tracking through a large nurnber of sources." 

The inconsistencies within both the east- and west-Frankish dialects, as observed 

in this study, by Heisler, Blachly, Flotzinger, and even ~ a g n n "  have plagued the "chant 

dialect" theory for many years. Schoian continually encounter mixed results in studies 

which are aimed at labelhg sources as Gemanic or Romanic. Almost al1 scholars have 

discovered and agree that a rnix of east- and west-Frankish traditions car. occur in the 

same manuscripi, even in neighbouring chants. Heisler bas àetermioed th, although 

many manuscript sources follow exclusively one melodic tradition or the other, there are 

several that incorporate elements of both east and West traditions.I4 Especially in 

bordering regions, it is certain that some centres (Laon, for example) felt both Romanic 

and Gemanic influences. 

With respect to determining the geographical borders of a liturgical tradition, 

Laszlo Dobszay writes, 

We shall fuid that the sources display a very characteristic order at some 
points in the set of chants, and that this order proves to be stable during a 
longer period wiiliin the confines of one and the same liturgical unit. 
Other configurations of chants show certain differences within the 
districts. Yet other liturgical points will allow some fieedom for selection. 
... It is only through anaiysis that we cm discover the characteristic 
features upon which rites differ, that is, the features which distinguish 
them one From an~ther . '~  

l 3  Wagner writes, " Was wir als germanische Varianten bezeichnen, enveist sich auch hier 
keincswegs ah ausrhliefilicha Eigenhun der deutschcn Übediefening, sondem als rechtmiibigen 
Gebrauch machm. Wagner, Dr?s G e ç  p. LVIII.] Wagner notes that the Graduais of the Advcnt 
Emba days al1 end with a fuuil figure that apptars Gcmianic (C-A). He concludes h a î  these melodies 
must be vcry old because the Romanic and Gcrmanic traditions shan bis mclodic pattern. ["Die enten 
M t z c  wcnigstens zur germanischcn Tcnkadenz im (I. und) fi. Ton müsscn d m a c h  bereits in die alteste 
Zeit des christlichen Kultgcsanges hineinverlegt werden? Wagner, Das Graduale, p. Li.] 

"Sec Heisler, 1985, p. 80, for dic mamples of ovcrlappmg traditions in sources fiom Essen and 
Murbach. 



The results of the melodic cornparison of variants in Mass chants undertaken by 

the monks of Solesmes and published in the fourth volume of Lepduel romainl6 show a 

clearer division of sources from eastem and westem regions with respect to their usages 

of particuiar melodic passages. It is ~ernarkable that where thm is agreement among the 

German sources, it is generally an exact match;" most of the German manuscripts have 

identical readings to a level of ninety-foin percent, with no more than six difiering 

versions out of the 100 variants compared." 

Based on the results of the present study, the correlation of the variants supports, 

in general, a division of manuscripts by eastem and westem regions. The Klostemeuburg 

antiphonen fa11 without question into the grouping of sources which displays gapped 

i n t e ~ d s  rather than stepwise, that is, those of the east-Frankish manuscript tradition. 

THE C ~ O N O L O G Y  OF THE EAST-FRANKISH TRADITION 

A mix of east- and west-Frankish melodic traditions in a Kremsmünster source is 

rationalized by Altman Kellner using an evolutionary theory. He describes the 

occurrence of neighbouring chants of different traditions in the fimeral Ofice; the 

second-mode psalm tone for the fifih antiphon of Vespers shows a Gemanic version, 

while the subsequent chant, the Magnifi~cat antiphon, is in a Romanic form. I g  Kellner 

proposes that a gradua1 supplanting of the Romanic melodic versions by the Gemanic 

'The Monks of Solesmes, Le graduel romsin: Édiion criu'que par les moines de Solesmes, 
vol. IV: Le Texte nematique, i: Le Groupement des manuscrits (Solesmes: Abbaye Saint-Pierre, 1960); ii: 
Les Relations gdndalogiques des manuscrits (Solesmes: Abbaye Saint-Pierre, 1962). 

'"'On remarquera que l'articulation de ce groupe selon les liens de plus proches voisinage est 
exactement la même dans les deux tableaux ... ." [Lcgniduehmarir, vol. IV, p. 395.1 

"Sec Table IX.3.1 in Hilcy, p. 574 for a concise listing of the sources groupeci according to 
agrcemcnts in their uses of particular melodic variants. 

'*Die meIodischen hliefcnuig geh(irt d m  germanischcn ChoddiaIckî an, doch fuiden wir, 
xlbn in wtsentlichcn Belange, die rtknische Okrlicrf'g. So ist kispklsweise der PsabnschluD des 
zweiten Toncs bci der f û n h  Vcsperantihpon gennanisch notiert wahrcnd die unmittelbar anschlieBende 
Magni fht-Antiphon die r6rnische Fonn au fiveist." [Altman Keliner (OSB), Mtls~gcscbichte des SfiAes 

(Kassel and Basci, 1 N6), as cited by Heiskr, 1986, p. 32. Set also Kohlhase and Paucker, 
p. 349, item 385.1 



occurred throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.20 

Such a theory brings into question the chronology of the east- and west-Frankish 

traditions. Many scholars have posited solid arguments detailing the reasons why 

Gman chant must have developed out of the Roman tradition, or the other way around. 

M a t  is notoften disputed is the reality that the origin of either tradition cannot be 

detmined with certainty, owing primarily to the lack of pitch-accurate notation in east- 

Frankish regions as early as it is found in the west-Frankish realm. The differences in 

intervallic distances in manuscripts without staff-lines is not, of course, provable." 

The endurance of the oral tradition in Germanic centres has resulted in many 

difficulties for modem researchers attempting to accurately represent the pitches in 

certain sources and identiQ melodic variants. Such are the quandaries that the monks of 

Solesmes chose to avoid as they selected manuscript sources for their research and chant 

reconstructions early in the twentieth century. Unfomuiately, the priority granted to 

French and Italian manuscript sources at that early stage in chant research has, to some 

degree, skewed the modem representation of medieval chant. 

Wagner's repeated comments on the replacement? of the lower tone by the higher 

one suggest that he believed that the Romanic was the originating tradition, and that the 

Germanic version was altered fiom the Romanic at a later date. Wagner emphasizes the 

role of the Irish missionaries in the early German church, since the conversion of 

Germany was shortly after the Council of Glasgow in 747. Wagner writes, "The monks 

fiom the Island kingdom who chnstianized Germany certaidy taught in the monasteries 

founded by them no other order of liturgy and chant than the one which was current 

2''"... SO konnen wir saga, daB in Kremsmünstcr die rthnische Okrücrfening bis Un 1300 W e n d  
blieb; im 14. Jahrhundcrt ringen beide Dialcktt urn die Vorhcmchaft, bis schlieDIich Hand in Hand mit 
der Entfaltung der Gotik, der gcnnanische Dialekt den Sicg davontr@t." WIlncr, as citeù by Hcisler, 
1986, p. 32.1 

"u~bwcichungcn d a  intervalle mischen »gcrmanischen« und »~rommischm~~ 
Handschrih lassen sich in linidoser Notation nicht unterschcidaL" [Htiskr, 1985, p. 73.1 

=wagner employs the temis ''VatriscbuagY' mtrriing "exchange*' on pp. Lii and LVII, and 
"Ersatz" meaning "rcplaccmmt" on pp. LUI, LN, LVIII, for mamplc. 



among the~n."~ 

Theodor Heinrich Klein shows how the Gerxnanic Dialect is the result of a 

compted fmmmkion of the chant northwards fiom Rome, a process which dates as far 

back as the early Roman missionaries. He writes that as the Cmlingian refom began, 

the lituqical ground in Mainz was prepared so that the seeds would bear good fmit. 

Nevertheless, the older Frankish musical traditions in Mainz were not completely 

extenninated; the melodic divergences of the older tradition crept in and rernained a 

strong element of the new version of the chant of that region." In Klein's view, then. the 

Germanic Dialect dates fiom as early as the period of the Carolingian liturgical refom, 

when the so-called "Gregorian" chants were brought north from Rome to uni@ the liturgy 

across the Frankish realm. With respect to terminology, Klein has stated that the idea of 

the Gerrnanic chant dialect in no way fairly represents al1 of the varied local traditions of 

liturgical chant in the Middle Ages, as the "dialect" itself was not even unifomly 

transmitted." 

Even so, it is probable that the Gemanic melodic forms date fiom as early as the 

Romanic ones. The remarks of ninth-centiny theorists Aurelian of Réôme and John the 

Deacon suggest that an est-Frankish melodic tradition was already in place before the 

adoption of notation; however, it may be impossible to prove how ancient lhis tradition 

is. Blachly concludes, 

It is possible, however, that the Germanic dialect preserves an older layer 
of chant that later becarne modified in the Romaaic manuscripts when 
square notation superseded the neurnatic, or even earlier. Perhaps both 

2'"Als die karolmgische Refonn begann, war der Mahzcr Boden schon gut vorbercilet, so daB der 
ausgestrcutc Sarnen gute Frucht mg. Iknnoch war auch in Mainz die alte m i s c h e  Musikauffassung 
nicht a m t t e n ;  melodische Abwcichungen in den oben bcschriebenen Arten schlichen sich ein und 
konntm sich festsetzen. Sie wurden wcitertradiert und bliebcn ein fcster Bestandteil des Kirchengesangs." 
[Theudot Heinrich Klein as quottd in Heislcr, 1986, p. 39.1 

?.. dal3 der Begriff des 'gennanischcn Choraldialektes' in keinm Weise den vielEiltigen lokalen 
Erscheinungsweiscn mittelalterlichen Kirchcngesangs gerccht witd. Der gennanische Dialekt ist eben als 
Zcrsinguqp und Umgestaltungsprndiih nicht einhcitlich ûberlierht" [Klein, as quoted in Heisler, 1986, 
p. 39.1 



dialects have roots that predate the advent of notation. Uncertainty on this 
critical issue no doubt accounts in part for the hesitant treatment 
scholarship has accorded the Gennanic tradition to date.26 

THE VENERATION OF LOCAL SAINTS 

A Gexman Ofice tradition can also be characterized by the inclusion of chants for 

the veneration of sanits who either have Gemianic ongins or who were popular in regions 

of Gemanic influence. The Klostemeuburg antiphoners, for example, include a 

cornmemoration for Bishop Godehard (May 4), as well as full Offices for Ursula (October 

2 l), whose earliest evidence is found in an inscription on a stone at Cologne, and Acacius 

(June 22), whose cult flourished in Switzerland and Germany in the thirteenth to 

sixteenth centuries. The Office for Acacius occurs in CCl. 10 18 on ff. 246' - 249' (and f. 

2623; chants for Acacius are also found in Graz 30 on ff. 133' and 139', and in Vorau 287 

on ff. 33 1' - 338'. CC1. 1018 includes both a feast of communechants for the Eleven 

Thousand Virgins (of which Ursula was one) on f. 149: as well as an Office of proper 

chants for Ursula at the end of the manuscript, on ff. 234' - 239'. Chants for the Eleven 

Thousand Virgins occur in CCl. 1012 on f. 83', and in CCl. 589 on ff. 96' - 99'. 

Although this feast is not lirnited exclusively to Geman sources, its fiequency of 

occurrence in manuscripts fiom regions of Gertnan influence is high?' The 

cornmemoration for Godehard (Gothard) occun in CCl. 589 on f. 20'. Chants for 

Godehard are also found in Graz 30 on f. 129', and in Viema C-10 on ff. 29' - 35'. 

T ~ O P E S  

As witnessed in the occurrence of the sequence text Q u m  non prevalent in CCl. 

10 1 3 and only a very few other Geman sources, the use of certain chants can lead to 

='Chants fotthe E l m  Thousand Virgins art includcd in Graz 30 on ff. 279' - 287, Linz 290 on 
f. 362', Vonu 287 on ff. 1 82' - 1 8Sv, Karlsnrhe Aug. LX on ff. 1 92' - 1 9SV, Cambrai 38 on f. 52', Cambrai 
C 4 on ff. 182' - 184', Paris lat. 15 182 on ff. 40 1'- 40SV, Valenciennes 1 14 on ff. 158' - 15Y, the Penpont 
antiphoncr on ff- 272' - Z W ,  the Barnwtii antiphoner on pp. 567-569, the Worcester antiphoner on f. 26Z, 
and in Zutphen 6 on ff. 144' - 14T. 



deteminations of manuscnpt afhities. Troped texts in pdcular, such as Quem non 

prevafmtand the Easter dnuna in its various versions, reveal the extent to which local 

traditions were exercised within a diocese or monastery, and the influence of those 

traditions on neighbodng or othenivise related tegions. Thomas Renna writes, "The 

Gregorian reforms certainly lessened the force of local custom, yet custom remained a 

fàctor everywhere in the medieval ch~rch."'~ 

An early form of the Easter drama, beginning Quem quaenlis in sepulcro O 

Chn'saèofae (CAO 8455) is found in CCl. 10 1 3 on ff. 145' - 145'. This version differs 

fiom the one preserved in the later Klostemeuburg antiphoners (CCl. 589 and 101 8), and 

it is found in several sources from different regions of Europe, including SI. Gall. 

SbbhbibIiorb& 484:' Cambrai 38 on ff'. 120' - 1 2OV, Paris lat. 1 2044 on K 100' - 1 0OV, 

Paris lat. 15 1 8 1 on ff. 296' - 297', and Utrecht 406 on f. 97'. 

The later version of the Visitatio seepfcfi, contained in CC]. 101 8 and CC!. 589, 

appears to be more centred within the Ge- orbit. For example, of the fi@-seven 

sources indexed in the C A ~ S  database, a fom of the later Visitatio cm be found only 

in CCl. 10 18, in Graz 30 on ff. 3' - 4', and in Stuttgart HB.I.55 on ff. 82' - 82'. 

A Gennan connection c m  also be observed in the later version of the Visitatio 

sepd& which ends wiîh the singing of the antiphon Dimtnunc lu&i Walther 

Lipphardt traces a similar usage to two other Geman monasteries which came under the 

influence of Hartmann von Bri~en,~' the first Provost of the reformed monastery of 

Klostemeuburg. William Smolden writes, "This anti-semitic composition, found in 

mThomas Renna, s.v. "Church, Latin: Organization," in Diionmyof Ihc Middle Ages, vol. 3, 
cd. by Joseph R Sûayer (New York: Charles Scribncr's Sons, 1983). p. 376. 

*In Zusammenhang mit Hirsaucr ReformklOstcm hat das Rottenbuchcr, das Klostemeuburger 
und das Neustifter Spiel (vcnnutlich alle drei unter der Einwirkung des Grihdungspropstes Hartmann) den 
Versus 'Dicant nunc iudei' als apologaischen Bestandteil aufgenomrncn. Wohl zuerst in Paris hatte man 
diesm G m g  durch die dialogisiwte Ostcnequenz des Wipo von Burgund 'Victimae paschali laudes' 
ersetzt, desen Strophe 'Credendum est magis Mariae veraci 1 quam Iudeorum hirbae faliaci' genau den 
apologetischcn, gqm die .luden gerichteten Sinn hatre wie 'Dicant nunc ludei."' [Lippharût, "Musik in 
den üstcrreichischen Klast- p. 6 1 .] 



Hartker, p. 203, and in not more than a score of Wsitalios, mostly Geman, is no longer in 

the Roman liturgy."" 

THE USE OF GERMAN VERNACULAR TEXT 

In several Klostemeuburg manuscripts, including CCl. 12 13 on f. 83' and CCl. 

574 on f. 144'. the Song for the end of the Easter play is the G m a n  hymn Chjst isr 

e~standen.'' Smoldon writes conceming Easter dramas in general, "There is clear 

evidence that a lay congregation was present and that they were allowed to make their 

own contribution by singing lines of vemacular hyrnns such as ChnSt ist entanden. To 

them, surely, the ceremony must have been a vivid reminder of the Death, the Harrowing, 

and the Re~urrection."~' In many of the German manuscnpt sources which include an 

Easter drarna, various rubrics such as Populo intenh accImante Chn'st k t  emtmden, 

plebs concIamante Cnst [sic] ist etstanden, or CIem ad c h m  redeunte popufus succinat 

C'.st  der ist entaaden as is found in CCl. 635 (E 583 and CCI. 5 90 (f. 30 1 3, indicate 

that the people witnessing the play were to participate at the end. The occurrence of 

Chnst ist erstanden in Klostemeuburg breviaries and ordinals, but not in the extant 

antiphonen, suggests that the canons performed the liturgy which included the German 

vemacular hymn in the parishes that they served, but that they retained fully Latin chants 

for their own worship in the monastery church. 

nie  occurrence of German texts extends to some rubricated forrns in the 

Klostemeuburg antiphoners. For example, the abbreviated form of in ewangefio instead 

of ia evangeho to indicate the antiphons to be sung with the Gospel canticles appears 

consistently in CCl. 10 1 7 and 10 18 and represents a Geman variant of the Latin text." 

32See Lipphardt's extensive mearch on the use of this text in "Studicn zur Musikpflege," cited 
above. 

33Smoidon, pp. 14- 15. 
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Insûuctionai or identifying rubrics in Geman appear sporadically on the leaves of 

CC]. 589,1012,1015, and 1018. The German text on f. 181' of CCl. 1015 before the 

chants for the complete Office of Corpus Christi reads, Von unsers herm leichnamen? 

This bntf phrase o b  convincing evidence hat this book was useà, at 1- for a tirne, 

in the women's convent. According to Engels, these Klostemeuburg sources also have 

German n i b n ~ s : ~ ~  CCI. 588 (gradual-sequentiary, âated c. 1300), CCl. 995 (fourteenth- 

to fifteenth-century processional, witb Ostlhdische notation), and CCl. 1007 (fourteenth 

century manuscript containhg rhymed Offices). Bruno Stablein details the 

Klostemeuburg hymnary, as found in seven manuscripts: CCl. 1000,996, 1003,997, 

999,100 1, and 1004. Of these, three contain German rubrics (CCl. 1003,997. 1 OO4), 

another three contain Latin rubrics (CCl. 1000,996,999), and both Geman and Latin are 

found in CCl. 100 1 ." 

Among the many hundreds of Latin liturgical chant manuscnpts swiving fiom 

medieval western Europe, the numerous neumed sources fiom Klostmeuburg comprise 

an invaluable corpus for research. The eight extant Klostemeuburg antiphonen display 

multiple Gemanic associations, including German notational forms, tropes found 

primarily in regions of German influence, German vemacular texts, as well as the 

consemative tendencies of coloured F- and C-lines, the retention of stamess neume 

shapes in conjunction with the eventual adoption of the staff, the intenningling of the 

Temporale and S~aocrale chants as found in the earliest-notated chant books, and the 

suggestion of an underlying pentatonic structure in the chants which may explain the 

melodic divergences in the est-Frankish chant dialect. The Klostemeuburg antiphoners 

can be clearly identifid as characteristic represenîatives of a medieval Gennanic Office 

tradition 

"'From out similady-named men." 

3%ngels, "Die Notation," pp. 42-43. 

"SWlein, MMMA 1, p. 566. 



Plate 1 : Klosteimeuburg, Aupditet-Cbori,m~bH - BibIiotbek; 1013, f. 1 25' 
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Plate 2: Hostrrmeuburg, Augttsanner-ChohemnsM - Bibliothek, 1013, f. 126' 



Plate 3 : ~osterneubutg Au,ther-i3oioemtlsa'14 - BibIioth& IO= f. 1 13' 



Plate 4: Klostaneubmg Aupher-Cborbemmtt%t - Biblothek, 1012, f. 1 5 1 



Plate 5:  k70semeuburg, A~gus~er~C1Zorbemd~a'ft - Bt'bIioth& IOIZ, f. 30' 





Plate 7: KIostemeubu~g Auptkrr-Chorbemnsht? - B~CbIioLbek, 101Q f. 49' 



Plate 8: Klostemeubburg, Augustrher-C.ohem11sa8- B~BIiothek; 101 7, f. 174' 



Plate 9: Klosmeuburg, Augttstmer-ChoherrenshH - Biblotùe& 1018, f. I ' 





Plate 1 1 : Klostuouburg, Aupsther-Chorbemnsû'ip - BibIiorbe 1018, f. 26 1 ' 





Plate 1 3: Hostemeubug, Augusane7€bon)mensa%t - Bibfiothek, 589, f. 15T 



r- ..*-- 
p r i e  A - . / A  ,- fir: 

Plate 14: Klosiuaeuburg, A ugusher-Cbortrerrensti%t - BibIiothek, 589, f. 1 58' 



Plate 15: Klostemeubwg, AugrrsaOm-ChorhemmtiA - BibhtheA; 589, f. 40' 



Plate 16: Kiustemeubtug Augusher-Cborhemnstift - Bibliotbek, IOIS; f. 2' 





Plate 1 8: Klos&meubeuburg, Augumher-Chorbeirrensa%t - Bibliorbe. 1011, f. 1 SV 



Plate 19: ~ostmeubwg, Augushi,er-CbonierrtnM - BibIiothek, IO1 I,  f. 1 33' 



Plate 20: Hostmeuburg, Augu~aner-Cborberreds~r'ft - BibIiotbek; 1011, f. 229' 
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APPENDICES I-VIII ON DISKETTE: A BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

The complete contents of the eight Klostemeuburg antiphoners dating before 1400 

are included here in indices following the C ~ m s  format, an Intemet-accessible database 

for Gregorian chaut. This databe, a tool for musicologists and medievalists with 

different interests, currently includes the indexed contents of over fifty antiphonen; the 

indices for al1 sources may be downloaded or searched online. Contributions to the 

database of new manuscripts indices are continually k ing  made by scholars fiom around 

the world. 

Only items which were to be sung are included in the CANTUS format; it should be 

noted, however, that this includes nearly every item in most antiphoners. Prayers, 

lessons, homilies and other such items of the liturgy, which can be found in breviaries, 

are omitted fiom the indices. Each line (or "record") of an index represents one chant. 

The primary information provided for each chant includes folio and side, the location of 

the item on the page, the feast and the Office for which the chant was Sung, the genre of 

the chant, its position within the Onice, the incipit or first few wmds of the chant, the 

concordances of that text as compared with those manuscripts surveyed by Hesbert in the 

first four volumes of CAO, the four-digit number assigned by Hesbert to that chant text in 

CAO, the mode as determined by the indexer based on final and range, the differentiae' 

provided with antiphons, the eight-digit feast code which provides a unique numerical 

identifier for every occasion and date in the liturgical year, and the RiSM-style siglum 

which identifies the chants belonging to a single manuscript source within the database. 

Although indications of mode are included in each record, Cantus indices are 

based on chant texts rather than melodies. These indices are meant to be tools for 

'In the case of s very few antiphons in CCL IO12 and 10 18, a diffcmtia has bccn included in the 
manuscripis but thc mtiphon itsclf is an unnotated incipit. As these cases are urtrcmely rare, there is no 
guidelinc at prrsmt for dit entcring of this information into the CANTUS database. In the appendices 
includcd hem, the differentiae indicated in the sources for these abbreviatcd chants have been entered into 
the appropriate field. The modes suggested by these differentiae have been indicated in the mode field by 
numbers preccâed by an asterisk (*) in d e r  to show that no notation has becn pvidcd for the antiphon 
itself, but that a mode has ben implied. 



research, not editions or analyses of the manuscripts. The primary importance of each 

index is as a "table of contents" to a particular manuscript. individual chants cm 

sometimes be difficult to locate in large manuscripts, particularly if the chants sought are 

in addcd feasts copied in unpredictable places. With the aid of a CAMUS inciex, a 

researcher examining a manuscript source can be saved the time of scrolling through a 

microfilm in search of a particular chant. 

Refer to the Cantus website <http://publish.uwo.ca/-canhis> for the complete 

description of the organization of the data in these indices. Also on the website are 

explanations of the abbreviated feast names that are used in the indices and the eight-digit 

feast codes which are assigned to each day of the liturgical year. CANTUS officially holds 

in its database indices of CCI. 10 12, 1 0 1 3, 10 1 7, and 1 0 1 8, which were prepared and 

submitted by the present author. These files, which cm be downloaded at any tirne by 

any interested scholar, have been extracted fiom the CANTUS database (operating in the 

programme Access 97) and are stored here on diskettes in universal ASCII text (.txt) 

format. The manuscripts CCI. 589,1010,101 1, and 101 5 have also been indexed, and. in 

addition to their inclusion here on diskettes in ASCII format, these files are available 

fiom the author. 

SUMMARY: Number of records per source 

CCI. 1013 
CCl. 1012 
CCI. 1010 
CC1.1017 
CCI. 1018 
CC1.589 
CCl. 1015 
CCI. 101 1 

Total 20,773 



APPEND~X IX 

COMPUTER PIWGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF THE FERIAL ANTPHON MELODIES 

PREPARING THE DATA 

Irnport full melodies of the ferial antiphons into a single table in Access. Each 

record repments one melody found in a particular source, and mut be in letter 

notation with the pitches for corresponding syllables separated into different 

fields. nie "Fend Melodies" table allows for forty-five syllables. Each record 

must also include the CAO number (or other four-digit identification number) for 

that chant, as well as the manuscript siglum representing the source for the version 

of the melody presented in that record. 

Run query "1 - Concatenate Full Melodies into Table." This joins the syllables 

into a single field ("Fully') which is added at the end of each record. 

Import melodic excerpts to be sought in the same manner as was done for the 

ferial antiphon melodies. The "Melodic Variantsn table allows for five syllables. 

Manually enter the number of syllables for each "variant" into a separate field. 

Run query " lb - Concatenate Variants." This accomplishes the same task as 

query 1, but for the "Melodic Variants" table. 

FINDING MATCHES 

5 .  Run query "2 - Locate Variants W ithin Melodies" This query appends to the 

"Comparison" table matches of the full concatenated variants found in the full 

concatenated melodies. The results show the CAO numbers where the matches 

are fouad, and the relevant data (manuscript siglum, variant, and CAO number of 

the melody within which that variant is found) is retumed. This query also adds 

each found variant divided by syllables to fields at the end of each record in the 

"Cornparison" table. 

6. Run query "4 - Add Feria1 Melody Syllables to Cornparison" This query sends 

each feria1 antiphon melody divided by syllables to fields at the end of each 
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corresponding record in the "Cornparison" table. 

7. Run module "1 - Retum MatchPosition Data." This Visual Basic module retms 

the syllabic positions of the "variant" matches within the feria1 antiphon melodies. 

When thue is a match between the syllables for "variant" and "full melody," this 

programme embedded within Access returns into a new field the syllabic position 

n w n k  of the first syllable of the b'variantn where that "variant" occurs within a 

full melody. A result of "O" is retumed if there is no match owing to sirnilar 

pitches being divided up among syllables differently in either the "variant" or the 

full rnelody (Le., if the preliminary search in Query 2 for the variant A-B-A found 

ABA in the concûtenated version of a melody, it may find either a match of the 

three-syllable melodic figure A-B-A or the completely different two-syllable 

figure AB-A - therefore, not a match). po t e  to users: To nin module 1, double- 

click the module to open it, then click the gokontinue button (right arrow). Make 

sure that the cursor is within the subroutine (after "Sub Dd).  Owing to the large 

amount of data k ing  surveyed, it may be necessary to press Ctrl-Alt-Del to exit 

Access if it stalls during this module.] 

8. Run query "5 - Send Valid Matches to Table." This query separates the "alid" 

matches fiom those found during the preliminary locate (query 2), and sends them 

to the "ValidMatches" table. Al1 "O" results (those records that matched by pitch 

but not by syllable division) are removed fiom the matches retumed to the 

"Cornparison" table fiom "Module 1 ." It has been found that fewer than half of 

the matches of the preliminary search are acnially b'vaiid" in this respect 

S E ~ G  UP FOR THE COMPARISON OF VARIANTS 

9. Rua query "6 - Find Other CAO #s for VdidMatches." With refmnce to the 

"ValidMatches" table, this query finds al1 records in the "Feria1 MeIodies" table 

with the same CAO number as the records with b'vaîid" matches and sends them 

al1 into the 'TAOMatchesn table. This allows for cornparison between 

manuscripts of al1 variants at particular syilabic positions within individual CAO 



num bers. 

10. R u  module "2 - Return Relevant Syllable Data." For each of the "valid" matches 

in the "CAOMatches" table, this embedded Visual Basic programme retums to 

ncw fields in the "CAOMatchesn table the pitch contents for the syllables at the 

corresponding positions of the "variant" matches for al1 other records which have 

the same CAO numbers. 

1 1. Run query "7 - Remove Duplicates from CAOMatches." AAer these last two 

steps, the data which is retumed to the "CAOMatches" table c m  be sorted and 

manipulated to show ciearly the variants (by syllable) that were sought in the full 

antiphon melodies, in which chants (CAO numbers) and manuscript sources 

(sigla) these variants were found, and most importantly, what occurs melodically 

at the position of the "variant" in other versions of the same chant. The resuliing 

data are stored in the "CAOMatches (minus duplicates)" table. 

Reports can now be generated to interpret the data. 
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